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PREFACE

The cost of publishing this volume as well as of the Facsimile

volume accompanying it has been paid from the income of the Freer

Research and Publication Fund.

The Papyrus of the Minor Prophets in the Freer Collection has been

edited by Mr. Sanders, but for the opportunity to use unpublished

material on the different Versions in Coptic he is under special obligation

to Professor Schmidt. The editor is also indebted to Professor Rahlfs

and the Septuaginta-Unternehmen in Gottingen for the permission

to use the extensive apparatus gathered there, to Professor Lake and

Harvard University for the loan of photographs of Septuagint manu-

scripts, to Mr. A. M. Todd of Kalamazoo for the loan of his copy of the

Complutensian Polyglot, and to the Vatican Library, the Staatsbiblio-

tek in Berlin, the Biblioteque Nationale, the Library of the Escurial,

and the Royal Library in Turin.

The publication of the Berlin Papyrus of Genesis has been made by

both editors, yet with such division of work that Mr. Schmidt takes

the final responsibility for the history of the manuscript and for the

reprint of the text in so far as it is preserved in the Papyrus, while Mr.

Sanders assumes responsibility for the remainder of the Introduction,

for the filling out of the lacunae in the text, and for the Notes. This

is however only a division of responsibility and the work of neither

editor should be considered confined to the field of his allotment.

THE EDITORS
August 8, 1927





AN EXPLANATION

The Berlin Papyrus of Genesis was made use of to the fullest extent

in the text of the edition of Genesis by Professor Rahlfs, which ap-

peared in 1926, and even an extensive description given in the Intro-

duction, p. 2off. This was made possible by the use of photographs

obtained in the following manner.

In 1923 complete photographs of the Papyrus had been made for

Mr. Sanders at his expense and also the negatives were included for use

in making the Facsimile. After the first draft of the text had been

completed by him in 1924, a second set of prints was made from the

negatLes and sent to Professor Rahlfs at his request, but without the

knowledge or consent of Professor Schmidt. This seemed to Mr.

Sanders only a due return for the kindness with which the entire

Septuagint apparatus at Gottingen had been placed at his service by

Professor Rahlfs for use in the edition of the Papyrus of the Minor

Prophets. No request was made for the privilege of prior publication

and at that time the publication of the edition of the Septuagint by

Rahlfs seemed financially impossible in Germany. Mr. Sanders also

believed that he could rely on the fairness of Professor Rahlfs and that

the special edition of the Berlin Genesis would appear within a short

time.

Unfortunately our edition was considerably delayed through the

union with the Minor Prophets, to which study extensive additions

were made on the Coptic side from material obtained by Professor

Schmidt, and through other unexpected hindrances both to editors

and printers. Yet in spite of this delay the publication of the Rahlfs’

Genesis was quite as surprising to Mr. Sanders as to his co-editor, for no

announcement had been made to him by Professor Rahlfs of the antic-

ipated publication and still less had permission been asked to make use

of the photographs in a prior publication.

Furthermore scholars can hardly feel under special obligation for

the prior publication of the Rahlfs’ edition, since the text of the Papy-

rus has been very hastily and incompletely reproduced, as a com-

parison of the two publications will easily show. In the case of so old

and fragmentary a papyrus photographs alone do not suffice and

IX



X AN EXPLANATION

Professor Rahlfs should in his own interest have awaited the complete

publication. Neither had he personally any sufficient cause to com-

plain of the inaccessibility of the evidence of the Berlin Genesis in spite

of the long delay in its publication, for in 1908 he was offered the

chance of joining with Professor Schmidt in an edition of this important

Papyrus, but refused, though he had occasioned the offer by the request

that the publication be entrusted to him.

On the other hand Professor Schmidt can hardly be blamed for

wishing to share in the study of a manuscript which he had purchased.

So his copy of the text of the Papyrus remained unused, as other

publications and travels kept him employed until the outbreak of the

World War, which caused the abandonment of all hope of an early

publication. He was accordingly most pleased in 1922, when he

learned of the projected publication of the Papyrus of the Minor

Prophets by the University of Michigan, as this presented the oppor-

tunity of publishing the Berlin Genesis under the same auspices and

would at the same time provide for the heavy cost of printing and

reproduction.

Professor Rahlfs is therefore in error in his Introduction, p. 21,

when he states that Professor Schmidt had at first wished to publish

the Papyrus himself — a plan that had never existed — and that he

had later entrusted this task to Professor Sanders. Such a publication

was at no time under consideration, and Professor Rahlfs must have

known from conversation with Mr. Sanders that the two editors vere

to carry out the work in common. There is accordingly no foundation

for the later reproach, that Professor Schmidt had entrusted to an

American a publication, which should naturally have fallen to the

Septuaginta-Unternehmen.

THE EDITORS
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PART I

THE MINOR PROPHETS IN THE
FREER COLLECTION





I. HISTORY OF THE MANUSCRIPT

The Washington Manuscript of the Minor Prophets (Greek ms V'

in the Freer Collection of the Smithsonian Institution) was bought in

Cairo in 1916 from Maurice Nahman. It formed a part of a purchase

of manuscripts, chiefly Coptic, which was made by Dr. David L. As-

kren, of Medinet el-Fayoum, for Mr. Charles L. Freer and the J. Pier-

pont Morgan Library. The draft sent in payment was lost on a

steamer which was torpedoed in the Mediterranean
;
and on account of

the hazardous state of transportation all the manuscripts were packed

in a large tin box, which was sealed by the American consul and placed

in the vault of a bank in Cairo.

There the manuscripts remained till the early spring of 1920, when

the work of the first Near East Expedition of the University of Michi-

gan brought Erancis W. Kelsey to Cairo. The box containing the

manuscripts was received and unpacked by him. On account of the

extremely fragile condition of the papyrus of the Minor Prophets,

however, he thought it best to refrain from disturbing the fragments,

and showed them only to Professor Bernard Grenfell, who happened

to be in Cairo and opened them up only enough to identify the contents.

Mr. Kelsey took all the manuscripts immediately to Rome. Here the

Coptic MSS, which belonged with the important collection acquired by

Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan in 1911, were delivered to Professor H. Hyver-

nat, and the papyrus of the Minor Prophets was forwarded by the

American Embassy to the Library of the University of Michigan.

At the time of purchase the fragments of the papyrus were packed

in cotton in two small boxes, and these were sent to the United States

without repacking. They were received at the Library of the Univer-

sity of Michigan in May, 1920, and were later opened by me in the

* For Greek mss I-IV (I. Deuteronomy and Joshua, II. Psalms, III. The Four Gospels, IV.

The Epistles of Paul) and the Coptic mss of the Freer Collection see volumes VIII, IX and X of

the Humanistic Series of University of Michigan Studies listed at the end of this volume. The
Freer Collection is now in the Gallery erected by Mr. Charles L. Freer in Washington, D.C.



2 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

presence of the Librarian, William Warner Bishop. We merely assured

ourselves that the fragments had come through without damage and

closed the boxes again and placed them in the Library vault. It was

thought best not to remove the fragile fragments from their original

packing until we should be prepared to photograph each fragment

upon its separation from the mass and make the best possible provision

for permanent preservation.

As temporary retainers for the fragments we took sheets of blotting

paper, i8 by 24 inches, and folded them in the middle. Sheets of glass

10 by 18 inches were provided both to support the folder and to cover

the fragment or fragments within the folder. Large trays were secured

on which several folders could be packed and carried away to the vault

after the fragments had been placed within and photographed.

During November, 1920, the still cohering remnants of a papyrus

book (Plate I) were separated into 28 fragments, each forming approx-

imately three fourths of a leaf. It was not necessary to use moisture

in order to separate the leaves, though they cohered considerably,

especially on the decayed edges. The exposure of the papyrus to

moist air had a slight tendency to make the leaves separate and curl

at the edge. In separating the leaves a long, thin-bladed knife was

inserted and the top leaf gradually raised along the edge. As the

knife moved farther under the leaf a thin piece of card-board was

pushed in behind it to serve as a support to the separated portion. In

spite of the very fragile character of the papyrus, it was possible to

raise without material damage each of the 28 leaves and to place them

in the prepared folders. As soon as a leaf was laid in its folder, a sheet

of glass of suitable size was placed over it, and the upper side of the

leaf was photographed through the glass. Then the glass was re-

moved
;

the folder of blotting paper was closed and sheets of glass

were placed both under and above it. When these were pressed

together, the papyrus in the blotter was held in place and the folder

could be turned over, thus making it possible to photograph the under

side of the leaf. Complete notation of leaf number, distinction of

sides, position of fragments, etc. was made on the outside of the

folders.^

> The leaves were numbered as taken oS, i to 28, beginning in Malachi. The addition of one

leaf at the end and five including fragments at the beginning causes facsimile pp. 65-66 to corre-

spond to original leaf i and pp. 11-12 to former leaf 28.
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Plate II

Papyrus Fragments Bottom of First Box.





HISTORY OF THE MANUSCRIPT 3

When these 28 leaves were removed the bottom of the box was

found full of small fragments (Plate II). The second box was also

opened and found to contain similar fragments (Plate III). Photo-

graphing was abandoned at this point, as no arrangements had been

made for preserving the small fragments.

At the meeting of the Archaeological Institute of America, in De-

cember, 1920, a preliminary report was made on the basis of the 28

leaves photographed, and a resume of this report appeared in the Har-

vard Theological Review for April 1921 (vol. XIV, pp. 181-187).

There I inferred from the inverted order of leaves 14 and 15 and the

turning over of leaves 20 and 21, that there could have been no binding

in ancient times. In this conclusion I relied on the statement that the

leaves had not been disturbed, although leaves 14 and 15 seemed to

have been separated from the mass at some time previous to my work.

I did not however at first place much weight on this fact, as none of

the leaves cohered to their neighbors very strongly.

Early in 1921 a special room in the University Library was set aside

for my use, neither janitor nor watchman being able to enter. It was

determined to continue with the system of blotters with glass covering

the papyrus and to arrange the small fragments as far as possible in

their original leaves before again photographing. It was immediately

discovered that the second box contained fragments of the tops of the

28 leaves already separated and photographed. It was evident that

some sharp instrument, as a spade, had cut through the ms while it

was still embedded in the sand, and the tops of all the leaves had been

taken out first and thereafter kept in a separate box after being sepa-

rated from dirt. The finders had then carefully removed the sand

from around the remainder of the MS and lifted out intact the mass

of unbroken leaves. The smaller fragments were then gathered up

and probably the surrounding dirt sifted for further fragments. All

of these were put in the bottom of the larger box, naturally on cotton,

and then the larger fragments laid on these.

Among the fragments from the tops of the leaves were found three

clusters of 7, 4, and 3 leaves each. This assisted in locating these frag-

ments. Also the four-leaf cluster still retained the binding edge, so as

to form two double-leaf fragments and in the middle of these was a

piece of the original binding thread. There was thus preserved the

middle of an original quire. On locating the fragments with their
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respective leaves it was found that they belonged to leaves 13 to 16,

but that here the order was 13, 15, 14, 16. This is the correct order to

correspond with the text, so that we are now certain that the finders

accidentally or intentionally opened the mass of large fragments and

took out leaves 14 and 15, the middle of the mass, and then returned

them to the ms at the same place but with inverted order. My original

assumption that the ms was made up of a mass of separate leaves was

thus disproved and it only remained to explain the reversal of sides in

the leaves 20 and 21. No additional evidence was gained from the

tops of these, so we can not determine whether the turning took place

before the burial of the ms or was due to the finders. What little evi-

dence we have favors assigning the change to ancient times, for leaves

20 and 21 cohered to each other and to their neighbors quite as firmly

as any other leaves. Yet we must remember that the ms had been

closely packed and in a vault for four years after it was sold to our

representative. If the change took place in ancient times, these two

leaves must have been torn loose from the binding while the book was

still in use.

By the aid of the concordance all the larger fragments were readily

placed with their appropriate leaves, the two double-leaf fragments

being cut apart on the binding edge after the exact order had been

noted. The smaller the fragments the more difficult it was to locate

them. Fragments were found belonging to the four leaves preceding

and to one following the 28 nearly complete leaves. Certain other

fragments seemed to be in a slightly different hand and manifestly

did not belong to the Minor Prophets.

The number of folders was increased to 35, one for each leaf pre-

served in part, one for the unplaced fragments, and one for fragments

of another ms. A careful copy was then made of each page, using the

Swete text to supply all missing portions, but enclosing such lacunae

in heavy brackets. The utmost care was taken to restore the original

lines, where any evidence was preserved, and to approximate them,

where evidence was lacking. As one side of the fragments was more

easily legible than the other, that was kept the upper side in the five

fragmentary leaves, and a copy made of that side only. I did not ven-

ture to turn the small fragments again and again, as would have been

necessary, if I had tried to carry a copy of both sides. The small frag-

ments were so light and fragile, that a breath of wind would have
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scattered or destroyed them. Therefore the windows of the room were

never opened and care even was taken to avoid coughing or sneezing

near the fragments.

The small fragments were studied one at a time and usually allowed

to rest on a small pasteboard card during the study. As the letters

were always dim, it was necessary to try different angles of light and

even to carry the papyrus near the window. As soon as a fragment

was located, its position was marked on the dummy sheet of that page,

so that I had at all times before me a text showing all missing portions.

Naturally when a whole word or a distinguishable portion of a word was

legible, the concordance could be used. Yet because of the frequent

recurrence of the same words or even phrases, the concordance often

gave only helpful hints. When parts of two or more lines were pre-

served, the position of letters in the dummy text was most helpful,

and correspondingly the locating of each new fragment served to cor-

rect or to make more certain the line divisions in the more fragmentary

portions. The dummy text was constantly changed to keep pace with

increasing knowledge. This sometimes involved recopying pages

that had been often reconstructed. Because of the strain on the eyes

in working with such dim fragments I was seldom able to devote more

than an hour and a half a day to this work. For this reason it was June,

1922, before I completed my first arrangement of the fragments. Nat-

urally I had up to this time read but one side of the five more frag-

mentary leaves. By the method used in photographing, these leaves

were then turned over without disturbing the position of the fragments,

and the other side was read and a careful copy made of each page. In

several cases this involved changing the position of fragments, which

had been tentatively located from reading the upper side only. In the

end this proved helpful, for the removal of such errors always enabled

more fragments to be properly located.

When all possible fragments had been located, I proceeded to mount

the reconstructed leaves in permanent form. For this purpose I needed

glass both thin and strong and without defects. This was furnished by

the University Hospital in the form of large, used X-ray plates, which

I had thoroughly cleaned and cut in the desired size, seven by thirteen

inches. The large fragments were then taken out of the Library vault

and united with their respective pages. The heavy glass under which

I had kept the fragments while working was removed, and after seeing
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that the fragments were placed as accurately as possible, one of the

thin glass plates was carefully placed on a page after a little gelatine

dissolved in warm water had been touched on the lower side of the glass

to correspond with the smaller fragments. In spite of the utmost care

the position of small fragments was in a few cases slightly changed by

the movement of the air or the attraction of the glass. This slightly

disturbs the alignment in a few places. Even before it dried the gela-

tine held the fragments in place, \¥hile the leaf firmly held between

glass was turned over, the folder removed and a second plate of glass

placed on the other side. On this glass no gelatine was used. I

mounted thus not only the 33 leaves of the ms, which I had restored, but

in a separate leaf all the unplaced fragments of the ms. All the frag-

ments in a different handwriting, which seemed to belong to another

MS, were mounted as a second extra leaf. Naturally in placing these

small fragments nothing was attempted except to have them as legible

as possible.

At this point I obtained a helper from the University Bindery, and

while I held the leaf in a horizontal position firmly between the two

plates of glass, she placed a binding about the entire edge. A strong

cloth and special paste were used and each leaf was placed in a horizon-

tal position under pressure until dried. The contraction of the bind-

ing cloth as it dried drew the glass plates closer together, so that all

fragments were held in place, even if the slight application of gelatine

should fail.

In September, 1922, experimental photographs were made of all

pages and these were used for my studies in Europe during the winter

of 1922-1923. In the fall of 1923 all were rephotographed, with the

use of 1000-watt electric lights placed on each side at an angle of 45

degrees. These photographs seemed to be as good as could be ex-

pected from such dim and discolored fragments, and they have been

used for the facsimile edition, which appears simultaneously with this

volume. Most of my study of the ms has been made with the aid of

the photographs, but the mounted papyrus leaves were retained in the

Library vault and were consulted in all cases of doubt. Now that

the edition is completed, the papyrus has been delivered to the Smith-

sonian Institution, Washington, D.C., where it will be preserved in

the Freer Gallery. In this introduction it is referred to as W.



Plate III

Second Box of Fragments





II. PALAEOGRAPHY

I. Material, Form, Size of MS

The papyrus is thin and was of excellent quality. Utmost atten-

tion is necessary in order to distinguish between recto and verso, since

the papyrus was made under such pressure that both the perpendicu-

lar and horizontal grain caused by the fibers of the reed show on both

sides. However, by carefully noting the points of contact of the differ-

ent pieces making up a layer, and also all the damaged portions, espe-

cially the edges, it was possible to distinguish recto from verso in all

cases.

In mounting the ms the pages were numbered from i to 68, but

since pages i and 2 were used for the small unplaced fragments the first

fragmentary leaf is now numbered pages 3 and 4. My examination

showed that all the even numbers were recto and all the odd verso, up

to and including pages 37-38. The rest of the leaves to the end of the

MS were arranged in reverse order, all the odd pages being recto and

the even verso.

This variation can not be due to chance, for the only four leaves

found in part unbroken on the binding edge are the leaves formed by

pages 35-36 joined to 41-42 and 37-38 to 39-40. Also between the

top fragments of pages 38 and 39 I found a piece of binding thread still

in position as already noted in regard to leaves 14 and 15, on page 3.

The position of the binding thread and the two double leaves in the

middle of the book, as well as the succession of recto and verso, indicates

that there was only a single quire in the part of the book preserved.

Other papyrus books formed of a single quire are not exactly rare,

but are mostly early. The first instance of this to be discussed was

the fragment of St. John’s Gospel, No. 208 in vol. II of the Oxyr. Pap.

and No. 1781 in vol. XV, which must have contained approximately

25 sheets or 50 leaves in a single quire. This is dated in the third

century. Four Coptic examples are reported by Schmidt, Texte u.

7
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Untersuchung. XXXII, i, p. 7, namely the First Epistle of Clement

(Achmimic) with 41 written leaves and 3 blank at the end
;
the Sayings

of Solomon^ (Achmimic); a gnostic papyrus of 72 leaves, compare

Sitzungsbericht. d. Preuss. Akad. 1896, 2, p. 839, all from the White

Monastery near Sohag. These have been dated in the 4th or 5th

century. Other Coptic examples are the Heidelberg Acta Pauli,

edited by Schmidt in 1914, and the Epistula Apostolorum, originally

46 leaves, published in Texte und Untersuchung, vol. 43, pp. 4 if. A
good Greek example is the 3rd century Homer in the Morgan Library,

62 leaves; cf. Sitzungsber. d. Preuss. Akad. 1912, p. 1202 f.

We should probably class here also the Homer fragment. Pap.

cxxvi, published in Classical Texts in Brit. Mus. Plate VI, though only

9 sheets, or 18 leaves, are preserved. These contain the Iliad, Book

II, 1 . loi to IV, 1 . 40. The sheets are written on the recto only and

have 48 to 50 lines to the page. This seems to be the middle part of a

book. If it originally contained four books of the Iliad, about 700

lines are lost at the beginning and 500 lines at the end, so 14 or 15 more

leaves would have been needed at the beginning and 10 or ii at the

end. This would call for a book of some 44 written leaves and four

blank at the end.

The Hermas Papyrus of the University of Michigan (Pap. 917) is

still another example. This had at least 80 leaves (there were probably

about 100) and it seems to have formed a single quire. We may also

mention the Berlin Papyrus of Genesis, 16 double leaves, which is pub-

lished in the second part of this volume. It had one blank leaf at the

end.^ The Coptic John, edited by Thompson, 1924, had once 50 leaves.

It is certain that the papyrus of the Minor Prophets, in so far as it

is preserved, formed a single quire. If, however, the whole of Hosea

was contained, as seems certain from the small fragments shown on

pages 1-3 of the Eacsimile, about 12 pages more of text once existed

at the beginning. Therefore there would have been 48 pages, 24 leaves

up to the middle of the binding and only 30 pages, 1 5 leaves, after that

1 A letter from Schmidt gives the size as 8i leaves, while he estimates the fragmentary Acta

Pauli at 6o leaves. Schubart, Das Buch bei den Griechen und Romern, p. 126, describes this as

the earliest form of codex. Cf. as a late example Brit. Mus. Pap. 1419, a tax register after

716 A.D., 33 leaves in one fold, or quire.

^ Though small, a third-century Stockholm Papyrus on Alchemy may be mentioned. It is

complete in one quire of r4 leaves. It was published by O. Lagercrantz, Papyrus graecus Hol-

miensis, Leipzig, 1913. Similar is Pap. Leiden, x.
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point. If on the other hand we assume that there were two quires,

we must explain why the second had 30 leaves and the first only about

10. Also if we admit a small first quire, we must grant that the writer

so folded his double leaves as to have recto on the outside and verso

on the inside of each doubled leaf in that quire, though he placed the

leaves with verso on the outside in the second quire. Furthermore we
have the above cited examples of large quires constituting whole books,

but we know no cases of quires larger than 1 2 leaves in books contain-

ing more than one quire.

On the whole, then, it seems best to assume one large quire in this

book, though that means that some nine leaves at the end were not

used for the Minor Prophets, nor in fact written by the same scribe.

These leaves may have been used somewhat later for another work, as

fragments in a slightly different hand, but of the same general date,

were found in both boxes of fragments. The papyrus also is similar,

but is too decayed to venture the assertion that it is the same. These

fragments are shown on pages 69 and 70 of the Facsimile and have not

thus far been identified, as they are both small and illegible. Aided

by a suggestion of Dr. Rendel Harris I have recently read with cer-

tainty [€]^ before Xeyet, so it is probable that we have

a citation or explanation of that Prophet. Many other legible words

indicate that the work was Christian. If my assumption is right, the

fragments should belong to the beginning of the lost work, the last six

or seven leaves of which were perhaps lost, as also the first six of Hosea,

before the papyrus was buried in the sand. If the whole manuscript

formed a single quire, the farther the leaves were from the middle the

more likely they were to be torn or worn off. This would explain the

almost complete loss of Hosea and of whatever served to complete the

manuscript. The extremely awkward shape of the book may even

have caused the outer leaves to be cut apart on the binding edge, so

that the leaves might lie flat. The awkward shape of such books was

well shown by the bound Coptic books mentioned above. If leaves

had become loose in ancient times, it would have been easy to turn or

misplace them. This is the best explanation for the circumstance that

pages 25-28 were found in the order 26, 25, 28, 27, when the manu-

script was opened. On this question compare also pp. 3 and 4.

The largest leaves now measure 5|- by ii|· inches (140 by 295 mm.)

and all leaves approximate 5 by ii inches. The binding edge is five
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eighths of an inch or i6 mm. wide on pages 35 to 42, where it is pre-

served entire.^ The outer margin is preserved in some places to the

width of an inch, 25 mm. ;
as the column of writing is 4^ inches (108

mm.) wide, the original width of the leaf was not less than 5^ inches

(146 mm.). The top margin is in all cases lost, together with a part or

all of the first line. The bottom is well preserved and in places reaches

a width of i-^ inches (38 mm.). As the written portion is lof inches

(263 mm.) long, we can hardly assume the length of the leaf to have

been originally less than
13-I-

inches (344 mm.). The original size of

the papyrus sheets used for the double leaves was thus about iif by

i3y inches (300 by 344 mm.). This exceptional size is a further indica-

tion of the excellent quality of the papyrus. We may compare the

above-mentioned Homer fragment, Brit. Mus. Pap. cxxvi, which

measures ii by ii|· inches.

The writing is in one column with 46 to 49 lines to the page.^ The

lines average about 30 letters in length. There are very few lines with

a marked excess, but the lines are infrequently a good deal shorter.

Words were carefully divided at the ends of lines, and if much vacant

space was left, a line filler (>) was sometimes used. As the ends of

lines are often dim or defective, it is not possible to determine whether

these marks were regularly used with shorter lines.

2. Ink, Writing, Date

The ink is dark brown and has faded little. There is little differ-

ence between the ink used by the first scribe and by the early correctors,

although at times corrections seem paler. A later hand or hands used

an ink that was distinctly darker.

The writing is a sloping uncial of the oval type with a decided lean-

ing to the cursive, especially in the linking of certain letters. Also at

the ends of lines, when it was necessary to crowd a little, the scribe

inclines more to cursive forms of letters. It is clear that he was more

accustomed to cursive writing, but was striving to adapt his style to

use for a book.

This sloping hand is now recognized as possible even for literary

* It is possible that a slightly wider inner margin was allowed for leaves farther from the

middle, as pages 45 and 46 show three-fourths of an inch, 18 mm., inner margin. No other leaf

shows an excess, so it is doubtful whether this was due to design or to carelessness. Cf. Schubart,

op. cit., p. 127.

2 Cf. Brit. Mus. Pap. cxxvi, which has 48 to 50 lines to the page.
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purposes from the first century a.d. on, but it is difficult to date exactly

the purely literary types of it. We shall do better to make our com-

parison with the cursive hand of documents and letters, paying special

attention to the more cursive forms in our manuscript. See Plates IV
and V.

A good document to compare is No. 72 of Vol. II of the Amherst

Papyri, Plate XVIII, which is dated in the year 246 a.d. To be sure,

our papyrus does not use the cursive forms of most letters consistently,

and at times it shows cursive forms not found in this short document,

but there is frequent agreement in the more characteristic letters such

as the small omicron, the flat-topped sigma, the flat-bottomed beta,

and the mingling of literary and cursive forms of kappa.

Another document which offers good parallels is No. 114 of Vol. II

of the Catalogue of Greek Papyri in the John Rylands Library, Plate

19, which is dated before 281 a.d. In this we may note particularly

the awkward beta with open top and flat bottom, which is rarely found

in our papyrus. It also agrees in the two forms of kappa (k, (J) and

two of omega (, or), as well as in a rare form of upsilon (y), which our

papyrus shows three times (Micah, 5, 10; Obadiah, i, 5; Zachariah,

6, 15), and in one of pi {n) found in Zach. 3, 8. With both of these

documents our papyrus shows similarity in the way a, , , e, 77, cursive

K, , T, and are linked to the following letters.

Good parallels to this hand are found also in many of the letters

addressed to Heroninus, Papiri Greco-Egizi, Vol. II, which can be

dated soon after 250 a.d. We may add that a flat-bottomed omega is

used by the diorthotes in Habak. 3, 2 and ii, and once by the first hand,

Zephaniah i, 4, ^, though it is there made with two strokes.

Of book hands we may compare British Museum, Pap. cxxvi (Plate

VI of Classical Texts from Papyri in the Brit. Mus.), though that is

distinctly older and less cursive. The Tryphon fragment on the verso

of the Homer Papyrus (Plate IX of Class. Texts) is of the same sloping

type and closer to our writing both in age and in cursive character.

Kenyon, Pal. of Greek Pap. p. 105, notes that these must now be dated

in the third century, though formerly placed in the fifth. This view

is supported by Schubart, Einfiihrung i. d. Papyruskunde (Berlin,

1918), p. 32. Cruder but similar in the slope and forms of some letters

is one of the hands in the Marseilles Papyrus of Isocrates, Schoene in

Melanges Graux, p. 485, Plate II.
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On the basis of these parallels we may assume that the date of the

papyrus of the Minor Prophets was between the middle and end of

the third century, a.d. Further evidence will be given later in the

section on the subscription.

3. Abbreviations

The regular church abbreviations of and occur in the

singular (/^, kv, iuL, kv, , , , , ) but the plural is not abbrevi-

ated; cf. Zeph. 2, II
;
Malachi, 2, ii,. ’' is always

abbreviated except the vocative in Micah, 6, 8. The forms are,
avov, avov, avoi,,,

;
is not found in the preserved

portion.

Uvevpa is found only in the singular and is always abbreviated,,,, except possibly in Zachariah, 12, i, where I have supplied

[,], and in Micah, 2, ii. is abbreviated very often
;

it is written in full in Amos, q, 14 (?), Micah, i, 15, and Malachi, i, i.

is not abbreviated before the ninth chapter of Zacha-

riah, except for the doubtful case, Zach. 2, 4, where there is not room in

the lacuna for the word in full. In Zach. 9, 10 the form is
;
then

we find eight cases of the word written in full in the twelfth chapter,

but in 14, 2 and 8. In 14, 10 the form is, but thereafter

occurs in all cases (7) to the end of Malachi.

There are also two cases of abbreviation by suspension, common in

cursive documents : "^ for in Habakkuk, 3, i and

/,’· for^ in Hab. 3, 3. Two other cases are found

in the subscription, which will be discussed later.,,, and are not abbreviated. At the

end of a line v may be shown by a stroke over or a little after the pre-

ceding vowel
;

in 74 cases it is final v and in 12 medial.

But one numeral occurs in the text and it is distinguished by a

stroke above and by space before and after it
; , Zach. 6, 5. Also in

the titles the name is followed by the number each time (Amos in

lacuna), but in the subscriptions the numeral is certainly omitted after, and probably after^
;
two others, and Ayyai are in

lacuna. Also after in the subscription the numeral has dis-

appeared, but the position of the ornamental strokes shows the letter

was written. In the other subscriptions the numeral is still found.

Strokes appear both above and below the letters used as numerals, but
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are so similar to the ornamental strokes above and below the first letter

of each title or subscription, that I have not felt that they could be dis-

tinguished as the regulation mark accompanying a numeral except in

the cases of the two letters, ta and .

4. Punctuation

The common punctuation is a single dot in high position, though

the height varies from near the middle of the preceding letter to well

above it. It is very frequent and seems to represent both major and

minor divisions. It can often be seen from its position, that it has

been inserted after the manuscript was completed, since no proper

space has been left for it. It is not impossible that all were inserted

by later hands, but in that case the scribe must have used slight spaces

sometimes, in order to show separation of phrases. A single dot in low

position is rarely used and seems to mark a weaker division. The few

exceptions to this may be due to a later hand, who was prevented from

placing the point properly by the nearness of the letters. Two dots,

placed as in a colon, are used 13 times, and all except one (Micah, 2, ii)

are major divisions or paragraph ends, and so are sometimes accom-

panied by paragraph marks or line fillers. In Micah, 2, ii it is pos-

sible that I have misread, for the lower dot is not exactly under the

upper one, as it should be, if both were made by the same scribe. The

lower dot may be a later addition or amark caused by age. There are

many such in the manuscript and sometimes it is hard to distinguish

them from the ink marks. In Habakkuk, 3, 13, there seem to be double

dots both before and after. The second set was probably

inserted because the scribe had written, in the middle of a line,

as if it were a part of the text. At the end of Zachariah, 6, 8, a com-

bination of three dots occurs (.·.), perhaps not all from the same hand.

5. Paragraph Marks

Paragraph marks in an ornamental form (coronis) were placed at

the end of each Prophet. They can still be distinguished in whole or

in part after Micah, Obadiah, Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Haggai, and

Zachariah. We find also straight marks before and after the title of

the prayer of Habakkuk, 3, i. Also similar marks seem to show ends

of paragraphs at Zephaniah, 3, 13, and Haggai, i, 6. A different
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shaped mark (>) is quite certainly a paragraph mark at the end of

Habakkuk, 3, 13,8, and possibly after pe €, Zacha-

riah, 6, 8, though this mark is elsewhere used to indicate an omission,

which is supplied in the lower margin. In a large part of the manu-

script the margin is too fragmentary, or too dim, for one to be positive

that paragraph marks were not used, but they certainly were not

frequent.

6. Accents

I have read, with a greater or less degree of certainty, 174 accents

in the manuscript. Some are certainly in darker ink and so presum-

ably from the third hand. Still others seem slightly paler and may be

from the diorthotes or from an early reader. I have printed in the text

every accent as I seem to see it, though recognizing that many cases

are not free from doubt. Certain of the errors are perhaps not to be

explained as accents, as 17, Amos, 2, 13 ;
often takes a stroke in early

manuscripts to set it off from its noun. Other errors, though some-

times too dim to base much argument on, are :, Amos, 9, 2 ;

, Micah, 6, 9 ;, Joel, 2
, 25 ;
, Nahum, 3, 5 ;,

Nahum, 3,17; ', Haggai, i, 14 ; 4, Haggai, 2, 8. I now class, Jonah, 3, 4, as a stroke over the iota
;
see on iota adscript below.

Excluding these obvious errors on the part of the scribe or in my
reading, we find a system of accents closely parallel to the prevalent

one in Greek. All three accents are used, but a grave on the ultima

was not changed to an acute at the end of a phrase or sentence
;

also

enclitics have no effect on the accent of a preceding word. An acute

replaces circumflex on the penult in four cases
:, Micah, 6, 12

;

hpapovvrai, Joel, 2, 7;,^ Nahum, i, 4;, Zach. 14, 6.

There are two cases of acute for circumflex on the ultima,,
Nahum, 2, 4, and, Haggai, 2, 9.

On the ultima there are four cases of grave for circumflex: lepeN,

Joel, I, 9;, Nahum, 3, 3;, Jonah, 2, 6; , Zach.

1, 5. Circumflex for grave appears in Sav, Amos, 8, 14, ovai, Hab.

2, 15, and, Zach. i, 4; the grave accent is found over five

times, never the circumflex.

Other errors are8 for 8, Micah, i, 15; for,
Micah, 4, 12; for, Micah, 5, 4 (this is surely a later

' This accent is from the corrector, who crossed out the e.
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hand)
;

for, Micah, 6, 9. This is probably a text variant, the

indefinite pronoun for the interrogative, as the acute accent is correctly

placed over the interrogative in three other passages: Jonah, 4, 5;

Nahum, i, 6; i, 9. A similar confusion gave for in Zach.

5 ,
6 .

We may further note that in the case of diphthongs the acute stands

over the first vowel, but the grave over the second, except perhaps, Joel, 1,17. The circumflex curves over both vowels in the three

cases occurring.

In Zeph. 3, 10, appears with grave accent. This is the only

case of an enclitic affecting accent, but on analogy with the Bacchylides

and Pindar papyri, Oxy. Pap. 841, and others it might indicate an acute

on the preceding syllable. This system of accents has been discussed

by Kenyon, Pal. of Greek Pap. pp. 29 f. In an incomplete form it was

used in a good many papyri, mostly poetical, from the first century

B.c. to the third century a.d. Our scribe or scribes certainly knew

nothing of that system, yet there are a few other errors, which might

point to a limited use of such a system of accentuation in their arche-

type:, Nahum, 3, ii; for, Hab. i, ii; , Zach.

5, 6; and perhaps eveKev, Jonah, i, 8, and ol, Zach. ii, 5.

In three cases accents, all apparently from the third hand, seem

slightly misplaced. I have printed them €, Micah, 2, 3;, Hab. i, 4; and, Hab. i, 10, but I might

equally well have printed, for the mark is entirely over ,
though it points toward e. Similarly we may read. I

feel quite sure that these errors are due to careless placing rather than

to false pronunciation.

7. Breathings

The rough breathing, generally in the form but twice I—, is

found 44 times, of which only three are incorrect: for , Micah, 5, 8;

for , Obadiah, i, ii; and perhaps avSpa, Micah, 2, 2, though I

offer another explanation for this below. Of the cases of rough breath-

ing 30 are over the relative pronoun or the article. The other words

receiving it are: , ,, , and €. Diphthongs take the

breathing over the first vowel.

The smooth breathing is found only four times;, Micah,

5, 3, and , Micah, 6, 3, and 6, 8, are correct. The last case,.
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Joel, 3, 14, is extremely doubtful. If it is the smooth breathing, it is

made in the rounded form and the mark seems from a later hand. In

general the breathings are from the original scribe or an early corrector,

and in most cases it is impossible to distinguish with certainty. In a

few cases the ink seems distinctly paler.

8. Other Marks

The double dot occurs frequently over initial iota. I have found

171 cases, and there were doubtless more, which can no longer be seen.

A short stroke replaces the double dot in one case, Haggai, i, 14.

Double dots were found over initial v only 23 times and a short stroke in

four other cases. The marks occur most often over the forms of.
Cases not initial are rare. I have noted, Amos, 5, 8;,
Micah, 6, 4; , Joel, 3, 8; e^Ckaaerai, Hab. i, ii; , Zeph. 3,

3; 3, 5;, Haggai, 2, 4;, Zach. 9, 9;, Zach.

10, i; ), Malachi, 2, 3. When not initial, the dots were used

to indicate that the vowel was not to be pronounced with the preceding

vowel. The cases not covered by this rule may be explained as false

division of words.

In all of these marks I have printed in the text and here consider

only those that are reasonably certain. The manuscript surely had

more originally. Only t and v receive these marks, unless we thus

interpret the mark over avSpa in Micah, 2, 2. The distinguishable

mark over the a runs into the bottom of an iota from the line above, so

that one can not be certain whether a stroke or a rough breathing was

intended.

We find some cases of apostrophe at the ends of words, but they are

often difficult to distinguish and probably more were written than can

now be read. I have recorded 70 cases. The mark is generally found

after foreign names ending in a consonant and perhaps should always

be written there. Other cases are’ and’ twice each, and the

following once each ; ’, Sl (for ), ’ (for ), and^{).
A short straight stroke occurs several times over iota adscript and

in one case, Haggai, 2, 17, was misunderstood by a corrector, who
punctuated before i. There are 9 cases where the stroke is read with

certainty, all except one of which are from the first hand. We may
also mention here of Jonah, 3, 4, though the iota is not ad-

script.
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Word division at the ends of lines is on the whole carefully made.

The rule is that all consonants, which might stand at the beginning of

a word, are joined to the following vowel. Therefore in the various

combinations of consonants we find double consonants separated.

Also , p, , and v are separated from a following consonant. Against

the rule is more often separated from a following , y, , k, , or t;

note especially €-|; yet I found\ four times, |- nine times,

\ twice, and [, \, and \ once each. The combinations |ctt

and \ were mostly caused by the rule to divide compound words

into their component parts. This rule may be followed even if it

attaches a single consonant to a preceding vowel, as\
;
yet

the regular pronunciation rule at times prevails even in compounds

and we find such divisions as\.
g. Spelling and Grammatical Forms

The manuscript is conservative in spelling and the more pronounced

errors were corrected by the diorthotes. The general character can be

seen from a comparison with the Swete text, which in the main repre-

sents Codex B. My comparison showed 118 cases of et for t, 50 of

which were certainly corrected by a second hand. As the corrections

are almost invariably paler than the ink of the text, many others have

doubtless been obliterated by age, or could not be read with certainty.

The opposite change, t for ei, is found only 10 times, four of which

were corrected by the second hand. To these we must add three

cases in which the second hand changed a correct et to t. This is not

surprising considering the number of times he corrected the error.

Other variations from the common spelling are few: e for at 16 times

(two by second hand), yet five of these were corrected by the second

hand; at for e ii times, four of which have been corrected by a later

hand; for o 15 times (two by the second hand), but one of the errors

was corrected by the later hand; o for ii times, one of which was due

to the second hand, which corrected two of the errors; v for is found

five times and the opposite change twice, yet little importance can be

attached to these changes as they concern and] occurs

for et seven times and the opposite but once, and that corrected by the

second hand. Other vowel interchanges are very rare.

There is a slight tendency to double consonants, particularly p and

. I noted 14 cases, only one of which was corrected by the second
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hand. Double consonants of the Swete text are represented by single

ones only six times and two of these were corrected by the second hand.

In assimilation of consonants the similarity to the Swete text is

close, the papyrus showing six additional cases of assimilation; but it

fails to assimilate consonants in compounds in four instances, one of

which was corrected by the second hand.

Before consonants v movable appears in five cases omitted by Swete,

but seems omitted once before a consonant and once before a vowel

contrary to Swete. never takes v; there are four cases.

Similarly is found in Amos, 4, 6, and Zach. 12, 3, but in

Amos, 6, 8; 9, 9, and Micah, 2, 12. There are only four other cases of

omitted v in the preserved portion of the papyrus. The form eveKev

is always found except in Haggai, 2, 14, which has eiveKev. Crasis

does not seem to occur, even being written in full.

A few declined proper nouns are treated as indeclinable in some

cases: seven times for and six times for; two of each

were corrected by the second hand. Also for lovSav is found in

Zach. I, 19 and 21 and, for in Zeph. 1,1.

Errors in declension were noted but three times, lepeav, Haggai,

2, 2,, Zach. 13, 2, and opov for 0/309, Zeph. 3, ii, and all were

corrected by the second hand. False gender occurs once, ,
Zach. 8, 12. but was corrected by second hand.

Iota adscript was written nine times by the first hand and added in

eight other cases by the second hand. The first hand regularly placed a

horizontal stroke over the iota adscript, the second hand does so but once.

The second aorist forms are retained eight times against the encroach-

ing Alexandrine first aorist in a, but in seven other cases the a form is

found contrary to Swete. The third person plural in is not found.

Other forms worthy of note are few : always occurs, yet€, Zach. II, 16, for4, which helps to explain the

error in the Sinaitic. Also 8€€, though corrected by the dior-

thotes, is supported by the first corrector of the Sinaitic. The form

for€ is found in Zach. 1,21. This might be considered

the aorist of, were it not corrected to by the third

hand. The verb i^oXedpeveLv never changes the e after to o. One

faulty compound was noted,, but it was corrected by the

second hand. This evidence fully warrants the statement that the

manuscript was written with care and corrected with exceptional care.



III. THE SUBSCRIPTION

The last page ofW was assembled from many small fragments, but

the position of each piece is fixed by the continuous text on the other

side of the leaf. We read at the end first the regularly expected sub-

scription [/]^ . Below in a larger hand with blacker ink is a

second note of approximately the same date, of which the following

only is read with certainty:

K ei
[~oXoK°

The first four letters are marked as an abbreviation by the slanting line

through the bottom of the last letter and should stand for some case

form of. As the work contains the Minor Prophets it seems

reasonable to expect here a general designation or title for the whole

work. The word which follows is very fragmentary and indistinct,

and I had attempted at first to place the fragments so as to read and

restore but further study with a high-power microscope

(ten diameters) has forced me to abandon that view, which I had

already published in the Philological Quarterly, III, p. i6i ff. With-

out discussing further that error and its causes I will proceed with

what I now see or seem to see. The microscope has not only shown

more parts of letters but has assisted in arranging the fragment a

little more accurately.

The abbreviation mark through the bottom of passes through the

top of k; there could have been no letter between them. The slight

traces so interpreted have been found to be mere stains in the papyrus.

After the on the next small fragment there are remnants of the tops

of two letters; the first is merely the slightest bit of a curve and so

could belong to , e, , o, p, or ; the second letter is almost certainly

an V, as the left and right curves, which alone remain, are so close

together that they must have joined. The space between and v is

a little too broad for a single letter but not large enough for two letters.
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However, the fragment is clearly misplaced as it is too low and

slightly turned. To place it correctly forces the fragments a little

farther apart. An examination of the other side where the text is

continuous shows that the fragments must be separated a little more

than would result from straightening the line of fragments. There-

fore there must have been two letters between and v. Looking now
at the fragment below we see two very slight marks just under

the right limb of the in the first line and another just beyond the

left limb; now it is not likely that both limbs of a would have ex-

tended so low, for we must remember that the fragment has to be

raised slightly as well as turned. Furthermore the other lowest frag-

ment must be moved to the right about the size of a letter. This

would put its sole letter, e, under the middle of its abbreviation stroke,

which is entirely on the fragment above. An examination of the oppo-

site side shows this change probable from the text there, as the scribe

is spreading his letters especially near the line ends as he nears the end

of the book. This examination further showed that the frag-

ment must be moved a little farther from the e fragment, for we have

to have space for ][€] in one line and€[] in the

other. We are dealing with broad letters somewhat spread.

It is clear from all this that the fragment must be moved to

the right more than the space of a letter. Therefore the slight mark

under the left limb of the belongs to the right limb, which is often

longer in cursive. This gives the relative position of the two frag-

ments. The two slight marks under the right limb of the belong to

the first and second letters after it. These letters must have reached

somewhat farther below the line than all letters except p, v, , , and

perhaps i and 17 ;
runs too high to be considered as do and often i.

The slight curve noted at the top before v suggests that the second of

these letters is p. Only a vowel could stand between initial and p.

The choice seems to lie between and t. The second leg of is some-

times longer and the mark here is so much nearer the bottom of the

following letter than it is to the bottom of the , that only a double-

stroke letter is possible. Naturally a. v or could have left similar

traces, but are impossible, if and p are right.

In the next fragment e and i are legible. Furthermore the curve

of the e is so straight that there would be too much space between it

and the preceding v unless the fragments are moved closer together.
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An examination of the continuous text on the other side of the leaf

shows that part of a in one line and of a cursive in the other are

missing, as well as whatever space might come at the ends of the words.

That space was not reckoned upon in placing the fragments, as it

occurs too irregularly. Yet the scribe seldom links the letters so as to

combine two words, while he often leaves a space of varying size,

though not often more than half the size of an average letter. There

is one other line from which we may judge the spacing of these frag-

ments. There the lacuna is larger but it falls in a single word, €[].
This is a common combination of letters and they are regularly linked.

The width of and even varies a good deal in the manuscript and the

fragments were here placed as closely as the most compact examples,

since in the two lines below only a part of a letter was each time missing.

In regard to this line also vce can say that the fragments can not be

placed nearer together, but they may be separated a little more. It

seems certain therefore that in the subscription there is space for a

letter between v and et or there is a word end there. It is doubtful if a

broad letter could be crowded in, but as the size of the letters and their

nearness to each other varies in the subscription, I think we may assume

any letter except one of extreme breadth.

The restoration of the whole word following should contain

the following letters, [ ]et[ . For this I can conjecture only, found in ecclesiastical Greek with the meaning '‘preaching.”

This is a possible designation of the contents of the book "The preach-

ing of the Prophets,” but I have not found any example of the word

used in that connection. Whatever the meaning, this seems a desig-

nation of what preceded in the ms and not of what followed, though in

one of the unplaced fragments in a related hand I have read [ej^e/ar/k

Xeyei (see p. 9).

Neither are we dealing with some chance note written in the ms and

having no relation to its contents. The margins of the ms have many
notes, contemporary and later, in uncials, in cursive, and in Coptic,

but every legible one deals with the content of the ms. This fact com-

bined with the natural expansion of into a form of con-

vinces me that we are here dealing with some designation of the book

or its contents, but the exact form of the designation will probably

always remain doubtful. I shall show below that the ms probably

arose in a Coptic community, but the script looks like that of a regular
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Greek scriptorium. The name of the ms may thus have come from the

pagan scriptorium rather than from the Christian owners.

As there is a second line to the subscription it is probable that the

first line reached across the page. That would leave room enough for

the mention of the number of in the book or for the name of the

person who ordered the writing. Nicephorus (Migne, Patr. Gr. vol.

loo, col. 1058) gives the number of in the Twelve Prophets as

3000, but it is to be noted that he disregards the hundreds in his whole

list. According to Galen, quoted by Harris, Amer. Jour. Phil. vol. V,

p. 139, the was reckoned at 16 syllables in prose. On this basis

there should be above 3 500 in the Minor Prophets, but less than

4000. The numbers given in the Lucianic ms 763 (Vatopedi 514)

supported in part by mss Y and 22 total 3681, which must be very

nearly correct.

In the last line of the subscription is found what I explain as the

price, either cost of writing or sale price, of the manuscript. The first

letter e is shown by the stroke above it to be a numeral, while the word° follows. The way in which the last letter is written indicates an

abbreviation, which was first read as by Professor Rahlfs.

This reading I have accepted, though there have been other suggestions,

and in my article cited above I discussed briefly the value of the coin.

There is need of a special study.

The derivation and meaning of holocottinus as full-weight coin of

pure metal was given by Erman, Aegypt. Zeitsch. vol. 18 (1880, p. 60),

and supported by Lemm, Bull, de I’Acad. Imp. des Sciences de St.

Petersburg, 1913, Kopt. Misc. p. 629. Spiegelberg, Kopt. Handwoer-

terbuch, p. 50(), appears to accept at least the meaning.

All assume that the full-weight coin was gold. Yet it is wrong to dis-

miss the definition, denarius, in Sophocles’ Lexicon, without discussion,

as is done in the Cat. of Greek Pap. in the Brit. Mus. vol. Ill, p. 242,

for Suidas, 5. v. denarius, is the authority, and he is known to have

used old sources.

There seems little doubt that from the late fourth century on the

coin is regularly of gold, though the designation “of gold” or “in

gold” is often added, especially in the earlier period in both Greek

and Coptic.

In the time of Diocletian and before, at least as long as undepre-

ciated silver coins still existed, Suidas’ definition may well be correct.
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Thus in Pap. 1366 of the Univ. of Mich, the writer of a letter sends

three holocottinoi to buy anklets and trimmings for a chiton and hima-

tion. This is one of a series of letters written by a soldier in humble

circumstances. They are from the time of Diocletian. Yet Pro-

fessor John G. Winter, who is editing the series, holds that gold

coins must be meant.

In Coptic, especially in legends that go back to the times of perse-

cution, the holocottinus is a small coin, preferably silver, though Budge,

Coptic Martyrdoms in the Dialect of Upper Egypt, translates every

time “obols.” A good example is page 189, where 100 holocottinoi

are given to a boy by his parents, that he may entertain his school-

mates; and page 190, where he gives the same 100 holocottinoi to the

captain of a ship as passage money for himself and another to a mon-

astery. In another example holocottinoi GNNOYB (in gold) are plainly

gold coins. Yet the words "N NOYB are not always decisive, for in Wor-

rell’s Coptic MSS, Univ. of Mich. Stud. vol. X, p. 166, N NOYB means

money, not gold, as Crum by letter confirms. There 700 holocottinoi

are loaned to a poor man who asks for a little ‘‘money.”

Cases where holocottinus means drachma are not rare in earlier

Coptic, yet most citations are not free from doubt, however they may
be interpreted by the editors. It is the same case with in

Greek and nunimus in Latin. It is hopeless to try to reconcile with a

definite value every instance even in a single author.

In early times the taxes were paid in silver drachmae and later in

depreciated drachmae; see in Wilchen’s Ostraka,

passim. The latest instance I have found of this is in 261 a.d. Later

the tax payments are reckoned in gold. An excellent instance from

the fourth century is Pap. 985 of the Brit. Mus., Avhere 30 holocottinoi

are defined as ,, that is,

30 coins of gold simple (without alloy) and of full weight. This seems

an excellent confirmation of Erman’s interpretation of holocottinus, but

not necessarily of its derivation.

To return to our subscription, if we interprete i° as five holo-

cottinoi, as I am inclined to do, it seems necessary to connect it with the

“book of the Prophets,” either as price of writing or of the completed

book. In that case the holocottinoi must equal denarii, as I have shown

in the article cited above. Yet silver denarii must have practically

disappeared before the time of Diocletian, and it is not likely that the
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term even in the form holocottinoi, “pure coins of full weight,” would

be used long after the coin ceased to be in circulation. This interpreta-

tion of the subscription practically forces us to date the ms before 270

A.D., if not before 260, a dating well supported by the writing and the

character of the text.



IV. THE CHARACTER OE THE TEXT

I. Accommodation to the Hebrew

In so old a manuscript as this papyrus one may safely assume free-

dom from the influence of Origen as well as from the later editions, and

this assumption is supported by the examination of the text. Even

in the cases where the manuscript inclines toward the Hebrew in oppo-

sition to many of the Septuagint manuscripts, the type of text is almost

never in accord with that reported for the Hexapla of Origen. In

most such agreements we either have no evidence for the forms used

by Aquila, Theodotion, and Symmachus, or they have forms differing

from our papyrus.

Confining our attention to those readings, in which the first hand

ofW has little or no other Greek support, we find 33 instances of rather

definite accommodation to the Hebrew text, while in this list the only

semblances of support found in Aquila, Symmachus, or Theodotion are

the following:

(1) In Habakkuk, 3, i, W (^) + , Hieronymus

quotes Aquila, Symmachus, and Quinta for +
and Theodotion for + (read from). The addition in W seems to be derived from Sym-

machus or Quinta.

(2) In Zephaniah, 3, 10, the first hand of W wrote ev8€€ for iv^ , but

it was deleted by dots over most of the letters, which is the common
method used by the diorthotes. The accepted text,^ iv8 , is omitted by A Q, 26, 49, 106, 130, 153, 198, 233,

239, 31 1, and others, and is marked with an asterisk in Syro-Hex and

MS 22. It seems to be from Theodotion. Theodoretus quotes Sym-

machus for the addition 8
- 8 '. As Aquila is not quoted for the pas-

sage there is the possibility that he was the source of W, but no great

25
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probability when we consider the greater number of cases of direct

influence of the Hebrew.

(3) In Nahum, 3, 18, the first hand of W doubtless wrote o^-
€[ ]'. The second hand deleted o^ and so

probably the following . The W text gives two translations of a

single Hebrew word and o seems the better of the two. Yet

a scholium in Flaminius Nobilius, which refers this reading to oi,
is the only authority for it.

The rest of the 30 apparent accommodations to the Hebrew find

no semblance of parallels in the other translations.^ There is however

a little direct testimony on the relationship to the other translations

in passages where the Greek forms vary from each other rather than

from the Hebrew original. In Amos, 4, 4, W reads

in agreement with Symmachus (Syro-Hex and ms 86™®), while

Aquila had et? rpei? and Theodotion iv '.
The regular Septuagint is . To this we may add

for in Habakkuk, 2, g, which ms 86 refers to Symmachus. And
finally in Jonah, 4, i,(^ for by the first hand of

W is probably due to direct Hebrew influence, but the second hand

correction to seems to be from Symmachus, quoted only by

Syro-Hex. Symmachus seems the source therefore of four or perhaps

five otherwise unsupported readings of W.
One agreement with Aquila seems certain, Amos, 8, 3,

ai for^ (). Manuscript 86

quotes only for Aquila, but the verb may be assumed,

as al is referred to Symmachus and to

Theodotion. Furthermore the fact that the Aquila reading is added

to the regular text rather than a substitute for it suggests that it crept

into the text through a gloss written above rather than through an

intentional change. A similar case is found in Obadiah, i, 19, where

W reads . Syro-Hex gives Aquila

for . Therefore W has a doublet made up of

Aquila and the regular text, and here also it may well have crept in

through an explanatory gloss.

No agreement with Theodotion alone was noted except the doubtful

one in Micah, i, 16, where the first hand reading was erased

and written over it by the second hand. There is always some

1 The cases are all treated in the Notes.
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doubt attaching to a second-hand reading, and that is increased here

by the fact that the diorthotes does not regularly erase. Yet the correc-

tion is in a lighter ink and fairly well written, so I have assigned it to

the second hand, though recognizing that it may well have been written

by an early reader. In this passage ms 86 gives as the

reading of Aquila and Symmachus, while “rasuram” is referred to

Theodotion on the evidence of Syro-Hex. Therefore the correction in

W may have come from Theodotion but equally well from the original

Hebrew. In Zachariah, 14, 17, the case is a little different. W adds

Kat, ovK ecrrat after ovtol .
This is a doublet and the added phrase is referred to Aquila, Sym-

machus, and Theodotion by Hieronymus, who gives only the Latin,

et non erit super eos iniber. Greek mss 97 and 407 agree exactly with

W, and except for the omission of also mss 68, 87"^^, 106, and the

Aldine edition. The same addition, but with for, is found

in MSS 22, 36, 48, 51, 62, 86, 87*", 106'^, 147, 228, 231, 711, and probably

Y; MS 310 has. Field has pointed out that Aquila regularly uses, not. As there are five other fairly probable cases where

W has followed Symmachus, it seems best to refer the form in W, i.e.

with, to him as source, in which case the form with would

naturally fall to Theodotion and the Hexapla. The more abundant

MS evidence for serves to support this view.

In Joel, 3, 4, W has for , an addition found elsewhere

only in ms 40 and the Complutensian edition. This may be derived

from Aquila or Theodotion on the evidence of Syro-Hex, but also from

the original Hebrew. A different connective is reported for Sym-

machus.

When we consider the place which Theodotion’s translation held

among the Christians, it seems wiser to assume no indebtedness on the

part of W than to refer these two or three cases, all doubtful, to his

influence. Further we have certain proof of the direct influence of the

original Hebrew on W as well as a sparing use of the translations of

Symmachus and Aquila. These sources are sufficient to account for

all of the peculiarities of W without having recourse to Theodotion as a

source.

The tendency on the part of the scribe of W to combine these

variants with the regular Septuagint text together with the deletion

of one of the alternatives by the diorthotes indicates that some of these
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direct or indirect accommodations to the Hebrew were glosses in the

parent manuscript.

Another instance of this, which I have not ventured to class with

the certain cases of Hebrew influence because of the uncertainty of the

text, is found in Zach. 3, 5, where I read [€ \[. ][] [€] [] KiSapiv, etc., but Kihapiv^ is deleted by

dots over each letter and so probably^' or^. In one or

both cases the form is found in MSS 22, 36, 46, 48,

49, 51, 62, 68, 86, 87, 95, 97, 114, 147, 185, 228, 238, 711, and Aid.

There does not seem to be room for in either case in W. That the

combined form is only a doublet from the Hebrew is shown by Hierony-

mus, “Pro cidari in Hebraeo legimus SANIPH, quae mitra a plerisque

dicitur.” The origin of the doublet as a gloss is more apparent in W
than in the Lucianic MSS or their probable forerunners, mss 46-711, 86,

62-147.

Further evidence of the way in which these accommodations to the

Hebrew crept into the early Septuagint text is furnished by the third

hand or hands of W, for in Habakkuk alone we find over a dozen such

glosses written between the lines, usually with careless deletion of the

original text. These are plainly from a hand later than the original

scribe. None of these glosses can be correlated with any of the known

translations. Therefore it seems clear that some ancient reader knew

Hebrew and corrected certain portions of the text to the Hebrew form

known to him. All of the corrections by later hands will be discussed

more fully later.

For the present, sufficient of Hebrew adaptation has been shown to

make it clear that Origen is not alone to be blamed for the appearance

of this kind of corruption in the Septuagint text. We may be sure that

our papyrus is a fair sample of many that circulated among the Jews

and early Christians. In all periods the Greek text was being re-

adapted to the Hebrew and after the appearance of the later transla-

tions their influence was sure to be felt. The fact that Theodotion

had little or no influence on W should not be considered as a proof that

he did not influence other manuscripts- before Origen. Among the

Christians the translation by Theodotion was much more popular

than the others, so its influence was probably greater from the first.

At first glance this evidence would seem to render the text problem
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of the Septuagint more complicated, for the certainty of correctness in

the pre-Hexaplaric text has been decidedly diminished. Yet the fact

that the problem has become more complicated is no proof that it is

essentially more difhcult. We must still follow the outline of Lagarde

and try to classify the Lucianic, Hesychian, Eusebian, and Hexaplaric

MSS so far as possible. But we have gained in the ability to classify

especially the earlier mss, for we now know that a limited accommoda-

tion to the Hebrew does not necessarily imply Hexaplaric influence.

This will tend to increase the number of manuscripts which may be

thought to represent in some measure the pre-Origen text, and careful

study and comparison with this and with other old papyri should en-

able us to begin to divide the pre-Hexaplaric class of manuscripts into

subclasses, which will finally have to be our chief guides for the restora-

tion of the Septuagint text.

2. Comparison of W with the Uncials

The standard by which the excellence of newly discovered manu-

scripts has usually been tested in recent years is the closeness of agree-

ment with the uncials; so we will try that measure first, even though

we may be measuring the excellence of the different uncials rather than

that of W.
In Amos and Micah the only uncials available in the Swete edition

are A, B, and Q. The numbers of agreements with W are as follows

in the 526 readings considered:^

W A Q 119 22% W B 69 13%
W A B 56 10% W A 24 4i%
W B Q 86 16% W Q 20 3 - 8%
A B Q 152 29%

At first glance it may seem that B stands nearest to W, but that is

only apparent. As A Q stand nearer together than either B Q or A B
the single agreements of W with A and Q must be less, just as the agree-

ments with A Q combined are more. In fact the total of agreements

W A Q, W B Q, andW Q (225) is greater than eitherW B Q, W A B, and

WB (21 1), orW A Q, W A B, andW A (199). Q is the more conserva-

1 All variants were counted except interchanges of ei and i, on which we have seen above

that W is not very reliable.
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tive manuscript and stands somewhat between A and B. Therefore

it is nearer to W and so perhaps to the original text. The same infer-

ence can be drawn from the column of triple agreements. Each of

these three shows the number of times that the manuscript not in-

cluded stands alone. Therefore Q stands alone less often than any

of the others. Yet doubt is cast on these results by the fact that W
is alone 152 times, far more than any of the others, and this doubt is

intensified when we note that in 63 cases it finds support in later

manuscripts or Versions.

In spite of this doubt let us continue the comparison in the remain-

ing Prophets, where ms K is extant, so that we have the agreements with

four rather than with three uncials to consider. The table of agree-

ments in 1591 variants follows :

w s A Q 86 5 -4% W A Q 194 12% W B 29 1.8%

w s A B 129 8.1% W A B 16 1% W A 28 1 - 7%
w s B Q 255 16% w B Q 25 1.6% w Q 35 2.2%

w A B Q 308 19% w B 98 6.1% w 20 1 - 25%
s A B Q 348 21.9% w A 14 •9%

w Q 8 .5%

Here B seems to have assumed the role of most conservative man-

uscript, undoubtedly in part because of its close relationship to .
The outstanding feature of the agreements is the relationship of the

two groups W A Q and W ^ B. A Q is decidedly nearer to the papy-

rus text than B, but agreement in only 12% of the readings consid-

ered is far from harmony. Again in the agreement of single manu-

scripts with W we find that Q stands a little nearer, though the excess

is not noteworthy.

When we turn to the first column a much greater discrepancy is

found than in Amos and Micah. The inclusion of S has greatly

reduced the number of independent readings in each of the other manu-

scripts except A, which remains unchanged at 16%. The 19% of

special readings in is easily understood from the ignorance and care-

lessness of the scribe, but the huge total for W is truly remarkable, for

171 of the 348 readings not supported by the uncials are found in the

minuscules or the Versions. It is evident that there is a very important

element in this old papyrus text, which is not represented in the highly

esteemed uncials.
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3. The Comparison of the W Text with the Minuscules

In this section I shall try to extend our view so as to include the

later manuscripts reported by Holmes and Parsons, supplemented by

those contained in the Goettingen Apparatus, which was kindly made

accessible to me by Professor Rahlfs, together with a few which I

photographed and studied during the year 1922-1923. By disregard-

ing obvious errors the total number of readings considered was reduced

to 1 230. In the case of manuscripts reported only by Holmes and Par-

sons a certain margin of error must be allowed, but more careful colla-

tions might sometimes show such manuscripts even nearer to W, as

has been the case in certain of those recollated by Professor Rahlfs and

his co-workers.

The manuscripts vith the number of agreements with W in order

of nearness are as follows :

I MS 407 779 agreements

2
u

198 753
a

3
u

233 728
a

4
u

534 726
a

5
u

410 724
a

6
a

Q 724 “
( + :

7
a B 717 “

( +
8 Comp. edit. 697

a

9 MS 26 664
a

10
a

49 663
a

II
a

0M 660 a

12
ii

40 658
a

13
a

538 649
a

14
u 106 648

a

15
a

114 644
a

16
a

240 642
a

17
a

153 641
a

18
a

239 631
a

19
a

711 625
a

20
ii A 620 a

21
a

68 596
a

22
a

46 595
a

23
a V 594

a

“)
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24 MS 95

25 “ 86

26 “ 185

27 “ 490

28 “ 311

29 “ 36

30 “ 42

31 “ 130

32 “ 48

33
“ 62

34 “ 147

35 “ 91

36 87

37 “ S

We find here five minuscules which stand nearer to W than do any

of the uncials, and this in spite of the fact that the totals for the older

uncials are somewhat increased by the inclusion of linguistic peculiari-

ties. Not only are the numbers of agreements greater for these minus-

cules but there are fewer textually unimportant variants included. I

may add also that for mss 49, 40, 114, 240, 153, 68, 95, 185, and 42

I had only the Holmes-Parsons edition. Some of these might well

be placed higher in the list, if more careful collations were available.

It is noteworthy that the great majority of the minuscules listed

above have already been recognized as representatives of the pre-Hexa-

plaric text. As was to be expected Q and B stand the nearest of the

uncials, but A, V, and ^ are surprisingly low in the list. To be sure

^ is missing in Amos and Micah, in which I considered 375 readings, or

about 30% of the whole. If K is assumed to have the proportionate

number of agreements in those two books, its total would be 732, but

that number is somevhat padded, for in the case of I had included

all 2nd and 3rd hand corrections, though I had not included them in

any other ms. There are 78 of these, so that should have a total of

about 620 agreements, if reckoned in the same manner as all the other

MSS. This is exactly the total of A. Two other incomplete mss are

deserving of mention, ms 449 with 217 agreements in Zachariah and

Malachi and ms 544 with 21 1 agreements. In these two Prophets 370

readings were considered. The 82 agreements with W on the part of

588

585

583

580

576

576

576

573

572

553

540

540

534

513

agreements

“ (-t- 86 from corr.)

“ (missing in Amos and Micah)
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the correctors of Q are noteworthy, yet we must remember that the

number of corrections and marginal glosses in that ms is very large.

Relatively W agrees with Q oftener than with the correctors of Q, yet

the corrections also came from a ms or mss of closely related type.

Attention must also be called to the 86 agreements of W with the cor-

rectors of MS 86
;
here it would seem as if the first corrector had access

to a MS nearer related to W than the MS he was correcting.

The frequency of agreements between W and the correctors of Q
and 86 may however be otherwise explained. We have seen that in a

few cases the scribe of W had made additions to the text, which were

recognized as glosses by the diorthotes and deleted. These are either

adaptations to the Hebrew or borrowings from the other translations.

Therefore it would seem that the parent ofW had corrections or glosses,

which the copyist was expected to disregard. That ms may accord-

ingly have been like Q and 86 in its corrections and marginal glosses.

If this be the proper explanation, we should think of these mss as prod-

ucts of a type of tradition or early edition of the Septuagint, which

represented the pre-Hexaplaric scholarship on the Greek text of the

Old Testament.

I included the Complutensian Edition in the comparison for reasons

to be given later. It ranks relatively high because many of its special

peculiarities were not considered in the count.

4. Manuscript Groups

It remains to be seen if any tentative groupings of the pre-Hexa-

plaric mss can be discovered, for this must be the first step in the recon-

struction of the original text. Such relationships can be more easily

discovered by a consideration of readings lacking the support of the

great majority of the mss. I accordingly made a list of all the readings

in which W is supported by not more than two or three mss or groups

of mss. This list, \vhich includes 300 readings, it is not necessary to

print here, as they can be easily gathered from the Notes which will

follow the Text. The numbers of agreements with W are as follows:

Rank Rank in For- MS
MER List

No. OF Agree-

ments

Agreements with

W Alone

1 I 407 72 7

2 5 410 56 6

3 8 Complutensian 56 14
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Rank Rank in For- MS No. OF Agree- Agreements with

mer List ments W Alone

4 7 B 54 2

5 6 Q 52 4

6 37 K 48 6

7 25 86 44

8 12 40 33

9 20 A 31 2

lO 23 V 29 I

II 18 239 28 I

12 28 311 26

13 14 106 26

14 9 26 25 4

15 16 240 24

16 30 42 23 I

17 31 130 22

18 34 147 22

19 15 114 21

20 22 46 19

21 35 91 19 3

22 4 534 18 3

23 3 233 18

24 33 62 17

25 17 153 17

26 19 711 16

27 2 198 16

28 10 49 15

29 21 68 15

30 26 185 14

31 29 36 14

32 36 87 13

33 II 0M 13

34 incomplete 544 12 3

35 32 48 12 I

36 27 490 12

37 24 95 12

38 incomplete 449 10

39 310 10

40 228 10
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Rank Rank in For- MS No. OF Agree- Agreements with

mer List ments W Alone

41 97 10

42 22 10

43 Aldine 10

44 12 538 9 I

Mss igS, 233, 534, 49, 710, and 538, though closely related to W on

the basis of the complete list, stand relatively low in this list of selected

readings. The natural explanation is that they belong to a larger

group or groups, which by their numbers and consistency have gener-

ally excluded their special agreements from this selected list. And it

is true that mss ig8, 233, 534, 538, and 710 together with the fragmen-

tary MSS 449 and 544 are found united in support of noteworthy read-

ings often enough to warrant the assumption that they belong to

the same group. On the other hand ms 49 is more often associated

with MSS 26 and 106, as well as with A and Q, which usually have a

rather large following.

Equally noteworthy is the relatively higher position of mss S, 86,

A, V, 239, 31 1, 42, 130, 147, and 62. They seem to show a mixed text,

which may be explained as an old base overlaid by a later corrected

or edited text. In the case of ms 86 this explanation is practically

certain, for 18 of the 44 cases of agreement are found in the corrections

and marginal notes. In like manner we must assign 7 of the agree-

ments of and 4 of those of Q to the 2nd hand.

Considering now all the mss that rank high in this selected list we

may point out a few relationships. Mss 407 and 410 are a closely re-

lated pair. In Amos and Micah ms 407 is much the better, as is to be

expected because of its greater age, but in the last nine Prophets

MS 410 is of equal worth. The closeness of this pair to W is shown

by 407, being the sole Greek support for W in 7 readings, 410 in 7

readings, and both in 7 other readings. These 21 readings are the

following:

Micah, I, i, (for) = W 407

VII, 16,^ = W 407

Joel, I, 6, (for) = W 407

III, 8, -|- () = W 407, 410; cf. Boh.

Obadiah, I, 17,() = W 410

Jonah, I, 8,() ei = W (407), 410
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Jonah, IV, 6, — = W 407, 410; cf. Ach. Boh.

Habakkuk, II, 15, ovat (for ) — W 410; cf. *^, Ach. Boh.

Ill, 6,€ (for) — W* 410

III, 19 (for) — W 407

Zephaniah, III, ii, — on = W 407, 410.

Zachariah, III, 6, (for) — W 410

V, II, (for) = W 407, 410

IX, 17 (for) = W 410

XI, 13,^ (for^) = W 407

XIII, 2, (for) = W 407, 410; cf. Boh.

XIV, 7, {€€) + ecrrat = 407

Malachi, I, 2, — = W 410

II, 6, (for) = W 407, 410

II, 17, + () — W 407

III, 10, (for ) = W 410 j
cf. Mass. Vulg.

Remarkable as this showing is, mss 407 and 410 have a further claim

to distinction, for when they differ from W, they are often in agreement

with ^ and B, and that even in rare and old readings. It is certain

that their parent contained a pre-Hexaplaric Egyptian text. This

parent text has been worked over and accommodated to later texts

somewhat in each of the descendants, which apparently suffered cor-

rection in the same manner that Old Latin mss were adapted to the

Vulgate. Ms 410 even suffered an extra revision, but fortunately it did

not extend beyond Micah.

Mss 40 and 42 form another pair and both are now lost, so that we
have to rely on the Holmes-Parsons report. Ms 40 is much the better

of the two, or is better reported. It seems that a third member of this

group was used as the chief source of this portion of the Complutensian

edition. But as that ms is either lost or not known, the Complutensian

will have value in restoring this old base. In these special readings it

is much the best member of the group. It has been generally assumed

that the Complutensian was based on Vatican mss (Nos. 108, 248) and

a Venice ms (68), but we now find the honesty of the editors confirmed,

for on page 4 of the Prologus, after referring to the Vatican and Venice

MSS, they say: partem ipsi viagnis laboribus et expensis iindique conqui-

sivimus, ut copia emendatoriim codiciim abtinde superesset. It seems

that an Egyptian MS, or one containing a relatively pure Egyptian text,
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was among those secured. The 21 readings in which W alone goes

with members of this group follow :

Amos, IV, 4,
— TO {) = W 40, Compl.

V, 15, — Tov {]) — W Compl.

VII, I,€€ (for€ €>) = W Compl.

VIII, 10, (for) = W 40, 42 Compl. (·"®)

IX, 2, — = W Compl.

Micah, I, 15,() + — W 40, 42 Compl.

IV, 7, (for) = W Compl.

V, 2, tr. before^€ = W Compl. (Ach)

V, 2,+ () — W Compl.
;

cf. Ach.

Joel, II, 9, + () — W Compl.
;

cf. Ach. Boh.

II, 14, + () = W 40, 42 Compl. (also 68, 114, 240 ex silen-

tio H. & P.)

III, 4, (/cat) + ye = W 40 Compl.

Habakkuk, III, 2, — ev — Compl.

Ill, 10, [^ ] (for ) = W“ Compl. (eiSov ) ;
cf. OL

Vulg.

Zephaniah, I, i, (for) = W Compl.

I, 13, — ev = W Compl.
;

cf. Mass Vulg.

Ill, 9, 8tort (for ort) = W Compl.

Ill, 18,^^ (for€€) = W Compl.

Zachariah, II, 9, (for) = W 40, 42 Compl.

VIII, 21, — nevTe = W Compl.
;

cf. OL Hier.

IX, 7, + (oSovv) = W 42

This group is closely allied to 407-410 and is less good, though its best

member, Compl., is not inferior in special readings.

Another pair of mss rather closely related is 46 and 711, and these

are not only often associated with ms 86, but through it with another

notable pair, mss 62 and 147. This last pair has been worked over

more than the previous two but still retains a large amount of the

original text. I add a few samples of the readings illustrating the

interlocking of these groups with W.

Amos, II, 3,
- "^ - W 147 (40, I53?)

II, II, + OL· (L·OL·) = W 62, 147 Boh

Micah, VII, 10 + on (ot) — 62, 147
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Jonah, III, 6,^ (for) = W 46, 86*, 71 1 OL"
Habakkuk, I, 15, avetkKvaev (for) = W 46, 711, (62), 147

III, 3, €\' /(9) (for) = W 62, 147,
86'"®

(AchSchmidt)

III, 3, ovpavov (for ovpavov<;) = W; cf. o = 62, 147,
86"”®

Zephaniah, I, 5, € (for ) — W 86'"®, 147^

III, 13, —= W 46, 711

Zachariah, VII, ii, (for) = W 46

XI, 2,-0() = W 46-711, 62-147, 86

Manuscripts 130 and 31 1 have long been recognized as a pair and

have even been classified as Lucianic. We now see that their union

antedated the adaptation to the Lucianic text, and that in so far as they

have escaped revision they give us another glimpse at an old Egyptian

text. I add a few of the noteworthy readings:

Joel, II, 19, tr enrev = W 130, 31

1

Obadiah, I, 18-19, ~ = W* 130, 31

1

I, 19, (for) = W 130, 31

1

Haggai, II, 10, SevTepov (for ) = W; cf. 130( ) (31 1)

II, 23, — Xeyei fci" — W 130, 31 1, 410, Arm OL
Zachariah, I, 9, tr = W V 130, 31 1 Compl.

With all these groups, as also with W, we must guard ourselves

against overvaluation. The pre-Origen text of the Septuagint had

had centuries of life and development. There may even have been

earlier editions and there were certainly distinct family groupings.

Ordinary corruption, scholarly correction and adaptation to the He-

brew had brought changes into all the families. Therefore the task of

the future editor will be to establish as many of these pre-Origen ms

families as possible and then with impartial judgment to determine

the text on the basis of all. The uncial groups K — B and A — Q will

be of great value but, if we may rely on the evidence of W, several

of the minuscule groups will equal and one will even outweigh them in

value.

5. Comparison with the Versions

Further light may be thrown on the text character of W and of these

groups of manuscripts by a comparison with the early Versions, but in
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most cases the evidence is so fragmentary, or so unevenly reported,

that I do not venture to compare totals.

In the special readings just discussed I find the Achmimic support-

ing W 102 times and in 15 of these cases it is the sole support. The

Bohairic supports 84 times, 12 of which are not found elsewhere. The

small fragments of the Sahidic agree 22 times, in two of which it is the

sole support. It is plain that we are dealing with a Version or Versions

that came from the immediate home of W. Achmimic is much the

nearest of the three, for its big total of agreements is obtained in spite

of large lacunae in the only ms preserving the text. Sahidic should

seemingly be ranked as a close second, though the fragments are too

meager for one to be positive, while Bohairic shows frequent signs of

having been adapted to the later Greek text. Yet even there the total

of agreements is most impressive and in the large lacunae of Achmimic

it is our sole Coptic witness. This is the more important as the Coptic

Versions show many signs of a common origin.

I have included in this Coptic evidence some cases where the agree-

ment is disputable, as for example, the addition or omission of the

definite article and cases of word order. I recognize that in most, if

not all, of these cases, the form in Coptic is determined by the idiom of

that language, yet when W is the sole support, or nearly so, for the

similar form in Greek, one is forced to see relationship. Obviously it

it is not the influence of W on the Coptic in many of these cases, but

of the Coptic on W and its allies. This may mean the direct influence

of the earliest Coptic Version, which would thus have to be earlier than

the middle of the third century, but I am of the opinion that most, if

not all, of these agreements can be equally well explained as due to

errors made by Coptic scribes, and even more to the glosses written in

by Coptic readers of the Greek. This influence may well have pre-

ceded the formal translation into Coptic. Furthermore we have some

notable examples of corrections or glosses of this sort by a later hand

in parts of W, while in the badly decayed margins there are fairly

frequent illegible or nearly illegible Coptic words, or parts of words.

These will be discussed below. The affiliations of W with the Coptic

were thus fairly close, but the exact form in which the influence was

exerted I do not venture to decide. That question should be handled

by one who is more conversant with the Coptic than I am, and he

should take under consideration not alone the agreements of the Coptic
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Versions with W but also with the allied groups discussed above,

especially 407-410, Compl-40-42, 62-147, as well as S-B and A-Q.

In particular the corrections and marginal notes of Q and 86 will be

important. I do not think that Greek influence on the Coptic can

explain all the parallels.

No other Version shows even an approximation of such relationship

as the Coptic. In the OL I have noted 47 agreements with W in the

special list, but many of these are drawn from Sabatier, who gives the

readings of two Roman mss much accommodated to the Vulgate. The

pure OL is too fragmentary for us to draw conclusions from numbers,

and the evidence of Sabatier’s mss, while at times valuable, is too often

injured by agreement with the Vulgate.

If we coniine our attention to the few fragments of the true Old

Latin text and to citations from the earlier Church Fathers, W shows

fewer agreements, but some are noteworthy. A list of 1 7 with scanty

support follows:

Joel, I, 6, tr = W Ach Boh OL''’ (OL®’’^*’ om)
I, 12, (for) = W OL"’ (ms reads malae, but corr mala et;

cf. Kat)

II, 3, (for^)
= W 407 Compl Ach OL'" (campi)

II, 29, -= W Compl Ach 0L'^'’^‘

Micah, IV, 13, —? — W Arm OL"’

V, 4, oxf/ovrai = W Ach OL"’

VI, 7,
— = W OL^^P (yet W, OL''^'’ peccatum)

Habakkuk, III, 6, (for) = W* 410 0L"’“

Zephaniah, I, ii,{) + /cat — W Ach 0L®'’“

I, 13, — = W Compl OL'-^p (Mass Vulg)

III, I, - = W Ach 0L'''^‘=

Haggai, I, ii, — /cat €t ra = W 26, 49, 1 30-311 Ach Arm
OL'^^p

spec

I, 12,— — W OL^'^p

II, 23, — Xeyet /c? = W 130-31 1, 410 Arm OL^^'’ OL^^'’

Zachariah, III, 9,{) + = W”; cf. OL'^^p nomen ei est

{
= , 22, 97, 228); = ^6 ,

48’’, 4°7 Ach

XIII, 7j€{^, A, etc.) = S V W
410 OL"^"'

Malachi, III, i, - = Q* W 0L"’°^’’^^'’
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In only three cases do W and OL stand alone together. The most

frequent supporter is the Achmimic, but i<-B V 407-410, 130-3 ii,

Compl Q Boh Arm, 26 and 49 are found. These witnesses also agree

with Old Latin, when W is opposed, and as might be expected, we

find the groups A-106, 62-147, Compl-40-42, 95-185, as well as some

Lucianic mss, in agreement even oftener than W, 407-410, or the

Coptic Versions.

Here I may mention W’s 13 special agreements with the Armenian

as reported by Holmes and Parsons, one of which finds no other sup-

port. It is possible that a renewed study of Armenian in better mss

would give results.

In the same list of special readings W is found in agreement with

the Vulgate 44 times. In 33 of these readings the Massoretic also

agrees, so the general source of the relationship is plain. Yet it must

be noted that in 4 of the 1 1 cases disagreeing with Massoretic the Vul-

gate, or Vulgate and Hieronymus, are the only support for the W text.

Hieronymus may have been slightly influenced in his translation by a

Greek text from Egypt, or his Hebrew text may have had a few older

variants. In either case he shows a relationship to an Egyptian type

of text.

We can thus begin to see a little light regarding the relationship

of the groups of Greek mss and the Versions. The W text came from

the upper Nile or the Eayhm and is most closely affiliated with the

Achmimic Version. The Old Latin came presumably from Alexandria

and stands nearer to B, V, A, 62-147, 95-185, and even 130-311.

When X differs from B, or Q differs from A, they incline towards W
and the Achmimic, yet in all these groups we are dealing with the

basic Egyptian text, which shows innumerable cross-currents of rela-

tionship.

6. Unsupported Readings

Many of the unsupported readings of W are interesting and all will

be discussed in the Notes. If itacisms and plain cases of influence of

the Hebrew are left out of consideration, there are 216 unsupported

variants of the first hand. Of these 45 are misspellings and 39 more

are interchanges of inflectional forms. A few of these 39 are perhaps

only misspellings, but the majority must be reckoned with the 27 cases,

which involve the interchange of words. In all of these cases one must
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admit the possibility of influence of the original Hebrew, or of other

translations, even though the texts preserved do not give the needed

parallel. The largest class of the unsupported variants are the addi-

tions, which number 57, and these consist in most cases of but one or

two words; only two are plain dittographies. Several look like ex-

planatory glosses, that have crept into the text, but the majority are

plain additions, which agree with the general sense of the passages.

These also seem to point to the influence of the Hebrew or of other

translations.

There are only four unsupported transpositions; that was not a

characteristic fault of our scribe any more than the dittography just

referred to.

There are 44 omissions, of which 9 are long and involve like endings

of phrases. The others are all brief, usually one word, rarely two, and

seem to point to a characteristic error of the scribe. Seldom does the

omission admit of a sensible interpretation of the passage. Omissions

and misspellings are the special faults of the scribe, and if we add the

itacisms, the number becomes fairly large, but many of the latter have

been corrected by the diorthotes.



V. THE TEXT CHARACTER OF THE
CORRECTIONS IN W

I HAVE remarked in a previous section that it is often difficult to

distinguish between the hands of the different correctors, but it may
nevertheless be helpful to determine the textual character of the cor-

rections, which appear to be contemporary, or nearly so, and those

which are shown by the ink to be distinctly later. There are 274 of

the first kind, of which the majority are corrections of itacistic and other

obvious errors. There remain 80 cases which may be expected to show

text affiliation, but of these 12 are unsupported. Yet even these show

the general accuracy, for seven are really text variants, two variants

in form without difference in meaning, two appear to be glosses, and

only one is an obvious error. Among the 68 remaining readings those

supported by Achmimic occur oftenest, 21 times, in three of which

Achmimic is the sole support. The other frequent supporters are as

follows

:

compl-40-42 18 times (2 sole)

62-147 16
a

(i sole)

407-410 13
iC

Hebrew 13
u

(i sole)

Lucianic mss 13
cc

A- 106 13
u

Q 13
u

95-185 II
Ci

86-86"s II
u

(i sole)

198-233-534 etc. 9
u

46-711 9
u

Bohairic 8
u

B 7
u

239 6
u

(i sole)

S 5
u

(i sole)

153 5
u

(i sole)

Sahidic 5
u

(i sole)

Armenian 4
u

(i sole).

43
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In general it may be said that the corrector is following a similar type

of text to that used by the first hand, though it is rather nearer to the

Achmimic, and less near to 407-410, which seems the best of the Egyp-

tian groups. Whether it was derived from another ms or from the

corrections and margins of the parent of W, it is quite plainly a some-

what more advanced type of the same kind of text development.

Therefore it may well be that most of these corrections were made on

the basis of the parent ms, which would certainly have been quite

sufficient as a guide in correcting the much larger number of obvious

errors. It has already been suggested, on the basis of the relationship

to Q and 86, that the parent of W had many corrections and marginal

notes. This view is further strengthened by the fact that the corrector

deletes two manifest glosses, which had been put in the text by the

first scribe, and yet adds two other glosses. Likewise the correction

in Jonah, 4, i of the unsupported to in agree-

ment with Symmachus (cf. Syro-Hex) points to the use of marginal

additions in the parent ms rather than to another Septuagint ms.

There are some 60 corrections in a slightly darker ink and cruder

script. These I class as the third hand, though in some cases doubt-

fully; further I recognize that there were more than one later reader

of the MS, who made corrections and notes, though I have not been

able to distinguish between them. The most numerous corrections

are found in Habakkuk, especially the third chapter, and these may
well come from one corrector. To judge from the crudeness of his

script he was at least a century later than the first scribe.

Of these 60 corrections a dozen correct obvious errors and as many
more are absolutely unsupported, two at least being nothing more

than glosses, while two more are later or erroneous spellings. One

error, + t, Zach. 3, 9, is more interesting. There is no reason for

adding kv at this point but Achmimic adds AOT = «rat. If these two

readings are to be connected, we must assume that /cat inserted in

some Greek ms was misread by our corrector. Of the remaining third

hand corrections 13 are more or less close adaptations to the Hebrew,

nothing similar being found elsewhere except in the Vulgate. In nine

other cases we find the same relationship to the Hebrew, but with

Achmimic also agreeing. An early Coptic Version may have served

as intermediary in some cases. There remain ten corrections which

have some Greek support, such as the Lucianic mss, 62-147, 130-3 ii,
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Compl-40-42, B, Q, or 407, but in all except one of these cases there

is agreement with the Hebrew or with one of the Coptic Versions; and

in three cases the Coptic is the sole support. It seems clear that no

other Greek ms was available for these later corrections, except pos-

sibly for the 10 just mentioned. In all the other late corrections, and

probably in some of these ten, the corrections were made direct from

the Massoretic Hebrew or from an early Coptic Version, one or both

of which influenced the later correctors. The direct influence of the

Hebrew is the more extensive, and so the more certain.



VI. MARGINAL GLOSSES

On page 30 there is a long gloss on the right-hand margin just oppo-

site Jonah 2, 6. It is in Greek and the following letters are read, though

with doubt in the case of some: ]at / ] / ] / ]
.

We do not know exactly how broad the margin was originally nor how
fully it was covered by the gloss; so it seems useless to attempt to

restore it. The text opposite which it stands reads

€ ' eSv . With two of these words apparently

repeated in the gloss, though with different construction, it is safe to

assume that the gloss was a parallel to the text. If so, it is in accord

with what we have already proved several times for the parent of W,
namely, a parallel drawn from the Hebrew or from one of the early

Versions, which had been inserted in the margin or between the lines

and from there had crept into the text. We have several other in-

stances of this same sort of connection with the Hebrew or with the

other translations in corrections by the second and third hands, which

have just been discussed. This gloss is by a different scribe and in a

much more cursive hand, but its origin was probably the same.

On the left-hand margin of page 16 there are traces of several letters,

but only one is legible, . Twelve lines below a very cursive or is

seen, while at the bottom one reads plainly ovk, though no connection

with the text is indicated. These seem Greek glosses, but just to the

left of OVK there are remnants of Coptic letters
]

epoq. These

are unintelligible and nearly the same may be said of the fragmentary

Coptic words on 13 other pages. As tentatively read they are as

follows

:

p. 14 left-hand margin near middle:
]
Y^-Bq

| ]
pne

|

jJCNMMA.
|

]JCOce
I

]Tq;

p. 18 left near bottom:
]

;

p. 20 left near bottom: cuno; on lower margin: eXNAqMApo ·
·

;

46
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p. 22 left above middle: ·|]··1]··^'|]·^'’"1]’
1 ] 1

left nearer bottom
: ] · ] ] ;

p. 24 left above middle:
]

‘
‘ M

[ ]

‘

' Y

;

lower on same side
: ]Y [ ]

*^
I ] ;

p. 28 left above middle:
] ]

]
| ]

JC
1
IKCUC

|

·
‘ YC;

p. 32 whole left margin: ]-3C
j ]

' El
| ] 1 ]

'

·^
1 ]

' TOCI
| ]
6

|

]·!
I

]€
I

····
1

···
1

]H I ]Y
1

]--Kpe· |]1
I

···
I

···
I

!]
! ] I ]

·

I I

]6Nep
I

jqjtuq
j |

]NKtU|

]e / ]iNK · e/
]

· tu
I

· ·

·

;

p. 34 upper left margin
: ] ^ ;

p. 39 left margin near top:
;

left below middle:^ JCq eBOXj

p. 42 right margin below middle:
]
ACAN

;

p. 46 left margin middle: ]-3C02,M
|

· · ·

·

|

]<ppHO
| ]

·

I ]
’ ^

1

]'Y*|]pu>cin’Cj]-e;

p. 48 left margin above middle
: ] ^ 1 ]

^·
;

p. 50 left margin above middle
: ]
epoq

| ] ;

Of all these only two or three are read with any degree of certainty

and from these we get only detached words. On page 14 ]
pne

]
- ]JCOCe ]Tq may be completed with the aid of the

Sahidic Version, [Neqjpne [6]. [exj-xoce [expx]

"Eq and directly opposite in the Greek text stands . . . e/c

.... em ^ €>. The Coptic is either a

variant from this or an interpretation of it.

On page 39 I have read AqNOJCq eBO\ he has sent out,” while

opposite stands the Greek “
the

flocks shall leave off from feeding.” The verb is singular in most

Greek mss and variation in tense is found, so there is a possibility that

the Coptic gloss here referred to the text near it.

On page 46 -3C02.M is read with certainty; it means “are pol-

luted” and^, stands in the Greek text directly opposite.

This seems a certain case of a marginal translation.
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On page 50 ]
epoq

| ]
oja. jg clearly read, from which Professor

Schmidt has suggested
[

epoq []_ This

corresponds to the Greek text opposite, (+ man 2)/ , “
I lead in to my servant the east (ris-

ing),” for it calls attention to the false interpretation of the

Hebrew.

This is all that I have been able to explain from the Coptic glosses

and it is too little to support definite conclusions, but it at least sug-

gests their character. They were apparently notes and interpretations

written by a Copt, who did not know Greek well, and the object was

to enable him to interpret the text orally, probably in a sermon after

he had read it. It is not likely that much of value would be obtained

from such glosses, even if longer examination should restore a few

words more. The important fact to be derived is that the home of the

MS was in Sahidic territory or in that of some closely allied dialect.

Neither is the fact that both Greek and Coptic notes are found on the

margins of W a proof that the ms changed its home. Everything in the

Greek text and Greek glosses of W tends to ally the ms with the Ach-

mimic and Sahidic traditions. The monastery where it was preserved

and for which it was probably written was either Coptic or affiliated

with the Copts. With the waning of the Greek influence in the coun-

try districts during the fourth and fifth centuries Copts replaced the

Greeks in some monasteries and in still more there ceased to be Greek

speaking Copts. That is probably what happened in the ancient home
of W.



VII. THE REPRINT OE THE TEXT

In the following pages the text of the Papyrus is printed in full,

preserving the few abbreviations and with the retention of such

punctuation, accents, breathings, apostrophes, and other marks as

seem to have been original, or practically contemporary with the

writing of the manuscript. Words have been separated and capitals

used for titles contrary to the style of the manuscript.

The text attempts to reproduce the work of the first scribe as he

left it. Errors by the first scribe, when immediately corrected, and

all corrections by the diorthotes and later correctors are given in the

footnotes.

All the smaller lactmaehsLve been supplied from the Swete text

unless the space or context prevented and another variant or emen-

dation exactly filling the space was found. All such additions are en-

closed in square brackets. In a few cases I have indicated by dots

a lacuna, which I had not been able to supply with any degree of

certainty.

In the fragmentary or indistinct portions I have printed as cer-

tain all letters of which a characteristic portion is visible. Dots

have been placed under certain letters because the visible remains

agree with similar parts of other letters, as well as with the one

printed in the text.

The original lines have been preserved or restored so far as pos-

sible. The page numbers of the Papyrus are given on the left-hand

margin of the page. For ease in reference the verse numbers are

added on the left-hand margin and the chapter numbers on the

right-hand.

The fragments tentatively assigned to the earlier chapters of Hosea

have been placed first without the indication of lacunae between them,

as the chapter and verse numbers appended are sufficient to show the

points of separation of the fragments. The rather long lacuna at the

end of Hosea and the beginning of Amos is indicated by bracketed

dots and titles.

49
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The rest of the fragments shown on pages i and 2 of the Facsimile

Edition have been printed at the end of Malachi, as I was not able

to place them even tentatively. The reading is often uncertain on

one side or the other, yet a sufficient number of letters is in most

cases preserved, so that the fragments could have been tentatively

placed, if I had been able to find a corresponding text. Therefore

most of them either represent unusual variants or are from Hosea,

which I searched with less care.

In the residue of bits of papyrus and dirt from the two boxes of

fragments, which are now preserved in a separate tray with the manu-

script, there are a few fragments showing individual letters. These

were neither mounted nor photographed, as there was no hope of

placing them correctly nor establishing any doubtful reading through

their agency.



HOSEA

Doubtful Fragments

p. 1-2

1) lo [\']([ ovtol vlol ]
11 [ (][)- ol viol ]

[^i7cro]RTa[i eauroi?
]

12 jc'-'

][
€]^[

2) 6 [e^eX€ocr]eTa[i eXeo? € \
[criaF ] €7ri[yFwcrii' ][] [ eicnv

]

13 [] <[' '€'' € epe]

\ey Se ]'[' ][ ] [, ;. ]

3) 5[] [7. ][^ ] ^['€9
][ e^e]Tei[vev ^,

]

5 ]^<^[? ]
6 [0·^7]^ [ev ][ ]€ [

]

· 3

7 ][][ '] [/3]
8[ ] [ 7][7 ] ]

5«

I

II

VI

VII

VII

VIII

XIV



52 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V[ , e$]ave[rja]ei [^7€]
9 [][ e][ TL] €[. €]
['] ey[ ]['( ?]
\apevo ][]· [e^ ]

10 [ ] []
[€ €]€[ ]
[eu^eiai ] [ ^]
['' ev ]

[^ ]
[^ ]

^ [ ]

[^][€ €.]

\-€\ [] y8acriXew[?]

2 7[ €] €[] []
6 "['' [€];·[7| e]

[€ ], [ ][ ]€. €[ ]
3 [^17 ] ' [ ][ acr]e/3[eia]i9 [ ][] [] \ e]

[7]’ [] ]
4 [] e[v ]’ €^7[·€ ]
\\ [>] []

5 [ ]|0 [ )]([]
[] []€[] []

lacuna

. 4

[^€] 7[] [ €- ]
II [] [ Xeyei ][ ]' [79 ][ ]··' []

[eveKa ] ev[ ][ ] [ ^?]

I
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[79 et? ][] [][ ][] e[t9]
12 [] et[9 \[ ]
13 [ €]'^€[ raSe Xeyet]

[ € ]([ ^]
lacuna []

15 [·>
7 ?]

nope[vao]vTai [€ )] ev

[]'^ [] [ ]^
1 [e]9 eni [] Xeyet [ XJeyet II

[·]9 € [9] [ ][ ] [ ]
[€] €[ ]79 []

2 [ju,ata9 €£.9 ]. ^[]
€[ ]€ €[ ][ ]€ ev [717] aSvva[ €] €[ ][]

3 [cra\myyo9]€ [] [79]
[ 7]'[9 )^][] /

4 [] y[ yt] [9]

· 5 [€ 9
]

[]€[] [ eve]

[] [9 ][ evaav]
e^\avev [9 ]

eoav ’ e[oovav ]
5 € [ ea^oe]

' :[ aaayea ee\a^

6 [epova\ y 9 ][ aeea ]9 ·[·]
[ ][] [] [][][ ][] /[] [7]

7 eveKev ^[] [][ ]' [·] ·[][ 9 Ke]
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'^ [ 8 €>][]' [ ][] []
[] \€.\\\ oi'jojaa [ ]

8 [] ' [] Seape[vov]

[rje? (^ 7€[(/] €\\
€)(^ ([ ] olvo\v ck]

€7€[ ev ]
9 \ ]· €[ ]

[] ' [ ?]
[]/) ' [? ]
[]· ^ \ ]
[] [€]
[ ]7[] [ ]
[] ev [\ [][] € [][]

11 [] [] [], [] /3 [][] [] '

\\
[] 4

12 [] eoee
[] ^

'3 € ' []
[] [] [\
[\ KvXeieTe ,[^] [],·>

14 []\ ' [ ],[] ^. )([] []
15 ^' [ ]
[] ["]
[] [ ·] ['7

6 []' [7·] [][ ][]· ' [ ^] [ ]

II, 10 .· corr man 3

13 (dele ” man 2)
|

(at pro e® man 2)



MINOR PROPHETS. AMOS

6

[ ] e\v { \\\
1

[Xeyei ] koyou [eXa][ ,][ \
2 [ ]

[yi79 8] []
3 [ ] [][ ][]. €[]

4 [] [ ^ ]
[] [ ^ ei ][]
[] [] [][ ][ ]

5 [] [ ][ ] 7re[cre]iTai []
[ ] []€ [^6]

:
[e]i

[] t[i
7 ?] [€]

6 [ 7] [ ]9[ ] []
7 [ ] [ ][ ] [7·]7 []
8 [][] ^[]

[|·6] [ ] ’ eX[a]

9 [] [ ] ’ a7rayyeiX[a]

[€^ ] ’ ^[]
[ ] []
[ ] 7[]
[ ]7 []
[ ] ' a €[][ Xey]ei [][ ] ^ []

11 [] ^ [][ ]~ [ ]
12 -^[] []

[]

55
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56 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V. ol vlo [i ]
OL€ ev. ^\\

13 [r]t ev^ [€ ][]€ keyei [^]\\ ev € [']
[acre]y8eia9 [ ]

7<[ ] ' [][€] []
15 7recro[wTai] € 7[]

^[] \\
["] depLvov' []
[ ]^[ ] [(€] []

1 [][ Xeyei] 9 [ ^?] ·[ ] IV

· 7 [] ^[9 ]
[ €] opei [€ ^]
[<TTe]uovcrai^

'

[]
[^]7 9 Xeyoocrai [9 ]

2 []€ [ ^]

[ ] [] [ ^]
[ e]p)(ovTaL [] [;9]
[ev ]9 ‘ [ 9 .^8>^]

[9 ])^[9 ]
3 [ ^^][] []
4 9 [] [Xeyei ]€ ei9^ \€ ei9]

€[€ ]
ei9[ ei9]

[] €[] []
5 [^]' 7[]

III. 12 tepeus corr lepit? man 2

IV, 1 add supra oluov man 2

2€: (corr pro e ^ man 2)



MINOR PROPHETS, AMOS 57' a77a['yy]ei,XaT[€ on ]
6 ' vlol L- Xeyet ' /<a[t]

€ ^
ev [] evSec

[] 7[9 //]
7 [ €]€€€ [Xeyei]

[eyw ](^ ^ \]
[] [ ] /3/£[]

[7] 77 ^ [] [\
[]€ ']€' € [ ]]

8 [] [\-
[] ,[]

[]77·^
9 [] [ X]y ' []
[^ ] [ ] '>

[]
' [].’ [] Xy[^] [ ^]

[y]o' [] [(^][] [] [;)(]
[] []^7yy[o ]
[];8 []' []
[]’ [][ ] Xy

11 [] [^]
[ \ [y]opo[ppa y]^
[] ^[][ ] ' []

12 [] [][ Xy ]

'

[]

3 [ 7] ^\ [][ ] ^[]
[ 7 ^] []
6 [] ( dele man 2 aut 3) |

corr man 2
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13 [ €]. ·[][ TTPevpa a7ra]yyeX\&>i' ei9 \ ]\] 7[’\ - []
[€]0) [ ] []

1[] : ([6 \ V
[Xoyov /]

2 [ ][ <][ ][ 179] ' €[ctt]ii’

3[]

'

[/C9 €][] ^7[]^[][€] []
4 ' [] top

5 [€]( '.
[7]^

^[/]/>
^/[]^7<^^'^'^·' ' ·[] [](

6 []’ top [-]

77[]· [][ ]’ [ »]
7 [] [ ]( 7[ ]
\] /' 8( []

8 [ €]€ []
[]' []

:[]' [][ ]/
[] [ 7·][]

[]7? [\
9 [ ]' >

'

II ' ·[ ]^^ · []
V, 4€ C01T man 2 aut 3
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TO €[>]8 ei9 \[]
TiTOiyoiV [] eK:8e^a[cr^e]

\\' [<; ^e]crrou9 8[€€]
[ ][]€ ev' []
7€[9 €\7[] €€€ []

12 [] eyvw[v\

79 [acrey8eta]9 [\' ^ [][ ]( 8t/ca[toi^][€\ []
13 9 €[ €\\€[\€<;

'

[][ ev ] [€]€ [(€.]
14 [ ][] ' €[€]

. 9

[ ]/ [ ^17^'’?]'^^ []
(, [/C9 \[\

15 ' ' €(€] []€ [ ]€ ev [ eXei^crr;][ 7€][9]
6 [] Xey[et ]

ev 7[9 aea oe]

[9] ev [9 pea \
[kea ep]o e [evo ]

17 [eov e ]9 [ ev \
[9] 9 [oeo] 8 8eevcro[a ]

8 [e]o eev e[ovv\
[€9] epav [ ]
[]epa ’ eaTi[v] []

19 [] []^9 eK[]
eovo ' e[e] ·[9]e8 e [\

aepea ^^epa e
20 ^ 8 ' ^

118 (dele man 2
)
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)€ '

21 [^]/ ] '

[]€ '

22 [et" ] Slotl eav[ ][ ]
[crta9 ^€ ]
[€€ ]/>[] €7[/3€]

23 [ ] e/i,o[u] [^ ]
[ \[] []

24 [ ]€ [9 ]/> [][ 8 ] €[]
25 [] [][]€ []
26 [€]€ € ' €

[re]

[] []
27 [\ €[]
[] €€€ Xey[ei]

1 VI"
[] €0 >

2 []9 ' ^€ €9

€· ^ ei9

SieXdeTe eKeiOev ei9 ^[]9[] ei opia

3 (, €€[ €]
[] €19 €[] €[€9]

.
4 [][€ ^]y8 []

[]0€[€9 ] []
[][]€9 eiri []

20 praepon ev supra man 2

21 (dele man 2 )



MINOR PROPHETS, AMOS 6i

[][' 6 €]€ ew oLvL[v]

[ e]/c^ []]
5 [ OL €]€[] [ .\
6 [^ ]€ SivXLO'pev

[ ] ^ [][, ovSejt' € [ ]
7 [ ]'^[] [/][ 8]. [€ ]€[]
8 [ e\pa ^ [][] eavTOv 8 /3SeXvcr[cro]

[ ] ' [?]

[^] 7[^]

9 [crjw [](,
[] eav 8 ev >

'

e^eveyKai []
€ epei []

[rjr^?. ei ert []' epei ert,' ^[^ eveKa ]
11 [ ][’ ][^ e][] [ ]
12 [] ei 8[ ev epa]

[et 7(]')7[·]^[ ev XeaL ]
[ujuei? e^]eaT[pe\jj]aTe e[i? ]

13 []·7? [ei? ev]

pavoev[o e] €'[ Xeyoi'Te?]

ev [)(] [e]oev Kepa[Ta]

14 e eee[i]p e oi/c[o?]

evo eK0Xi\povaiv []
[] eiaeXOeiv e ea e [€]

VI, 12 ei (prim scr ea, corr man I

)

14 post€ scr nokiv supra man 2
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1 ' ? ^€' ei?

2 ' '
\\ [\

3 . '[]
4 ^ eKa\ecre[i']8 [ ][ ]
5 [] 8

^[<')
7
]·€ ·[]

. II

6 [ p,e]Ta[i’OT7 croi' ]
7 []

'

[ ^]
[,] ' [ €]

[^]^' [^]
8 [],· [ ]
[] ' , [ ]
[] .[ ]
[] ' [ ]

9 [][ 7][·
7,]' [ e^]

[]

' ^ []
II ' SiOTi ,[]' Se

VII

VII, 1 « (e supra sed man i)

8 (t pro £ man 2)



MINOR PROPHETS, AMOS 63

LTjk-^)(
12 ' , einev >

/3€€^ ei

KaL eKeL ' €€
13 €(€' € €>

£. , [ecTT]t[i']

14 € [ ]. [9]’
15 '

8

6 .
^[]

17 ' []' []
[·] '
^/

»

1 [9 ^] '
2 \ ^][] []
[7]
[]

3 []·
[]
[] ' 7[]

4 [] ^

. 12 [ ] []

VIII

13 <;( in ras man : fortasse prim scr^)
\

(dele e man 2 )

14 (dele man 2 ) |

, (dele man 2 )
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[/cat KaTaSvva]crTevovT€<; [79]

5 [y"·?? Xe'yofjre? ttotc o )tti7[i']

[/cat e^iroXji^croyaet' ' /cat /c[at]

[at^ot|'o/A€f] \\[] ' /ca[t]

6 [] aScKov ev\
[ ]~^ [7]\ ] ^[]

7 [][ ]
[] et

8 [] ' >[\ '
'

^
'

'

' ^
</>[?]

'
''

.
11 to at[]€ ' []^'
12 ’ []

' .
13 >

at

14 0.1 ' 8 '

VIII, 7 man 2

11^ man 2
|

man 2

13 add iota adscr man 2 (^)
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re? Kara ayiov €
OL XeyovT€<; ] o Sav€ , , []

1 ,: eiSov €[] IX

€ eiwev \\
€ €[,]' € €<' [ 7]9

€v [€ ]€ ·[^7]
2 €<; : eav []

€ €€ ^ /^[]

eav []
eKeidev []

3 eav evpvLV et? []
eKetdev eepevv [ ]

· 13 [][] \eav]
e^ et? [ ]. e/cei eveova \ ]

4 SeaL' eav opev[Lv ev]

[];)() [€]
€€ evTeXovpai [ ]

aoeveL' []
e ‘ [ ]

5 ' [] [][/]
eaoevo []

' eLvoLV av[e ]' avae[aL]' []
6 ''
eaeLav eeL

14 man 2
|

^ man 2

IX, 5, ( in ras man )
6 corr sup man 2
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o(. ^
€'^)

7 ' )(
VLOL € ecrre ' vlol

: 6 at' kill

8 € []
· []

€^ \\
9 80 € /[]

ev e9v€a[iv]' €[]
ev []

€ crv

ev eev' []
ove e ’ :[]

11 e ' ev epa eev’
a^evav '/’

at epa
12 [ 7] eovv ot

[]ot ev e
e^ea yt

13 ' ' epa ^
ee aaea

[]^' ^epae ev

[]' a^oaae
7 man 2

9 (super scr man 2)
|

(post scr man 2)
|

aut

partim eras partim delet man l aut 2
|

includ man 3

uncis
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p. 14 [ \€ €.\\

[, €]([] '^ []
[ (\ 7roXe[t,?]

[]( ' [][]€ 7[]
[ \ ' []

15 [7 ]
[]- [\
[ ] [][][ 7?]^[]

'

AMilt

MEIXA1AS

1

' ~^
iovSa ' tSe

2 '' ^ >'
3 ',
4 <'

5 [] ' [[' []
'

6 ^ '

I, 1€ man 2

3 add man 2

6 corr man 2
|

dele e man 2

6 man 2
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et9 ' €
’ € []

'

7 axfJ''
' €

'

e[/c]

'

[][]
8 [] >[]€9 '^[ ][]
9 []

7[7 ?]

' '^
11 [ ]

· 15 [][ ]
[][]

[7|//€]
12 ^ 8 [^ et?]' [ ]
13 []

'[ ][ ]
' [ ^]

14 [ 8 ][ ]' []

6 ets^ superscr man 2

10 ante add in marg man 2

11 , dele man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, MICAH 69

15 va eyeveTo ^ €[][\
' /

16 ) ^ '
Keipai')(€

1 ' eyevovTo€' II€€

'

-
2 ' ,

8 '

3 Spa .
' [])(''

4 , ^[]
'

' ;[]'
5 ' 8

'

[]

6 [] '

8 >
7 '

'
14 corr/ man 2

|

in ras man (prim scr) 15 dele man 3

16 Ktipai add in marg man 2 (fortasse pro)
|

man 2
|

eras et scr man 2

II, 1 add iota adscr man 2

3 ante '^ add ov man 2

4 corr man 2
|

corr man 2
|

corr man 2
|

scr

super o man 2

6? add 01 man 2 supra
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^’ Xoyot eicnv

€ €€'
8 €(€ ^] et? e/c~ '

Sopav e^eSeipav eX

9 77

'

€ . €
' €

[€] : eyytcra[Te]

. 6 [ ] €[ ]
[eaTLv ] eveKev ^[]

11 [ ^€] -^
[9 ]/<^ ,^ ecrra[ ] olvoV. ^' ecrrat

12 [ \
[(Tui'a^0]')7creTat ^€^€
[^ €8€\
[ € 7. ]
[aoToil·' ev ^Xt]i//[e]t

[ev] ' €|·[]/ e£

13 [ ] '
[,€]^ '' €'

1 ' € >
' ' ’

2 '' '
'

'

3 . ^ '

III



MINOR PROPHETS, MICAH 71' €.€ ? et? ^
4 ' , '

' ^
ev (. ' (

ev (^
5 (' Xeyet >^ ( oSovcriv

( (
(8 ( ,

6 ( ' >( (
' [?]

7
' .'

'

8 ('
'''

9 ' ' 7[]' [ ]
. 17

[][ ]
[ \' [ ]

II [] []. [\[]
III, 6 corr man 2

6 post add man 2 in marg inferiore [earai] [/]
|

dele man 2
|

corr man 2
|

(super scr a man 2)
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revovTO' €€[]^ ev Tq/uv [ ^^]
12 ]' ’[ ]

' €[( ][][ ]
1 8' €)([ ] IV

]€ €[]
,' €€[], ·7[]

2 €[], €
ol' ^ Tr)\y\8 €€ ev. ^ ^[]

3 ' ^ €'. Kpive[i\€ , ^ €[]
[i]a)(vpa ' :[]' []

4 € . []€ /[]€ ' 8
5 '€8 ' ev

6 eeeva ' ev epa eev ee
vepevv.

eevv e8eoa '

7 ' vepe>' aeppe
11 £7 ( corr ex e man i)
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€ hvvaTov' ySacriXevcret

€7 avTov<i ev opei '

8 €? et? '
)(^^] ’ ere€€€ <^PXV V ^^

lepov

9 ' ''
[]€ ^
\^ ] eyyt^[e \[ ]' 8 e^eX[eu]

[cTT7 e/c 6]9 e[i^][ ^] ' eK€i0ev[ ] . )( '
11 [ ] '

[Xeyoi^re?]'
12 [ ]^ '
[ ey]^' '[ ]7 [ ]

13 [yfjl·', 8 '
[]
[] '

[] 7 9 '
’

1 <'
"') '

2 ' . ’
IV, 9 man 2

10 (^ rescr man 2 )

11 (super scr man 2 )

13 add man 2
|

super scr <; man 2

V, 1 €. super scr at man 2
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et eivai ev "
e/c jLioi e^eXeocrerai eivai ei? <^

ev LrjX

'

^
3 e£ ' ^ "

OL <
4 []^3> ^ "

"

./€€
5 7 «-- '( 7

'€ .>€€
6 ^ "

'

'

/8/’ ·?'.
^ ^, €

7 '
8

'

'
^

8 '

[]

. 19

[,]" [ ]
[] []
4 dele e man 2

6~/ con' man 2

7 dele e man 2
|

pro iv corr a man 2

8 dele e man 2
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9 []' e£atpou|Ltei/[o5]
[(€] ?[ ere ]
[]£9 )(^ €€[\
[] ecrrai ^ X[eyei ? e^o]

[]^ ,[] ’
11 [7] £^[]
[]? ' [ ]

12 []- [ ]' . []
13 yopevoi . ^^[]. €[]

€[]
14 '
15 . .

' \^
1 ; . . [] VI

. []
2 . []

. [7]' []
3 ' ' [-]' [7]
4 ' ' 8 []. []

'

5 '
8 . ^·[]' []'. 8 []

6
'

VI, 4 dele man 2

6 post add ev tlvl man 2
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[MOV. et

ev ev ^^
7 et npocrSe^eraL ev'^ €>

) ev '^€ '

et a(re/3eta9 '

8 . ^

'

et' ^ €
ret

'

’ oev
eXeo? eivai

9 €€ '

Xet ' .
' '

[/<oa/Lt]T7aet ' '
. 20[ ] []

11 [€ aStj/cta? et ev []
[] ev [ ]

12 [ e^ ] acrey8e[ta9]

[e^7^’] ot aoove [eXa]

[^ e]^7 ' . []
13 ev []' ey []

7Ta[Ta^]at ere e et []
14 [ctt9 ]aea e[]
[ oa]e ev cr[o]t [ ev]ee []

[] 8' eav 8

15 [f]t? ' e
[p]et9 ae TTtecret? eXat

. ae eaov
ee' aavea

6 . eaa 8

7 dele c man 2
|

( prim scr et dele man i
) |

dele £ man 2
|

ante add man 2

14 sub £ts aut super scr man 2 aut 3

15 (pro £ prim scr i, corr man i)
|

€ dele £^ man 2

16 add s man 3
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€. ' epya olkov'
ev ' ?

'

' ? ' €8

1 : eyevqOr^v

vvayv ev' []
[]<^ ev pvy' )( ~^[]
[^]? (f)ayeiv ^poyova' []

2 [];)(7 · , €'
[] ev ^ vap^e'

\^\ave ' eao
eeov ee

3 e ^epa
ove ^
ave epvov oyo eaev '

eaev
4 ' eeova ayaOa

epyv ' e ev

epal' ee
eova

5 aaeee ev' e e
e yovevo '

avaea
6 ' aae aepa ' vyap
eavaea e [] epa

e evepav e^^po

ave avpe ev
'

7 ey e eeoa' eaove
8 e^^ape >

e-^ ea
16 corr pro man 2

VII, 2€\ man 2

4 super scr man 2

8^ corr man 2

VII
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' eav ev ·[]

9 ' [ ]

. 2 I [][ ew9 »]
[] 8 [/] []7·[€] [pLa ]

ei? \ ]
8 . [17 €') ]' []
€ []

' 9 [·]
11 []9 ev 9 8 [<^79 ]

[7]^. [][][] [ ^^]
12 7 9 9[]

9 8 € []' 9 []
13 9 [ 9 ]>
14 '

. 9

15

6 '
'

17 ' []
10 add supra man 2

14 (dele e man 2 ) |

/ man 2 sed dele man

16 prim scr ot ante sed dele man i

17 corr o</>eis man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, JOEL 79

em ^
8 fcat .
€ (' / ’ >
' ^.

19 '' ^ '
20 '

'’ '

MEIXAIAS

1 I

2 ' ^[] '[] '

22 [ ] \\
3 \ ] [] €:[?][] '[] '

4 [ ] ,
[7 ]
[ ]^ '

5 [] ' //.[e]

17 scr super man 2

18 dele L
^ man 2

|

(e pro at man 2 )

20 (e pro at man 2)

I, 1 ( pro ^ man 2
)

2 ^ corr man i (prim scr)
6 dele ^ man 2

|
{ rescr man 2 )
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[€] OLvov' >[€ €<; ol] «[]

[^] OTL €^ € ev

6 [] , ^' ^
)( 8

[€] 8€ ' at\
7 [] ' €0€ € €' £

epevvwv ^€.. ' ' eXev

8 Kavev ' .€€
€ 8 '>

9 , 8 ef ,£€ €€ €
'

' .€'€'
11 €' '^. vnep' € '
12 €^ at /cat' €^ ot tot

'

13 ot

'

'

' ^ ot

14 8 '

15

6 ( pro man 2)

9 corr man 2
|

corr man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, JOEL 8i, et?' otl€
Tjpepa Kv' ? e/c

i 6 ^ '

'
^]

'

'€ '

; ^ '.^€ [ ']

· 23 [] [][ ]
8 ' €[] [<; ]€ ' []

^^ [ ]
19 [ /ce]€ [ ]
(,. [ ^]

20 , Tre8 [toi> at’cySXe]

[]^ €' €^[]0 [€€]
[] [ ]

1 :€ ev [€] II

ev opei . )([]€ €
2 .' €-' -'' €€ € ^
3 €€ '' '
'.

15 super scr man 2

16 uncis includ man 3

II, 1 dele e' man 2
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4 " '
5 77€. ,- \\

' '
6 €€ '

' Tral·’

~<;: ^,̂
€)() ''

8 ''[]' .
9 .''''-

[]

11 [] '[·]' '
. 24 [ ] [^]

[/ ] 7[7 ]^[ ] epya[ ]
'

12 [] :[ ]

[ ]
7 corr man 2

8 ( in ras prim scr ) corr man
10 add man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, JOEL 83

13 [ev \] , ev' ^
[re ^ ·\ [][ e7naTp]exjjaTe []
[€]€ €
[] >

14 ' oiSev' et ewicrrpeijjei €
].
' ' '.

15 >
6' '>

' ''''
17 ' ^' >

'' 8

8

8 ' '

>

19

·
'

' 8

20 8 '

8 '
8 '

^'. ,
21 []' ^at

17 €8<; dele e man 2

20 corr pro man 2



84 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

pe . otl [e\ixeyaXvvev

22 ' €€ otl€)€ <; eprjpov' otl

\ TjveyKev ' €
KUL) l(T)(vv

23 € €Lv ^ai/oere ev(f)pe

veaOe ctti 8lotl>

· 25

[]«^ vpLV [ 8LaLovvv\

[]peeL vpLV veTov \npoLpov oxjjLpov]

24 [^]9 \.\jovaL ]
[] v€pvova[L \voL olvov]

25 []' 8< /[ ]^ / [ ^/^]
[] epv^eL [^]
/[] eaeeL[a ? ^]

26 [] [·]^[ €€€]
[ ]

a eoLev 0^[ ]
aaL'yv /

27 ' eLyvee otl L
ey ^ ' ^9

'

eaTLv €TL . ^
Lv ovKeTL 9

28 ' ^ ^'
aouaLV OL vlol' ^9 /[]

OL pvpoL []
a^ovaL‘ ^ /([9]

29 oovaL' 98 [ 9]

9 9 paL 9 ;[]
30 . []

23€ corr pro man 2

26 ££€ corr at pro £ man 2

29 1 add y£ man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, JOEL 85

7]< ' 7t[v/d]

31 8 ' €[]( ’ []
ekOeiv

32 ' >'' '
1 ' > III

2

'
'

8 '

3 ^ '' ^'
4 ' '^

. 20 [ ] \ e]

[ ra;^]ew9 []
5 [] ' \\
[ ] ^ eXa/8[e]Te

[ €] eicn7i^[eyK]aTe

6 [ei5 ]' [][]'[ ]'
7 [] []

30 dele e man 2



86 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V[ e]/c ^ €€
[]

8 et? ' >
VLOV?

~^ ,)('
9 ' · ’

' '^' '''
11 '
'
[]' '

12 []' >
13 \va\i '
' ''

14
' '[] '

15 '
6 '

'
., '

III, 8 LovScawv dele man 2

14 accent et spirit man 3

15 ££ add man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, OBADIAH 87

,'
8 £ SieXevaoprai ^?' ecr

ev

' '

[]
e^eX[e]ucreTa[t ]

[] [ ' ]
e[cr]T[a]t [ 8]8 [^][^ ]' [ ]' \[ ]

[]' [^]
[] ' [^/]
[cr]et .>> [ ]

1 [] I'- :

2

3 '''
4 '' .
5 ' ^’:[]' >

. 2 7

19

20

21

I, 2 (aut ) videtur man 3 scr



88 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

' 6L ere a

6 €[€]' €
7 ' ^

ere ^€
'
^€' :^

8 ?
' /

9 .)( . []]
' []/

11 ' '^
' []'

12 '
[]

. 28

[ €]
[ ]

13 [ ]
'

[? ]
[^? ][]'[]

14 [ p.T7§]e

7 scr super man 2
|

dele et corr pro man 2

11 ante scr man 2
|

add s man 2
|

ante add^ supra

man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, OBADIAH 89

[5 pe\vaai [€]
[^ ]€.'[]

15 [ ] ev Slotl

[ey]yv? '

[ttJoi' <'
8 ?

6 '
. olvov'

^' 8. '
>

8 '' 8 >' 8e '’. >

19 8

' 8 '
20 ' 88 >

>^
' ’

'

21 '

8 ... >

14 dele £ ' man 2

18 ante add man 2

18-19 add in marg man 2 [ ]
·/ /- 19 corr aut man 3 |

add

man 2

20 dele * man 2
|

/ dele ^ man 2
|

scr super

man 2



90 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

mNAS

1 eyeveTO > I

2 [(]]
€ vivevTj >

ev

3 €.

€ €^
€

4 ;· 1^ \\
. 29

[crajl·’ [][^ ^"]
[ctJt/· []^[]

5 [] /<[at]' \\[ ][][ ]
Se \]] []

6 8 [] [])(^'[ ] []
[ ]

[^]
7 ' []

'' '
8

' ^
9

'8
I, 3 add S man 2

[

eras et corr man 3



MINOR PROPHETS, JONAH 91

TOV KV

TTjv ^ ,
tl

Slotl otl

' otl

11 tl ctol oLj

KaL oaL
OTL ] KaL e^rjyeL

12 pev ^' KaL Lv
KaL

€19 ' KaL oaL
era ' Slotl otl Sl >'

13 apLaovo ol avSp Lp
xjjaL ' KaL Svvavo:

OTL KaL ^Lp
14 : KaL >

KaL Lav
'

Sa >' ^' KaL 8 aLa
SLKaLOv ' OTL >

15 oLa ' KaL KaL

L KaL

6 ' KaL

ol8
[] Lav KaL

· 30

1 \ \L\ II

[aaLL]v \\\' KaL Lva efi^]

\ ] pL KaL rpet[ 9]

11 ( super * man 2 sed dele man 3) |

€€ dele man 2)

12 ante /, add o man 2

13€€ corr man 2



92 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

2 [ ] [\
3 [ e/c] ] €7[€]

[eo)a\ ev 0[] .
[7:]<€ [ e]/c

4 [/UOv] '

[ €]] /[] ‘

[€€], ol

5 [ ] . € € SirjXdov '

€ ’,
6 €€)(' € a

€' €
7 '' €

)( "
8 ev € .'
9 € € '' €8.
10 € '. .

croi

11 :

1 ' III

2 ' '
>

3 . ’

II, 6 add man 3

7 corr € man 2

III, 1 corr man 2

3 corr man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, JONAH 93

4 )€ '

''
5 ^
6 ' '>' []
7

' ~)([\

· 31

[] [] [][ ]
[ ]

[] ' []
[]8^[ ]

8 [] / []' []
[ot ],· - [][ ]
[]' []
[rrj]?

[]/ '
9 [] ^[ ]

[]
' []8' '

1 ' · IV

6 dele ev man 2
|

€. dele e man 2

78 punctis dele man 2 aut i

IV, 1 KDva add s man 2
|

corr man 2



94 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

2
' einev

emev € ^ ovtol ol Xoyot>' eTL ev '€
otl et

3
'

ke ]
4 €' €1' ^ '
5 €& €€ >

/' ev ?
6 8 ‘

' Ke

epea a[\ev
' e^ap '

7 ~ eav '

poeaev ev
eapov eaaev

8 aepav' eyeveTO

poeaev
' eaae

eav
o^[]ev' aeeeo ]' aoavev

9 '[ e]a ic[atj

2 . tmtv * dele man 2

4 add supra man 2

6 corr pro man 2

6 add iota adscr man 2

9 add v man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, NAHUM 95

[eLwev (] [Xe\u7n7|U,ai] []
[ ]€ <; [][] [ \
[] ' [^jA

[] [] [][] [ ^?]

7€[ ]
[]
^[ ]

7[]— ^
1 ' ' I

2 '
· .

3 '. ,~ ' ' .

'

4
‘'

''
5 '

''
6 .

· 32

II

I, 1^ corr e pro * man 2

3 corr man 2 aut 3

4'; dele e man 2



96 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

rr]K€L^ ’ ire

7 8€ '
ev€ \€

'

8 , ev'
eireyet[] €^.

9 ' eirt

€^€ €' e/cSt

)€ 9 €7Tt ev 0Xeixfj€i' €, -^ '€€€( ' €

'

11 € ^ /.[]
' evavTia' >

12 Xeyet )( []/
' 8 '

13 €[€]'€ []
- 33

[] /[ 8]
14 [][ ^]€ ^[]
15 [] [] [ ]? eyye[o/xeo ]

yyeo^'o5 €[] /5[]
[]

'

[? ]^ []
[ ][ ] ^[ ]

I [][][ €] II

7 dele e* man 2

8 add man 2

9 eXeuj/ei. dele man 2

10 dele e man 2

13 avvTpenj/w dele e man 2

14 vTTcp superscr man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, NAHUM 97

2 et,? e^aL[povpe]

€^ [/ (\^ lct^vl [^]
3

8lotl 6[][]
€ []

4 8LeeLpav 8([]8
[]
[]

5 []8 ^ [ ]
€[]8 ['?]

6 8'^[ ]
[ ^]' [ ][ ]

). []
7 €[^

]8 []
8

'

[ ][][]
9 8[]. [ ][][ ]8 [ ]^ [][] []
[] []

II, 2 dele man 2

4 ^ scr super man 2
|

superscr man 2
|

sub scr

man 3

5 (dele et superscr \^^- man 3) |

corr

man 3



98 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

11 €[] €[]

? 7·[^]

12 []- ecr[Tti^ ]

· 34 [ \][]' €€ €
[etcreX^eti'] €€ \€.

13 [ €]'
[9]' €[ 7]^^€^
[9 €] []'[] []

14 []' [] >-[\[ ] \\[] . [] []<^[]
[]'
[] . >

1 [] e[p]ya ' III

2 '’
3 '

‘ ''
[^]' ’
[/cat] '[] '

4 [] ' >
[]' '
[]

14 add sup man 2

III, 1 dele s man 2 aut 3 |

praepon et add man 2
|

dele e

man 2 2 dele s man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, NAHUM 99

5 [] [] ev ' lSov

[eyw em] ere Xeyet o o

[icat ]0/</; >
[^] CTOV. ^ edueaiv '

6 [] \. .[ em 8[] ' napaSei

7 [y)W.ci] -' ^
[] ' epei [][ ]7' ’ []

8 [7 ]^ -
[7/]^[ \ '
[ )(^]' €\

9 [] ~
[y]o
[/
8 ]€9 [] []7
[] ^

'

~^ '
^
8[]'
[7]

- 35

11 [^]/7 [ ]' [ ]
12 \ '[ )(][^ ]

[] [|]
13 ' [ ]'[]. [ ]
14 []~ []] []

6/ dele e man 2

8 ap)(rj add man 2

9 scr pro a man 3



100 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

[ aeavTrj \) []' ^' et? []
ev )(' 7[/]

15 ' €€€ ere

cret ere ev' ere >
6 ' )(' €

' )(
17 ' 6^7[]'

[^]' []' \ ^]
8 []

'
[]8 ' cr[oi;] []' ^-^[ ]

19 ' ' []

'

7['€]

[]
' ['][\

1 eiSev [] I

2 ' [ ]' cr[e]
3 . ' [^ ]

[][]' -yey[o]

14 scr pro man 2 17 corr^ man 2

18 ( dele man 3

19 2 eras man ant 2
|

superscr man 3



MINOR PROPHETS, HABAKKUK lOI

4 vev [], ' ,€^[]
€1? ' []
revet hiKaiov ' eveKev e^

5 eXevcrerai SLepaevov []
€ eeae []
avaae aav'e []
[ epylov e epa[oa e\v [ 7]/[]

[ ] [eve] eav [ eS]
6 [] e eeyep e v[|U,]a?[ ;)^] -<; edvo^

[ ] ^ eopev

[oevov\ e[vr]i[] '
7 [oepo\ eav ev' e^ >

[] '
8 [eee]vea eaovva vep[ ][ o^vrepoi vnep]
[·] ' ^
[ ]€
dev. eaova aeo

9 € aev'^ acree e ' aveoa
e evava ' avva^ei^ ' ev

aevv evpve'' >

eaea ' -
II [:]7

<' Tore eaae
[] ^

6 vid in ras

8 £ dele e man i aut 2

11 corr man 3



102 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

12 [ ]^5 ' ^ ^
[kc] '
[]€' € ^'
[€][€]/ € ^»

13 []
[]' ^^
[ 8] €€
[]<^/3· ev

14 [] '
[]7 ~
[7 ?]'

15 [] '[]
[] ' []
[]( '[]7

6 []
[ ] )( '

''
\ '
'

1 ' ' []

· 37

[(][· ] [7^- ]
[] · [^ ]

2 [ ][]
3 [ ]

12 superscr man 3
13 €€<; corr pro man 2

16 corr man 2
|

/ scr s super man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, HABAKKUK 103^ ei<s' ^6[€€ ]' ' \
' )( '^ ]

4 ' [] [ ]
8 [/< ]

5 ' 8 [<;]. []
8

'

< 8 ^.
' >

>

' 8

6 ' ^ []' []
8 ' [ ][ ]' []

7 ' [ ]
8 [ ]

[ ]
8 8 ' []

7[][ ]

'

[]
7[ ]
[]

9 \ ]' []. [ ]
[^] ' []

[]

II, 3 dele e man 2
|

scr e super ai man 3

4 '^ dele man 3

6 £7T superset man 2

6 praepon man 2

7 scr ai super e ^ man 3 |

superset man 3

9 corr man 2



104 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

)<; avveawepa 7[?]
11 €€ ^ [ ^]

€^€' [ € ^]
12 : 8>

ev ' € ev

13 '' ev

14 e0v7] ^' eve

] \\8 ·:[]
15 €' oval []

· 3 [] 0o\ep[a] e[v][ e]e e
6 [] eK 8'
[ ]ae ee
[crei' e ere] Sea : ^

17 [. ] ' 8 aeea
[] ere’

[] oe e '
[aee\a [ ][] \\

8 []'[\ evav' eaav
[^^]veva ' '
0ev

19 ' ev
evov eeep

eLV
' ev eaa

ev ev

10 punctis dele man aut 2
|

avveampa corr man
13 corr o pro man 2

14 corr€ man 3

15 em uncis includ man 3

16 scr o super a man 3



MINOR PROPHETS, HABAKKUK 105

20 o 8e ev

\()\ rj yrj. >

1 III() 8
2 [€]
[] ^
[ ev] .
[ev ]€ []·)7^ '

[ev ] 8'^
[ e]v ' [\ )(

3 [ev \- eXaiou? ' <;

[] € ' €[]8 :> >>€ 8()
[€/] []

4 [] '
[] ' -)^[]
[] >

5 [·^]
[€]

6 8
' 8

' 8€ '

'

7 ei8ov'
8 8

'

'
III, 2 super scr man 3 |

super scr man 2
|

ev '/
dele ev man 3

5 ev scr [· ·] man 3 (dele ev et 8, scr in marg et aliquid supra) confer

E aut alius : rescr in marg inferiore

7To8 [es] man 3 aut 4( super t scr e man eadem)

6 dele man 2 et 3 |

8 dele superscr man 3 |

dele

superscr man 3

7 ·; corr man 2
|

8 uncis includ man 3



io6 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

P· 39

T] ev [ otl ]\ ]
9 '^ €€]

€ Xeye[t ^]€ '[ ]:,\ ]
'^ [ ]

11 [ 17][ 7?]
[^]

12 ' [·)/]
' [\

13 '

14 )( : : /<[]

[] '^- 7[7(]
15 ' []'[ /3 ]
6 '' []

' [ ]
~)([ efts]

[^][ ]
' [ ]

9 " corr man 3

10 superscr [] man 2
|

superscr- man 3

11& (man 3 dele et superscr)
12 dele superscr man 2

|

£ add supra man 2

13 €$ corr pro v man 3 |

dele et superscr man 3 |

dele man 3

14 ;;^ dele e man 2

16^ dele et superscr man 3



MINOR PROPHETS, ZEPHANIAH 107

rat^ ev
'

i//[ei>creTat]

epyov [€]^/ 7[€ ^[·]
8 ’ € ev a'yaXXt[acro/Aat]

19 )(( ’\^, ]
[] ,' [][ ·]^ [€]
€ [] ev []

[]

^^
1 Xoyo5 €€ [] I

^. vlov apopeiov []/ ev epaL /3([]
2 ' e\.Le [ \
3 ' e\Le ^[]' e\Le ’ []

OLe ' ·’[]

. 40 [ aeeLv] eap
4 [] <' eev
[^ ]^ >[] epova. eap
[ ]

5 [ ] epev'[]
[ ]

17 corr pro man 3 |

^ superscr man 3 8 7/[]
]

em<; corr ev man 3

19 CIS€ dele et superscr man 3 € \

dele superscr /r[ou]

man 3

I, 1 dele e man 2

3 € punctis dele man i aut 2



WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT Vio8

[ ]
6 \<] €€

[?] ? ^?
7

Slotl

OTL

8 '̂
~)(^ ·[]€

9 [] '
[ ]
[ ]
\][ ff]at

[fc?][] 8
[ ]

II [^][] []

[·]:€[·]///,€7

[ ]? ^'
[€? ] ^'
[fcajt

[]
[fcat] 8 [][]? []
[ot ]€? ^[]
[y]^oo^,^7cn7 ' ’ '

>

13 [icat 17] /xt? 8'
[ ] '

6€ dele man 2

10 dele e man 2

11 corr man 2
|

scr super man 2
|

; superscr

man 3

12 prim scr v pro ^ sed corr man i



MINOR PROPHETS, ZEPHANIAH 109?̂
14 '

eyyo? ' eyyo?

^eta'
15 '

[aji’ayKr^? [ ]

. 41

6 [~ ,]' [] 7roX[et? ? -]
\ []

[?]
eK^^e[et ]' []

8 ?' [ ]'^ 8[]
[] [ ]

· [ ]
8 8[]

1 '^ 8 II

2 8'
>

>

3 y>7[?]

8' [ ]
' ? []

4 ' 8[ ]
ei?[ ]

15 eXeuptws dele man 2
|

in inarg inferiore leg']
II, 1^ dele man 2 et 3



I WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

TO? [€\€[ ]
5 €)<€ ' ,[]

T6? <^,( 7[]
[/]? ^^[^ ]' [/]

6 · €
7 ^' [o'^ott'tcr]

[?]^ ev

'

[o'joocm' []
8 []·[] []? []
[ €^\ ' 8[]' ev ? '[' ]' €[ ] [^]

9
' €8€ ' 8/ ’

' €€
? ' [][ ]

. 42 [ ]€ \][ ]€
11 [ ]€[ ' ^^^[]
[ ]
[ ]

12 [] ' []
9 praepon supra man 2

|

® dele man 3 |

km 01

puncta super plurimas litt pos man i aut 2



MINOR PROPHETS, ZEPHANIAH

13 [rtat] )U,[o]i> ecrrat ' eKrevei

[^etpa a]vTov

[aaav]pLov ' et?

14 []( avvSpov '

' ^
'

8 -
1 , []
[ ]
[ \ ’

[]

'

[ ]

2 [] []

[]
[] '

€[]^[]'
'

3

>̂

'
4

[/?]€ [o]t
/
8[€][] [\[\ [\

5 8 [ /]?'
[]
[] '

12 corr e pro at man 2

14 scr o pro man 2
|

ante KcSpos add man 2

III, 1 €·€ scr in marg £€;[^·>;] man 2

2 dele man 3

3 praepon o man 2



I 12 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

6 [] aSiKLav ev' €('] yu>

viaL' ^̂’\ at'' '
7 € 7 ^[·]

[^] []
· 43

[^ ^]^[ ]^[ ]
8 [ ^][( ][ ^^^][ ^][9 ][ ]9 []
9 [] [ ]

[ ]
[ ]

[] []
'^

11 ' '̂
[cr]ou '[ ]'

12 )( '
9 add in marg man 3

10 8 rots puncta super omn lift pos man r aut 2

11 ante e/xe add et? man 2
|
{-^ scr e pro a“ man 3 |

€7rt to opov corr ert to

man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, ZEPHANIAH

TreivoV

13 [](*\

'

€ ^^^
[]

14 )(€ ^/> €€€'
^ ;? o"ov

15 '' ^[]
[]^^ '

/
8 ,

6 >

^ prj, ^[]
; " 0

'€ ^
€€

8

19 [] ’

[]

. 44 [ ^^ ]
[,7 |· ]
[ ]

20 [yp ][ 7]'
[ ^][ ]
[^7, ] ^

16 corr ct pro man 2



WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V114

[ €€€ ][][ €] Xeyfet]^^
I

1 ev [] eret [] I

ev []"
ayyaiov

\yv 8 ’,^ >8 tep[ea]

2 yav yv y^ \\
yv yoLv

^ , ^-
3 OLKOV ' yvo oyo iw ^
4 pL ayyaiov yv

[p.jet' >

[]
5: y >[\ >

6 vya oXiya ay'
'

vayv vyayv
7: y'
8 ' /c[o]

'

I, 4 ODTOS superscr man 2

6 post€€ partim scr et eras man i

88$ corr o pro man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, HAGGAI 115

9 [] etnev ‘ et?

eyevero' €)(^' ''
Xeyet

/u,[o]u ecTTif €.'
8' ]

11 '
· 45 \ ^]

[ ]
[ ]

12 )( [][ ]^ [ ][ ^][ ^]'[]
»[ ]

13 ' [^]
[]

14 ^ '

' '
>

I 77'[]·/)· > II^' 8

'

13 corr man 2

14 scr super man 2

II, 1 CKTOv corr e^eirov man 3



ii6 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

aev ev ayyaiov '
2 eyv ; €'' €^[ ] ’ ^ iepeav

peyav '

3 , eyv '

etSef ev ^
€ . ^'

4 ’'y
yy ' 8>
y y

5

6 ’ 8 y' y' yv
7 '

€:€[]
'

8 8y ^
apyvpiov y

9 : 8 ya 8
\\

. \y \
[ ·] y[ ][7
^] []

2 lepeav dele man 2

3 corr pro man 2
|

add iota adscr man 2

5 scr pro man 3

6 7$ praepos u man 2
|

dele e man 2 y eras man i

9 in ima pagina vid rescr man 2 [] 8
[ . . ] virep & [ . . .

. ]

aut 2



MINOR PROPHETS, HAGGAI

10 [ vaov] TOVTOv rerpahi et/caSt eva

[ ]\< SevTepov£ Sapeiov.

[eye^ero] kv

11 [ ]· Xeyet '[€] tepet?

12 [eav] [/0€] ev

[] ,
[>^ €] et

Tat. , €
13 . eav ^

)( )(
''

14

09'
'" '

''
''̂

15 ^ '. []
6 .

'.
17 ·

' -^^
8 '

13 puncta super litt pos man 2
|

corr man 2

14 scr[^ in marg man 3

16 ( rescr man 3 ) |

dele s man 2 et 3

17 I (t est iota adscr : male interpung man 2 )



ii8 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

eireKeiva ' €
evLavTOv ' >

'

19 , et en

>'
20

21 '
· 47

22 [Xacrcrai^ ][ ][ ]\ ]
[ ]

23 [7 ][ ][][' > ]

[] [' ]
[] ^^[].> [0 I]

ZAXAPI[AS]

1 [ /)]
[ \

2

18 superscr man 2

23- dele man 2

I, 1 dele man 2
|

superscr man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, ZACHARIAH 119

3 ' epei? avrovq Xeyet

K9 pe '

4 ^-
yeiveade eve"

8[]' ^[]
5 []
6 []'^ ?

7/3[]

\\
8

7 ' []
. []

[]'
viov

8

·

9 '

e/io[i]

10

[/]

4- dele e ^ man 2

6

add « man 2

6 corr pro man 2

7 super scr man 2
|

superscr man 2

8 scr super man 2



120 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V

einev pe ovtol [ e^j

nepioSevcrai [^']

. 4
11 [ ayye\a)\ [ €\
[( peaov ] €
[ €] 8€
[ ] y

12 [^et \ []£9 € Ke[] [ -]^?

[ €]( [],

13 [€]€9[€] €
[^] [] ayye[ ] []7^[] Xoyo

14 [] ' ayye

[] avapay yv : >

y€

15 yav^ opyv yav y opyo

y opyv oya
6 y. ^

ye
17 '

ayyo
avapay yv y'

ayao ' []
. >

8

19 '
11 scr super man 2

15€ corr man 2

18 Tcaaepa scr super e ^ man 2
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Tov ayye\ov ev e^oL tl >

eaTLV € ’ enrev pe^ >

20 ' '
21 €' € ep' pe" ?

rjpev'
-^ >

yv
1 > II^
2 '^ yoppov'^

8

· 49

3 [ ][ /]
4 [][ ]

y[v^ »][ yv]
7[^]7·[ ]. 7[’]’ [ 7]

5 [] [^ ]
[ 8 \

6 y [ y‘;]

' []. []
7

· []
8 yapa'

21 scr y super man 3
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yet ’ arre

' 8lotl

9 ' Slotl ^' >'
'

11

'
'

12 ' []
7[^],

13 . []
1 III

.

2 ' >

'

3 '.
4 []
[ ]

II, 12 aiperiei scr e super man 2

III, 2- bis man 2
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p· 50

[ ] enre[ ][ ?] crov'

5 [ evSvaare\ 8 ' €
[€ 8] €[ ] [€]\
[ €\ []
[ ] []’

6 [ ] 8[] >

7 []€[] eav ev

[] ev€ eav

Kaiye

avapeoevov eve e
8 ’ epe

aevo. avpe epaooo
ev ' ey e

9 ea
e eva

ea ev ' ey
eye

y eev
ev epal : ev epa eev e
yei yaeae ea. aeov

1 ’ eepeev IV

ev eo ' eyepe
e eeyep ^

2 ' eev pe e
6 /^ punctis dele man aut 2

7 Katye dele vel man 3

8 super add man 2

9 super add man 2
|

super add i man 3 |

add man 2
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7T€i9 €€ >

'^' ) ' €
3 eXace€' € Se^L

e£ '

4 € ayye

ev Xeyv

5 ' ayyeXo<;

ev eiwev yev
€ ' € ^ >

6 einev € Xey
Xoyo opoaeX’ Xey

ev peyaXr] [] ev (^
et ] ev Xeyei

7
' et crv [] peya

opoaeX' ' eo

· 51

8 [][ eyeveTO Xoyo ]
9 pe Xeywv at ^eip[e? o]p[oaeX eeeX]

' [ epe e]
TeXeaovaiv ' eyv[ ]

eaeaXe[v pe ere]

e^ovBevwaev [epa][ ]
aepvov ev /3 ooa[eX ea]

€^[€€]
II e yv' aep\v et]

ett[ eK e]

e^ ev[vvv . . . .]

IV, 2€ scr super man 2
|

add notam in marg et infra [«at €]
3 scr super e ^ man 2

6 dele ei^ superscr / man 3

7 add man 2

11 post spatium pro verb aut aut
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12 € € Seurepov [ ] [/]

9 ^· erravayov

13 // ~(€
14 [] ^ ’

T17?

1 crT79 7179 7’?^' V'
2 []' '^^ ’

[]
[] )(€

3 []9 '

^^)
' 8

€8€[]€ ^
4 ^ ' ^

/' []
' []

[]. []
[]

5
' ')/[]

6 '
^ [ ] [7]

7 [] ^[]' ^[7] []

V, 5 (prim scr^ seel corr man i)
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8 [xerpoV etnev €[] []

eppix^fev ev[ ]
· 52 [ eppixjjev ] )U,[oXi.]

9 [ € ]^ ' rjpa[ ] eiSov[] '
[ ^» '
[ ][ ] '

[ XaXjowTa

II [ ]'[ ] >

[] >

1 [ ] : VI

[] [')7] 8

[]

2 '^'
' .

3 ’'
4 '
5

'

6 ' €v ' X[eu]/coi

'
7

9 super notam posuit man 2 (fortasse amissum in marg)
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weptoSevcraL

TTjv yrjv ' enrev TTopeveade €
pLoSevaaTe ‘

8 ^
pe Xeywv '

ot

€
9 ev [] : eyeveTo^ ^
e[e\vov '

ev € et?

[€]
11 []' )(^

[]€
([ ]

12 []

· 53

[/39][ \[ ]. [^ ]
13 [ ][]8[ /8][]
14 []-^ []
[] [] ^ []

15 [ ]. 8[].
[]' []

VI 15 add man 2
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1 eyevcTo ev ^ eret []
[] ,

TeTpaSi []
2 ecTTiv xacreXev ' e^anecrTeikev

'
3 []

'

[] ' >

4 ^ :

5 []

^ ' CSov^
6 '. >

7 '

[]
[]' '. 8

8 '
9

8

' ' ·[]' []
VII, 2 corr man 2

|

dele man 2

6 dele e ' man 2

7 corr man 2
|

dele '^ man 2

9 dele man 2
|

, dele man 2

VII
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P· 54 [ avTOv ) ev\ [ \
11 [ ]]€ (€^[]
[ €]
[ \ €

12 [etv ]
[ ] eicraKoveiv[][] ev ev^
[<^7] €0€ ' eyeveTO op

13 [ ]7[]
[]
[]

14 '
a '

’
'

1 :
2 '
3 []'
4 ''' ^-
5 /

14 sub scr man 2
,
quod legitur

VIII
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6 Xeyec Slotl et

aSvvaTTQcreL [\
ev

X̂ey[et]

7
‘’

8 . '
9

>

· 55

[ 17?][ ]
[]/3/3? [ ][ ][ ][ etcr][ ][ /cat][]

11 [ ?][] [?][ ][ rot?]

Xe[yet ]
12 [ ]

[yi7]

13

VIII 10 dele man 2

12 8 corr man 2
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ev eOveaiv o olko<;

[] L7]\ ecrecr

ev €
14 9 ^(

>

[]
[]

15

[
.

.]7| '
6 '

[]
17 9 ' [][]

[]

8 ' . []

'

[]
19 []

[]
20 ^

21

[]
[/3][]

13« add iota adscr man 2

14 scr t super a ^ man 2

16 dele e man 2

17 scr super man 2
|

dele man 2

19 corr man 2
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· 56

[ ] ev []
22 [- nopevaopaL] 7^[]'[ €\ €[] ev

[^, ] ^^
23 [ ]

[ev / eav

[] avSpeq

[ ^']^ €\[ ] []9
[·^] Slotl

1 [ pe\0 : IX

[] ;^
2 ev

8 epovav "

3 o8opev
eav eavpev ^
vaev\ []

4 ^
5 ev aavaea

'

[]oea []
o8vvea 8 []' /

6

7 ^ eap

8eXvypaa >

voXeea
22 dele £ ^ man 2

IX, 2 dele e man 2

3 scr super man 2
|

add iota adscr man 2
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-^^ ev lovSa

8 ^ []
€€ €€ ev

9 :, [] (€

· 57 \\ \ ]
[€] [ ]

11 []7 ? 'fctt [][]
12 [][ ]
13 [ ][][ ]

·[' €7] [] [ ]
14 [ ][]

·[]

15

8 corr e pro man 3

10 scr ei super man 2
|

dele ^ man 2 aut 3
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€^
[] OLVOV

6 crwcret ev

€€
ayioi

17 [oTt] ft "Tt -
[]

1 X
[]
[] ' ^[ ]·

2 [] 8
[]7^'

8

3

4 '
5 '

[̂ ] >

6 [] >
· 58

[ ][ 7][7]
16 KvXeLOvrai dele e man 2

X, 3 \(€ scr super e ^ man 2



MINOR PROPHETS, ZACHARIAH 135[ koll ecrrou] ov ([€][] - eyw

7 \ €(](? eaovraL[][] ev €[] >

8 [^€] /[ ]? ^/[] [?]
9 [ ]^ rjcrav

[ ]? ev€ €
eTTi(TTpe\jjov(Xiv''^ ei? >^ ei?’

11 ([]

[]
[][]

12 []
1 1̂ [^ ] XI

[]
2 []

,[]

3

10 ^ dele man 2

11 add iota adscr bis man 2
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\]€ € ort€
4 Savov Xeyet€€ -
5 a OL€€€€ ol€,€€€ ^^
6 €^ ovSev €€€ [\

Xeyei \
· 59[ € ^€]

[] [ -^]
[] [ ]

7 € ^€ []
[)(][ ^]- []

8 €[]
€ evi €[
[/] [ at ]

9 € € [ ]€[ ] []^ €\\

7/[]

II

XI, 6 corr, pro erat man 2

10 dele e man 2
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vavatoL

12 ei8

13 [] [][\ 8
\\ 8

14 ~^8 888 )(
15

6 8
17

~^

8
\\ []

. 6
[ 8 ]

I[] [][ ] [][ ] XII

14 ( partim eras man aut 2)

17€ dele e ^ superscr at man 2
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2 [ \ ev'[€]
\ ] 9 ev

3 [ecrrai ]') '

[et* \
[7/\[ ]
[,\ [][ \

4 €

ev ,
OLKOV 8 8

5

^)(^ ev /' ev

6 : ev

-^^ ev

ev []

[ ]
7 [ ][ ]^5

)() ^’ :
8

’
XII, 3 add man 2

4 super scr non nullas litt fortasse man 2
|

ante superscr

ev man 2

7 (.· yivyjTC corr man 2
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9 TTLOV .' ’
OLKOV’’ ^ >

8

11 ’[]
. 6

12 [ ]
[] [ ]
[\ [ ]
[]€? []
[] [ ]

13 [] [ ][] [ ][]
14 []

[ ]
1 [ ]

7[] []
2 e[cTT]ai []

7[9]

3

XIII

10 dele e man 2
|

super scr man 2

XIII, 2 ovKiTL ( in ras man i, prim scr)
|

dele man 2
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o

(' otl^ eXaXr/cra[9]^
ev €

4 [/c]at ecrrat ev €[] ? <;
[] ev poeeLv
[\ evSvcrovTai Seppiv '^

5 eijjevaavTO epei eL
eyevvev veo

6 ep
eov " epei

eXv ev

7 eeyep e oLe
avSpa Xeyei

aaae oeva
eaae ea

8 ^ e oeva : ev

y Xeyei ep e^oXedpev

ea oXe
9 ev

yopiov ?
ey€ >

€ epei

1 epa/
Baepea ev []

2 eva ev e [|]

[? oXeov ]
[ayova yv]ae

XIV

8 dele £ ^ man 2
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[vvopaL] e^eXevaeraL to )[]
[tt;? ]? ev ol

[not ] ^^
3 [e/f <;] 9 ^[] ev eOveaiv

[ €] ev

4 [, €]
[ev €€]
[ KaTevavTi€\ [^]
[^ ] [])^£ []
[] ^,

5 €
)(€ ^’

evepa ev ^
eve >

6 € ev eev epa
7 ea
epav epa eev >

lot) ^ epa 7/3[]
8 eepav ev epa eice[i]

eeeea e^

e^av ev 6epei

9 ev eapei

aea ev e
eev ea

10 ev '
XIV, 6 add man 2

7 €€ add man 2
|

^ corr £ pro at man 2

8 eapei dele e^ man 2

9 aeLa dele man 2
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€
VU 79 ^ € >

TTJ9

€
€' ^

11 ev ecTTai, €
12

13 : €[]

· 63

[ ]
[€7]€ [€<] [)( ]
[] [ ]

14 [^]et/oa [][] [ ]\][ ]
15 Spa 7[· ][][ ][] [][€/)]
6 [ ] []

[]

>

16€ dele £ man 2
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17 kou ecrrat ocrot eav

€

€[]
8 ecrrat € · eav 8e []8 efcet

[/c]at ecrrat

[^]et ’ eav

] >

20 [] ecrrat

\\'
21 ecrrat

ecrrat

> >

1 [] ^ I

8 8
2 8[]
3 [r]of [] 8 /c[at][ at>]roo [ ]

. 64[ e]t? 8[ ][ ]
4 [ort 8] e[m]

18 nonnul litt super non leg

20€ dele e. man 2
\

iUo- corr v pro man 2



144 WASHINGTON MANUSCRIPT V[ ]^ [][] Xeyet []
[.)], € []€[\
[€]€ >

[ ]€
5 [? ][ ]
6 [ ]^[]
[ ] [ ]
[/it]

>

7

r)Xicr

8

^
[]

[]

[^]
9 []

[]\

II '
I, 9€ dele man 2
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ev TTavTL Laa
€
OTL ev []€

12 [ ]€ ev Xeyeiv [/]^^
13

Xeyet

<[] [][]/ ' [ ^^]

· 65

[eva eav€ ]
[\[ ^ ^]

14 [>]/} [ tjp ]
[>]9 [ ]
\\ ^') [ ^]

8 [ SiOTi]
[9][ ]

1 [ ] II

2 [ ]
[] /[ ][ ]^ [ ][]/3 [/]
[] [][] []

[]
3 top []

[][]
4 []
, 2 super notas pos man 2 et fortasse in marg verba omissa
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€^/ \[][] eivai [/]
[] []

5 € 7[9]€ ev []
€'

6 ^ i^oyu,[o?]

ev []
^ ev ^^eev e[f]

epv aevv eope e [e]

eepeev e^/
7 ^ epe aeaeov eK

[/] aeo [\
8 [] eve eeevae eK

[] evae ev

Beepae e
9 ee [] e BeBa

[u]ju,a9 e^oBe[vJevo aepp[e]
[^ e] [ e\v [e]
[ eaae ] ea
[avee ev ]
[ eev ^] [][] evae[ee]
[^ aBe]ov e[a ]

11 [^7]7^ aepv ev[ae][ ] B[e]a eye[veTO ev ^]

. 66

[ ev Lepoa ];8€[/87’1[ ] ev [ a]ev [ ]
12 [Beev ^] [^][^ ] [ ]
[ e a]ev eK[]

8 dele e® man 2
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[ \ []
13 [ ] €eLo[p][ €]€€^ []

[(TTrjpLOP ]
[ en €7]^€ €[][ \^ ] [^]

14 [ ],€[ otl ]
[8€] , [ €]

[] €07]0<; €^[€]

. ywiT/]

15 8 enoir^aev

€
^^

6 € eav

[] [][]
[]

;

[]

1 ^ III

/8

/ 7[]
[]^ []

2 []
16 super vid corr man 3

16 in ras man i (vid prim scr)
|

corr a pro man 2
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[] ^€[) ]

3 [^ ^],\ ]^[' ev ]
4 [·]^ apecrei [^ ]

[] ^^ 7/[ ]
€] [€]

5 [] e[u Kpi]cre[i ecro]

[jaai] ^ [/]
. 67

[ /]^[ /][ ],[] [ / ]

[ ·][] /[·0]
[] [][]·[^ ][ ][][][ ][ ][ ]

6 [ ]
7 [^- , /3

]

[^^ ] [] [][][]^ []
[|··^][] [ ][][] 7[]
[ ] [] tl[vl][]

8 [] Slotl [,][ ] tlvl [],
[ ] [^] '

9 [-] [] /87[];
[]/37[] €[,] -[] 7[]
[] [] []^7

[7] [] []
[^]7 []
[17] 8[] [] 8
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[] \e[ye]t [] eav[] []?
[]. [ ]:^6 [ujLu]t>

11 [fi-oju []
[] €15[ ]
\][ ][ ]75

[\[( ][ ^]€5
12 []

\p]iov(Xiv [ ] [] ecrecr

[^e] [] Xey[ei ]
13 []
[ ]

14 [ ][] []€>
[ ][][ ][]

lacuna

. 68

[ €;^]€'[ ]
17 [^ Xey]ei []^[ ][ e]i5 [€')7·' ][ ]5 [][ ^]
8 [ ]' [€^][ ][ ][ ][ ]
1 €[5 ^ ] IV[ ] [ ]
[] [] aXXo[yei'ei5]

[]€5 []€5 \]
[ ]€ [17^ ] )^[]
[Xeyei ][] []

2 [ ] [] []
TeX[e]i[ ] []

[]·7 [ ]
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7TTepv^L[i>\ €^€€[]^€ /c[ai]

€[€\ ["\ €[: ^]
3 []€€ [:] [][€]€ []

[:] €·[ ·][]?[] []
[] ] € X[e]

4 [yci] [] []\] [] 8€
[] [ ]€[]

5 [€]
v[lov ] ^[] []\[] []

6 y\v ^] [][€][ ][ ] \]€€[ ] ·)^[] \\[]
[MAAA]XIAS

() [.][ ]

€ \()
. I

b)
] [ ] [ ] [ ]^[

] [ ] ^ [

[ ][ ] [ ]

[ ] ] [

[ ][ ][ ] [
] [ ] [

] [ ] e
[ ] [

C)
]

][ ] [ ][ ] [ ] [ ]

][ ]
0

[ ]^[

] [ ][ ]
e[

][ ] [ ] ]
aet[

]

] [ ] [ ][ ] [ ] ]-[

] [ ][ ]
ee[ ] [

] ] [ ] [ ][
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] ?[ ] [ ]'^\'

] [ ] [ ] [
]

crat[

] [ ] €[ ]1 A ] [ ] ] <-[ ]
etcr[

]
et[

] ]1

[
] [ ] [ ]

et[
]

ev[

]
ea[ ] [ ][

] [ ] €[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

] [ ][ eta8[
] €[ ]

·[

] ] 4 ] [ ] 4 ] [ ]
€[

]
'[

]
€[

]
(^

] ’yi] [

] [

][ ]

][ ] [ ] [
]et

. [ ] [ ] [ ]/cat

] [ >· [ ] [ ] ]
^

]·· • [ ]
· 09[ ]

]
1<

.

ei
[ ]

L
[ ]

· 4 ]. [ ][ ]
.[

\.

.

..[ ] ..[ ]:[

V [ ] [
]e7T

[
]vyv

[ ] [ ] [

][ ] [ ] [ ]. [ ] [ \ [

].[ ]6[

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [

]
7 [ ] V [ ] [ ][

] “4 ] [

] [

]6^
]tacr

[ \ny [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

] [ [ ] V [

][ ]·
[ ] ^ [ [>- [



VIII. NOTES

It seemed desirable to present to the reader the text of W unob-

scured by notes and discussions. The first-hand reading always stands

in the text, the second- and third-hand corrections are given at the foot

of each page. In these notes I give such parallels as seem helpful for

the interpretation of the less common readings as well as all matters

connected with the arrangement of the fragments and the readings of

the text. In order that the comparison with other texts may be easier

the citations are to chapter and verse. These are followed by the text

of W undesignated and with the end marked by a colon
;

the words

in parentheses contain no variants but are added in order to show the

location in the verse
;

thereafter come the parallels and discussion.

Greek mss are cited by numbers as given by Rahlfs in Vol. 2 of the

Mitteilungen des Septuaginta-Unternehmens. Collations by Holmes

and Parsons were used, but verified wherever possible. In all cases

where mss are assumed to support the text of Holmes and Parsons be-

cause not cited for variants I have bracketed, questioned, or stated

that the readings of the mss in question were inferred from the silence

of Holmes and Parsons.

Readings from mss 403, 407, 410, 449, 456, 490, 534, 538, 544, 576,

710, and 71 1 were taken from the apparatus of the Septuaginta-Unter-

nehmen in Goettingen, to which I was given access by Professor Rahlfs,

and most of the Hohnes and Parsons collations were verified or cor-

rected from the same source. Mss 86 and 91 were collated anew from

photographs. Mss Q and Y were reexamined in many doubtful pas-

sages and MSS V and in a few.

Old Latin readings are cited from Oesterley’s articles in Vols. V and

VI of the Journal of Theological Studies. The Bohairic is taken from

Tattam’s edition, the Sahidic from Ciasca’s, and Wessely’s edition of

the Achmimic was used in my earlier studies. For all of these but

particularly for the Achmimic I was able to use in my proofs compari-

152



NOTES: HOSEA, AMOS 153

sons and corrections made by Professor C. Schmidt while studying

the Vienna manuscript of the Achmimic. All other Versions are

cited from Field’s Hexapla or from Holmes and Parsons.

Hosea

XIV, 8 (/) : seemingly omitted only by B* Q.

[to] : the article is inferred from the space.

Only B 22 48 233 omit.

9

: = most MSS and Vers, but against B Q"‘

etc. which omit.
Amos

I, 2 [] : the article or three other letters are required

by the space. It is not found elsewhere but compare

Ach and Boh, which give the possessive pronoun by a

prefix, the first letter of which corresponds in gender and

number with the definite article.: in Q 42 46 86* 711 Arm Ach Boh.

3 ev~
: with most MSS

;
omit A 87 91 97 130 153 310 311.

10 €\: omit A V 26 46 49 62 86 106 147 233 310

410 711.

11 [,^] : against 40 42 Compl^.: with A Q Y 22 26 36 40 48 49 51 86 95 106 153

185 198 534 Compl Ach Boh Goth.[ ] : ‘I have inserted the article with mss 49 51 31

1

Aid in order to fill the line. It is the simplest change but

naturally not the only one possible.€[ avTov ] : all other MSS add avTov

after, but here there is insufficient space. Either

the first or second case of the possessive must be omitted.

1 5
^' ^

: only the second case is sure, but I have assumed

that W was consistent. Q""® quotes for Aquila,

Symmachus, and Theodotion and it is found in 86^ and

the Lucianic mss.

II, I : all other MSS read^.[ €] : even without the article the line is

crowded. Only Compl omits it.
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2 ^e/xe\[ta] : the article is omitted also by A Q Y, and prac-

tically all the minuscules.

ev []^]
; the article is omitted by all other mss.

Ach and Boh have the indefinite article.

3 There seems no space for though it is nowhere else

omitted. It is possible to transfer three letters from the

beginning of this line to the end of the previous line and

so insert, but it would make an unusual line.

3 []^[ >] : = A Q* 26 40 49 106 130 153 198

233 239 240 410 534 Compl Ach Boh.

—^ :
— 40 147 153. Many mss have.

4 ev€Ka : = B Q V 87 91 130 239 311 403 490 538 (68 97 114

240?)

7 []^)[] : against^ of B V Ach Boh and^ of 86 534.

— [] : also omitted by 153 Compl Ach Boh and Basil.

10 : a manifest error of the first hand but not corrected till

a late hand.

11 01 VLOL : article omitted by all others except 62 147 Boh.

13 KvXeieTe

:

the error is an itacism, though it produces a dif-

ferent form of the verb. I generally omit such errors

from the discussion.

14 [] : probably correct
;
only A B Q* 26 86 91 410 have

€.
15 ovBe: with A B V 26 106 198 233 239 403 407 410

534 Boh
;
against . of the others.

[ : = B V 26 86 91 239 410.

16—0 = A Q 20 49 68 87 91 gj 106 130 198

228’"® 233 240 310 31 1 534 Compl Aid. Others omit

part.

I have not been able to supply the lacuna here with any

degree of probability, though it seems possible that an

alternative translation from Aquila or Symmachus, or a

repetition from the first part of the line, was placed in the

margin of the parent ms and from there came into the

text. The space fits well with o[€][
], but I have found nothing

approaching it in any ms or Version.
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III, 2 : article is omitted by B V 22 26 36 48 49 51 62 86 95

106 130 147 185 233 311 Compl.

: only B seems to omit the article.

5 : in A 26 87 106.

6 — '· only B seems to insert the extra negative.

7 : against of B Q 20 87* io6 147 239.: = B (40 68 130?) Compl. All others add.

9

7€[] : with most MSS against.^ : against in 40 42 46 86 410 71

1

Compl. = Mass.[] : the reading is uncertain. Certainly the

article was not omitted as in A, but of Q"

and most minuscules is possible.[] : = A Q 26 36 46 49 86 106 198 228*^

233 310 403 407 410 534 71 1 Boh.

10 : against of Q*"® 26 Compl.[ \ : the space would fit equally

well.

11 : = 22 36 40 46 48 51 62 86 95 147 185 407 711

Others omit the article.

12 (for) : = 46 86 S'j'' 130* 71 1.: thus most mss, B and V (40 68 240?) prefix the

article.-: = 36^ 95 114 185.

: the singular finds no support and was corrected by

the second hand. Many mss read or combine.

148 : against^ of A Q 40 42 68 86* 87 91 97 106

153 228 240 310 Aid Boh.

15: = A B'^ 26 106 198 233 403 407 410 534; 86"'®

quotes it from Symmachus.

[ot][] : the article is added by Q" Y 22 36 42 46

48 51 86 130 239 311 407 538 711.

oi[koi ]: = A Q V Y 22 26 36 42 51 62 68 87 91 95

97 106 130 147 153 185 198 228 233 534 Compl. Others

transpose or omit one.

[o ] : the addition of o is required by space and is

found in Boh
;
Ach and Sah do not exist for this por-

tion.
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IV, I [€] : words are transposed in A Q
26 49 106 198 233 407 410 534 764, and seemingly in Boh,

[/juv]

:

+ oLvov man 2 : = Arm.

2 [8to]rt: A 87* 130 311 read on.

[v\noK€Ofievo[v^,] : omit A Q* 26 40 49 106 233

410 Compl Mass.

[i^ + o ] : addition required by space, found only in Mass.

3 : I find this spelling reported only for ms 198
;

it is a

little indistinct in W.

[/^ o ] : although in lacuna this reading is practically cer-

tain. It is supported by A Q 26 36 40 42 46 86"’® 106 198

233 239 403 407 410 71 1 Compl.

4 [€]€ : against€€ of Q*Y 22 36 40 42 48 49 51

91 95 130 153 185 311 403 407 410 490 534 710 711 Compl.: this spelling is reported for V 26 62 86 130 147 31

1

538 Boh.] : I SO restored with A Q Lucianic mss and a

few others, but probably wrongly, as the nearer relatives

of W read€.
€19 : the article is omitted also by 40 Compl Boh

;

cf. 93.

]€[\
; = Symmachus (cf. 86"’®) Boh.

5 []€[€] : = A Q* Y 22 26 36 40 42 46 48 49 51 62 86

95 106 1 14 147 185 233 239 403 407 410 534 71 1 Compl.- man i is for (ye have reaped), which seems

out of place here.€ of man 2 is an adaptation

to the Hebrew. As both first and second hands have the

second person followed by the vocative, it is probable that

the parent ms had the correction written above and the

first scribe misread it, so that we have really but one read-

ing here. There seems no valid reason for the deletion of, so that correction perhaps comes from a later hand.

— OL

:

the omission is necessary as vlol is here vocative

;

yet 91 153 239 410 490 Compl agree, though they do not

have the second person of the verb. It seems a remnant

of the same old error.

7 : against of Aquila, Symmachus, Theo-

dotion == Q·"® 86·"® 62 147 153 and Lucianic mss.
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^^ : omit of A Q 20 40 42 49 io6 198 240 534.

: the plural is an unsupported error due to

accommodation to the following verb.

ovK €[Lp€|^]€e: the future finds no support.

10 (for) : this makes the pronouns consistent in the

verse and agrees with the Hebrew. It is supported only

by 40 86* Compl Boh Arm Hieronymus.^ : = B V Q""® 87* 91* 130 239 311 490 538 Compl

(40 42 114?).

12 [ +] [] : this is repetition from

the previous line and may have come in by comparison

with some ms which had the phrase in wrong order
;

cf. the

omission in 95 185.

13 [ €] : no omission is possible here, so W prob-

ably agrees with A B*^ Q and most cursive mss.

7['] : B alone has the article.\€\ : only B 239 omit.
V, I The text in this lacuna is supplied from Q 46 86 71 1 etc. and

agrees well with the space, but I would not defend it.

2 : B alone has. Several omit.

3 : B has .
9 []

:

there is perhaps room for the second ic? found in

most MSS. If we suppose the letters a little more spaced,

thirteen would fill the lacuna. There are thirteen letters

missing in the line above and fifteen in the line below.

That would allow the omission of ^ as in mss 40 86 62-

147 153 95-185 and in the Lucianic so often related to W.

4 : this may be compared with €€ of 40 Compl

which also has. All other mss have €€.
5 is the spelling here twice, as in the best mss.: = A Q 26 42 49 95 106 114 153 198 233 240

407 410 534.

— : = 22 48 51 62 I47* 233.

6 []€: B* has.[] : = A Q 26 49 68 97 106 198 233 410 534 538

_Ald.

7 ti7[X o] : = B V 87* 91 130 311 490 Compl (40 68 95

97 1 14 185 ?). There is no room for an addition.
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8 : W omits the article with A Q* 26 49 106 198 233 410

534.: = Q'"® 22 36 42 48 51 62 68 86 87 91 95 97

114 130 147 153 185 228 239 240 310 311 etc. Cf. also

Hieronymus who translates the Hebrew ‘‘umbra mortis.”

The uncials have little support in omitting.{ ) : = 26 42 Boh Athanasius, ad Psalm. 32,

7, Theodoret., ibid.

() o : only B V 130 31 1 (40 310?) omit.

9 €7 (for €) : = B Q* 22 36 48.

11 : = A Q* 26 49 86"’® 106 198 233 239

534 Boh.

([/]^[]) : = A Q V 26 49 106 233 403 407 410

534 ·: = A (Q*) 42 49 106 198 233 240 403 534 Boh
Cyril Alex.

oLvov : only Q* 46 86 71 1 support in omitting the article.

: = B Q 42 46 86 130 31 1 538 71 1 ;
others omit.

12 : = B Q*"® 130 239 311. Q"’® adds ot 6 (the

Septuagint).: B (239) 407 V Y 22 86 (240),.
:
Q* 40 42 233 Compl Arm,.

13 I have supplied the lacune [][] with the majority

of the MSS
;
the genitive plural would crowd the space as

always takes more room.

15 (i^) : this addition is found only in the margin of 86,

where it is not referred to the other translations. It is not

found in the Hebrew and there is a lacuna in Ach, the usual

supporter of W in rare readings.

(for ) : this seems the

result of an attempted correction in the parent. The

pronoun should have been the substitute for the whole

object, but both were inserted with the omission of the

article. There is no other ms authority for either change.

: the omission of the article is supported only by

Compl. It may have been caused by the insertion of

just discussed.
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16 —^ : = A Q 46 49 51 02 86 8 y 91 95 97 130 153 185 198

228 233 310 311 407 410 490 534 538 711 Compl Aid

Cyril Alex.

— Tat9“ = A Q Y 22 26 36 48 49 51 62 91 97 147 153 198 228

233 310 403 407 410 490 534 538 Aid Cyril Alex.

There does not seem to be room for ovac
;

it is not omitted

elsewhere.

17 8€[] : = Q Y 22 36 40 46 48 49 51 62 86 95 147

153 185 198 403 407 410 490 538 71 1 Cyril Alex.

18 (lvo) :
— Y 22 36 46 48 51 62 86 95 147 185 403 711 OL

Boh Mass.

— Tov (in)) : = V 46 62 147 153 ;
Compl omits both.

19 (for eav) : = A V 62 147 240 407 Justin Mar.

: against of A V Y 22 26 36 42 46 48 49 51 62

86^ 95 106 147 185 233 239 410 711 Justin Mar.

: === B V 62 147 ;
Q*, the Lucianic mss and some

others have.: A has; Q 26 49 106 147 198 233 410 534 538

et?

20 : so most MSS
;

prefixes et- as ms 153 ; Q 22 36 48

62 95 130 147 185 31 1 Justin Mar. have; 40 86

Compl Boh and omit.

21 : = 91 153; cf. 87* 490.
—

: found only in A B V 26 106 239 and

inferred ex silentio H & P for 42.

22 (eav) :
= A Q 49 106 198 233 403 410 534 Cyril Alex.

[][)] : space requires the insertion of the

article, though found only in A 106 Justin Mar. Boh has

the indefinite article.

25 — ev € : = 240 Compl. Note the transposition of

neighboring words in A Q and many others.

€ : A Q 26 36 46 49 86™® 106 198 233 407 410

534 71 1 Chrys Cyril Alex Justin Mar add Xeyet.
20 : = B V 26 40 42 106 130 153 198 233 239 240 311 403

407 410 534 538 Compl OL Mass.() : the conjunction is not found elsewhere,

but is an easy insertion by a reader, who did not see that

the last two phrases were in apposition.
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VI, 2 () et9 : = Justin Mar Mass Vulg, which

omit, and 86 240, which omit .
The Lucianic mss and several others add after.̂; against^ of A B Q* 26 198 233 240 534
and^ of 130 239 31 1.

: this spelling is found in 46 86* 407 71 1.^ (for€) : cf. 86’"® Boh. This error was

due to a transposition of the previous^ phrase, as

in Q, but when that was restored in its proper place, the

repetition crowded out the following phrase, as in W and
86"’®.

3[ : the essential letter is missing
;
I have restored

with most MSS.

4 : omitted by A V 26 49 106 130 31 1 Compl.

5 [] : against€ of B V 40 407 Compl.

8 : against on of A 26 49 ;
cf. jce of Ach Boh.

avTov: against of A 26 42 49 106 130 153 311.

(ici) [o\ : Mass and some Greek mss have the

epithet but in an added phrase.

9 - (omit^) : = B V Ach. Note omission of /ca in

Compl.

^; omitted by A Y 22 36 46 48 51 62 86 95 106 147 185

711.

10

^ : only B prefixes 01.

12 [/] : required by space; = A Q* 26 36 49 106 198 228

233_4p3 407 410 534 Boh Mass.

14 Tov {) : = A Q 26 62 106 147 198 233 239 403 407 410

534 710 Compl Boh.

Omit ^^ of BV 239 and the substitutes

of the Lucianic mss and others.

: man 2 adds above ttoXlv. This is a good example of

an explanatory gloss by a reader; it may even have

appeared in the parent ms.

VII, I : BV and few add o with Mass.€€: cf. Compl^, which looks like a combination of the W reading

with the regular text.
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4 fc?^ : A 22 26 36 51 62 106 147 Goth Vulg add o ^9 with Mass.
Q"" and others repeat

: there is no room for the additions of Lucianic or Hexa-

plaric mss.

)u,ept8a; B V 46 86 97? 239 71 1 add iw.

5 B V 86* 130 311 538 Boh omit one.

6 K9 : the Lucianic mss add o with Mass
;

Q"' 68 87 91 97

153 228 310 403 490 Aid Arm add .
7 () : omitted by B Q* 40? 49? 130 198 239 31 1 534

538 ;
86™® 40 Compl have o .

8 : against enrov of 22 36 42 48 51 62 95 147 185 228

407.[] ;
there is not space for of A Q and a

few minuscules. W finds no support in the omission of

€. 310 transposes.

[ev €] : against ei9€ of A Q* 26 49 198 233 403 407

456 534 710·

: Q 49 147 403 Boh prefix.
9€€ : = A V 42 46 86 106 71 1.^ : omitted by all others.

10 : A Q* 49 86^ 106 198 233 403 410 456 534 710.

1 1 : there is no support for this misspelling.

12 €)( : added before or after by B, the Lucianic

MSS and few.

13 : the last three letters are in an erasure but by

the first hand. The first form was certainly one, probably

two letters, longer. It probably agreed with the best

supported reading. The correction is sup-

ported by A Q* V 49 62 106 147 198 233 403 407 410 534

710 Compl Cyril Alex. All except V also support in pre-

fixing.
14 : = 46 62 86 Sj 91 130 147 311 490 534.

1 5 () €€ : all other mss have .
: B alone has.

: A 26 36 49 86™® 106 710* Boh Sah Cyril Alex prefix.
1 6 : all others read.
17 — ic9^ against B 87 91 403 490 538 -|- /^, while Mass sup-

ports o .
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VIII, I omit L^evTov to : = 02 87 gi* 97 130 228* 310 490.

() : = V 40 86 7ii Compl Boh.

2 ovK€Ti : = A Q* V Y 22 49 51 62 86 95 147 185

198 233 239.

Tov TTapekOeiv : all others omit.
3 at ([]) : cf.

Sah which also seems to have a doublet. Aquila is the

source of at and so probably of the plural verb,

though it is quoted only from Symmachus{^
at w8at). This MS tradition seems to have had the Aquila

phrase inserted as a gloss without the deletion of the regu-

lar Septuagint form. A later copyist combined the two.

— : against B V 87 91 403 490, and perhaps 42 68 97

153 310 to be inferred from the silence of H & P.

€t/^t: thus A Q* 91 198 538.

5 [€']; = B V 40? 46 68? 86 87 130 153? 311 403 490

71 1 Compl, which omit the article.

: B 40? 68? 86* 87 91 130 239 240? 31 1 490

Compl Sah have the singular.

TOV /xeyaXvvat : the article is omitted by A 26 49 95 185 233

403 410 710.

:
= A (Q*) 26 49 106 407 410 534 538 710.

6 : apparently omitted by all others except B Y.€ (for) : apparently no authority except

Mass, though 46 86 130 239 31 1 71 1 Sah? have.
avTi: is found in 86* 46-711 130-311 87-91 the

Lucianic mss etc.[^] : = A B Q V 86"'® (42 49 106 240?).

7 : against of B
;

V io6
;

A.

9

o : = A Q 26 36 46 49 86 106 153 198 233 239 534 710

71 1 Boh Mass.

10 ei? () : all others omit the preposition.: = 40 42 86"'® Compl.
;

cf. 87*.

avTov : 26 62 87* 91 147 153 403 have {— Mass).

11 at() : unsupported
;

cf. the indefinite article in Sah

Boh.

: against the plural of B, the Lucianic mss and a few.

: against of the Lucianic mss, 91.
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12 \.··. = B Q"”® 46 86“ 87 91 130 233 239 311 490

534 53S 710" 711 (68 114 153 240?).

€ : = A Q* V 26 49 86 106 198 233 240 31 1 Compl.

;«} = B Q 22 36 40 46 48 49 51 62 86 95 130 147 153 185 233

311 403 407 410 456 534 538 710 711.

14 {) : there is no support for the addition of the

adjective. It may have been inserted as a gloss by one

who misunderstood as a temple or place.

— icad : = 198 233 Ach Sah OL.

o : = most MSS
;
A 26 46 49 86 106 71 1 prefix ic?.

man i, corr. man 2 : cf. Sah, Boh

;
W looks like a conflate of the two.

ovk€tl: = V 40 42 86’"® 198 Compl.

IX, I : against of A Q* Y 26 46 49 86

106 130 147 198 228*"® 233 239 240 311 534 538 710 711

Arm Euseb.€ :
= Q* 198 ;

cf. the other Versions and

Mass.
— () : = Q*

;
others vary between ,

Se, .
2 : against of 239·

— : — Compl Ach Sah; cf. 147 153 omit eav.

3 :
= A Q V 26 46 49 86* 198 233 407 710 711.

\.\\): = 534; ci. 40 : (Ach Sah?).

4 : A 26 42 106 .
5 {) :

= 86""®, but in reversed order.

6 There is no support for the first-hand reading
; 40

Compl omit.: = A B Q* V 26 40? 46 49? 86 106 198 233 240?

407 456 534 710 71 1 Compl.

: article omitted by A 26 62 106 130 198 233

311 407 456 534 538 710.

: against of A Q 22 26 36 46 48 49 86

106 240 71 1 Compl.

K? : = B V 40? 49? 87 130 311 407 Ach Sah

Compl.

7 01 () : = V 3II Ach Sah Boh.

epoi : B alone seems to have.
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man i : this spelling in V 22 26 36 62 490 534

710; corr. man 2.

8 (for) : = A 20 49 86"’® 106 407^^’“.

9 () : B V 114? 239 534 omit.

XiKfuw: — Q* 26 46 86 106 198 233 407 534 710 711 Cyril

Alex.

Tov {-) : = A 26 46 49 86 106 198 233 534 710 71 1 Compl
Ach Sah Boh.

of man i has no support
;
man 2 restored the

accepted text.

man i : = B
;

man 2 has no support, but cf.

in 22 36 48 62 147.

(perhaps) ; man i seems at once to have recognized

as a gloss and partly erased
;
then man 2 deleted. It was

suggested by the comparison of sifting the people with a

sieve (as grain)
;
the thought would come to one reading

the Greek quite as readily as if he were comparing the

Hebrew. The long insertion -
comes from verse ii. It had been omitted there

in some ms by homoioteleuton and when supplied in the

margin was misplaced. It seems deleted here by a de-

cidedly later hand, probably the reader who compared

some passages with the Hebrew.

10 : = A Q 26 42 49 62 106 147 198 233 239.: = A B Q V 26 46 106 198 233 407 534 710 711

(40 42 49 240?).

: = Q*.{^) : added only in W, apparently from

imitation of^.
12 : A 36 42 49 106 130 228 239 311 403 Constitut Apost

add av.

: the future is found also in Q’’ 86* 239

534·

: A 26 49 105 106 198 407 456 534 Constitut Apost add

TOV.
() : = A 26 46 49 ^6 106 311 7^1 Boh.

13: = BQ* 62 147 198 239 240? 403 407.

: no other ms omits the article.
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14 : A 26 40? 42? 46 49? 86 91 106 407 711 (95 114 185

240?) prefix the article.

: = A B Q* V 40? 46 86 91 198 233 407

534 710 71 1 etc.

:
= B Q* 26 49 86 233 534 710.: == B 49 ;

cf. 86 711*^ .
15 [ ]: = B 20; all others add.

Micah

I, I Tov : = A Y 49 407 490 538 (Q* 26 36 42 86

106 198).: = 407*; cf. Mass.

: A 36 46 62 106 147.: against epL· of Q V 42 68 86'"® 87 91 97 130 153 198

228 233 310 311 456 490 534 538 710 Compl Aid.

Omit = 36 46 49 86 87 91 97 228 310 407 490 711 Ach

Sah Mass.

2: = A B 26 46 49? 86 106 153? 198 233 407

456 534 710 711 Ach.: Q""® 68 87 91 97 228 310 311 490.
- = AQ*68? 106 130 198 233 239 311 407 534 538 710.

3 € :
= '' Q* etc.

;
A 26 49

106 198 534 710 omit the first member; B* Q V 46 456

71 1 omit the second.

man i with most mss
;

man 2 = Q* 534.

5 [] man i, without support; 8t man
2 with all MSS.

:
Q* 46 456 538 transpose

;
cf. Coptic.

: = B Q 26 40? 46 86 198 233 239 407 534 710 711.

: against AY 22 26 36 40 42 etc.
;

& P text.

6 €^ man i with most mss
;

man 2 with A 40 87""® 147 153

228 310 456 Arm Ach Sah OL Mass.

7 : Q* 130 31 1.^: 40 62 147 Compl; €epee
Q'"® and Hexaplaric.: Q""® V 68 87 91^ 97 130 228 310 31 1 456 538 Aid.8
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9

() : cf. Coptic
;

all Greek mss omit article.

10 — man i ; no support.^ : prefix €19 22 36 48 51 62 (86) 95 147 185

228 (240) OL.

11 ([) €] : this addition required by space is taken

from Y 22* 36 48 51 62 95 147 185 240 407 Sah.

{€€) : no support for this addition, but cf.

below .() man : all mss agree with man 2 which omits.

13 := A 20 106 130 31 1 Ach Sah OL"^. Many omit, the

rest have avry.

14 K€va eyeveTo: = A Q* 26 106 153 198 233 456 710; cf. V
40 42 49 407 534.

: = A Y 22 36 42 48 51 62 86* 87 91 95 106 130 147

185 310 311 403 410 490 538 Compl.

15 : against of Q'"® Y 22 36 46* 48 51

62 68 87 91* 114 147 310 490.() : = 40 42 Compl Sah (cf. Ach =-
avTov).

omitted by third hand
;
no support, but cf. of Aq.

Sym. Theod. found in many Greek mss.

16 man i : = (A) B* Q* V 22^ (26) 40? 49? 106 114?

233 407 456 544 710. looks like man 2 though he

does not usually erase
;

it is supported by most later mss

but cf. Theodotion (rasuram).

, I OL() : article is found also in Origen, Com. ad

Psal. 35, 4. Cf. Ach and Sah.

2 avSpa : prefixed only by B Q""®.

4 man i : = of 26 106 407*. man 2 with all

the rest.

man i = most MSS
;

man 2 = Y 22 40 42 48

51 62 95 147 185 240 Compl Arm Vulg but not Mass.

man i = 62 147 239 (456) ;
man 2 =

other MSS.

(for) : = 40? 42? 46 62 8687 95? io6 153? 185?

233 407 710 71 1 OL''^.
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6 {) + man 2 : cf. of

22 30 48 5^ 86 228^ 4°7 534 Ach Sah. A Q 26 49 106

153 198 233 710 71 1 read.
7 ei: against ov of Q* V 22 26 36 48 51 130 228 239 456.€: Q 22 26 36 48 51 62 95 147 185 transpose;

V 42 87 91* 97 228 310 omit eiCTiv.

: all other MSS read.
8 : = (except for spelling) 153 198 233

456 534 710. Compl ()
;

other MSS transpose.

in A 26 36 40 42 *^.

9 () : 538 omit
;
62-147 a^nd the Luci-

anic MSS read .: = 40 68 87 9^* 97 ^53 228 233 Compl and a few

others.

11 8 : in A Q 26 106 198 233 407 456 710 71 1.

8 : = Y 22 36 42 51 68 86 87 91 95 97 147 185 310

31 1 etc. Compl.

12 ([]^/) : — V 407 Compl

: B Sah.
13 : all other mss.

Ill, I ovK has no support.

2 01() : = A Q 26 40 42 46 49 68 86 91^ 106 153

198 233 407 456 534 538 710 711.

—^ : no support.

3 () () : = A Q 26 49 86'"® gi^

106 153 198 233 ().
: V 239 and probably others.: = 22 36* 48 5 ^ ^2 95 ^47 185 Compl.

all others.

:
Q'' 22 36 48 5^ ^2 86* 97 ^o6 130 147 228 31

1

538 Compl.

5 man 2 has no support
;

man i

is right.

:

Q""® Y 22 42 48 51 62 68 86* 87 91* etc.

6 The omission by man i was due to homoioteleuton, vpiv to.
(for ^) == 407 Compl. The deletion of the

phrase by man 2 was probably due to its being repeated

correctly in the lower margin.
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7 : €(ttlv Q"'® 62 87 91 97 130 147 228 310 311 490
Compl.

{evvnvLo)^ : = Ach Sah.€ : = B.

11 rj^Lv : . Q* 48 185 456.

: prefix A 26 Ach Sah Boh.

12 ^ : = A Q* 26 40 106 153 198 228 233 407 456 534 538 710

Ach Sah Boh Goth Cyril Alex.

IV, I Tov (kv) : = A B Q*" 62 87 91 106 198 233 310 534 538 710

Ach Sah Boh Origen Theodoret.

avTov : = A B Q 26 40 106 153 198 407 534 538.

2() en : = 20 49 198 233.

io>^
:
prefix article A Q 22 26 36 48 49 51 86"'® 198 233 407

534 710 Ach Sah Boh Origen.

() : One of the few dittographies
;

here caused by

the change of lines.

(for “^) has no support.

3 ekey^ei: e^eXey^et B Y 22 36 48 51? 87 91 97? 228? 310?

490 534·

: no support.() : = A 20 36 40 42 46 49 86"’® 6 153 198 228^

233 407 456 534 ?io 711.

:
Q""® V 62 147 and the Lucianic MSS.

€ (for €t?) has no support.

:
— A Q* 26 40 46 49 86 106 153 198 407 710 71

1

Just Mar Orig.

: A Q* V Y 22 26 40 42 46 51 86 95 106 I14 153 185

198 239 240 310 407 490 711.

: only a false aspiration
;

in A Q Y and a few

minuscules.

ovKejL : € A Q V 26 46 49

86 106 153 19S 233 407 456 534 710 71 1 Compl Just Mar.

5 : omit A 106 OL"'.

6: = B Q 26 153? 198 233 239 240? 534 538 710.

7€ :
= Compl.

:
= B 86"'® 239 (40 68 ex silentiG H & P).

€ : B 40 Aid omit
;
V 46 86* 147 240 534 71 1 omit.
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8^ : Q V 40 153 Compl Cyril Alex.: A Q 20 51 86^ Sy 91 198 228 490 534 538

Cyril Alex.

9 : A 106 130 31 1 OL"^; 8; 91 490.

10 /cat: omit A 87 91 97 228 310 490 Compl Mass.[] : cf. verse 8.[ 7]9 : It is necessary to insert the article to fill the

space
;

it is found only in Ach (TTTOXIC).

— /cat eKeidev: = B* 36 147 Ach Boh OL'^

Theodoret.

11 €ove: prefix ot or Xaot all MSS except B V 407 (40

42 49 68?).^^: = io6 534 (40 114?).

€)(^€ : ^^a all other MSS.

1 2 Se : = B 407 Ach Boh OL Vulg (40 42 68 240?).

13 : A Q 26 49 86^ 106 153 233 534 538 710.

: against B 22 48 407 (68 95 114 185 240?).
— ^

: = Arm.

man i : = 91 407 ;
man 2 : = B

Lucianic mss etc.

+ eu ' \^ : = V 49 86 87 97 ^47

228 240 310 (95 iSS 239 ^^^^1 Lucianic mss).

W man i omits by homoioteleuton to 7ca>
;
man 3

adds TO : no support.

I ()€ man i : = Boh
;€ man 2 = A Q 26

36 40 49 86* 106 153 198 233 407 538 710 (22^ 62 9C 147

228^) OL'^.

(ev) : this error together with the preceding

one seems traceable to a misunderstanding of the Hebrew,

which reads “ daughter of troops ” for daughter of Ephraim.

Those MSS which omit the characterization of the

daughter, should have carried over the word with proper

interpretation “troops” to the following verb, as Ach and

in W
;
yet no other mss support. This explana-

tion makes the text in W a doublet, and, because of

its spelling, is probably the insert. Ach is also a doublet,

but there one of the phrases has crowded out the equiva-

lent of €P.
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(ei^) 8e : there is no support for this conjunction.

: only Theodotion has the singular of the verb, but

differs in the rest of the sentence. The singular inW as well

as the preceding conjunction is probably due to the carry-

ing on of the subject discussed above. These may
all have appeared in Theodotion, but we do not know it.: B.

: V 87 Mass.·: A 26 36 46 62 86* 106 147 198 233 407

534 710 Boh Symmachus.

2 () : B Boh omit the article.^ : = Ach Compl (avoiding the misspelling

of Bethleem).

€K : B* 26 87* 91 239 407.

ev : alone.

at() : 02 87 9^ 3^1 (4 240?) omit the article.

3 €: = 22^ 153 47· Cf. the first person in Ach.

4 :
— Ach OL''^.

(for ) : = 62 147 Compl.() :
= A Q 20 36 42 45 46 49 86 91 io6 153 198

233 407 534 538 710 71 1 Compl Ach Boh Eusebius.

() : = A Q 22 26 36 42 46 48 49 51 86 95 io6 153

185 198 233 407 534 538 710 711 Compl Ach Boh.€ : = B* Y 22 42 46 48 51 62 86 95 147 153

185 240 71 1 Compl Ach.

5 € : prefix 17 A V 22 26 36 46 48 62 86 106 147 233 239

407 538 710 711 Boh.: — A Q V 26 40 49 86 106 153 198 233 240

407 410 534 538 710.

7 man i : has no support
;
man 2 corrects to com-

mon text.

€7T : €7 B.

8 () : omit article B 91 130 239 31 1 490 (40 42 68

1 14 240?).

: transposes.

€€ : = Q V40 153 233 534 Compl
;

omits pronoun
;
A and most minuscules transpose to

agree with Mass.
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(): omit B 538 (68 95 114 185?).

.[]: € B* 86* 87* gi 106 147 490 534.

12 [€€ ]: the space requires the

longer verb and the insertion of the adjective
;^ A Q

V 26 36 49 86* 87 91 97 106 130 153 198 228 239 310 311

etc.
;
only A 106 233 538 710 Arm add.

OL ([€]€) :
= Ach Boh.

13 — ^ : no support.

14 () : = A Q 26 42 62 106 147 239 Compl Ach Mass.

:
= Q V 26 4g 62 87 91 97 106 147 198 228 310 407

490 538·

15 ev ev: transpose A V 26 42 106.

: + A 26 42 106 Ach OL''^,

VI, I (for : = A 26 86"'® 106 233 239 407 710.

:
prefix a o A Q V 42 49 68 86* 91 97 130 198 228 310

31 1 Compl etc. other mss prefix the one or the other of

these letters. B and W have little support; 95 114 185

may be inferred from the silence of H & P
;

cf. 153.: = B V 22 48 87 198 239 407 490 538 (68 95 97 114

185 240?).

2 : = B Y? 407 Compl Ach.

4 Tov re : there is no support for the enclitic.

5 817x1: Q* transposes
;
62-147 and Lucianic mss omit 817.: = Q* 22 36 48 51 62 147 198 233 407 534

710 Compl.: = V 22^ gj 130 228 233 31 1 538 710 71 1 Aid.

6 ev Tivi() man 2 : = Ach.

7 ;
A 26 49 407 Ach Boh prefix the article.

+ (€€) man 2 : omit A B Q* 26 49 68 86* 130

153 198 233 311 538 710.

— () : — (peccatum)
;

cf. V.
8 : Q" 36 40 48 87 gi 95 97 185 228 310

Compl (62 147).

:
= all MSS except BY 22 36 46 48 62 86 147 (42 68

_95 1 14 195 240?).

: = B Q V 26 91 198 233 239 407 710 (40 68 114 95 185

240 ?).

9 : prefix A 26 40 106
;

cf. Ach Boh.
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aKovere : no support for the plural.: A 26 49 62 91^ 106 147 153 Ach.

10: A Q 20 36 40 49 io6 153 198 233 710.: A Q* 26 36 49 106 153 198 228^ 233 534

538 710 71 1 Ach Boh Cyril Alex.8 : A B Q 20 68 86 io6 130 239 311 538 Cyril

Alex : aSiKiav 62 147.

11 (et) : = A Q 26 46 86 106 198 233 407 534 710 Boh.

12 [] : one extra letter might be crowded in, but not

two
;
therefore against€€ ofAQ* 2636 40 42 46

49 86 106 147 153 233 534 710 Compl.[] : this is supported by most mss
;
there does not seem

room for of B.

13 € : A 26 46 49 106 198 233 407 534 710 Cyril Alex.

14 [ ]8 : there does not seem room to prefix

with B V 130 239 31 1 538 Mass.

eav

:

ai^ A Q 26 86 87 106 198 233 490 534 710 (40 49 68 95

114 153 185 240?).

15 €: = Q 22* 26 36 48 49 51 62 86 91 147 239 490.

— ^ : no support.€6 man i
;

7107x6 man 2 ; = A B Q* 106 198 233 407

534 710 Ach (40 114 153 240?).

16€ man i : no support
;
corrected by man 3.€ : cf. Vulg amri = Mass Theodotion.

: B Ach.

: A Q 26 40 106 153 198 534.

:€ Q"”® 42 68 87 91 97 228 239 311

490 53S·

man i : no support
;

cf. of Lucianic

MSS etc.

VII, I bis : = A B Q* V 87* 91 198* 233 407 534.

: A Q* V 26 46 49 86 106 130 233 239 311

534 710 71 1 Basil Chrys.

2: Cf. Mass Ach Boh.

o() : = 36 46 49 Si^ 86 87 97 106 130 147 228 239

310 31 1 407 71 1 Origen Basil.

3 : = V 26 86™® 407 Compl Boh.

(o) :
— Ach Sah.
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{€(€) /39 €€ :
= Ach Sah Boh Vulg

Mass. In spite of its meager support this may be the

original Septuagint
;

the other Greek mss omitted the

phrase by homoioteleuton

,

to which the Coptic Versions

were not subject because of variation in the verbs.

€(ttlp: prefix Q" 68 87 91 97 228 310 490.

4: + Q""® V Y 22 36 42 46 48 51 62 86 87 91 95

114 147 185 228 240 310 407 410 456 490 711.

ai : omit Q* 36 40 95 130 185 239 31 1 534 Compl Aid.

man i : = Ach Boh, which also have plural verb

;

it is an easy error in Coptic, yet was avoided by Sah.

Mass Vulg have both noun and verb singular. W man
2 corrects to agree with all Greek mss.

5 ^€: A B Q 106 239 (42 49 68 1 14 240?).(^) :
= Ach Sah Boh.

Ti : A V Chrys transpose.

6 : Q* 46 prefix the definite article
;

Coptic has the in-

definite article.

: A Ach Sah Arm prefix.
€7€ :

Q"”® V 87 91 97 130 228 310

311·

: A Ach ? Sah prefix.€ : omit Q" V 87 91 97 130 228 239 310 311 490 Mass.

01 : = A Q* 26 40 86^ 106 153 198 etc. B substitutes

;
and most MSS have both, but order varies.

7 em Tov Kv: = A B Q* 26 36 106 198 233 407 534 710 Copt

(40 49 97 114 153?).€€: V 42 86'"® 87 91 97 130

228 239 310 311.

8 man i has no support
;
man 2 corrects to with all

Greek mss except 490 .
: = A B Q 22" 36" 46 106 198 233 407 710 711 (26 240)

(40 42 49 68 114 153?).’. Q'"® V 86'"® 87 91 97 130 228 233 239 311 490

710.

9 : A 106
;
the Lucianic mss and a few others

have.: * 68
;
Lucianic mss €.
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() : no other MSS insert pronoun.

1 1 : no support
;

A B Q etc.
;
Lucianic mss etc..

:
— B 407.~ : omit A Q 26 40 46 86 106 153 198 233 240 407 534 710

711.

12 : *.
:

Q"”® V 22 36 51 62 95 130 147 185

240"’® 31 1 Arm.() : omit Q* 46 62 87 91 147 233 490 534 710

711.

— <;
: = Q* 86*.

+: = most MSS except V 87 9 ^ ^9^ 233 239

311 490 538 710·

+ :
= Q 48 86 ( 2 2 26 36 5^ 02

86*"® 6 4 147 4°7 ^^)·

13

:

= (68 114 240?).

: = A Q* V 26 46 86 106 153 198 233 4°7 534 7^0 Jii.() : — ^6 49 ^39 (Sah different order).

14 () () :
= A Q 26 49 9^ ^98 233 534

538 710.

:

= A Q V 26 46 86 6 239 4°7 7n Ach Sah

Boh (49 68 240 ?).

ai :
= A Q 26 86"’® 106 198 233 407 534 538 710 (40

49 68 153 240?).

15 : = A Q 26 86·"® 106 198 233 407 534 710 (40 49 114

153?)·

: = A Q 26 106 198 233 407 534 710 Boh (40 42 49

68 153?).

16 01() man i : man 2 omits 01 as all other mss.

— : = A V Y 26 36 40 42 49 51 62 86 91 95 97 106 147

153 185 228 etc. Only B Q 22 48 233 seem to add.

'. : = 407 OL Vulg
;
B and most

minuscules omit; A 26 87* 106 Mass^ ; Q 86 153 198 233 .
: — A Q 26 49 87 9^ 97 198 228 233 239 3^ 534

538 710.
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17 man i : = A B Q V 86 87 91 95 185 233 710 (130 311)

Mass
;
man 2 has the plural with most mss.

: = A B (40 42 49 114 153 198 233 239?).

Q*.
:

all other mss transpose.

man i : no support
;
man 2 with most mss :

Boh.
18 man i: no support; /? man 2: = A 22 36

42 46 48 49 51 62 86* 95 106 147 185 239 240 407 711

Compl Aid.€ : — A B Y 22 26 36 46 48 62 86* 106 147 239 407

711 (49 95 114 185 240?).

ov :
Q""® 68 87 91 97 130 228 310

31 1 490 538.

19 (emarpexfjeL) : omit B 87 91 130 239 31 1 490 534

Tert (68 95 114 240?).€. : = Q*.

(KaraSvcrei) :
= A 95 106 185 Ach Sah Boh.: A Q 26 49 86"’® 91^ 153 198

239 Arm.

20: = V Y 22 36 42 46 48 49 51 62 86 95 147 185 240

407 71 1 Ach Boh Mass.

man i
;

eXeov man 2 : = all except A Q* 26 40 49

106 153 198 233 407 534 538 710 Compl.
Joel

1 man i
;

man 2 : = most MSS
;

26

36 48 62 86 io6 534 (22).

2 7 () : = A Q 26 40 49 106 198 233 407 534 538 710

Athanasius.

[^] : I have restored thus with all MSS except K* B*
Q*"®.

5: B 48 233 (42 114 240?).

: A 42 prefix article.

6 :
= Ach Boh

;
OL^ omits

;
others

transpose.

:
= 407 ;

all other MSS. W avoids the trans-
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position, of S* V 68 86 87 91 310 490

Compl Aid.

7
— = A Q* 26 49 106 198 233 240 407 534 710 OL.
- = S A V 26 49 106 130 198 233 239 31 1 407 534 538

710.

8:- 22 48 $1 02 86 95 ^47 1^5 ;
some

transpose.

9 man : there seems no support
;
man

2 corrected to the singular.

ot (tepet?) : omit article S B 46 130 147 239 31 1 490* 538

71 1 Compl.

11 : Y 22 46 48 51 86 95 114

147 185 228^ 240 71 1 Ach Goth Mass.

01() : = A Q 26 86^ 105 106 153 198 456 534 544 710

Ach Boh Cyril Alex.

12 :
= OL''' (malae is an error for mala et; cf. the connec-

tive in all other mss).€ : S 4° 42 87 91 97 130 153 228 310

31 1 Compl.: = Y 22 36 42 46 48 51 62 86* 95 114 147 185

240 71 1 ;
cf. 86'"®.

13 KoxfjaTe
;
no support, but cf. Mass Ach Boh.

€«reX0€Te :€ S A B Q* 26 106 233 239 310* 456

_53^544; 49 i53 omit.

: Kv Q 198 233 456 534 538 544 710 Compl Arm.: Q* 26 36 51 87* 95 105 106 153 185 239 407 456

Compl.

14 : Iw S"'' 26 42 49 91 97 153 233 Compl Ach Boh OL
Cyril Alex.

;
and a few mss.

€ : = V 185 239 Ach Boh Arm.

15 ter: = S A B Q* 22* 48* 87* 91 198* 233 407 544.

(for oTi) man 2 : no support.

€: = B 22 26 36 48 51* 87* 91 95 185 233 239 490

710.

16€€ : S" Y 22 36 46 48 (49) 51 86 228^ 711

Compl; 42 62 95 147 185 240.

e^exjjv^ev : this seems a gloss to^ and, if so, it must have been placed under it
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in the parent ms and thus read by our scribe as a substitute

for , which it crowded out
;
man 2 did not note

the error, but a later reader saw it and attempted correc-

tion by removing a part of it, but had no other text avail-

able for comparison.

17 [][] : space requires the insertion of five or

six letters but the pronoun is quoted only by H & P for

Gothic and Slavic.

18 :
A Q* Y 22 26 36 40 42 48 49 51

106 198 233 407 544 710.

20 : A 22 20 36 40 42 48* 49 51 02 86

95 6 147 198 233 239 534 544 7·
II, I :

= Q* V
; S 87 9^ 239

407 490 538 ;
( , the Lucianic mss and most

of the remaining.

Blotl : otl 42 46 62 86 87 91 97 130 147 153 228 310

31 1 490 538 71 1 Compl Aid.

{}) : = S A 26 46 51 62 68 86 91 95 106 130 147 185

198 407 544 71 1 Compl Aid.

Tov () : = A 26 49 407.

2 : prefix article S 26 106 198 Compl.

3 : A 26 42 49 86"'® 106.

:
= S* A B 26 106 407 (40 42 49 114 240?).

:
= 407 Compl Ach OL''^.

: A 22 26 36 46 48 49 51 62 86* 95 106 130 147

185 31 1 71 1 Arm.

4 : = A (— €) Q* 26 49 86^ 106 198 233 407 544 710

Compl Ach.

5 : omit 91 153 311.

7 rov? man i : = A 26 91 106 490 534

;

man 2 with remain-

ing MSS.

8: Q""® 42 68 87 91 97 228 310 490 Aid; a

few combine.

man i prim scr : = A Q* 106 198 534 710;

man i corr : = Q"· 26 40 68 87 91 97 130

153 228* 239 310 311 etc.: man 2:

without support but compare Mass Ach Boh. : -
is read by K* B Y 62 86 407.
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9 : ot/aat? B and few
;

62

86* 147.{) :
= Compl Ach Boh Cyril Alex.

10 (for) : = X* A Q 42 49 51 106 153 198 233 410

534 544 710 Boh.[] + man 2: cf. ov 8 86“
;

8

Q*‘^ 42 46 86* 240 544 7 1 1. These errors seem to have

a common origin.

11 () : omit article A B Q V 490.

() :
Q* 86 and some others omit the article,

ecrrat : Ji^* 26 95 185 233 310 410 710;

A 106.

12 [ef ]8 : omit article with Q* 46 49 198 233 407

410 534 544 710.

/car : = S B Q*" 87 91 239 490 Mass (49 68 97 240?)

;

others omit.

13[; = 42 198 233 239 240 407 410 534 544 Jio

Compl.() : omit article Q* 45 87* 153 239.

14 () : = Ach and (ex silentio H & P) 40 42 68 1 14 240.

16: A B 26 544 Athanasius.

: Q* 42 86"’® 544 Cyril Alex.

17 : /C9 o A 42 ;
/C9 Ach.

19 enrev :
= 130 31 1 5

all others transpose.

20 €: Q* 26 49
86""® 147 153 198 233 534 544 710.

Note the error by Jwmoioteleuton, to
;

cf. A".() : omit article A* B 198 233 31 1 and some others.€€ :
= B V 22 36 46 48 62 86* 147 239 407 711

(49 114 153 240?).

22 8 (for) = ^* B 130 311 and few; others prefix

article.

: transpose ^ B Q" 87 91 239 490 538 (42

49 68 97 114 240 310?).

6>: = S A B V 26 233 239 407 538 710 (49 68 114

240 ?).

SioTi : = K A B Q* Compl and ex silentio H S: P (26 40 42

68 106 114 198 233 239 240).

23
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24 : A 42 Cyril Alex.

:

— ^ B 87 Ql 130 311 490 538 (42 68 114

240 ?).

26[] + : = Ach
; Q 544 prefix ov.

27: — B 48 86"’*’' and some others.

ovKeTL·

:

= A Q 42 49 106 198 233 240 Compl Ach and a few

others.

(o) : = A Q 26 49 106 198 233 240 407 410 534 544

710 Compl Ach Boh.

28 — ?: =
K'"'" A Q* V 26 49 95 106 130 132 311 407 410

544 Compl Ach Boh OL Arm Justin Mar Clemens

Alex.

: : A Q V 49 106 198 233 Boh.

29 Kad man i : = B Q 22* 48 87 91 490 Ach OL (68 97 114

153 240?) ;
Kaiye man 2 and other MSS.

— ^
: = V Compl Ach cf. 91* 153^.

: = X* B V Ach Mass (68 114 153 ?) ;
all others add.

30 ? :
= S* A B Q Vulg Mass (and many minuscules)

:

€ or or V
and most minuscules.

(em ) : = 22“ 36 4° 4^ 49 86'"^ 132 153 228 233

239"'® 4°7 7^0 7^1 Ach Boh Chrysostom.

31: = Q V 26 49 iqS 534 538 544·

32 : 42 198 233 Origen.

— : = A 46 86 407 7^ Boh.

OL() : = Ach
; S Q'' V etc. have the singular

without the article.

1 : = A B Q* 26 106 130 198 233 311 410 534 538

544 710 ;
most others on or omit.) : B Q".

2 {) : no support for the article, except Ach Boh.

3: — B
;
most MSS; 40 228.

4 {) :
= 40 Compl

;
cf. Aquila and Theodotion.

(n) ; = A Q'’ 68 87 91* 97 106 198 310 Aid Cyril Alex;

many have n .· : omit Q'’ V 22 36 48 51 87 95 97 130 153 185 228 310

31 1 490 538 Arm.
5
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Kttt^ : omit 46 86 87 91 490 71 1 Ach Mass (68 97 114 153

240?).

: + A 42 130 233 31 1 710.

; A 26 49 j
68

8 gi 97 153 228 Aid etc.

8 {) :
= 4074 ;

cf. Boh.

— () : add 198 (68 114 240?).

9 man : no support
;

man 2 with all MSS.

e^eyeipere

:

no support.

; = X* B 407 410 ;
all others omit.

10 — {) : = 26.

: 86.

12 :€ A 31 ij 2248

51 6 62 86* 95 147 85 7·{) : omit (68 95 185 240?).

: 42 233 410 538 7°·

13

:

= Q 130 198 239 4 544 J
others prefix

article.€€ : = 02 8 y gi 147 Compl
;
€€€€ Q

and few.

14 : prefix article A 26 40 42 46 49 61 95 147 185 198

407 711.

15 {) man 2 : = 239 Ach®‘^’'““^‘·: = K* B Q* 544 (114 240?) ;
others prefix article.

16 ^'.^ S* B V OL^'^.{^ ; omit K A B 87 490 (40 42 68 97 114?).

17 €€€ :
^ S* A B 26 106 198 233 239 407 410 534

544 710 (40 42 114 240?).

: = S* A B Q 26 106 198 233 534 544 710 (240?).

ev~

:

omit A V 46 48 51 86 233 71 1 Compl Ach Boh OL^ Mass.

{) : = V Ach.

21 €: = A 20 49 io6 198 233 240 407 410 544 710

Compl Boh Ach^‘^^™'^‘·

Obadiah

I, I : /3 B*.

() : = Ach Boh.
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2 man i : = 490 ;
man 3 ;

no sup-

port.

3 : — S* A B V Q 26 87* 106 198 233 239 490 538

544 710 (40 49 68 114 i53 240?).

KapSia: prefix article A V 26 42 49 62 86 95 106 147 185

Compl.

4 " : omit A Q* 22 42 49 62 86 106 147 Compl OL"^

Cyril Alex
;
91 omits /cat

;
26 and a few av.

5: = 87*310; cf. Mass.

: A 62 95 185 239 410.

— : no support
;

cf. in many,:^ B Q V 130 (239 311 538); -
A

;

6 eep[e] : €^€pavv7]0r] A Q* V 544.

7 () : omit K B V 62 87 91 130 147 239 311 490

538·

: most other mss add
; 97 310 etc.

( man 2) : = Ach
;
this addition may have

arisen from a gloss to^.
man i : omit man 2 with all mss.

: = S B 86^ 239 407 410
;

prefix A Q 26 40 91

106 130 Compl; most other mss.\ : most MSS.

10 : Q 130 31 1 prefix.
: S* Q"’® V 87 130 311 49°

538 Mass.() :
= A Q* etc.

;
omit S* Q*" V 87

130 31 1 490 538 Ach Sah etc.

11 man i : no support
;

man 2 : = all

MSS.

man i : = Q* 544 ;
man 2 with all other

MSS.

:
Ach Sah.

man i (cor.^\ man

2) : no support
;
yet the accusative singular of the noun

is a common addition in the Septuagint.

: prefix article A 26 40 42 62 147.

: * 46 6 407 7·
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cru : € ecrre Q""® V 68 87 91 97 130 228 239 310 311

490 Aid
;
omit 02 147 ; 36 48 86 240 etc.

12 € : A V 26 40 4^ 49 7·
:
— .

13 : A Q 26 106 198 233 534 538 544 Ach Boh
Mass.

A 26 46 io6 198 233 239 407 410 534 544 710

71 1 (40 49 1 14 240?).^ : V 91 Mass.

14€ : no support. It is the substitution of a parallel

form.[€€\ : A Q* 26 49 51 62 97 147 233 240

310 31 1 Compl etc. have the pronoun singular; A Q* 26

40 42 46 49 106 153 198 233 407 410 534 544 710 711 Arm
Goth prefix the article to the infinitive.

[e^\ :
— A Q* Y etc.

;
only X* B V have.

15 : = Q 22 48 87 130 311 534 538 (49 68 97 114 240

: A 26 40 42 46 49 407 71 1 prefix the article (Ach

Boh).

16 () )

:

alone omits the

phrase by homoioteleuton.

{eaovTai) : all omit the conjunction.

17 {) : omit article S* B 22 46 48 86 130 31 1 71 1 (42

97 1 14 240?).

+ : = 410.

1 8 9 () man 2 : = Ach Sah.

o Se :
= K A B Q* 26 86 and a few.€€ : = A Q 26 49 106 198 233 710 Ach Sah Boh.: X? A V 40 51 86™® 95 106 114 153

185 198 233 410 544 710*.

€v () : = A Q V 106 198 233 534 538 544 710 Ach Sah

Boh
man 2 : on K"’’

Q'" V and many minuscules.

18-19 Man I omits to by homoioteleuton, as do 130

31 1 and Boh; man 2 adds in the lower margin with all

other MSS.

€v: ev S* V 40 87* 91 106 153 490 Ach Goth.
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19 {ev )^ : according to Syro-Hex this is from Aquila,

where it is the substitute for ol ev
;
W there-

fore has a doublet caused by a gloss from Aquila being

taken into the text.€ man i : = 26 130 31 1 ;
eaL apparently man 3

but the iota adscript is not elsewhere written by the third

hand
;
the reading is not absolutely certain.

— Kad man i : no support
;
add man 2 with all mss.

TO() : = V 22 36 qo 48 68 87 91 130 153 490 534 7n ;

cf. Tov and in a few.() :
= qo 153.

20 17 () :
= Ach Boh.

() : = Q* 46 86 198 233 534 544 710 71 1 Ach

Boh.() : omit S* B V 87* 91 130 239 31

1

490 (40 49 68 1 14 240?).

21 : = A (Q*) 26 49 86 106 198 233 240 407

410 534 544 710 711 Ach Boh.

TO() : = V Y 22 36 qo 51 62 etc.
;

all except SAB 106

410 711 (42 95 97 114 185 240?).

8€ : = S ;
^ A and most mss.

Jonah

I a (for) :
= Boh

;
also below eleven times

;
I repeat

only where there is other support besides Boh.

3 The omission ape^ to^ is not found in other mss.

S* omits €“^ to^.
[]^ man 3 is for and may pass for an at-

tempted correction from the Hebrew. For this reason

as well as a certain crudeness in script I have assigned it

to the third hand, though the ink is rather light.

: € A B Q 22 26 36 qo 48 51 62 86 87" 106 147

198 310 407'" 538 711 Compl.

€ et? : transpose A 106
;

cf. 240.

4 : B (42 97 114?).

5 [€] :€ X* B (V) 147. My reading is based

on related mss, not on space.
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: = A Q* 26 36 40 46 49 86 (106) 132 198 233 239

240 407 410 544 710 71 1 Arm.

6 : A 26 86'”® 106 410.

: Q" 22 36 40 45 48 62 68 91 97 130 132

147 153 228 (239) 310 311 etc.

: = S B Q* V 26 62 147 410 544 Ach (95 97 114 153

185 310?).

: Lucianic MSS.

: = s* B Q* V 49 198 233 239 407 410 534 544 710.

7 : = Q 198 233 710 Mass.

ev : = A B V 86* 106 198 233 239* 407 410 538 710

711 Boh (40 42 49 95 97 114 153 185 240 310?).

8 : BY 22 36 46 48 62 87 147 410 (40 42 68 95 97

185 240?).

: add 817 Q"”® 40 42 61 87 91 97 153 228 310 490.

EVEKEv :
= 490 (87 91 + ev) ;

cf.

same addition + ev in A Q 26 (40) 86 97 106

153 198 228 233 310; cf. in

the Lucianic mss and conflates in some others. The

phrase stands in the Hebrew and in its longer form is

easily omitted in Greek, to.€ : some add () which is obelized

by Syro-Hex.() ei : = (407) 410 OL (Boh Ach).

() ei : = Q” Y 22 26 48 51 239 407 490 544 Compl.

9 : transpose S* V 46 86 106 71 1 (40 42 68 114 240?).

Tov Kv : = A B Q® V 26 407 538 544 710 (40 68 97 114

153 240?).: V 40 87* 91 130 153 239* 311 490

538 Boh.

10 : — ig8 240 407 534.

man 2 : = A V 26 36* 49 51* 62 86 87* 91 106

114 147 198 233 239 490 710 Compl; first and third hands

have omicron with most mss.

11( man i) man 2: = A Q* 233 407 710

Ach Sah.

/Lie^ : = S B Q” Y 22 48 87” 91 198 233 239* 410 534 544 710

Ach Sah Boh (42 68 95 97 114 153 185 240?) ;
others omit.

12
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;
man 2 o /u-eya?

with all MSS except a few, which omit both words.

13 :
Q"’® (Theodotion, Symmachus) 26 40 49 87 91 97

153 310 407 410 490 710 Compl.

man 2: = A Q* 407^'^’"^ 410 490 710; €€
man i with most mss.

14 OTL

:

= A Q* V 26 49 106 130 198 233 239 31 1 544 710.

15: = B Q V 86'"® 130 233 31 1 (407) 544 710 (40 42

68 95 114 185 240?).

16: = A Q* 26 36 46 86 106 130 147 198 233 239 311

407 534 544 710 71 1 Ach Sah Boh Mass.

II, 2 TOP : omit article Q 26 91 198 490 538 544.

3 —^ : no support.

[]€ : all mss have€ except 62 310 {-).() :
= Ach

;
all others omit conjunction.

4 " :
Q* V omit.

5 : A V 22'' 26 36 46 86* 106 147 410 490 534 711

Compl.: — B V 48 51 62 91 198 407 538 544 Compl.

6 : = B Y? 198 407 538 OL''' Ach Sah
;
most mss

transpose.: = S A B Q* 62 147 198 233 407 538 (68 114?).

+ oTt (eSv) man 3 : no support
;

cf. Boh NJCe^ here a

continuative particle.

7 ct9 man 2 : cf. {et ascendei) de cor-

riiptione vita ad te in mss of Hieronymus, Comm., but

relegated to a footnote by the editors
;
also Ach “ thou wilt

lead up my life out of destruction to thee”
;

all give an

old Egyptian text differing from the Mass and commonly

accepted Sept. did not change the verb perhaps

because et? , barely legible, filled the space above it,

but I think we should assume it for the parent of W as

well as for Hieronymus and Ach. It is impossible to say

whether the original was a Greek or a Hebrew text. A
corrector of X and most later mss add at the end

of the phrase. The reading of W* is sup-

ported by B only.
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8 e/] : transpose A Q 87 97 106 153 198

228 310 407 410 534 544 710 Arm; a few have other

changes.

: B alone.

9 : = S* A B Q* 130 198 233 534 538 544 311 710 (40

114 240?).

10 ^: = 86'"® 198“ 410 544 Sah Boh; some omit.

: = V 20 36 40 42 49 51 86^ 95 114 53
185 233 240 etc.; cf. of many MSS;

S* 130 31 1 53 (68?).

11: 87 9^ 49° etc. add ; others add

or .: = 233 3^1 Compl Boh.

Ill, I 8 ( man 8 man 2) : = 26.

2 () : omit V 26 130 31 14 Ach Boh

(68 95 97 114 240 310?)·

3 : A Q* 22 26 36 42 4§ 49 5^ 86^ 6 198 233 239

407 410 534 544 7 Compl. _
man 2 : no support

;
all Greek mss with of man

I
;
Mass Vulg omit.

(for) : = S B V 22 46 48 62 147 407 410 71

1

(40 42 1 14 240?) OLY Others add 8 or have

or both.: = B 410 (114?).

— : cf. 240 —
;
no other

support.

:
Q™® 106"'® Mass Vulg (Aquila, Symmachus, Theodo-

tion).
5 man i : = K* A B Q 86^ 198 233 544 710";

man 2 with remaining mss.: transpose A Q 22

26 36 42 45 46 49 51 62 io6 147 198 233 407 534 544 710

711 Boh.

6 : 40 42 46 49 51 62 68 87" 97 153 147

228 239 310 410 71 1 Aid Theophyl.

8: — 46 86* 71 1 Ach Boh OLY
7 : all Greek MSS transpose

;
omit

86* Compl Ach and Hieronymus (Comm.
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Septuagint). As usual transposition and omission go

hand in hand. Doubtless the parent of W originally

omitted , but it was added between the lines

and so read by our scribe in wrong order,

at () : no support.

: A 26 49 106 407 ;
some omit.

(€€[) ^€] : =
;

cf. 45 233 transpose; others

omit.

7€^ : X 22* 36 48 49 02 147 3^0

8 :
= i^* V 20 42 95 ^14 233 239 49° 534

538 544 710 711.

Tat? (^) : = Q 407 Ach Boh.

10 () : = 36 46 86 130 31 1 71 1 OL Arm (239).

a: — A 20 io6 407^“^ 410 OL''^.

1 man i : no support
;

man 2 : prob-

ably from Symmachus (Syro-Hex)
;

cf. Field, who trans-

lates the Syriac verb by Greek^
;
OL"' “ contristatus

est” is the same
;

all other mss have^.
2 man i : this is inserted in wrong order but

repeated in proper place
;

the diorthotes did not notice

the error, so probably similar trouble in the parent ms
;

Ach omits so we have a right to expect transposition in

some MS.

; = S* A B Q* 26 49 86 106 198 233 31 1 Compl Arm
Cyril Alex

;
most mss add.

() €t : = Q* 22 36 51 86^ 95 185 198 544 ;
some add et <;.

3 — e ^
: = 86* 114 (407?) Arm Theodoret; cf. 46 239 71 1.

17 : et S* B
;
prefix S'""· Y 22 36 45 48 62 86 95 114

132 147 185 Compl OL"''"'".

jtte^ : omit A Q* V 26 40 49 68 87 91 97 106 153 198 233

310 Aid Ach Boh.

5 : transpose A 42 (86).

man i : = 86* 91 (A) : man 2 with most

MSS.: prefix ^ 233 710 Mass.

6 bis : A Q 233 710.

() : = B 26 407 410 : omit article A Q and most

minuscules.
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— : = 407 410 (Ach has only the preposition meaning

above, but which originally meant head
;

it lacks the

article
;
Boh has preposition, article, and noun).“ : 534.

7 o : o A Q 20 30 42 49 02 106 147 198 233 407 410

710.

S (o ) : = A Q 40 153 407 410., : = ^* B (68 97 114 153 240?); others prefix

article.

— /^e: = 22 36 49 51 62 87 91 95 97 106 130 132 147 185

198 228 239 310 311 407 410 456 490 Compl Aid Theo-

phyl.

: + Q 22 26 42 45 48 51 62 68 87 91 97 130 132

147 228 240 310 311 etc.

9

o : = S* B 410 (40 42 68 95 114 153 185 240 310?);

others prefix .
: A 233 710.

10 :
= A Q 26 49 233 407 410 534 544 710.€€ : transpose A Q 36 42 46 86 106 130 153

198 233 311 407 410 710 711 Compl.

— :
= 48·

11: + tv Q"”® 42 68 91 97 ^53 228 490 Aid

Chrysostom.

-n-Xetov[9 17] : only B 534 omit .
Se^iav : all other MSS transpose

;
A

86""® 407 Compl have ovSe for 77“.

Nahum

I, 2 KaL €kSlkwv :
= S A B* Q Y 46 49 106 153 185* 198 233

239 407 410 534 538 544 710 711; others make various

additions.

/ci“
;
omit Q V 26 239 240 Ach Sah Boh.

4 : prefix 36 42 48 51 62 95 114 147

185 240 Arm.

5 : Q* 42 153 407 410 534 544.

6 : omit Q* 544.

Trerpat: = 22 36 42 48 51 62 147 233 710 Compl; all others
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prefix the article
;

cf. Boh with the indefinite article

against Ach and Sah, the definite article.

8 + €7() man 2 : no support, but com-

pare the case sign in Ach Sah Boh.

10 : S* B 87 91 and a few;€(€ : = ^ B Q V Y 87 91 198 233 239 490 534

538 544 710 (68 97 114 240?).

11 £K: S 130 239 31 1 71 1., : = A 20 49 io6 407 410 Boh OL {cogitans).

13 ] : omit B and very few (68 114?).

14 vnep : = A B Q 26 40 42 49 68 106 153 198 407 410 534 544

;

man 2 corr irepi with all the rest,

e/c Tov : , 40 87 9^ 97 228 310 31 1·: = Q 26 46 6 198 233 4°7 4 534 544

710 71 1 (40 68 4 53 240?)
;
others omit article or add.

15 : 711 and few others.

€0[] : X (40 68 114?) add .
II, 2: prefix Q* 40 46 49 ^53 7° 7^1 Didymus

Theophyl.

€\€]

:

= S Q V 87 9^ 3° 233 239 3^1 4 49°

544 710 (40 68 95 97 4?) !
others add .

4 man : = the best mss
;

man 2 : — OL Vulg,

eius; cf. Lucianic MSS and others.

man i ; = all Greek mss
;

man 2 :

Aril Boh.

ev man i : = all MSS
;

ev is written below by

third hand
;
no support

;
this position for corrections and

glosses, though rare, is found elsewhere in W and prac-

tically established for its parent.“ : 26 410 Syro-Hex.

man i : = all mss, except for p ;
this is

corrected by the third hand but is most illegible. I have

suggested€[] ;
cf. Ach Vulg.

5 /cad : omit 22 48 62 87 91 147 490 Ach Mass.

man i : = Q* 91 and few
;

most MSS
;

man 3 ;
no support, but com-

pare Ach.
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7 7[^ ]
;

there is space here for a word of four or

five letters, possibly more, as the scribe rarely extends the

line into the margin. One may suggest from the

previous phrase, but I am more inclined to think that a

correction written above in the parent ms was

copied along with it
;

cf. Mass and S*. We
may compare Zachariah, 3, 5, for a similar case and there

the diorthotes deleted one of the two words.^ : A Q 20 io6 198 534 538 544 710 Ach Boh.

9 : A 106.

: ] A 26 106.^^ :^ alone.

: , (114 ?)·() : omit S 233 ^ Compl.

: Q* 233 7H* Compl.

12 : prefix A 26 106 153 i
cf. Mass.“ : A 106 130 153 534·: (40 114?).

13 :
= 68 Aid ; all others.

14 k?\\ man i : apparently o

man 2 : = A Q 26 40 42 106 198 534 Ach Boh.

— Kad :
= Q* 130 310 311.

: omit article Q* 62 87* 106 153 310 410 490.: = S* A 26 6 198 233 4°7 4
534 544 710 (40 49 ^4 240?).

: omit article Q* V.

Ill, I man i : no support
;

man 2 with all mss./ : transpose A Q 26 40 46 49 106 153 198 233

407 410 534 544 710 71 1 Ach.

() man 2 : no support, but cf. Coptic.

+ man 2 : = 46 49 7 1 1 Ach.

3 /cad: omit Y 22 36 51 62 87 91 95 97 114 130 147 185

228 310 31 1 Compl etc.

4: = S A B* 20 130 311 Compl etc.

5 o : omit article S? 130; several omit o o.

TO : omit article A Q 49 106 534.

— ^ : no support
;

cf. Ach Boh omit ^.
: A 26 40 42 (49) 106 Compl.
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7 '^€\\ : = Acli
;

cf. Mass Vulg
;

all

Greek mss and OL.

8etXta : extreme case of itacism
;

all other mss.
8 €(} :

= A B Q 22^ 26 106 198 233 239

410 544 710 (40 153?).^? : omit V 87* 91 130 311 Compl Arm Mass.

pepiSa: V Y 22* 36 42 48 49 51 62 68 87 91 95

97 1 14 130 147 185 228 240 310 31 1 Compl Aid and others.

(-) + man 2 : = A 42 106 240.

9 }: omit V Y 22 62 68 87 91 95 97 130 147 185 228^

310 31 1 490 538 Compl.

() : = A Q 22 36 40 42 46 48 49 95 io6 153

185 198 228^ 233 407 410 490? 710 711 Ach Boh.€ : A 42 49 106 233 544 710; some MSS of

H & P.: = S* B (42 114?) Ach (Wessely, not Schmidt);

others add.
10: Q 310 534 710.: = S* A B Q* 26 106 198 233 534 544 710; most

others .
11 . : + A Q 26 49 106 544 Mass.

: = AB Q* 26 106 198 233 407 410 544

710 (49 114 153?).

12 () : — 22 2>6 46 48 62 87*^ 95 228 233 544 710 711

Compl Ach Theophyl.(^) : omit S B V 87 130 31 1 490 538 (40 68

1 14 240?).

13 () : = A 22 36 40 42 46 48 51 62 95 io6

130 147 185 233 311 410 490 544 710 711 Compl Arm Goth.

14 [wad] : it seems best to retain with B Y 22 36 48 62 130

147 490 (40 42 95 1 14 185 240?) ;
most others omit.

man i : there is no support for the spelling with a

and it is corrected by man 2.

15 €v() : = 87 pi 97 228 310 490.^ : = B Q 26 87* 198 (40 42 49 68 114 153

240 ?) Ach Boh
;
others prefix.

:€ 20 46 233 7^5€ V
and few.
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16 vnep: 42 87* 91 310 490 Ach
;

Compl
Arm.

17 OL r^yovpevoL €{ man 2): = Ach
;

cf.

Mass and Vulg.

: A Q* 26 87 106 233 410 490 538 544

710 etc.

: = A Q 20 46 49 106 153 198 228 233 407 410 534

538 544 710 71 1 Ach^“® Boh.

: = X B Q* V 46 87 91 130 239 311 410 490 538 711

(40 42 68 148 153 240 310?).

18 : Q 46 68 87 91 97 228 310 490 711 Aid

Ach Theophyl.

: Q V 22*^ 130 311.

— o €€)(€[ ] man 3 : = Ach.

+ [ o] :
= Ach and the other Versions

;
cf. Field

^‘schol. apud Nobil. 01 — o d’ has

a conflate reading.

19 ev () : no support.

: = B (49 68 114?).

man i : = all Greek MSS
;

man 3 : = Hebrew

Vulgate.

Habakkuk

I, 2:*?.
3 : prefix A 22 36 42 48 51 62 86 95 147

185 233 240 407 544 710 71 1 Ach Sah Boh.

4 o() : omit article S B Q* V 91 130 198 31 1 407 538

(40 68 1 14 153 240?).

5 [€]7[7] : + A Q"’® 26 36 42 46 49 62 86 lo6

130 198 228^ 239 311 407 711 Ach Sah Arm.

6 () :

— A 26 (36) 106 239 407 Sah.

([^]) : = A Q 26 36 49 86"'® 106 153

198 228^ 233 239 407 410 534 538 544 710 Ach Sah Boh.

[to ] ^ \ transpose A Q 26 106 153 198

233 407 410 710 Boh.

TO : no support
;
reading doubtful,

: A 26 49
—

:
= 86"'®

;
cf. Symmachus.
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9

€: € A Q 36 42 46 48 51 62 86 95 106 147 185 233 407 :

em S'*’ Y 544 710 7H·

10 (ei/) : no support.

11 man i : = most Greek mss; /leraXafei man 3

(for) : a good translation for the Hebrew

;

cf. OL mutabit spm.

12 : + A 20 51 86 Compl Ach./ : B V 62 147 239 407 (95 185?).

€ man i : = all Greek mss
;

man 3 = Ach Mass

Vulg.

13 : + Y 2 2 36 42 48 49 51 62 70 86 95 147

185 240 407 71 1 Arm Theophyl : + A 106 Boh.

8 : B Q"'® V 233 239 410 544 710 (40 97

114 153 240?).

Lva: ei5 A 26 42 49 153 198 Cyril Alex; omit Lucianic

MSS 62-147 86* etc.

14 “ : omit AY 22 36 46 48 51 62 86* 87 95 106 130 147

185 198 233 239 311 407 410 490 538 544 710 711.

15 (/cat) [€]€ :
= 46 711 (62 147); cf. 86.

16 yapetrai
:^ all Greek MSS.

:
= A Q V

26 106 153 19^ 233 410 534 544 710; cf. omission in 86.

eXiwavev man i : = all Greek MSS
;

man 2 : cf. Ach Boh Mass Vulg.

17 () : all MSS omit.

:
— 42 49^^ 62 86 147 Boh.

II, 2 : transpose A Q 26 42 49 106 130 198 233 310 31

1

407 410 534 538 544 710.

—
:
= ^5“ Y 22 36 40 42 46 48 51 62 86 95 147 185 228

239 407 544 71 1 Compl Arm Eusebius etc.: = A Q V 26 49 86“ 106 153 198 233 410 534 538 544 710

Boh Mass.

3 ai^€T[etXe] : all Greek mss : this looks like retrans-

lation from the Hebrew.

4 8[t/cato? e/c] man i : omit man 3 ;
the same

hand would have added the pronoun after as in

A 26 36 42 49 68 70 86 87 91 97 228 240 310 Ach Boh Goth

Arm Clemens Alex etc. This is one of the very few cases
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which imply that the third corrector had knowledge of

another Greek ms . The correction may have been made
from memory.

5 () : omit B.

+ \\ :
* omits: 410 , all

other MSS .
ovSev : = Athanasius.

(^) : omit Q 87 91 iqS 233 239 49° 534 544 710

(40 97 114 153 240 310?).

: 130 3H*·

man : = 8; 9^ 3° 239 3n 4 49° 53^ (4° 68 974 240?)
;

man 2 with remaining Greek MSS.

6 + /cat () man 2 : no support.

ravra: transpose S 62 147 ;
Boh omits^.

7 avTov : all Greek mss
;
corr man 3 ;

= Mass Vulg.[] : cf. Vulg suscitahimtur ; all Greek MSS-.
8 (Stort) : omit X* B V 130 31 1 538 (114 240?).[ ] : omit 130 31 1 490 (114?).

: all other MSS.

9 oval :
= Arm 86'"® = Symmachus

;
cf. Mass Vulg.

10 {) : = Ach, which omits the fol-

lowing word; as W has both, it seems a con-

flate reading
;
yet Mass supports the regular Greek text, though sounds decidedly

Hebraic.

man i : the verb was understood as' already in the parent MS as shown by the gloss

(for) which has crept into the text; the

second hand deleted and corrected to the verb-, with which we may compare Ach OL Mass and

Vulg
;

all other Greek mss have.
12 —~ : no support; 153 and Boh have the plural.

14: man i : = A Q 26 40 49 86'"® 106 153 198 233

407 410 534 544 710 Boh Arm; man 3 :

= B Ach
;

cf. Mass Vulg.

() : = A Q 26 40 49 86'"® 106 153 198 (233)

239 407 410 534 544 Boh.
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() : omit S B V Ach.

15 ovai: — 410 (Ach) Boh (*")
;

cf. Origen Cyril Alex.

eTTt was enclosed in brackets by man 3

and so omitted. He was probably dissatisfied with it as

an interpretation of the Hebrew, for means cav-

erns generally, while Ach and Vulg, as well as modern

translations, interpret the Hebrew word as “nakedness.”

The omission makes object of (,^.
Thus begins a new sentence (a dishonor is he

who is from glory). Perhaps the whole trouble came from

a dittography by the first hand, for.
S* and Ach support but there is nothing similar

to the pronoun following.

17 : = K* A B Q Y 20 198 407 410 534 and few; other

MSS .
Kad : omit Q* 153 198 233 544 710 Mass.

18:€ S* A B 410 (97 114 240?).

19 o : oi€ X* 239 240.

/cad ; omit 68 87 91 310 31 1 490 Mass.

: = Q* 544.

: omit Q* 198 544 Boh Theophyl.: = 130 239 311 534 544 (Mass Vulg).

20 {): omit B.

HI, I (^) : = Mass
;
cf. OL {pro ignorantiis)

;

Hieronymus, Comm. : Aquila et Symmachus et quinta

editio, sicut nos, pro ignorationibus transtidcrimt ; solus

Theodotio
;
id est, pro his qui sponte

delinquunt in Hebraico habet AL SEGIONOTH gwod

dicitur, eui, et nos transtulimus, pro ignora-

tionibus. I believe it is necessary to assume from this

not only that Hieronymus thought the

proper translation for the Hebrew but also that Aquila

used this form. Symmachus or Quinta or both may have

varied the word, if the general sense was the same. It is

clear that the form in W was considered at that time a

possible translation for the Hebrew
;

it may have come

direct or through the medium of an earlier translation,

preferably Symmachus.
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2 man i : = all Greek mss
;

it is not deleted but man 2

adds above which is parallel to Achmimic. It

should therefore be considered an interpretative gloss and

may indicate that the Achmimic Version was known in

the home of W.€ : = A B Q and a few minuscules (26 40 106 ?)

;

and most others prefix ke.

[ev man i : man 3 omits ev as Compl.

3 €k : = S* a B Q 26 198 233 407 410 534 710 (49 95 114

185?).

: omit V 22* 36* 42 49 51 68 91 97 153 228 239

240 310 410 Aid Arm Eusebius Cyril Alex Theodoret

Theophyl.€ :
= 02 86'"® 147 Ach.

ovpavov :
= Boh; cf. o 62 86 147 Ach.

5 €^€€ ; e^eXevaovraL Q" 198 233 534 710 Boh Irenaeus.

€v man i : no support
;
but to be joined with the

following "in fetters stood his feet”; man 3 erased and

wrote€ ' ·

' to agree with Hebrew (see critical note)

;

in lower margin man 3 ? rewrote the phrase, but with ev; cf. ev eSLoL of A Q 26 233 410 710.

OL oSe

:

= A Q 26 40 49 153 198 233 Boh.

6 eav man i : = 410 OL'''^
;
e man 2 et 3 with all other

MSS.

BLea : = S'"'’ A B* Q 26 106 198 233 410 534 710" (40 49

240?)

BLepv :
— all Greek mss

;
corr man 3 BLepav i.e.

plural verb against Greek idiom, but with Ach Boh Mass

Vulg.

: B Q 26 410 544 (42 95 114 185?).

man i \vith most MSS
;

man 3: =2262130147

240 31 1 ;
some omit.

7 avTL: + 8e 22* 36 48 62 95 147 185.

at{ : = A B Q Y 106 233 407 534 710 Ach Boh (42

95 114 185 240?).() man i : = Sah
;

man 2 with most MSS;

omit man 3 but without support.

9 [eveveL\ : eveeva X* B 410 (240?).
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: only B 410 omit the article

;
I so printed in the

text as it seemed excessive to supply more than 14 letters

;

yet I later felt compelled to restore/^ in the next

line, which called for 15 letters. There is not such regu-

larity in the ends of lines as to prevent an excess of one or

two letters, so I should have printed [to] here, as

the nearer relatives of W require,{) : = A Q 22 36 42 48 51 95 185 198 233

Compl etc.

Xey€L : Q 49 544 ;
198 Theophyl omit.

man 3 : = Mass Vulg {fluvios scindes

terrae)

.

10 {): = A Q 20 36 40 42 46 49 86 io6 153 233

240 534 544 710 711·

oxpov[Tai\ man i with all mss
;

lSo[v] man 3 = eihov of

Compl
;

cf. Mass Vulg.

man i with all mss
;
') (for) man 3 ;

cf. Mass Vulg.

11 man i with most mss; man 3 ;
cf. Ach OL

Mass and of V 62 86 147·

1 2 man
;
this is pure scribal error, for , but was

not noticed by the first corrector. W omits against

A Q·"® 26 42 49 86 95 130 185 198 233 311 534 710 Ach

Boh

: + A Q""® 42 49 233 534 710 Ach Boh

13 man i : = 544 ;
man 2 : = most other mss.\ : ^ X* .

man
: ;

corr or

possibly
;
the writing is indistinct

;
the par-

allels are Ach Mass Vulg (“Thou woundest the head out

of the house of the wicked”)
;

in accord with this man 3

deletes in the next line.: = A B 26 198 311'"®.

14 : Y 22 26 42 48 51* 68 (86) 91 (36 40 49

51“ 87 95 97 106 130 153 185 198 228 310 311 o)
;

W seems supported only by X* A B Q 233 544 710.

15: ^ (240?).: = S* A B Q 26 198 233 544 (42?).
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16 man i with all Greek mss
;

man 3 ;
cf.

Ach Mass Vulg.

The omission to has no support.

17 rot9() man i : = Y
;
man 3 corrects the article

with all other mss.

e^eXmov: e^eXnrev S* B 22 48 130 233 239 311 710 Ach.

man i with all Greek MSS
;

man 3 ; = Ach Mass Vulg
;

cf. V 62 86 147.

man i : = Q 198 except order;

man 3 : = Boh?.

€^[€]: = A 20 86™® 153 233 710 Ach Boh.

18 : A Q 49 62 86 106 147 544 71 1.

: = S* A B Q 198 407 544 (49 68 114?) ;
others add.

: = 407 ;
most others.

man i : = most Greek mss
;

man

3 : = 22 48 51 ;
cf. 02 86* 95 114 147 185 71

1

Theodoret.: prefix 22*^ 36 46 62 86 95 106 130 147 185 228^

31 1 490 534 710 71 1 Theodoret.

man i with all Greek mss
;

man 3 : = Mass.

: + A 26 42 46 49 68 87 91 106 228 239 240

310 410 490 534 538 710 71 1 Aid Theodoret.

: = S* 130 311 407.

Zephaniah

I, I : = Compl Arm
;
others.() [] : = Ach Boh Mass Vulg.

: no support, but compare Mass.
—

: no support.

2 () :
= 22 36 42 48 51 62 68 86 87™® 95 97

114 147 185 228 240 etc.

3
~

: A 26 106.{) 8[ ] man : = 36

48™® 86 240 (2 2?) Mass Vulg {rtiinae impioruni erunt)

;

Hieronymus says this was derived from Symmachus.
— : = 36 48'"® 86™® 240; 130

31 1 Ach OL omit both phrases, and should be right, since
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the second phrase is from Theodotion on the testimony of

Hieronymus.

— Xeyet
;
no support.

5
— :

= A Q V 22 26 36 40 42 46 48

51 62 86 95 114 130 147 185 239 240 311 407 Compl Arm

;

this phrase was from Theodotion according to Syro-Hex.

W seems to transpose [€] · ,[] ^: cf. 86"’® 147“ A Ach Boh etc. omit

one phrase
;
others have a doublet

;
there are many

variants.

6 () : omit article Q 40 62* 544.

: = A Q 26 106 198 233 407 410 449 534 544 710.

7 Kv : prefix S* 62 86 147.

() : no support
;

it seems to have originated

as a gloss, showing to whom the directions of the verse

are given.

€: = B 22 36 48 87 91 130 311 449 490 (114 153 240?).

() : omit article Q* V 91 95 153 185 198 233 239 449

534 544 710 Compl Basil.

TjTOLpaKev: = B V 62 130 147 239 538 (40 114 240?).: T]yLaaev A 26 40 49 91 (106) 153 Compl.

9 €771 : B omits.

: = S* B 198 449 534 538 (40 95 185?) ;
a few omit, the

rest prefix.€€ : A 26 106.

TTj )€ €€ : ^ ^* 239 490 53 (4 42 49 68 95 ^4
153 85 240?).

11€ man : no support; man 2: = most

MSS
;

6€ 86* and the Lucianic MSS.

: man 3 adds above, which finds no other

support.() : = Ach Paulinus, Epist.

12 : transpose A Q 26 106 130 153 198 233 31

1

407 410 449 534 544 710 Compl
— 8e : added by B alone.

: = A Q V 26 40 42 49 62 106 147 153 198 407 410 449

534 538 544 710.

= Compl Mass Vulg.13 ev :
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-

in some minuscules.

14 ^.·. = B Q* 130 311 449 534 538 544 (95 114 185 240?).

15: 42 68 87 91 gj 130 153 228 239

310 31 1 490 538 Compl Aid

The omission from^ to^^ has no support.

18 ^:^ 02 86 6 147 ^-ud Lucianic mss.: = S A B V 87* 233 490 534.

II, I 8€ man i : = 62 86 95 147 185 Sah; ^^^
man 2 : = other mss.

2 eTTeXdeLv : omit 95 185

2 28* 240 31 1 Sah Arm.

3: cf. 22 51 62 86 95 ^47 1S5 240 Goth() ; 36 4^ 228"’® substitute for,
seems to add without the verb but in different order.

4 € () : = A Q 26 42 49 106 198 233 239 407 410 449

534 544 710 Ach Boh.€€ alone for : A 26 49 106 transpose

with€.
5 € : A 106.

7 Omit to : no support.

8 : no support
;

cf. 95 185 ;
all others.

9 SioTi : oTi S* V Y 22 26 36 42 48 51 62 95 147 185 407 Boh.

01 () : omit article B 48* 130 198 407 410 (68 95 114

153 185 240?).^ omitted by man 3 : no support.

There is no support for the second-hand omission of. It seems an

omission by homoiotdeuton and so indicates comparison

of W or its parent with another text tradition, in which

the sentence had been dropped out.: prefix A 40 42 87* 153 228 239 310 410 Compl.

II €€ : S (A) Q V 26 40 46 48 49

62 87 95 106 130 147 153 185 233 239 310 311 449 490 544

710 71 1 Compl Arm.

: A 40 42 Compl.: = X* B 22 36 48 130 239 311 407 (95 114

185 240?).

13
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[]: = * B V (95 114 185 240?).

: Q V 40 42 46 68 8 gi 153 228 310

449 456 490 534 538 544 71 1 Aid Arm Hieronymus.^ : V 40 42 46 68 87 91 153 198 410 449 456

490 534 71 1 Aid Arm Boh Hieronymus.

14:. 130 239 31 1 ;
€€

22 36 40 42 48 5^ ^2 86 95 ^47 185.

(^^) man 2 : = Arm Ach
;

cf. 86 Slotl (^).
1 —

:
— Ach

€7 : ev Q* 26 544.() : = 26 42 46 87 91 97 153 228 239 310 410 490

544 71 1 Aid Compl.

: A 2 2 36 40 42 46 48

49 51 62 86 95 147 185 240 407 538 711 ;
^opeoevo< Q

26 ic6.

2 {) :
= 534 ;

Lucianic MSS have-
^.() man : = 4° 53 ^33 4©7 4 456 Compl (Ach)

Boh
;
omit article all others, together with third hand of W.

() : no support
;

cf. Vulg which inserts et before

following phrase.

: A Q 26 40 42 49 86^ io6 130 153

198 233 239 240 311 534.: Q 40 153 198 233 456 449 544 710.

3 () + man i
;

man 2 : no support

;

for, of bones, cf. Hebrew.

5: prefix to A Q 26 42 49 106 153 198 233 407 410

449 456 534 538 544 7io.

— ovK aSiKiav

:

= V 449 ;
cf. A Q and many minuscules which omit two

words more : ms 48 marks this as an insertion by Origen,

probably correctly
;

therefore A Q etc. are indebted to

that tradition. The omission in W V 449 was due to

homoioteleiiton ( to ) and was the original

error. Either Origen’s guiding ms had lost two words

more or he misplaced his critical marks.

6: = K* B 22 36 46 48 62 147 239 538 711 (40 95 114

240 ?).
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7 : prefix 2 2 36 46 48 51 02 86 {superscr .)
95 147 i85 711.

: (114 240?).

8 : = S* A Q 20 6 198 233 47 4 449 45^ 534

544 710 (40 42 4 53 240?).

:
* V 407 5

^ few prefix the article.

9 ; = Compl
;

all others on.

yeveav: = S B Q 87 106 198 233 239 407 410 449

456 490 534 538 544 710 (40 68 114 153 310?); man 3

adds in the margin €€, which must be a gloss or

correction to these Greek words
;

it is drawn from Mass

directly or indirectly; compare Vulg and Ach, but not

Boh.

10 — ev ^€€ with all except S
B V 87 490 538 (40 42 68 1 14 153 240?) ;

many insert a

substitute, which is marked with an asterisk in 22 97 and

is therefore from Origen and presumably from Theodotion.

W man i inserts^^ ev 8€€,
but it is omitted by the same hand or the diorthotes

through dots placed over each letter. It was certainly

a marginal gloss in the parent ms and was so recog-

nized by the corrector. Symmachus is quoted for a dif-

ferent form by Theodoretus, so it seems best to derive the

gloss either direct from the Hebrew or from Aquila.

: S* 48 106
;

02 86 147 Compl.

11 — €19 man i : man 2 adds with all other mss.

— on : — 407 410.€€ man 3 : this is only an error in spelling, but

it helps to show how little Greek this latest corrector

knew.

€ opov man i ; en man 2 : the corrector knew from

the parent MS or from comparison with another, that

was right, yet he seems to have thought it was a nomina-

tive and for that reason changed the preposition. This

does not compare with the knowledge of Greek regularly

shown by the first corrector. The change may have been

made by an early reader. It is in lighter ink and well

written.
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12 : A 68 410 Aid.

:
prefix A 26 Ach Boh.

13 — Tov()
: = 40 7 1 1.

() : = 233 239 407.

xffevSeL^ () : this is a doublet and without connec-

tive. It came in from a gloss, perhaps direct from the

Hebrew.

: all other MSS, but compare 40 153 407,

which have for previous .( : omit article A 26 106 239 49°·

14 () ^

:

there is no support for this

repetition, but is found in the Lucianic mss and

some others.

ter : S* Q iqS 534 544·

15 (o-e) = V 22 36 48 ^95 185 538./ : aLe B V 87 91 490 (Q 198* 534

538 544) (49 68 97 114?)·

: o A Q 20 49^ 233 Ach Boh.

16 man i :^ man 2 :,
all other mss

;
the change was probably due to error in

pronunciation and was not noticed, as it gave a pass-

able meaning.

17 : o S* B (114 240?).^: ^ Cyril Alex (Migne, 69, 61); all others

KaivLti.

— " : = V
;

cf. Mass Vulg.

: = S B Q V Y 87* 91 130 198 233 311 449 456 490 534

538 544 710; most others read.
18^ :

— Compl
;

all others

;

many add .̂

:

transpose *" A Q 26 40 106 130

153 198 233 311 407 410 449 456 534 538 544 710

Compl.

19: A Q 20 36 49 91 6 153 198 233 410 449 534

544 710 Compl.

:

omit S* B.

20 : B*.
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Haggai

I, I (eLTTov) S

:

= A Q 26 36 42 49 106 153 407 410 449 544

Goth.

€K : () A 26 36 49 4^0 Cyril Alex.

2 : omit ^5? V 22^ 49 (86) 153 239 240 310 456 538 Ach

Boh Arm Cyril Alex,

o() : omit Q* 130 31 1 544.

() :
= Boh

;
Ach in lacuna

;
all others omit article.

4 eaTLv: = S A Q*"® 87 97 106 198 228 233 310 407

456 534 538 Aid
;
others transpose or omit one word.^ : omit A Q 26 49 106 130 198 233 31 1 407 410 449

534 544 710 Compl Boh Arm.

man i : B
;
most others agree with W*

;
there

is no support for W“
;
a few have and a few com-

bine.

5 817 : = S* A B Q 26 36 106 198 233 407 410 449 534 544 710

(40 42 49 1 14?) ;
others omit.

6 : ayay S 198

8 €771 : S* B 62 86* 130 147 311 407 Compl (40 68 240?).

: = X* ;
. all others.^€ : = 68 ;

all others.

9 : cf. 42 ;
most others.

yvo : yvovo A 26 49 106 407 Boh (Ach in lacuna).

10 : no support
;

all others.
11 —

:
= 26 49 3 ^^

QpSpecCyp Arm.

12 : A 49 3^ 87*^ 106 310 4°74 Ach.

—
: =

;
a few others omit or change the

pronoun.

13 man i is correct
;

man 2 has no support.

o( ) : = 22 36 40 46 48 68 86 97 228 310

407 71 1 Compl Aid.

— : = ^ A Q”*® 26 49 106 130 198 233 239

240 31 1 407 410 534 544 710 Ach Boh Arm.

14: omit Q* 46 68 87 91 97 153 228 310 490 711 Compl

Aid Ach Boh
;

it was obelized in Syro-Hex.

man i : = S* 22* 95 185 ;
man 2 with

all others.
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= SB V 8; 91 490 538 (406895 97 114 i53 185 240?).

— :
= Ach.

, I eKTov man i with all mss
;
e^eirov man 3 is for, the

genitive of €^1x179
;

see Julius Pollux, 9, 100 and Liddell

and Scott, where Greek Epigr. 1038, 2 is cited for the

spelling e^eirat. It means the throw of sixes at dice, so

we get a hint that the third corrector, who knew little

Greek, learned some of it in dubious quarters.

: /3. S and a few minuscules.

2 Lepeav man i : = 410 490 ;
lepea man 2 with all others.

3 man I has no support
;

man 2 with all other mss.

eiSev: oiSev A 62 147 153 (410).

4 : = A{ ) 407 534 Ach Sah.

— o Tov : no support.

— o : = V.

: = S Q 198 233 449 534 544 ? (49 68 95

H4 185 240?).: {) (68?).

5

:

= 26 6 198 233 4 534 544 7; others prefix

article.

6 (): S omit.

man : no support
;

man 2 with all MSS.

7: A 26 42 49 68 87 97 6 228 3104
Aid.

if? if? man i : omit one with all other mss man 2 or possibly

man i.

9 : = 240 534 ;
all others.

lO TOV evaTOv
: A 26 49 (*^6)

;

Q 198 233 534 544 7^0 (Compl).

:

no support
;

cf.

31 1 (3°)·

12 — \\

:

this is an

omission from like endings, to

and has no support.

13 () : = A Q 26 42 106 239 407 410 Boh.: = A B Q Y 46 198 233 449 544 710 711.() : =A 26 106 407 410 (Q etc. similar). It

seems from a comparison of all mss that the common text,
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including W, contains a doublet here. The simple mem-
bers are and ^ as

seen from K'"'" and the Lucianic mss on the one hand and

from the combination in mss 36 49 and others, or we may
assume xjjvxq and em from

A Q 26 106 etc. The second hand of W, which omits^ €, agrees with the second of these, as

it thus reads ).{) man with most MSS
;
em man 2 : = B

36 239.

14 € : Q 26 42 147 233 198 449 534 538* 544 710.

; = Q V 26 87 91 97 130 153 198 228 233 239 311 407 449

490 534 538 544 710 Compl Aid.

: = K* A B Q 20 30 106 198 233 410 449 534 544 710

Ach Sah Boh (40 49 114 153 240 ?).

15 : = S* B 407 (40 42 68 114 240 ?).

16 (ore) : no support.

ey€LveTO : = eyiv€To Q Y 22 26 36 46 48 49 62 86 95 185

233' 449 534 711·

8e/ca : = S* A B Q 26 198 233 410 449 534 538

544 710 (42 49 68 97 240 ?) ;
others transpose.

changed to by third hand
;
due to igno-

rance of Greek.: = 68 87 91 153 198 228 310 and few.() : = S 26 49 68 87 91 97 153 198 228 310 449

490 538 Aid.

17: prefix Q 130.

18: = S* B.

man i; cf. 538; man 2 : = 22

36 46 48 106 147 407 Compl etc.: S B V 87 91 130 239 311 490

(68 97 114 153 310 ?).

19 (ed) eri: omit B 449 (114 240 ?).

ed : omit A Q 87 97 106 130 228* 233 310 31 1 407 410 449

490 53S 710·

: omit A 106 233 410 449 710.

21 : 40 42 233 310 31 1 449 710 Ach Sah Boh
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22 aa[ovaL] : A 22 20 48 51 io6 147^

198 (233) 240 310“ 407 534 544 710 Boh.

23 [[] : all other mss add ere
;
but compare

—
: = 130 31 1 410 Arm

Zachariah

I, I man i : cf. 36 ;
man 2 with most MSS.

3
— Xeyet ^ : = Q 36 40 49 233 239

311 407 410 449 534 544 7·
— ^"

=

130 239 4^0 5
it is under asterisk

in Syro-Hex; V 91* omit more. A Q etc. read-.
4 : 019 all MSS.

01(^) : B ( ?) 22* 544 omit.

— ovK : = A Q 20 40 49 io6 198 233 407 449

534 538 544 710 Compl Ach Boh.

5 ei9{) added by man 2 : = V Y 22 36 40 42 46 48

51 62 86 95 147 185 228^ 240 310 71 1 Compl Aid Ach Boh.

6 —^ : = A Q 20 49 106 130 198 233 239 31 1 407 410 449

534 544 710 Compl Arm.

: = A Q 51 106 198 233 240 Boh and others; cf. next

note.^ : = A Q 20 51 io6 130 198 233 239 240 407 410 449

538 544 710 Boh·

: = A Q 20 51 106 130 198 239 407 410 449 538 544 Boh

Ach'^"^^

7 () : omit article Q 26 36 49 91 106 490.

man i
;

scribal error
;
no support

;
corrected by man

2, €.
man i : = 26 ;

man 2 with all other MSS.

8 () : = A Q 20 40 46 49 86^ 97 106 198 228 233

239 310 407 449 538 544 710 71 C Ach Boh (42).: omit V 87 91* 95 97 130 185 228* 239 310

31 1 490 Mass; 62 86 147 Compl Ach transpose.

9 ^ : = V 130 31 1 Compl; others transpose.

10

€€€ :
= A Q V 49 198 233 407 710 (106 449

54^).
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Tov() : = A Q* 26 36 40 42 49 106 198 233 407

449 534 53S 544 7 10 Compl.

11 6> man i
;

man 2 with A Q V 49 130 198 233 31

1

407 449 534 538 544 71 1 Compl.

[\ 8€€ : = A 20 49 106 233 407 449 534 710 Compl

;

it is necessary to supply nine or ten letters before this verb

in order to fill the line. The only suggestion that I have

found from related mss is eyACOy PiMAC Neq in Ach.

This is joined with the previous verb, the whole meaning

“they said it to him.” According to this we may supply

here in W , which will fill the space passably.

12 — /cad: = 91.

14 €: 42 130 311 Cyril Alex.

15 : 198 233 49° (49 68 97 1^4 240 ?) ;
some

omit one or the other.

: = Q* V 106.

man i ; no support
;

man 2 : = 233

490 ;
most MSS.

16 ;
add A 42.

: *.
— > : = 130 239 3^1 4°74 Arm.

17 {) ; omit 239 534 (49 68 114 240 ?) ;
A 20

add .
19 : = V 02 239 4°7 Boh.

— : = A Q 20 42 49 °6 130 198 233 240 311 4®7

449 534 53^ 544 7^0 Ach Sah Boh Arm.

21 () : = A Q 20 42 49 6 233 19^ 240 407 4
449 534 538 544 7 (Compl).

: = 239 Boh.

man : = 2 2 48 4°7 Compl; man 3 : no

support.

: = A Q 20 40 114 198 233 4°74 449 534 544

710 Compl.

II, 3 -[,] : S A Q 49 106 198 233 240 310

407 410 449 534 538 544 710 (26 40 42) Compl Cyril Alex.

veavLav. 22 36 48 51 95 114 185 228.

: 36 40 42 §7 97 ^ 130 147

2 28 239 3^0 3^1 410 449 49° Compl Aid Cyril Alex.

4
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ev^ :
prefix A Q"*® 22 26 36 42 46 48 51 62 86 95

106 147 185 198 233 240 449 534 538 544 710 711 Compl

Cyril Alex.

5 : A Q* 26 49 106 198 233 534 544 710.

: A 42 49 io6 407 410.

6 : & quotes the triple cry from Hieronymus,

but it does not appear in Migne.

8^ : = B V 239 449 ;
all others prefix the article.

: Vulg Hieronymus (but not Mass)
;

all others.
9 ; omit Q* 95 185 Goth.

:8< A Q 20 40 42 46 49 87 91 97 io6

198 228 233 310 410 449 490 544 710 7 1
1*' Compl Ach

Euseb.; = A Q 40 io6 198 233 407 449 534 538 544 710

Compl.

: = 40 42 Compl Euseb.

10 : omit A 26 36 49 62 87 91 97 106 228 233 310 410 490

534 544 Aid Ach.

11
: S? 22 36 48 51 02^ 86* 95 147 185 407

410 449 Theodoret Eusebius Athanasius Cyril Alex.

: A 310 Justin Mart.

12 : ; A and few.

13 : = A Q 26 40 42 49 68 198 228 233 407 410 449 534

538 544 710 Aid.

—
: no support.

HI, I — : — Ach Justin Mart Mass.: = A Q 26 40 106 198 233 407 410 449 534 538

544 710 Compl Ach Boh Justin Mart Athanasius Eusebius.

: omit article A 106 Compl Eusebius.

2 ou;y : = A B* Q*" 26 106 490 534 (Symmachus 86"’® ).
3 () : omit Q* 130 31 1 544 Arm Eusebius,

; = Q V 130 239 311 449 Ach Boh; others omit.

5 KiSapiv bis; though the text of W is here very

fragmentary, this reading is certain in the second case

and very probable in the first. We may compare

Kihapiv in 22 36 46 48 49 51 62 68 86 87 95 97 114 147

185 228 711 Ach Goth, which is the full doublet. In W
we have the first stage in which a gloss or variant is care-
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lessly copied into the text. An intelligent scribe copying

this would be very likely to insert the conjunction. Man
2 has deleted^.

is transposed before

:
= A Q iqS and many others with slight varia-

tions.

: = 410 ;
all others.

7 eav {ev) : = Q V Y 22 36 40 42 46 48 51 62 86 95 147 185 240

71 1 Compl Ach Boh.

ev~ . omit B'"’" 40 42 239 Compl Arm.

:
= A Q V 26 106 198 233 407 410 449 534 538

544 710·

: — Q 20 02 68 86 91 97 io6 147 198 228 233 310

410 534 538 710 Aid.

ye man i : = A Q 26 49 106 311 407 410; omit both

words man 3 (or 2) with most MSS.

8: B.

— o /xeya? : no support.

01 : prefix A Q 26 40 46 86 106 147^ 198 233

310 407 449 534 544 710 711.(): omit B 48 (114310 ?).

— man i : = 46 228*; + man 2: = V 42

410 Cyril Alex.

: = 42 410 538 Cyril Alex
;

all others omit.

9 () + man 2 : cf. 2 2 48*^ 407 OL
Ach etc.

: Q 22 36 40 42 46 48 51 62 86 147 228 233

538 710 7II. Third hand seems to add i before;
there is no parallel

;
it may have arisen from a carelessly

written
;

cf. Ach AOT.

man i : all other MSS prefix article in agreement

with man 2.

10 : = 46 407 71 1 (40 42 68 97 1 14 240 310 ?).

IV, I €€:€ B.

2 : €€ A
; 36 40 46 48 51 62 86 95 147 185 711.

Man I omits by honioiotdeuton€^ to€^
as do 130 185 228* 31 1 (cf. 106 410 538) ;

man 2 adds in

lower margin in agreement with all other mss.
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3 — avT-qr : = OL Arm Mass Vulg Hieronymus, but cf.

(sinistris) eius.

4 eiTTa : = A Q 26 87 106 130 198 233 239 31 1 407 410 449 490

534 538 544 710 and some others from H & P.

5
—^ : = 410 538 Compl OL Mass Vulg Hier Didymus

;

cf. A 106 Cyril Alex.

7
—: = 95 97 185 Aid Theodoret.

man i : add man 2 with Sah alone.

9^ : e^aneareiXev A 106; 87 233 310

710.

10: — S* B 410 (240 ?).() ~
: omit loj B 233 710; transpose A 106.

11 : € S 22 36 46 48 02 86 147 711.€[ ···’]: It is not certain that there was an added

word here as very rarely some such space is filled by a line

filler
;
yet I am inclined to add with B*" Y 22 36 40

42 46 48 51 62 86 95 114 147 185 711 Ach Sah Boh Mass

Vulg; B^ marks with an asterisk.

13 /!€ : +- 68 87*^ 91 97 228 490 Aid Mass.

14 : + 46 62 86 130 147 239 31 1 71 1 Compl Ach

Sah Boh, : prefix ol 36 42 49 51 62 86 95 147 185

228^ 239 Compl Aid Arm.

() : omit article S B Y 48 95 185 (68 114 240 ?).

V, 2 -^ ^^ : this is a

doublet to the last part of the verse and has no support
;

it

may have gotten in in wrong order in a ms family, that had

originally omitted it, or it may have been written in the

margin for the sake of correcting the two words,
for, ;

in either case the error seems

to have arisen in another ms tradition and to have come

into W as a conflate.: = A Q 26 40 49 91* lo6 198 233

240 31 1 407 410 449 534 538 544 710 OL^P“.

3 - 17^ : = 239 407.

: A Q 26 36 49 106 198 407 449 534 544.^ : omit B (68 ?).

4 : 20 6 4 ^0
)

cf. * 91
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5 i8e; + TL V 22 36 40 42 48 51 62 86 147 240 Compl
Mass Vulg.

There is no support for written by man i, but at once

corrected to.
7 : = ^ B 233 710; 36 Heidelberg Papyrus and

Coptic omit
;

all others transpose.

9 — man i : = 239 ;
add man 2 with all others.: = B Q* 407 410 (68 114 240 ?) ;

all others add.
II : — 407*^'^’“ 410 Mass.

VI, 2 /cat {) ; = V 407 410 449 Compl Ach.

3 — ei/C no support.

5 : + 22 36 46 48 51 62 86 95 114 147

185 71 1 Goth Mass.

: A 40 42 106 449 Coptic Mass

Vulg; Q (Y) 26 49 198 233 534 538 544 710

Held.: prefix ot Q 22 36 40 42 46 48 49 51

62 86 95 147 185 239 407 544 71 1 Compl Arm.

6 ot (t7ot) : omit article S Sj" 91 490 (40 97 114 240 310?).: * 46 62 86 87 91 147 31 1 490 71 1*.

7 : add 22 36 48 51 62 86 95

1 14 147 185 240 Goth.{) : = B 407 (40 95 97 114 185 310 ?).

8 :*.
:
QT 20 6 198 233 449 534 538 544 ?.{) :

= (40 68 114 240 ?).

: A 544·

13: = *.: 239 7^^*·{) : omit Q* 36 48 51 95 185 198 233 47 449

544 7·
14 : A Q 26 40 49 4^7 4° 449 Hsid Compl

Boh

15 — : Arm Goth.

— man without support
;
add man 2 with all mss.: A Q 26 40 42 49 io6 233 198 407

410 449 534 544 7 10 Held.
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oTt: = (A* ?) Y 22 26 36 46 48 51 62 86 95 147 185 410 544

711.

: = V 40 42 407 449 Compl.€€ :

—
;

cf. V., : X* 410 544.

VII, I TerpaSi : /cat et/ca8t A 26 106.

: = A B Q P and most mss.

2 : V 22 36 46 48 51 02 86 87

gi 147 228 310 490 711 Aid.

: all MSS.

man i : no support
;

man 2 : cf.€€ Q 544 ;
it is diflicult to say whether the second

sigma was added by the same hand that put dots under

the last two letters. The ink seems darker.{) : = A Q 26 40 42 49 106 198 233 407

410 449 534 544 710 Compl, but all have.
3 : prefix et A V 22 36 42 46 49 51 86 228^ 233

407 538 544 71 1 Arm Ach Boh.

ev : transpose A V 2 2 36

48 51 62 86 147 Compl.: ^ V 26 87* 130 ^ Boh (49 68 95

185 ?).

5
—

:

= 49 233 239 3^1 4^74 449 Arm.

6 : A 40 42 62 86 147 53^ 544 7^1 Ach Boh Arm;
eav Q 410 Mass.: - S* B 130 198 233 311 407 449 534 538 544 710

711.

(/cat) €: omit B 26 62 147 (42 49 95 114 185 240 ?).

7 /carot/cetTo : — 86 233 239 407 710 and few; all others.
9: +€ Q 20 Sj 91 97 19^ 228 233 310

407 410 449 538 544 710 yii Compl Boh Mass.

eXeo? : ekeov V Y 22 36 46 48 49 51 62 68 86 87 91 95

97 147 185 228 310 490 Compl Aid.

10^ : 8€-€ Q 42 97 407 (51 130

228 239 311) Compl Chrysostom.

11 : = 46.

eiaaKoveLv : etcra/coucrat A 26 106.12
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13

14

VIII, I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

€€€ : = Q 36 40 407 544 (42 48 51 86 95 185

240 Held etc.).(€): omit B (114 240 ?).

:
= 36.

: = S B Y 22 48 51 02 68 86* 8y 91 95 97 106 114

147 185 228* 240 310 490.

man i : all mss
;
man 2 wrote three letters

under the end of the word, which may be read
;
-

TTLv is a possible form, but there is no support
;
the letters

could more easily be read, but then we must suppose

that the corrector carelessly inserted the correction one

line too high, for it is to be connected with ,
(= 87 91 97 130 310 31 1 490 544 Aid) for of

most MSS. It would make a conflate reading

similar to of 40 Compl. I have

not been able to decide between these two possible inter-

pretations.

: -j- Y 22 36 40 46 48 51 62 86 147 240 71

1

(410) Arm.^ : B Q V 130 239 31 1 407 410 544 710 (49

97 114 240 310 ?).? : B Q V 36 87 91 130 239 311 407 410

449 490 544'’ (49 97 1 14 240 310?).

: -j- V 239 534 Compl Ach.() :
— A Q 26 io6 198 233 407 449 534 544

710 919 Held.

() : = B Q Ach (68 95 114 185 240?).{) :
= B 407.

: all other MSS. The error ofW was due to

careless accommodation to .
— at : = 87 91* 97 228 310 490 Aid.

(et) : = A 106 407 ;
all others omit except 410 which

writes in the place of et. We may compare the

continuative particle JC.G of Ach as the cause of this

error, .xe of Coptic is often translated by or.
: = A Q 26 36 40 42 46 49 86^ io6 198 233 240

407 410 449 534 544 710 711 919 Held Compl.

: B alone.
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10 :
= B V 40 49 68 ""® 87 gi 114 3° 239 3^0

3 410 49° 53^ 7n 9^9 (Ach Boh).€€ €€£ :
= Vulg Hieronymus

(not Mass)
;

cf. S* where e/c stands in an erasure,

but by first hand. We may also compare V 130 31 1 490,

which omit €(€€. I have not supplied the

lacuna here and it is possible that a line filler was used.

12 : all other mss prefix the article.

:
= 20

;
all others have the dative here,

though the accusative is a common construction with

in the Septuagint.

TOP (Spoaov) man i : = 91 147 311 Compl; man 2 with

the rest.

—: added by B (40 68 114 240 ?).: transpose B 87 91 239 490 (42 114 240

310 ?).

13 o (/^) ; = V 46 86^ 198 407 410 449 534 71 (68 114

240 ?).~
;
prefix article A Q 61 86^ 31 1.

14 man i : = 544 ;
a pure scribal error corrected by

man 2.

15
[']€ : reported for MS 45 only will just fill the

lacuna, but there seems little reason for inserting it

here. It would have to be explained as the negative

carried over from the preceding verse.

16 — €“^ : = all except X B V 87 490 538 (42 68 97 114

310 ?).

: A 106 449 and both in many late mss.: = ^ B V 22 26 36 48 62 147 239 407 449 (42 95

1 14 240 ?).

1 7 : no support.

man i : = 68 ;
man 2 with all others.: transpose A V 22 48 51 61 147 233 407 490

538 544 ;
Ach omits.

1 8 : B omits, and perhaps

19 (Xeyei) : also omitted only by K* B.: = S B 106 538 Ach Boh (40 68 95 114 185

240?) ;
others prefix .
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21 — Trevre: = Compl OL Hieronymus (version of Sept);

most later mss omit both numeral and noun in imitation

of the Hebrew.

: transpose A 26 46 49 106
;
many conflate,.

{^) : = Ach.

ev [€] : it is necessary to insert a word of ten let-

ters, so the above has been borrowed from verse 22. See

Introduction regarding failure to abbreviate, p. 12.

22 : = A Q 26 61 106 198 233 407

449 534 538 544 710 Heid
;
prefix with A Q 20 36

^ 61 106 198 233 407 410 449 534 538 544 710 Compl.

23 o () : omit article A B 410 449 544 Heid.

IX, I aeSpa)( : A Q 198 538 544 Boh
;
aSpa-^ in Lucianic

MSS etc./ : 22* 36 46 48 51 62 86 95 147* 185

71 1 Ach.

: on Q 42 544.

2 —
: = A Q 26 40 42 49 51 91 106 198 233 240 Heid

Compl (22 36 48 62 86 95 185 147) Ach Boh.

: no support
;
most MSS have or, but cf. Ach

-C, which seems to represent an earlier stage of

the error.

3 € : = A Q 20 40 io6 198 233 407 534 710 Heid Compl.: — A Q 26 36 87“ 198 407 534 710 Heid

Compl Ach Boh (40 42 49 68 97 1 14 310 ?).

4 — Kttd : inserted by the editors on the evidence of B (114

240 ?).: — A Q 26 46 86^ 106 130 198 233 239 311 407

410 534 710 7 1 1*' Compl Ach Boh.

: = A Q'" 36 40 42 46 49 62 86 95 106 130 147

185 311 407 410 449 711 Boh.

: prefix article A Q 22 36 46 48 49 51 62 86 95 106

147 185 198 233 449 534 538 544 710.

5 : A Q 26 40 49 ^6 198

233 Compl Mass.:^ A 26 49 106 233 7^0.

€ : A Q 26 49 106 198 233 449 534 53^ 544 710 Heid.
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7 () : = 42 ;
others omit article.

: = V 407 410 Ach Mass Vulg

;

all others have the plural as also W in the following verb.

8 €v: omit A io6 233 410 449 710.

10€€ :
= (86) gi.

: + 22 36 40 42 48 51 95 io6

132 185 228 Arm Eusebius.

11 — ^ : this is in a lacuna, but there is no space for the

word
;

it is omitted also by A Q and most other mss ex-

cept B V 22 36 46 48 62 86 91 147 407 449 711 Boh.^ : ^ A Q* 26 42 49 106 132 198 233 449

534 538 544 710·

13: = S B Q V 87 91 130 198 233 239 311 449 490 534

538 544 710 (68 97 114 310 ?).

: = A Q 26 40 42 46 49 62 86 106 147 198 233 407

410 449 544 710 71 1 Cyril Alex.

14 : transpose A 26 40 106 233 407 449 534 538 710

Boh Cyril Alex.

(-) : no support, but cf. ici o in Lucianic mss and

others.

: A io6 Heid
;
five others.

15 : S* B (114 240 ?).

— ^ :
= V 68 87* 6 130 310

3·

:

no support, but cf. Vulg bibentes.^: = S* B 407 410 (114 310 ?).: = A Q Y 22 26 36 40 42 48 49 51 106 198 233 240 407

449 534 544 710 Heid Ach.

(for) : cf. 02 86 95 147 185 Goth.

- “: = A Q 26 42 49 106 198 233 407 449 534 544 710

Heid (Y 22 36 40 48 51 240) Ach.

16 — o : = A Q 26 40 49 86 io6 198 233 407 410

449 534 544 710 Heid.

17
^

: = A Q 26 36 40 49 68 87^ 91^ 97 106 228 233 240

310 407 410 544 710 Aid Arm.

:
= 410.

I : = A Q 26 6 198 233 449 534 538 5447
Compl Ach Boh.
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2 : V 22 36 48 51 95 185 228^ 233

407“® 710 Compl.

8toTt^ : = X* B 407 (40 68 1 14 240 ?).

4 € four times : S* B V (114 ?).: = K B Q*= 87* 91 130 239 311 490 544 (95 114 185

240 ?).: = ^ A B V 22 26 36 46 48 62 106 147 233 534

538 710 711 (42 49 95 114 185 240 ?).

() : no support.

(for o) : this seems a retranslation from the He-

brew
;

it was intended as an interpretation, or substitute,

for
;

cf. exactor in Vulg.

5 StoTi: = S* A B Q 26 86^ 106 198 233 407 410 449 534 538

544 710 (40 42 49 68 95 114 185 240 ?).

K? : "h A 106.

6 {\\·\ : thus supplied with A Q 26 40 106 198 233

407 410 449 534 544 710 Heid.

[] : = A Q 20 40 49 io6 198 233 407 449 534 538 544

710 Heid
;
there is not sufficient space for the plural.

: V 02 68 8 j 91 97 ^47 228

310 31 1 Aid
;
aneppajja 86 Compl etc.

: = A B Q V 26 io6 198 233 239 407 449 534 538 544

710 (95 114 185 240 ?).

7 [: both of the deciding letters are indistinct and

there may have been a correction
;

is required to

agree with the following verb and has about the same

MSS supporting.€€ : = A Q 26 40 48 49 106 130 147 198 233

311 534 544 710·^ : = S* B Q 106 233 544 710 (95 1 14 185 240 ?).

: transpose A 26 49 io6 147 410 490 538.

8

:

omit A 26 62 147 410 Goth.

9 :^ A 106.€€ : prefix A 36 40 42 46 48 49 51 62 86 147

233 239 31 1 538 71 1 Compl Mass.

10 : = 40 407 410.() man i : there is no support for the connective
;

man 2 omits.
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11: A 42 198 310 Aid Mass.^ : prefix article Q 198 240 544 Compl.

12: — 87 97 310 490 Aid; neither this

nor the common text agrees with the

Hebrew.

XI, 2 : = 40 02 86 147 71 1 ;
all others prefix the article.

5 ev\oyrjpevo<; : all other MSS have.
6 man i : no support

;
€. man 2 with all

MSS.

K? : + A 61 106.

7 The omission from to has no support

;

erreKaXeaa appears once but it is doubtful whether it

agrees with 86 for the first, or with 36 48 51 62 86 95 185

for the second occurrence of the verb.{) : S* 22 36 46 48 51 62 (86) 95 114

147 i85 407'"^ 711.

[pev] . there is room for the word but no certainty that it was

written, as there is often variation at the end of the line

;

the authorities for it are B (40 114 240 310 ?).

8€ : no support
;
most MSS have

; 233

410 710, Heid.
9 : alone.: * alone omits.

11 :€(( A 6 .

: = * (4) Heid Compl
;

all others prefix

article.

— jLiot: = A Q 26 106 198 233 449 534 544 710 Heid Ach

Boh.

12: = A Q 26 40 49 61 106 198 233 407 (410) 449

534 544 710 Heid Ach Boh Cyril Alex Hieronymus.

13 : (40 ?) ;
A 106 410 544 3-dd.

:
— 233 and (//xtov) Q* 22* 26 48 62 86

147 198 449 534 544 710.

: = 407·

; no support.: = 46 6i 62 86 91^ 147 240 407 410 71 1.

: this is an error from transposition of liquids

;

it has no support.
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14: = }<* B 410; all others have; the

corresponding Hebrew words differ in but one letter.

Tov (trjX) = A Q V 26 49 106 198 233 407 410 449 534 538

544 710 Held Ach Boh.

15 — : no support known to me and yet this

looks like the original Septuagint
;
^ is a careless

translation of the Hebrew, which is given more exactly by; the common text is therefore a con-

flate.

16 : omitted by B 22 36 48 51 130 31 1 Ach Boh (240?).

TTOLfxeva: -f- Y 22 36 40 46 48 51 62 86 147 240

407 71 1 (95 1 14 185 310^) Arm Goth.€€ :
= A Q 20 40 42 49 198 233 407 410 449

534 538 544 jio Heid.

eKaTpexjjei: = B Q V 22 36 48 198 233 239 407 410 449

534 538 710 (40 95 114 185 240?).

17 oi(€€) : = A Q 20 40 49 io6 198 233 407 410

449 534 53S 544 7 10 Heid.

TOV : = Q V 20 36 48 49 51 68 86 91 95 gy 185

198 228 233 etc. Ach Boh.

XII, 2 : no support
;
cf. Eusebius, Dem Ev p. 408,

;
the reading in W looks like a conflate.

3^] : I have so supplied with A Q etc.
;
the

singular appears in S B V 22 36 46 48 62 130 147 239 311

407 711.

4 — man i : = 91 198 ;
man 2 supplies with all other mss.

There is no support for the doubtful reading of the second

hand for
;
if right it came from the common

gender of.
5 :

= 239 ;
all others omit.

6 — ev€: found in K* B 46 86 87 91 147 490 711

(68 95 97 114 185 ?).

7 : no support
;

it is a translation variant

;

most MSS have.
8 o (0UC09) : = 240 410 538 Compl Ach Boh

;
all others omit

the article and many also omit 01K05.

o is omitted by A and few.€ :€ in all other MSS.
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9 () : = A Q V 20 36 40 42 46 49 86^ 91^ io6 198 228^

233 407 410 449 534 538 544 710 71 1 Held Compl.

€ €€ : = A Q 20 36 40 42 49 106 198 233 407 449 538

544 710 Held.

10 man i :^^ man 2 and all other mss.

. the verb means “have taught themselves,”

while the regular text means “have danced

in triumph over.” Theodotion followed by some mss had

“have pierced,” which follows the Mass.

Achhas “have changed themselves,” which

approaches somewhat the sense of W. The passage is

one of difficulty and the trouble probably arose in the

Hebrew.

: = A Q V 02 86 io6 147 198 233 407 410 449 534

538 544 710 Heid Didymus.

: = A Y 26 51 106 198 410 534 538 544 710 Heid Boh

;

several other variants.: B V 87 91 239 490 (68 95 97 114 185 240

310 ?) ;
the others.

12 (~) : = A Q
(26) 40 86* 6 198 407 449 534 544 7 jii .

14 [€] : —26; A Q etc. the same but with

article added.

XHI, I ev () : = A Q 26 40 42 46 106 233 407 410 449 534

538 544 710 71 1 Heid Compl Hieronymus.

— Kat et?

: = Q 95 ^3 185 3H 4 449 544; Field

reported this placed under asterisk in B and Syro-Hex,

correctly in spite of Swete and others.

2 — \eyei : = V (48) 130 31 1.

—
: = A Q V 106 130 198 233 31 1 407 449 534

544 710 Ach Sah Syro-Hex.

€ €€ /<? : = V 130 311 (io6 239 407 410).

:
— 407^'^’^’^ 410 Boh.

3 : + ev € AT 26 36 49 62 147

228'"®.() : ei/ A Q V 22 26 40 42 48 5^ ^2 86 io6 147 198

231 407 410 534 544 710 Heid.
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5 Blotl: otl 2 2 46 48 51 62 86 147 231 407 71 1.

— otl : = A Q 26 496 130 198 233 3^1 410 449 534 544 7^0 Heid Compl Boh
Sah.

6 : SB V
;

the Lucianic mss.: AY 36* 40 42 48 5^ 9^ 106

231 544 Compl Arm Ach Sah Boh.

7 ^ : = S* B V 87*^ 407 410 544.

: = (ctu) V 46 62 86 87 91 490 71 1.

—^ : = V 22 46 51 62 86 95 114 147 185 231 407 410 544

71 1 Sah

avTov
:

B Compl Mass.: = B 410 Ach Sah Boh (42 ?).

"
: = ^ B 410.: = (S*) B V 410 OL^^''* (228 ?).

: + A 36 42 49 6 and few.: 22 36 46 4^ 5^ ^2 86 95 1^4 3®
147 85 231 239 3n 407 7n·

: (240 ?) ;
cf. conflate in

Lucianic mss and a few others.

8 :
= V 410 (40 42 95 ^'^4 185 240 ?) Ach

Sah Mass Vulg.

— : = Q 49 130 198 228* 233 311 Compl Ach Sah Boh
Hieronymus

;
cf. B^^.

9 ; = A 86 91 130 31 1 Heid Compl and a few.

XIV, I : X* A 87*^ 449 (68 97

310 ?).

2 () : omits the article.

3 : no support.

4 [to] : omitted in 91 (68 95 114 185 ?).

5)( :^ S (68 95 114 185 ?).

: = A Q 26 40 49 106 198 407^'"’'^ 410 449 544 ;
others

prefix article.

: = S* A B Q 26 io6 198 233 407 410 449 534 544 710

(40 49?).

— man 1:^26 240 Ach Mass
;
add man 2 with all

others except Lucianic mss and few others, which add.
— : = 3^"'^ 62 231 240;
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together with the preceding omission this forms an omis-

sion by homoioteleuton, which was probably in the parent

of W.
LacroS : = B (95 185?) ;

cf. V Boh.
— € : = A Q 20 io6 198 407 410 449

534 544 Heid Boh.

ev :

— A B Q 20 io6 198 233 407^*^’^^ 410

449 534 538 544 710 Heid (40 95 114 185 ?).

6 — € : = A Q 20 40 46 49 198 233 407 410 449

534 53 544 Jii Heid Boh.“ : 22 36 48 5^ ^2 86 95
"" 185 231 407 Eusebius.

:

= * Q* 198 410 534 538 544 ? Heid Sah (114

240 ?).

7 (eKeu/17) add man 2 : = 407 ;
cf. Mass Vulg.

8 Tov() : no support.

9 man i :
man 2 with all others.

10: = * B 87 91 239 Heid (40 42 68 95 114 185 240

310 ?).

: = Q 49 198 233 449 534 544 710 Sah Boh.^ : prefix article 22 26 36 48 49 51 62 86 106 132 147

231 31 1 Heid Compl (46 407 449 711).

— TOV TOTTOv^

:

= A Q 26 49 106 198 233 240 449 534 544

710 71 1* Heid Sah Boh.

: A 22 36 46 48 51 62 86 96'' 132 147 228^ 231 711.

11 : prefix V 22 36 46 48 49 51 62 86

96 130 132 147 231 239 311 711 Compl Arm Ach Sah Mass.

ovK : = A Q 26 198 233 407 410 449 534

538 544 710 Heid Ach Sah Boh.

12: 48; -j- A Q 26 36 40 49
86"’® 106 198 233 407 410 449 534 544 710 Heid Mass,8 : 8 V ? 22 36 42 4^ 48 5^ 86*

96” 147 231 7 Compl.

13 [] : = Q 22" 26 40 42 49 68 8 gi 97 106 228 233

310 407 410 449 490 534 538 710 (A 198 Heid) Aid.

:

misspelling without support
;

cf. Q ? -.
: = A Q 26 40 49 io6 198 233 407 449 534 544 710

;

others prefix article.
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16 eav : ai/ A 49 91 106 198 239 538 544 Heid Compl.{) : =40 407 ;
V 30 96 130 239 (31 1) Compl

Ach
;
others omit.

17. + €K€l A 106.() : B 40 omit the article.

/cat ovK ecrrat € € : = 97 407 (68 87"*® 6^ Aid)
;

see the introduction p. 27 for further discussion.

18 (^) eKEL

:

= A Q 26 40 42 86^ 106 233 Compl Eusebius

Cyril Alex.

:
— A Q 20 40 49 io6 147 239 544 710 711.

: + /C5 A io6.

’ (for) : = 20.

19 Omit whole verse by homoioteleuton

:

= 97 228* 490 Aid.

20: omit S'"’’ V 87 91 97 130 228* 310 311 490

Aid Arm.

OL (ev) : = A Q 26 40 42 46 49 86^ 106 198 233 407 449 534

544 710 71 1 Heid.

1<“ man i : ~kv man 2 with all other mss.

21 ayiov : == A Q 26 49 68 87 91 97 106 233 310 311 407 410

449 490 534 538 544 7io·

/cert : = A Q 26 40 46 49 86^ 106 198 233 407 410 449

534 53S 544 710 71 1 Heid.

Malachi

I, 2 — Xeyet /eg : = 410.

'.’ ; /ta? S* 106 147 239 Aid.

4[]
: = ^* B 407 410 OL Ach Boh (40 114 ?).

/cat : Q 407 410 Compl.

6 ( — at) : = ^* A B Q V 26 87* 106 130

198 233 239 311 410 449 490 534 544 710 (40 42 ?).

7 ^^ : A “^ V 26 io6 147^^
;
other

variants with little support.^^ : = A Q V 26 36 40 49 86'"® 106 198

233 410 449 534 538 544 710 Heid.

8 Kokov ^
: cf. A* (erased)

;
A" and all others.

: 95 106 185.- :
— V 36^ 49 410.
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: S* A B Q V 22 20 36 48 io6 198*^ 233 407 410

449 490 538 544 71 1 (40 42 68 95 97 114 185 240?)

: = A Q 46 49 86^ 106 198 233 407 410 449 534 538

544 71 1 Boh Goth.

9 — TO{) : no support.

— () : no support.

10 {vpLv) ov : no support.

axfjeraL : avaxfjeTaL all other MSS.: = V 46 02 86 147 449 711 Boh; all others

prefix article.

1 1 : s B Q 22 36 48 410 538.

—
: — A Q 20 106 198 239 534 544 Heid Boh

Clemens Alex
;

cf. others.

7€ :
= A Q* 26 407.

12^ : = A B Q 26 106 198 233 407 410 534

538 544 711·

13 {) :
= A V 26 36 42 49 106 198 228^ 233

407 410 449 534 538 544 710 Compl Boh Cyril Alex.£€:€€ S 130 239 31 1 Compl Mass.

14 )(^ : + A 26 106 407.

avTov : omit A 106.^: — 22 46 48 62 86 95 147 185 407 410 576 711

Boh Goth.^ : transpose A 26 106 Mass.

, I OL tepet? : tepet? 106 407 410 ;
tepet? Lucianic

MSS Compl.

2 KapSiav : ev V 407.

: this stands for the long omission by homoioteleuton,

to, providing we assume that^
was lacking in this ms tradition as in mss 106 130 147 31 1

;

was copied from the parent ms, showing that the

omission had been supplied there in the lower margin

;

the mark above in W may indicate that the text was

there also restored in the margin, which is entirely lost

for this page. This has no connection with the shorter

passage obelized by Origen and omitted in some later mss.

: 22 36 42 46 48 51 62 86 95 147 185 233 576 711

Compl.
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3 bis : = Q* 87*^
;

this is the better spelling, but not

for the Septuagint, cf. Deuteronomy, 18, 3.

: all Other MSS prefix the article, but compare

Boh, where it is concealed in the pronominal prefix.

{,) ;
B alone omits,

et? : em A 40 42 106 410.

4 €€€ : ST? 534.€ : + if? A Q 22 20 36 42 46 48 49 02 86 95 ^47

iSs 407 538 544 576 711 Heid.

—
: no support.

: omit the article S? 87 91 97 228 239 310 31

1

490.

5 €1/ : = s* A B Q 26 106. 198 233 239 407 449 534 538 544

710 (40 42 49 95 114 185 240 ?).{€^ : B* alone omits.

: prefix article A 534.

6 : prefix article Q V 36 42 49 538 576 Compl.

: = 407 410 ;
all other mss.

8 — : no support.\\: = A Q 20 io6 198 233 534 538

544 710 Heid.(^) : = A F ? 20 49 io6 407 410 449 534 Arm
Goth.

9 : S B 410 534.[] : I have supplied thus with most mss, but

against B 68.

[] : the space calls for four extra letters, so I have

added the article, as in Ach and Boh, and likewise [] though without support,

: = K B Q V 130 311 410 544.

10 ov)(L [et9 ov^t] [\

:

transpose phrases 87 91 130 239 31 1 (40 42 97 240

310 ?).

TL OTL

:

544.

11 : V 87 9^ 97 228 310 49°·

12 : A 26.

()

:

omit article A 42 51 130 31 1 4·
14 : = A Q 26 49 4°74 534 538 544 Heid.
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15 ovK? (or ov) : S B 8y (68 114 310 ?).

{) : Q F 239 407 410 449 Compl.

aee: = X* 26 (534).

16 : B Q V 410.^ :
— 22 26 42 48 51 62 86™® 95 147 185 407

576 Compl.

o = variants with in A 26 46 86 106 407 410

71 1 Boh.

man i : = A 26 40 46 49 86 106 410 544 71 1 Compl

;

Tov man 2 with all other mss.{) : no support
;
most MSS have

;
the

Lucianic etc..€€ man i : = 40 106 407 534 538 ;
man 2

with all the rest.

(ttFI) : omit article 26 544.

17 : omit A 26 49 106 233 534 538 544 710 Heid Ach;

ere in a few.

() :
= 407.

Ill, I () : omit S* B 87 91 130 239 311 490 538 (40 42

49 68 95 97 114 185 240 310?).

— eavTov : = Q* Brev Mozarab
;
many have.

2 : A 42 Mass
;
omit 130 31 1.

3 (€) : omitted by B (40 68 114 240 ?).

Omit to : = 86*^°" 538 ;
the most com-

mon error in the W tradition.

5 : omit A V Y 49.

7 [£][\€ : eae A 26 49 106 Heid Compl.[] : B alone inserts article.

8 €[]€ : = A () 106 233 407 410 538 710.

epeiTe : — 86^
233 407 410 710 (40 114 240 ?).

[et]
:

is found only in X* B and is too long for the

space in W.
10 [€] : B omits the article.

To[v] : = 410 (Mass Vulg).

€v , :
= A Q 6

233 710 (534 544); others transpose;

X^^^b 52 86 95 130 147 185 49 538 576 7^ Ach

Goth.
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[€]€^ : = S* B Q 239 410.

II^ : A 40 Arm.^ : — 4-0 8 y 91 97 310 Aid.[ : = 40 87 gj 310 Compl Aid Arm.

() : omit A 106.

13 — Xeyet ic? : no support.

14 [^] : omit A 26 46 49 106 233 544 710 Heid.

In the fragmentary verses which follow I print the Swete

text except where I find evidence to the contrary. There

is approximately correct space for verses 15 and 16.

18 []6[/]^ : there is not space for added by 36

42 46 48 51 62 86 95 147 185 231 576 Compl.

IV, I [17] €[€] : there is space for the article
;

only B 544
omit.

[e^] ; required by space; omitted by K'"'" V Y 22 36 42 48

51 86* (91) 95 130 185 231 311 410 (576) Compl Arm.

2 [] : A 106.

3 []^ : Blotl A B Q 26 106 233 407 410 534 544 710 Ach

Boh (49 68 95 1 14 185 240 ?).

4 Kad : omit 42 534 544 Compl Cyril Alex.

5 ic[at] : = K* A B Q 26 106 233 410 534 544 710 (40 68

97 114 310 ?).

6 : = A Q Ach Boh.

Unplaced Fragments

Immediately following the text I have printed the letters read on

all the unplaced fragments, which seem from the character of the writ-

ing to belong to the Minor Prophets. These fragments are shown on

pages I and 2 of the Facsimile Edition. Certain small fragments are

there included which seem to have come from the binding, though con-

taining no legible text.

On the last two unnumbered pages of the Facsimile are collected cer-

tain fragments, which seem in a different hand and from another work.

They are very dim and I have been able to make little out of them.

They have been published in the Facsimile, since it may later be found

that some are to be placed in the Minor Prophets, and also in order that

scholars may have a chance to help in identifying them. The reading
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is in all cases so doubtful that I have not ventured to print the text of

the fragments, but as an assistance towards identifying the work, I

give below my tentative reading of the largest fragment.

RECTO VERSO
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PART II

THE BERLIN FRAGMENT OF GENESIS





I. HISTORY OF THE MANUSCRIPT

In the spring of 1906 Professor Carl Schmidt learned from a dealer

in Cairo that he had been shown a papyrus in Achmim, but had declined

to buy it because of its illegible condition. Neither had he determined

whether the papyrus contained a Greek or a Coptic text. As Profes-

sor Schmidt was on the point of visiting Upper Egypt with a friend,

Privy Councillor Moritz, at that time Director of the Khedival Library

in Cairo, he went directly to Achmim. The papyrus was found in

the possession of a dealer in antiquities and the communication of the

Cairo dealer was in the main confirmed.

In a small tin box lay two masses of papyrus, in which the leaves

were closely pressed and stuck together in consequence of moisture and

the length of time during which it had been buried in the earth. In

such a case there was no possibility of determining the amount of text

contained, but even the first glance brought the discovery that a Greek

text of Genesis, written in a very ancient cursive hand, lay hidden in

the fragmentary mass of papyrus. The decision to purchase was made
at once and, as the dealer’s price was low because of the hopeless con-

dition of the fragment. Professor Schmidt was able to buy it on his own

account.

On the return to Germany the treasure was given to the Royal

Library, now Staatsbibliothek, in Berlin, and accepted by His Excel-

lency von Harnack, General Director of the Royal Libraries at that

time, as an exceptionally valuable addition to the manuscript treasures

of the Library. In presenting the papyrus to the Library the only

reservation made by Professor Schmidt was that the right of publica-

tion should remain under his control, without however promising that

he would personally or immediately undertake the editing. It was his

wish that this oldest witness to the Septuagint text of Genesis might

be published by a scholar interested in Septuagint studies and that he

himself might share in deciphering the original and in the consideration

of the palaeographical problems involved.

At the Library the unrolling of the papyrus was intrusted to the

expert hands of Dr. Hugo Ibscher of the Papyrus Division of the Berlin

Museums, and thanks to his wonderful skill the mass of papyrus was

233
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soon unfolded and the fragmentary leaves made accessible for study.

The fragments, united into thirty leaves, were mounted between plates

of glass and are now preserved in the Staatsbibliothek, where the man-

uscript bears the accession number, Graec. Fob 66, 1
,
II. In the lists

of Rahlfs, Septuaginta-Unternehmen, Band 2, the number is 911.

Although Coptic studies primarily occupied the attention of Pro-

fessor Schmidt, he finished copying the papyrus and made progress in

the tedious task of determining the proper variants to fit the countless

lacunae. The publication was planned for the Berlin Classical Texts,

published by the General Management of the Royal Museums in

Berlin, in which in 1910 Professors C. Schmidt and W. Schubart pub-

lished in volume II the remnants of Early Christian literature in Greek,

possessed by the Royal Museums of Berlin. When however in 1908

Professor A. Rahlfs had been shown the papyrus through the kindness

of His Excellency von Harnack and had requested that the publication

of it be intrusted to him, he was invited by Professor Schmidt to share

in the publication of this most important Septuagint text, which should

still appear in the above-mentioned volume. Unfortunately for the

early publication of the Genesis Papyrus Professor Rahlfs declined

this invitation, as he was interested only in a separate publication by

himself.

The plan to publish the Genesis fragment therefore remained dor-

mant, as it could not be made ready for the volume planned, and im-

mediately thereafter Professor Schmidt’s time was fully occupied with

the publication of the “Sayings of Jesus to His Disciples after the

Resurrection.” ‘

When in the summer of 1922 Mr. Sanders visited Berlin while en-

gaged in study preliminary to the publication of the Papyrus of the

Minor Prophets contained in this volume, he was shown the Genesis

Eragment by Professor Schmidt, and later, after the similarity of the

problems involved in the study of these two third-century papyri of

the Septuagint had become evident, he was offered the opportunity of

sharing in the publication as co-editor with the understanding that the

two papyri appear in the same volume.

^Gesprache Jesu mit seinen Jlingern nach der Auferstehung
;
Ein katholisch-aposto-

lisches Sendschreiben des 2. Jahrhunderts nach einem koptischen Papyrus des Institut de

la mission archeol. frangaise au Caire, unter Mitarbeit von Herrn Pierre Lacau, derzeitigem

General-direktor der Agypt. Museen. Leipzig, 1919 (Texte u. Untersuch. Ill, xiii).
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Mr. Sanders did not at first see his way clear to accept this offer,

since the publication of the Minor Prophets’ papyrus had been arranged

and at least two years more time would be necessary for the work.

Later in Gottingen Professor A. Rahlfs learned of the offer and

strongly urged the acceptance of the plan of co-editorship and publi-

cation of this most important Septuagint text. The matter was then

taken up earnestly with Professor Kelsey, Editor of the University

of Michigan Studies, and with Dean Lloyd of the Graduate School

of the University of Michigan and, because of the evident unity of the

problems and the strengthening of the evidence of both papyri by a

joint publication, additional financial support was offered from the

Freer Research and Publication Fund, and Volume XXI of the Studies

was enlarged so as to contain the Berlin Genesis also.

In the spring of 1923 photographs were made of the Genesis frag-

ment and, because of the Ruhr incident, which made communication

with France uncertain, these were sent to Turin, where Mr. Sanders

found them on his arrival. During the early summer time was found

to make a complete copy of the photographs, and during August, 1923,

this was compared with Professor Schmidt’s copy and with the original

manuscript in Berlin. Time did not suffice for handling all the diffi-

cult questions which arose, but the substantial agreement of the two

copies was established and a working plan for the publication of the

text agreed upon.

By the summer of 1925 Mr. Sanders had finished a typewritten copy

of the Genesis text with all lacunae supplied. A carbon copy of this

was sent to Professor Schmidt and compared by him with the origi-

nal. Changes and comments were added in the margin, particularly in

the case of readings showing signs of correction in the original manu-

script. The corrected copy was returned to Mr. Sanders and again

compared with the photographs. On some points, where difference of

opinion still remained. Professor Schubart kindly examined the original.

On the basis of these studies the text of the Genesis Fragment was

made ready for the printer, but was again compared with the photo-

graphs by Mr. Sanders and with the Papyrus by Professor Schmidt

while reading the proof. It is hoped that the text will be found to

properly reproduce the original.

A Facsimile Edition of the Papyrus appears at the same time as this

volume, also combined with the Papyrus of the Minor Prophets.



II. PALAEOGRAPHY

I. Material and Form of Manuscript, and Writing

The manuscript was written on sheets of papyrus of not better

than average quality, but of good size. Originally there were sixteen

double sheets, measuring about 36 by 25 cm. (14 by 10 inches). These

were laid in one pile and folded so as to produce a single quire of 32

leaves. The outside double sheet served as a cover and was written

only on the inside of the first leaf. It is now lost. Each page was

numbered, a fashion Coptic rather than Greek, as is indicated by a

at the top of the next to the last page. Distinguishable remnants of

on page 53 and of (N)Z on page 57 show that the numbering was

continuous on all written pages. It began on the inside of the first

leaf.

There are holes made by sewing the leaves through the middle,

but the irregularity of the columns of writing proves that binding was

not well understood. If it was originally planned to bind the quire,

the inexperience or awkwardness of the scribe made it difficult. Books

of a single quire were not uncommon in the earlier period. The

subject has been discussed above on page 7, to which the reader is

referred. In the case of small books, as this part of Genesis, the form

should not have presented any serious difficulty.

There are no signs of ruling, and the irregularity both of columns

and lines proves that there was none. Of the 30 single leaves preserved

the first 9 are written in double columns, each about 3 by 8 1-2 inches

(7.5 by 21.5 cm.). As the space between the columns as well as more

or less of the line ends adjoining is everywhere lost, the width of the

columns can only be approximated. The irregularity of the columns

occasioned considerable variation in the length of the lines. The

number of letters in a line seems to vary between 17 and 35. Usually

the lines incline to be shorter in the first column on a page than in the

second. The scribe seems to have been very liberal with his margins

at first, but later, particularly from the fourteenth page on, gradually

to have lengthened the lines. He doubtless discovered early that his

papyrus was not likely to suffice.

236
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The number of lines in a column varies between 28 and 37. The

most common numbers are from 30 to 32. In only three cases are there

the same number of lines in the two columns on the same page
;
yet

the difference between the two columns of a page is never more than

two lines. The twelve exceptionally long columns, 33 to 37 lines, fall

on six consecutive pages.

With page 19 the scribe changed to a single column, having lines

exceptionally long and crowded. There can be little doubt that he

was striving to copy a definite amount of text on a limited amount of

papyrus. The column measures from 6 1-2 to nearly 7 inches (16 to

17.5 cm.) in width and from 8 1-2 to 9 inches (21.5 to 23 cm.) in height.

The smaller size is much the more common. The number of letters in

a line varies from 42 to 67, but there are generally between 50 and 60

letters to the line. Here also we notice a tendency to lengthen and

crowd the lines as the scribe progressed with his work. The number

of lines in a column varies between 28 and 34 ;
the most common

numbers are 29 to 32.

Irregularity in the length of the line was not seemingly due to the

desire to follow set rules for word division
,
for we sometimes find most

arbitrary divisions, as the following : / acrrepag, page 2, a, line 6 ;

^/, 2, a, 12
;

eyi^/wcrai^, 5, a, 7 ; €/,, 6, sl, 24]/,
7, a, 25; /, 8, a, 12; eye/vvovTo, 8, a, 16; ver/ov, ii, a,

25; /, I2, a, 19; /, I2, a, 13;, I2, a, 30;

KeKOwjaKev, 12, b, 16; jae/r, 13, a, 22; /, 13, b, 26;

/, 14, a, 8; /, 14, a, 13; /, 15, a, 27; iv/a, 16, a, 32;/, 17, b, 3 ; /, i8, a, 23 ; /, 20, 16; ^/, 39,

II
; /, 42, 14 ; /, 53> 25. The scribe seems to have separated <t

from following consonants and generally also k, yet note 51,7,.
Compound words are not often divided at the compound, yet note, 58, i8, and€€, 59, i2. These are the only

\ ariations from the regular rule, though some of the irregularities noted

above may be considered due to treating preposition and noun or even

article and noun as a single complex. Compare also/ evpev, 55,2.

In five other cases in lacuna false division has been assumed, though

the omission of a single consonant was, perhaps, the more natural

explanation.

The division at the line ends is much more carefully made after the

scribe changed to a single column on the page, but this may be due to
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his gradually learning the system more thoroughly. Less than 25

unexplained peculiarities in a book of this length is not extreme, so that

there can be no doubt that the scribe understood the common system

of division.

The ink is dark brown and very clear except on pages that have

suffered much from decay.

The writing is an early cursive, showing considerable variation in

style, but by the same hand throughout. There is less linking and the

letters are much less crowded in the early pages than towards the end.

Haste and the desire to complete the text within a limited number of

pages combined to produce a very closely written hand. It may be

safely dated toward the end of the third century a. d., both on the

general appearance of the hand and on the form of such letters as ,
made with a single stroke, the frequent use of the small o, and the

either with an open bottom or with a straight stroke crossing at the

bottom. Both forms of occur, but the angular, book hand is the

more common and presents a considerable variety of types. The

tendency to replace the angle at the right with a curve is notable. In-

stances of confusion of with show that the parent manuscript had

the same form at times. The great variety in the forms of the letters

and in the manner of linking is difficult to describe and must be seen to

be understood. Good samples of the more cursive type of the writing

are given in Plates VI and VII.

2. Abbreviations

Of the regular Church abbreviations we find only and /^, but

these are used in all cases of the singular without regard to meaning

;

cf. in its various cases used of a man to mean lord or master in the

following verses : 24,37,39,48,49; 27,29; 31,35; 32,5,18; 33, 8,

13, 14. The plurals are not abbreviated; compare, ig, 2,

and, 3i, 30 and 32. In 21, 33 occurs unabbreviated.

A different form of abbreviation was used for in some in-

stances. For the nominative we find /^, probably abbreviation by sus-

pension, eight times: 5, 29; 7, 5, 16; ^26; ii, 5, 9; 12, 7; 18,

12, and originally written but corrected to in five other places 12,22;

3, 14, 23 ; 4, 6 ; 18, 13. In 18, 31 was written for kv, but corrected,

and probably in 24, 48 stands for . With these we may compare

for in Oxy. Pap. 1079 and 1224. All of these abbreviations
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are indicated by a stroke above the letters. A similar stroke, varying

much in length and even in form at times, is found often in the manu-

script. Most often it is an abbreviation stroke, marking the omis-

sion of a single letter, medial as well as final. In 139 cases it is

for omitted v, in 55 cases it stands for ; in 14 for t
;

in 12 for v;

in 7 for p ;
in 3 each for a and 17 ;

in 2 for p. and in one for .
In some 30 places this stroke seems best explained as a breathing

and in two or three cases we have so printed it, as there seems to be a

slight upward turn at the beginning of the stroke. This must however

be accidental in view of the number of times that it appears in identical

form with the abbreviation stroke. The scribe had no intention of

differentiating. In only one case, ., 3, 2o, is it possible to refer the

mark to a smooth breathing, and the presence of the second mark

makes this explanation unlikely. This case will be considered under

accent.

In 40 cases the simple stroke replaces the apostrophe after a word

ending in a consonant
;
38 of these are on the name ,, one on

and one on €0 in 35, 2.

In six cases : ii, y, ;
iy,6,\ 24,48, Xa/8etf

; 28,17,

; 31, 42,, the stroke may represent a circumflex accent. In

six other cases it corresponds to a grave accent
: 3, 20,, (see also

below); 10, ii, ·, ly, 7, , i8, 14, <r]e; 24, 22,.
There are only two cases that can be interpreted as acute accents

:

9, 6,, where the mark looks much like a circumflex, and 13, 2,

'·[·] which I now explain as omitted (). The mark

was not used as an acute accent.

There are 15 cases where this stroke stands over unaccented syllables

and seemingly has no other force except to note that fact. This use

combines with a grave accent on a few words, as might be expected.

The cases are: 3, 20,; ii, 13, €; ii, 15, € ;
ly, 5,;

ly, 6,; ly, 20, ] i8, 18, ] ig, 2,]
ig, 4, oiKLav

; 24, 43, ; 29, 15, pot Tt (rt is for, but the stroke

begins over p.ot; probably two strokes were run together); 31, 42,

X^ipoi- For this system of accents see Kenyon, Pal. of Greek Pap.

pp. 29 f. Cf. also 35.5,.
There remain some unexplained strokes: 19, 2, ; 27, 15,] 2g, 27, ; ^, g,^ (the first

stroke might show an unaccented syllable and the second a circumflex
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accent; such a combination has no support); 31, 5, € (very

doubtful)
; 32, 24, [/col] hrakaiev. Some of these strokes can be

forced under the accent system, but the others look like marks of

emphasis or idle strokes of a reader noting words that took his

attention. There are some strokes, more often apostrophes, which

seem used to separate successive vowels or consonants, as 16, i,

eTLKTe
; 24, 22, —

; 24, 38,’ et?
; 35 I3j ocf)eLS. Professor Schmidt would use this explanation oftener and also

refer some cases to the parent Ms.

In three cases the strokes above the letters are accompanied by

strokes below and plainly indicate deletion. The passages are : 4, 6 ;

9, 15 ; 32, 7. In three other cases,^, 31, 32,, 32, 2,, 32, 15, the stroke appears above manifest errors, to which they

doubtless call attention. These also should be referred to the parent

manuscript and considered the work of a reader rather than the inven-

tion of a scribe. In^, lo, 26 and, 32, 2, the stroke is a sub-

stitute for the diaeresis.

There remain a few abbreviations to be discussed: 14, 15, vvk

{
=)· 17, 2, {

— or) ; 28, 7, ewope {
=€);

29, 24, (=)
; 25, 8, for { added above by first

hand
;
therefore listed rather as omitted ) . These are all cases of

abbreviation by suspension, as kv discussed above, and were derived

from business cursive. In two cases the scribe has written an unin-

telligible e, where the article is needed: 13, 15, for

and 28, 2, ei? e€ for . In

documents is frequently written f and, r. At thus written in

a cursive original might easily be read as an .

3- Paragraphs and Diacritical Marks

There is no punctuation in the manuscript, but a few marks may
be interpreted as paragraph marks. On page 41, line 14, there is a

slightly curving mark just before the first letter of the line. This falls

at the end of verse 30 of chapter 25 and there is a sense break before

of the previous line, but also after /, the second word of this

line, and the verse end comes at that point.

Before line 23 of the same page a much more curved line looks like

1 For a different interpretation compare Rahlfs, p. 23.
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a cursive and I have so read it (cf. footnote), though there was no

call for tt in the text opposite. The end of the first verse of chapter 26

falls in the previous line, so this could stand for.
On page 44, 1 . 10 (27, 6) above the first word but extending into the

margin is a straight line. Direct discourse begins just before the end

of the previous line. Cf. also mark before line 15.

On page 45 at line 22 (27, 31) there is a straight mark in the margin

that corresponds with a paragraph, and another between lines 25 and

26 which marks the beginning of verse 33. These seem certain cases

of paragraph marks.

On page 47, 1 . 25, there is a very indistinct mark in the margin,

which we have not ventured to print. There is a paragraph ending

at 28, 15 in the middle of the previous line.

On page 53, 1 . 21 (31, 12) there looks to be a plain paragraph mark,

yet, if so, it is one line too low.

On page 60, 1 . 13 (34, 17) there is a mark extending into the margin

above anekevaopeOa, which is the end of the verse. This seems placed

too high. Two lines higher and near the end of the line there is a

similar mark, which falls just at the end of verse 16. The mark comes

over the last word of the verse, eV, and the first word of the next verse,

iav, so it could stand for a rough breathing or even for a mark showing

lack of accent or grave accent on the second of the two words covered.

However, it seems more likely that it was the sense division that was

marked, and that it came at the beginning of a line in the parent manu-

script. These few cases seem to prove the use of the paragraph mark,

but the papyrus is much too fragmentary for one to be certain that its

use was limited to the examples cited. It was not, however, extensively

used.

The peculiar marks at the beginning of line 12, page 47, are probably

line fillers, taken from the parent manuscript, but misplaced. Simi-

larly shaped line fillers > > are found at the ends of the following lines :

13, b, 11. 6, 7, 9, 10
; 21,3; 24, 20 and 29

;

25, 7 ; 47, 21.

An apostrophe in the form of a slanting or curving line over and

after the last letter is used with proper nouns ending in a consonant.

There are 52 cases of ', to which must be added the 38 cases

mentioned above, where the apostrophe looks like the abbreviation

stroke. In 25 cases there is an apostrophe after .' and 7 in-

stances after at the end of other names. After there are 26
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cases, all eiaaK
;
after 21 cases, mostly^’ and'

;
after

T 5 cases
;
after and three each

;
after and two each and

after and p one each. The use of the apostrophe is not invariable

even in the case of the names most commonly taking it. In the case

of other names the use is rather infrequent. At 27, 46 €” has two

apostrophes.

Other words which take an apostrophe are', ig, 1
;
'^

20, 17 ;
\ap, 30, 41 ; , 34, 23, and perhaps, 24, 22

(a word beginning with a vowel follows). These and similar uses are

found in papyri and early parchment manuscripts. See above.

Two dots may be placed above initial iota or iota proceeded by an-

other vowel with which it does not form a diphthong. In the case of

the dots were written over iota 100 times and there are only 9

cases, mostly indistinct, where they are omitted. Almost equal regu-

larity is found in the word, in all its cases, which shows the diaeresis

78 times. Of 'iSeiv and similar forms from the same root there are

40 cases and of 13 cases. In these words also the diaeresis is rarely

omitted. Most of the other cases are in proper nouns and are infre-

quent, as the words are themselves rare. In the case of the dots

are used seven times and omitted once. There seem to be no in-

stances of irregular usage. As above mentioned a long stroke is

used for the diaeresis in two cases.

Initial upsilon has two dots above it frequently. Eleven instances

of€ in its various cases are so marked. /> with six cases is

most nearly regular. Besides occurs three times, vSpevaaro

and twice each, and,, and\€
once each, , 24, 47, is the only case of both vowels marked in the

same word. In 25, 17 is irregular.

4. Spelling, Grammatical Forms, Scribal Errors

Itacisms are fairly numerous. There are 106 cases of et for t and

only 15 cases of the opposite change. In the case of some words as

€, ,, Keivovpevov, this spelling was so regular

that we have ventured to supply it in the lacunae. These cases were

not included in the count. There are 14 cases of at for e and ii of e

for at. Initial ev for occurs 7 times, being found but once.

Other itacistic errors are less frequent. The enumeration follows
;

for et 6 times
;

et for 4 times
;

t for and for t once each
;

t for
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e three times
;

et for ot, t for v, v for t, v for 0, ot for t, e for 77, for e,

occur only once each.

The scribe does not seem to have distinguished omega and omicron

well
;
there are 13 cases of o for and 14 of for o. Also, 27, 32, is

probably a pronunciation error and abbreviation, {) for.
There was a rather strong tendency to double consonants. Twenty

cases of double for single consonants were found and only two of single

for double. Similar consonants interchange rather often : for y, 7

times, X for , 6 times
;
v for , 4 times, for , lo times, for t, 5 times,

for p, 7 times, two of which were corrected, p for , 3 times, of which

one was corrected, for , twice, for , once, for , twice, for , 4

times, and for , once. In^, 24, 48, the stroke above

probably stands for v, so the error was cv for v. Probably for

for , for , for arose from sound errors. There is but

one occurrence of each, for is found once.

There are a few cases of metathesis as for Bore, in 34, 8, and, in 25, 17. There are very few grammatical peculiarities.

for, 6, 14, has the support of one group of minuscules and

is found elsewhere, Washington MS of the Gospels, Mark, i
, 44.

for^^et/Da, 8,9, for aapKa,g,, for 30, 43,^,
34, 3 ;

for, 34, 24, and a few similar changes show the

encroachment of the commoner declension forms on unusual stems.

It had begun in the Ptolemaic period, cf. Mayser, Grammatik, p. 199.

In the earlier portion of the manuscript is used regularly as

accusative, so that we have even supplied it in the lacunae. Towards

the end the scribe uses the correct form
;

it seems doubtful

if he can be accused of intentionally using the nominative for the

accusative, but he could not have known the declensions well. He
probably wrote as he read and in a passage, where the word occurred

often the error might persist, if he misread the first instance. Cf., for , 34, 28 and€ for, 31, i2.

There is little variation from the current text in the use of the so-

called Alexandrian aorist. We note^ for ^, 3, 8 and

elsewhere, and for\, 34, 27, while the opposite

change is found but once. The spelling^ is found in all in-

stances except one, Tjpevz/T^crei', 31, 35. Assimilation of consonants

in compounds is avoided nine times, yet in 30, 41 the reading is ey. In 4, 25 is read for, and in 5, i we have supplied
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[]. The form for in 28, I and 6, must be

referred to pronunciation or bad grammar, as also enopevdeL^, 27, 13,€, 27, 14, and perhaps t[o]v[tos], 24, 65. Errors in the use of

augment occur in 17, 17 and 27, 13.

5. Other Scribal Errors

There are a goodly number of scribal errors that point to the style

of writing of the parent manuscript. Thus and are interchanged

six times: 3, 24, for; 14, g, reayap for
; 14, lo,

for ij, 19, yappa for
] 28, I2, for

pLyev
; 30, 30, for yap

;
and probably 28, 4, yap for as

the ligature ot in cursive might be read ap.

Five times and y interchange: 16, 16, eyv for, 25, 15,

Lyop for; 2, 30, for yvov ^, 26, 1^, for ya
30, 35, for a^ya. The last example involves first a dittog-

raphy () atyag, being then read as and t as . The at-

tempt to produce a known Greek word out of the unintelligible original

helped to cause the confusion, which was corrected by the first hand.

From these examples the interchange of cr and may be expected

and it is found in the following words : 20, 16 and 23, 6, for crov;

25, 25, for ; 32, 3, for. Cf. 15, 4j the

doubtful reading for of parallel passage and 15, 7, for .
The interchange of a and is also easy in cursive writing. We may

compare not only the frequent use of vya for yapa men-

tioned above, but also 10, 26, for
; 14, i,

for (also ^ for ) ;
i8, 16, for

; 24

6i, for
; 20, 2o, for ( was represented

by abbreviation stroke and so neglected)
; 30, 37, for

; 31, I2, for
; 32, 31, for.

When I and interchanged the must have been nearly a straight

line as in early cursive. If the top stroke was prominent the confu-

sion would be rather with y and r as cited above. Confusion with i

appears in 30, 41, for
; 30, 35, discussed above.

The interchange of and may also be referred to this source : 11,9,-^ for. 33, lo, for; and perhaps for

^ in 31, 37. So also 0 and a : 32, 15, for

/

3oa?. The letters and

were often similar in first and second century cursive
;

cf. 24, 49,
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;

so also v and ; cf. 15, 5, for.^ For and a cf. 18, 17,€ for a. Confusion be-

tween jaand /3 is possible in second century cursive
;

cf. 25, 2,

for, 32, 2, for (sound error, tt for

is also involved)
; 35, 4, for.

The ligatures in cursive cause errors both by reading two linked

letters as one and by reading one letter as two. We may compare :

10, 27, 8e8/i,a for Se/cXa
; 10,^, ior

]
1 1 , 30, era/catOTTOtet

for; 13, 14,^ for^] i8, 28,\ for (both err for tt and et for ) ; 23,

lo, for
; 24, 49, for €

; 24, 56,

et for ot "
; 24, 60, ^<; for ( for and v expressed

by the abbreviation stroke was misread ) ; 25, 14, for

probably involves dittography first,
\ 25, i8, for

eveiXar

;

25, 31, for /AOt
; 26, 5, for ', 20, ii,

for
; 20, 34, for

] 27, iQ» 'rjcrov for

; 29, 3, for
;

2 g, 7, ecTTt for ( was a

close ligature, so if the top of was curved down at the left, it might be

misread as the ligature)
; 30, 31, for (doubtless read

and one v omitted); 30, 32, for eerrat
; 30, 33, for

SiaXevKov, 31, 19, for (cf. the ligature )
; 31, 8, eSei

for eav ( for a was an older error, which caused v to be read as two

letters); 31, 21, for
; 31, 27, for

(only in linked letters do 01 and look alike)
; 32, 31, for

-, 33, 9, for; 34, 30, for (v was

read for Xi, but the was omitted because of sound error or because

represented by abbreviation stroke).

Without claiming that every one of these errors must be due to a

cursive ancestor, there is nevertheless abundant proof of such an origin.

Therefore some more aAvkward errors may be referred to the same

source
: 3, 6, for (probably it came at the end of a line and the

line filler was read with i)
; 10, 23, for^ ;

lo, 26 for

24; 2^, ior 2, 20, ior
; 25,21,

for ev (probably a for e and abbreviation stroke read as ) ;
20,

15, for ; 28, 6, for ; 28, 22, for ', 30, 4>

for
; 34; 28, for (this involves an earlier

1 Not in parallel passage.

^Cf. hitkOev for SteA^ov once in repeated passage, 15, 17.
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error
;
a could arise from and v from ct in cursive

;
for

was the intermediate stage). Others are mentioned in the Notes.

The type of cursive to which the above errors point was that of the

first and second century A.D., but that does not imply that the imme-

diate ancestor of our papyrus was of that age. The last example dis-

cussed distinctly implies that there was an intermediate stage in some

of the errors. A cursive tradition of Genesis may have been main-

tained for some time, and all of these errors do not need to be re-

ferred to a single copyist.

6. Abbreviations in the Parent Manuscript

In the section on abbreviations we have already discussed the

representation of single letters by an abbreviation stroke over the

previous letter. The letters most often so represented are in order of

frequency, v, , t, v, p, a, , and . Let us now examine the omission

of single letters by our scribe, in order to see if these omissions point

to a similar system of abbreviation in the parent manuscript. A
rather hasty count of such omissions, where our papyrus stands alone

or almost alone, gives the following results : p, 54 ; , 24 ;
t, 8 ; , 5 ; p, 3 ;

a, 3 ; , 2
] , o, and at, one each. It can not be due to mere chance

that the frequency of these omissions corresponds so exactly with the

use of the abbreviation marks for these letters.

If our scribe at times attempted to expand these abbreviations,

errors might occur. This would furnish another explanation for the

interchange of and t, but not for and or for and , referred

above to the influence of cursive writing. We may compare also

24, 22, for< ·, 28, 13, for and for
; 30, 3,

for) 15, 20,^ €, 32, 7> for, and 35> 7> for.
On the other hand we find more cases of letters wrongly inserted,

which may be interpreted as false expansions of breathings, accents,

etc., if the parent manuscript had the same confusion between the

strokes marking these and the abbreviation strokes, which we find in

our papyrus. There are 15 insertions of v, some of which may be

explained in this fashion; cf. for, , (?) ;

for, , 2 ;
for, i.e. , , ;

for, 8, 9! rot» for , 23, n ;
^

for, 25, ', for, 2, 20 ;
,
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29, 21
;

for, 33, 8. These can all be explained

as misreading of strokes inserted to show unaccented syllables, or

grave or circumflex accent. oi»rt for on, 30, i, shows a similar mis-

interpretation of a rough breathing.

There are seven insertions of and six of i
;
examples are

: 9,

10, for
; 13, lo, /aai for (^

; 24, y,?
for

; 29, ii, for
; 32, 13,€ for

;

25, I3j for

;

29,25, for )();
30, 38,9 for. See Notes.

These simple explanations for so many errors seem sufflcient to es-

tablish not only the cursive hand but also the system of abbreviations

in the parent manuscript or even in the previous manuscript tradition.

This is a real discovery, for all similar manuscripts have perished, yet

the similarity of errors in certain of the minuscule groups as well as in

D and E suggests that this tradition may have had a wider influence

than this one manuscript. Also similar abbreviations may have been

used outside of this tradition. I recall seven cases of for and

similar errors in W, a fourth century manuscript of the Gospels (Univ.

of Mich. Studies, vol. IX, p. 25), which I formerly referred to bad pro-

nunciation in reliance on Thackeray, p. 77. They may be more easily

explained as arising from misunderstanding of for and similar

uses of the abbreviation stroke. The consideration of this possibility

will, I believe, show an extensive use of a system of abbreviation

that was early abandoned.

The proof that the abbreviation system of Pap. 91 1 was derived

from the parent manuscript and its use to explain omissions and inter-

changes of single letters suggests an extension of the system to omitted

final syllables. We have noted on page 240 five or six instances of

abbreviation by suspension. This kind of abbreviation, though rare,

probably existed in the parent manuscript also, for it affords the best

explanation for the following omissions : 14, 9, () for

; 20, 3, for

;

34» 5> for epiavev
;
and

for, 34» 9· The indication of syllables by an abbreviation

stroke must have been particularly puzzling to our scribe because of the

inadequacy of his knowledge of Greek. If the system were more ex-

tensively used in the parent manuscript, it would be the best reason

for the rather frequent omission of single syllables, but at present one

hardly seems justified in extending this influence beyond the obvious

cases just cited.
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7. Text Corrections

There can still be read about 1 20 corrections in the text of the papy-

rus. There can be no doubt that many of these were made by the first

hand while writing the manuscript. Others, as the correction of to

, were made after the first pages had been written, but probably before

the manuscript was finished. That is, when the scribe discovered his

error, he looked back through the pages already written and corrected

some earlier cases. The search was hastily made and more cases were

overlooked than were corrected. It is possible but not likely that

the scribe waited till the manuscript was finished and then looked

it all through and made such corrections as had occurred to him while

writing. But there do not seem to be a sufficient number of correc-

tions, which require later execution, to warrant such an assumption.

In general it is not necessary to assume that the corrections were made
later than the time of the first writing. Furthermore Professors

Schmidt and Schubart agree that the first writing and the corrections

are in the same ink, at least in all passages where the ink is still unin-

jured. I accept this decision, though I had at first tried to distinguish

between first hand corrections like the writing of the text and later

corrections in a somewhat smaller and finer hand. The difference is

not however greater than is found in different parts of the first writing.

Therefore the testimony regarding the ink must be considered final.

Also the number of short omissions uncorrected on the last page shows

that there was no systematic correction. There are only two correc-

tions that may still be claimed for a later hand. One is on page 53

and seems to be more crude than the first hand. The other, on page

54, is deletion by a small dot below the letter, a system not used by

our scribe elsewhere. Professor Schmidt refers these also to the first

hand.

8. The Repetition of 15, 4 to 16, 2

Through carelessness in copying, the scribe repeated on page 22,

1. 21 to page 23, 1. 19 the text, 15, 4 to 16, 2, which he had just written on

p. 21, 1 . 24 to p. 22, 1 . 21. The beginning of the repeated passage does

not correspond with the beginning of a line in the manuscript, though

it seems likely that it did in the parent manuscript, for the repetition

starts in the middle of a word. This is an additional proof of what we

might assume from the irregularity in lines and columns discussed
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above on p. 236 f. The scribe is evidently not trying to preserve the

lines and pages of the parent manuscript. Yet he may well have ap-

proximated the amount of text per page at times, for an estimate of

the amount per page shows that it varies from 29 to 42 lines of the

Rahlfs’ edition in the first 18 pages, which are in double column, and

from 30 to 40 in the remaining pages, which are in single column. The

larger amounts on the pages in double column are found on the last

eight pages of this part, while on the pages with single columns the

largest amounts come on the 4th, 5th, and 6th pages before the end.

As we have stated above, the scribe evidently crowded at times be-

cause he wished to keep within a certain limit. This may well have

been due to the limited amount of papyrus that he had. Yet he had

a constant reminder, whether he was exceeding or falling short in the

amount per page, for after he had averaged 38 Rahlfs’ lines per page

for the last eight double column pages, he changed to a single column

and covered 37 and 35 on the first two pages. This was however more

than he wished, so he dropped to 30 and 31 lines on the next two pages,

after which he returned to 33 to 34 Rahlfs’ lines to the page. This he

continues with some variation till near the end, when he again increases

for three pages, but only to drop back on the last three. It was not

merely the desire to increase the amount of text per page that caused

the change from two columns to one, but even more the fact that two

columns were awkward to handle and liable to come too near together,

when an excessive amount of text was crowded on to a page.

When we consider also that the amount of text on the very first

double column pages was 33 to 34 Rahlfs’ lines, it seems necessary

to conclude that this was approximately the amount of his unit of

measure in the parent manuscript. Yet if he was copying page by

page, why the difficulty in keeping close to the amount of the original

and why are the pages with increased or diminished amounts regularly

in groups of two or more ? It seems more likely that he was copying

from a smaller manuscript and trying to put two or more pages on one

or that he was copying from a roll and trying to put two columns in

a single one, i.e. four columns on a page. I incline to the former

view, since the repetition of 15, 4 to 16, 2 would be made more easily,

if a leaf had been accidentally turned, while the scribe was absent. He
could then begin at the top of the page where he remembered that he

had stopped and would not have to compare the text in order to find
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the right place to begin, an act that would have at once revealed his

error.

The repeated portion covers 33 lines of the Rahlfs’ text, so it cor-

responds fairly closely to an average page, though both times a little

less than the neighboring pages. There is a difference of one line in

the space taken by the same passage in the two copies, which is best

explained by the variation in the closeness of writing, for the second

version takes more space, though there are more omissions due to

carelessness.

A comparison of the text in the repeated passage will be instruc-

tive. It is plain that the scribe is copying the same text each time. As

proof compare the following unsupported or practically unsupported

readings: 15, 4 ef crov and ov for ck; transpose ere-
^

; 15,19€€ for
;
and 15, 12, for emm-

77-ret in both copies. Even more remarkable is 16, i for

in both copies. This is also an excellent confirmation of

the assumption made above, that this papyrus reproduces the abbre-

viation system of the parent manuscript.

There are also differences which must be due to error on the part of

the scribe. Thus in his first copy in 15, 16 he has [] for yap

(first letter not preserved in parallel passage) and for

;
in 15, 19 we seem to read []// for the correct

€[<;] of the second passage; 15, 20 omit by homoioteleuton€ . This is a small and doubt-

ful harvest compared with what an examination of the second copy

reveals. There one notes: 15, 4 8e for (doubtful); 15, 5 ava-

for; 15, 7, for
;

for; 15,13-14

omit by homoioteleuton -^, 15, 5 ^^r;
15, 17)^ for

; 15, 8, omit by homoioteleuton; 6, repeat after and dittography of

. Also in 15, 12 he seems to transpose ][, if we may
judge by space. It is evident that there is a great difference in

the accuracy of the scribe in copying the two successive passages.

If he was not in a normal state, this was the real cause of his

repeating the whole passage. Furthermore a survey of the rest of

the manuscript shows that the worst errors, which can be definitely

assigned to him rather than to his parent manuscript, generally
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occur in groups. Compare the following passages : 8, 18 to 9, 5

;

17, 20 to 27; 18, II to 16; 25, 13 to 31 ; 26, 13 to 20; 29,33 to 30,3;

30, 31 to 38; 32, 14 to 25; and the whole of the last page, where

haste is evident. At his best he is a fairly faithful but ignorant

scribe. There are long stretches of the manuscript which reproduce

well the parent.



III. THE CHARACTER OF THE TEXT

I. Relation to the Hebrew

The most important question in regard to any newly discovered

Septuagint manuscript is whether it shows any signs of Hexaplaric

influence. In so old a manuscript as Papyrus 91 1, especially since it

seems to have arisen in Coptic circles, we perhaps have a right to

assume freedom from indebtedness to Origen but we are not forced

to make assumptions, for there is plenty of evidence on which to base

a decision.

Hexaplaric signs are preserved by one or more manuscripts in 95

passages on which our Papyrus gives evidence. In 80 cases the

Papyrus is directly opposed to the Hexaplaric tradition. Let us

consider the remainder : in 4, 25 is read by all other manu-

scripts, but obelized by Syr-Hex; Papyrus 91 1 has [€\€ []. This

does not point to an earlier omission but to a translation variant

from a Hebrew form in which the verb of saying still existed. It is

valuable evidence that the verb of saying was in the original

HebreAV.

8, 7, [ iSeLv €L KeKOTTaKev to] is omitted by 911 Arm
Philo and obelized by Syr-Hex. The Hebrew also omits, so it would

seem to be an obvious case of Hebrew influence, if not of Hexaplaric.

Yet the phrase appears in identically the same form, except for the

article before, in the next verse. Such a repetition seems awk-

ward and I am inclined to think it was not original
;
but if it ever ex-

isted in the Hebrew, it was removed by the Massoretic revision. It

is easier to assume that 91 1 has either preserved the original Greek,

or has imitated the Hebrew directly, than that this is an isolated

instance of the influence of the Hexapla, though the latter explana-

tion must always remain a possibility.

9, 2, omit , < yi?'?· This is

obelized by Syr-Hex and omitted also by Hebrew and manuscripts

Aabcdmoprtwxyc2d2 Arm Boh Sah Eth Palest. The combi-

^ The Brooke and McLean letters are used to designate the minuscules in this

introduction.

252
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nation of this evidence with 91 1 points to a source far older than Origen.

As immediately precedes this phrase, it is perhaps an omission

by homoiotdeuton.

32, 29, omit ort. This phrase is found only in Sah and

obelized in G. It is certainly an error to insert it here, as it is plainly

an imitation of the previous verse. If Origen had found it in his Greek

manuscripts, he must have obelized it, but the evidence is certain that

the original Septuagint did not have it.

34, 15, omit /cat ev
;
obelized by G v and omitted

by the Hebrew. The phrase is preceded by, so the omission

could arise from like endings, but it can equally well be an insert in

the Greek from verse 16, where it is found both in Hebrew and in

Greek(€ for) . It may be an isolated bit of

Hexaplaric influence, but with two other explanations possible, little

can be proved by the passage.

34, 16, omit
;
obelized by G and omitted by three other

manuscripts, b, 108, and w. These three manuscripts will later be

shown to be closely related to 91 1. Therefore the parent manuscript

of all four omitted. This puts the date of the omission too early for

it to have come easily through Origen’s influence, though it is certainly

a case of adaptation to the Hebrew.

34, 30, omit
;
obelized by G and omitted by Hebrew

;
but

it is also omitted by all Greek manuscripts and Versions except G
a e g j

'"® Eth. This points to an error in Origen’s Greek manuscripts

or in the transmission of the Hexaplaric signs. In the case of the

obelized passages there are no sure examples of Hexaplaric influence,

though two cases admit of that explanation. On the other hand there

is one sure case of accommodation to the Hebrew before the time of

Origen and that explanation satisfies equally well the other four cases,

one of which is probably too old for Origen and a second is totally

unlike the Hexapla. Under these circumstances it seems necessary

to admit a limited accommodation to the original Hebrew in the

obelized passages.

In passages marked with the asterisk there is similar evidence

:

5,8, * € ;
this is based on Syr-Hex and is probably an error, as

all manuscripts have the word in one order or the other.

7,14, add [^] ;
this is a possible way of filling the lacuna. The

addition is found in manuscripts i"· m r Arm Sah Palest
;
under an
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asterisk in Syr-Hex is found, as also in c. Either form will fill

the space here, but related MSS have been followed.

13, 17, add []7?; the addition is supported by all manuscripts

except AbhlrwyioS and Irenaeus, yet Arm places it under an aster-

isk. Certainly the evidence is too old to be traced to Origen. It is

either direct Hebrew influence or, more likely, the original Septuagint,

while Origen’s manuscripts showed an accidental omission.

16, 4, add [7] = a e j o x Boh Or®’', while in Syr-Hex and Arm it

is under an asterisk. Neither e, j nor Boh regularly show Hexaplaric

additions nor are they nearly related. Yet a-o-x are claimed by Rahlfs

as Hexaplaric manuscripts. It is possible that this is an Hexaplaric

addition even in 91 1, but the form must have been the same, if it were

taken directly from the Hebrew, which would therefore be the more

natural explanation for the appearance of the word in 911 Boh e j.

25, 33, add = abcdlptwx 107, 108, 381 Arm Boh.

Though this is placed under the asterisk by Rahlfs on the evidence of

Arm, the manuscripts which have it, except a-t-x, are not Hexaplaric.

In fact these are the manuscripts and Versions most closely allied to the

text tradition of 91 1, so we may be sure that appeared there long

before the time of Origen. It is a case of the direct influence of the

Hebrew.

27, 31, add[] = A a c o x C2 and with asterisk in Arm. This

looks like an Hexaplaric addition in C-C2 a-o-x, but 91 1 and A seem to

point to a separate tradition direct from the Hebrew. The nearest

relatives of 911 omit the whole phrase
;

cf. b d e f i^ m n p r w d2 Eth

Lat Chr.

29, 10, add =

a C f (j k) (q s'"®u v x Arm (pr.*) Boh Or). As

precedes, it is more likely that the early Septuagint omitted the

phrase by honioioteleuton than that the Hebrew repeated it from the

last part of the verse. Therefore 91 1 and the other non-Hexaplaric

manuscripts, as well as Boh, show a survival of the original text.

33, I, add = f. G(sub *)Macegjmo sxc2 Arm
Eth add . The omission of in 911 and f

is not accidental, as these manuscripts show relationship elsewhere.

This is direct Hebrew influence and not Hexaplaric.

There are thus in this list only four sure cases of adaptation to the

Hebrew. Two of these are certainly and one probably due to direct
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influence
;

therefore the other one should be explained in the same

way, at least in Pap. 91 1, as all are uses of the personal pronoun, so

that there can be no distinction between Hexaplaric and direct Hebrew
influence.

There is a good deal of evidence also regarding the Versions of

Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion. Yet in only six places is there

any resemblance in gii :

6, 2, [utot Tov] 6eov for Oeov. All three Versions had

moi but only Theodotion had deov. The Greek support for

is much weaker than for, so it does not seem likely that the change

originated with the Hexapla or with Theodotion. Here also as in the

cases discussed above it was an early adaptation to the Hebrew.

12, 6,[ Bpvv][] \\\, without other Greek support,

though Symmachus is quoted by M s for <; , which

appeared also in j v. 91 1 has a doublet but the genitive case does not

appear as in Symmachus, so the addition probably came direct from

the Hebrew.

22, 2,[ (TOV ^, without Greek support for the

phrase as a whole, though M j s v C2 cite Symmachus for(). As the resemblance is in the addition of the second

pronoun, it is likely that it came direct from the Hebrew.

26, 31, € for€. quotes for

this reading, while s has ev. It is probable, but not sure that

91 1 derived the change from one of these early translations.

35, 2, for. Aquila, Symmachus, and the

Septuagint are quoted for and Theodotion for-. by manuscript v. The support for the latter includes most

Greek manuscripts, so there seems an error of statement in v. If the

scribe intended to trace€ to Aquila, Symmachus, and

Theodotion, the manuscripts L b q u w C2 Chr Cyr are indebted to

one of these Versions. 911 is perhaps to be classed with the same by

considering€€ merely an error for, but it may
also be direct influence of the Hebrew. However as b w and q u

often agree with 91 1 the former view seems the better.

The influence of the Versions on 911 can not be absolutely denied

but the direct influence of the Hebrew is more apparent. So the five

cases just treated may, with the exception of one, be added to the eleven

examples previously enumerated.
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To this evidence we may now safely add a little, where no Hexa-

plaric evidence exists

:

6, 21, /cat for (TV 8e
; 12, 15, [€]€ for

; 13, ii,

[€] for
] 13, i8, + , 14, 14, omit

; 15, I2,

for
; 19, 2, for

; 23, lo, omit
;

24, 45, omit; 25, 22, /cat for ; 25, 20,- for; 25, 3°)\ for , 20, , et^' for et
; 27, 31?, for

] 30, ^, for ; 31,

35,€ for
; 35 , 3>{) . See Notes for

others.

These seventeen variants are easiest explained as retranslation or

adaptation to the Hebrew. In the last case the original Septuagint

was also retained, indicating that the borrowings from the Hebrew

were inserted between the lines by a reader of the parent manuscript

and in this one case both words were copied. The fact that several

of these changes show no superior knowledge of Hebrew accords with

what might be expected in Greek and Coptic circles. The same kind

of comparison of the Septuagint with the Hebrew by pre-Origen readers

has been shown for the Freer Papyrus of the Minor Prophets in the

first part of this volume, pp. 25 if., but it is less extensive in 911.

The Papyrus of the Minor Prophets also shows certain special agree-

ments with the Vulgate (see p. 43), which may well indicate variants

in the Hebrew text used by Hieronymus. In this respect also 91

1

shows similarity. A few of the instances are: 5, 12, () add

= Vulg. vixit quoque

;

24, 65, transpose =

Vulgate
; 30, 6, for , compare Vulgate, et idcirco. · In the

last two lists I have confined my discussion to passages which have no

other Greek support. If variants supported only by the few manu-

script closely allied to the text tradition of 911 had been included, more

instances of accommodation to the Hebrew could have been shown,

but enough has been given to establish the fact and the other passages

are best treated under the section dealing with manuscript groups

related to 91 1.

2. The Comparison of 91 i with Other Manuscripts

In Genesis the uncial manuscripts are too fragmentary for us to

learn much from a special comparison of them with 91 1, so these older

and supposedly better manuscripts will be taken up along with the
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minuscules given by Brooke and McLean. In the first list are tabu-

lated all instances where there is considerable support for both sides.

About 500 readings are included. These variants together with their

manuscript support will be given in full in the notes following the text

of 91 1 and so are omitted here. The number of agreements of the

different manuscripts with 91 1 are as follows :

b 182 g 109 e 73

w 177 C2 108 d2 69

P 168 t 103 j 69

d 160 c 102 k 67

r 154 s lOI y 63

m 149 n 100

i 149 V 95

a 148 q 90

X 136 1 88

0 133 u 77

f 131 h 75

The first eleven of these seem likely to show fairly close relationship

to our papyrus. The figures for k and d2 are misleading as these manu-

scripts are very fragmentary; also i, u, v, and x are somewhat frag-

mentary.

If the uncial manuscripts are compared with this list, E will be found

at the head with 69 agreements, then D, 58 ;
M, 57 ;

A, 40. Of these

M and A are nearly complete for the portion covered by 911 and com-

paratively complete reports on D exist, but there are large lacunae in

E. The other uncials are only fragments and admit of no comparison.

It is apparent that E alone can be considered as showing particular

affiliation with this old text tradition and that it is less nearly related

than many of the minuscules.

A hasty examination of the other minuscules listed by Holmes and

Parsons shows that Brooke and McLean chose wisely in the main.

Only 108 (= Complutensian) with 58^ agreements and 107 with

39 are to be compared. There are no others that approach the

numbers even of the uncials. Manuscript 381, which I collated last

1 This number can be considerably increased by adding variants of Comp not noted

for 108.
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year at the Escurial, is somewhat better. Though fragmentary and

in places illegible 31 agreements were noted, some of which are note-

worthy.

Much more interesting is the agreement with the early translations

of the Septuagint, though there are many of our list of variants,

on which they can give no evidence. Of these the Armenian ranks

highest with 102 agreements, then Bohairic, 84 ;
Ethiopic, 84

;

Sahidic, 68 ;
and Old Latin, 47. The evidence in the case of the last

is incomplete.

As many of these 500 readings are correct and are supported by the

great majority of the manuscripts under consideration, it will be well

to compare a smaller list, in which 911 is supported by at most two or

three other manuscripts or families of manuscripts. This list contains

nearly 300 readings and the table of agreements is as follows :

b CO C2 36 y 17

w 75 t 35 D 17

r 67 S 35 h 15

f 64 E 33 L 14

d 62 1 31 G 13

P 62 q 28 e 12

i 62 u 28 M 12

m 58 g 27 j II

a 45 c 25 MS 318 II

n 45 V 24

0 45 k 22

X 42 A 21

MS 0000M da 17

I have introduced here manuscript 108 from the Holmes and Parsons

collation supplemented in some passages by the Complutensian edition,

which was derived from it. I have also added the fragmentary manu-

scripts L, G, and 318. The excellence and age of this shorter list

of readings is shown by the agreements with the early authors citing

the Septuagint: Chrysostom, 35; Philo, 36; Cyril of Alexandria,

23 ;
Theodoretus, 9 ;

Origen, 4. Also in this list of less well supported

readings the early translations rank relatively higher. Armenian

agrees 63 times, Ethiopic 49, Bohairic 34, Sahidic 35, and Latin 35.

A survey of this shorter list also suggests certain families of manu-
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scripts that are closely related to 91 1. Nearest of all is family b-w-io8/

for b and w head both lists in the number of agreements. In the

following readings this family is the only Greek support for 91 1 :

3, 20, + [171^] before fJt- — b

14, 10, transpose^ et? [] = b w 108 Arm Boh

14, 14, [— ^] = b w 108

18, II, —€€ = b w 108 Chr

31, eav€ eK€L €[] = b w
24, 59, [+] (before^) = b w
24, 65, [— €u^] = b w Phil

25, 2, [eXa/Se 8e €€€] = b

26, 31, — avTov^ = b w Arm Georg, compare H. & P

27, 28, — /cat ^ = b w 108 Lat Philo Cyr Iren Gyp Hil Vulg

36, [— Toirro] = b w Philo Vulg

41, — avTov = b Eth (added above in 91 1)

28, 2, — Tov() = b w 108

29, I, €K (for vLov) = b w (108) Comp and perhaps a few others

3, + — b w 108 Lat
;
compare H. & P

31,9, (error for ^\.) = b w 108 Cyr

32, II, transpose €[] = b w io8

16, €LTT€v = b (108) Comp Lat Arm Georg

34, 2,-0 () = b Cyr

8, — ovv == b w 108 Sah Eth Chr Bar-Hebr

16, — = b w 108 (cf. G -j-)

These twenty special readings show both the closeness of the rela-

tionship and the type of text of the common parent. Most of these

variants are probably old errors, especially the ten short omissions

and the two transpositions. The numerous agreements with 91 1 do

not exhaust the noteworthy old readings of this family, for it is often

found in agreement with the older uncials, when 911 is opposed. It

was either derived from an earlier ancestor of 91 1 or it was early

contaminated with another old text.

Eamily f-i-r probably claims second place, though all three show

considerable signs of correction away from the original type of the

family. Manuscript i however has repeatedly been corrected back to

'According to Rahlfs manuscript Ii8 belongs to this family, but I have no collation

accessible.
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the family type by a second hand. This looks like the work of a dior-

thotes restoring the original readings of the parent manuscript, where

the scribe had forgotten his instructions to ignore corrections. In the

following readings f-i-r is the only Greek support for 911

:

2, 19, + t[o] (ovofxa) = i*"® r Chr -i-

6, II,()+ [] = f Sah

7, 23, o () = f k r (Vulg)

II, 29, — ^ = f

15, 4, transpose ae = f^ r

24,

7, + €·€ oSov crov = f i r Chr ^()
24 , 49, av[ayyeiKaT€\ for ^ — f i

24, 51, ^[] for^^ = f i r

25, 20, (for eavrw) = r

25, 28, ()+ 17^= f i r Boh Georg; cf. others

26, 22, (/^)+ [o 0] = f k r

24, o < (for k?) = f i r

32 T = f k r

30, 10, €\[^\ for, = f r p
31, 2, [—] = f (cf. E Boh Eth)

35, (ki)+ on = (f) i*" r Eth Lat

38, — = f

41, for = r (cf. i^^ h""® Arm Boh)

32, 7, < for = r

g,
— (add sup man i) = i*

33, I, + = f (cf. G M etc. + )
34, i8, = r( )

23, ecTTi (for) = f i r () Eth

24, = r

29, — ^ to ^ = i*

35j 3> ()+ = f k r

+ : cf. i*, corr

5, (error for) = k r Sah

Some ancestor of this family was even more nearly related to 911

than the b-w family, but it has suffered more correction. Neverthe-

less it contains many good old readings and one does not feel that

even these special agreements are necessarily errors.

In the total number of agreements with 91 1 family d-p-107 ranks
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ahead of f-i-r and only slightly below it in the list of special readings.

Holmes and Parsons’ collation of 107 is particularly imperfect, so it

gives almost no assistance on the special readings, where 91 1 and this

family stand alone
;
they are as follows :

6, I, [ev ] for ert = d p 107

12, 14, [] (for) — d p 107

17, 7,
— apa €- = d Lat Or'‘"‘ (cf. b q u Chr)

8, —€ € to /xera ere = p

25, II, + [top] before[] — p

30, 10, — ^ p

31, 8, — to = d p

43, pov (for p Cyr (cf. d n — )
48-49, — €/ to (. —

32, 20, — ^ to ^ = d 107

All of these special agreements seem to be errors, which were un-

known to the two families just discussed. The four omissions by

homoioteleuton are remarkable and the number prevents us from think-

ing them chance agreements, d-p-107 was derived from a near

ancestor of 911 and that ancestor had an undue number of omissions

by homoioteleuton. Errors of this kind in 91 1 must not always be

assigned to the scribe even when unsupported, but rather to the scribe

of the parent, except when association with other errors shows that our

scribe was not at his best. Both d and p have suffered correction and,

if Rahlfs is right that there is some relation to the Lucianic text,^

that must have come into the common parent of all three, d, p, and 107.

Yet any such correction must have been very incomplete, for much
that was pre-Lucianic has survived. Accordingly I should be more

inclined to believe that Lucian was indebted to some ancestor of this

group, even while admitting that the group has suffered somewhat

from correction.

The closeness with which these three families are united with 91

1

and with each other is shown by readings where they stand opposed to

all other Greek manuscripts or to almost all. We may compare the

following readings of 911 with the additional support :

4, 16, [ (][(] = b-w-io8 d-p-107 g s V Thdt

II, 31, [] (for() = b-w d (cf. H. & P.) Arm Eth

^This group is considered allied to n, which has the pure Lucianic text. Support for

the old base is found in n also, but less often.
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3 >
[“ ^ = r g Chr

14, 4 >

= d w m S y
16, — — b-w-io8 r a-m-o-C2 Eth

17, 17, — avTov = b-w-io8 d-p g V 318 Philo Cyr

24, 41 [— /cat ^] = D b-w p m Arm Boh Eth

57, eLTTav = b-w-io8 n (d-p-107)

26, 7, [o]rt ^ = A b-w-io8 f-i-r E h

8, [—] = L b-w-Comp i-r Eth

28, + = b-w-io8 f-i-r 1 Eth

27, 4,
= b-w d-p i* o d2 Chr

6,€ = b-w-io8 d-p-107 f-i* m s v d2 Georg

10, —/ = b-io8 d-p m d2

28, 20, (7)+ [ /^] = d-p-107 f-Sb”'*’'’·

29, 15, () + = d-p-107 f m-t Arm Chr

Tt for = b d-p

21, [— ^] = E b-w-io8 d-p-107 Arm Boh Sah Lat

24, transpose[] = b-w f-i-r d-p k 1 Sah Lat

30, 13, -h [9] (after )= d-p-107 x 318 Arm Boh
(f-i-r k Sah Arm ^ Lat)

26, (^) = b-w-io8 d-p Lat

31, 17, + €€ [] = f-i-r d-p-107 k-t 318 Arm Boh

Sah Eth Chr()
18, [7] (for^) — E f-i-r d-p-107 s (Arm

Boh Lat)

21, transpose [] = E b-w- 108 r q-u k s v Philo

32, 21, TrapewopevovTo (for) = w d-p G-a-o-x()
33, 7, (for) = b-w-io8 d-p n k-m-x Lat

12, ^[] = f-P-r d-p-107 ^ ^2

13, {)-\- = f-i-r d-p-107 k 318 Sah Eth

34, 14, — = b-w-io8 f d-107 g Eth (cf. H. & P.)

19, —^ = b-w-io8 r p 318€ (read ^?) = P-r d-p-107

23, + —
f-i-r d-p-107 Sail (b-w n omit phrase)

29, — ^ = w i* Arab

30, +€{ (f)€p.) = b-w-io8 f-i-r 107 n t Chr Cyr (cf. H. & P.)

31, eiwa[v] = w d-p-107 m n Arm Boh Eth

In this brief list each one cf the old uncials appears, E agreeing
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with these groups four times, D twice, and A, M, and G once each. The

minuscules are found more often : m nine times, s and 318 five times,

g, k, n, and v four each, o, t, x, y, and d2 three each, and a, 1, q-u, and C2

twice each. Three times several of Rahlfs’ Hexaplaric group (G a c k

m o t X C2) are found in support of these older groups and for 16 out of

the 34 readings at least one of the Hexaplaric manuscripts is found in

the support. This seems to point to a definite relationship. Let us

compare the other passages where members of the Hexaplaric group

join with 91 1, either with or without its regular allies

:

7, 14, -\-[^ = 911 L-r m Arm Sah Palest

10, 32, [+]() = 911 d e k-m-d2 Boh

12, 8, — eKei = 911 b-w a-c-o

13, 10, [?] € = 911 Mich Pap 2724^ a-o (cf. c-m €?
ekOeiv)

14, 15, [:]€^[€^] = 911 b-w a Cyr

15, 18, +[. (ev(f)]paTov) = 911 a*-x Eth Vulg Philo ^

17, 7, €[] (for ) 91 1 a Arm Boh

16, . . . (for . . .) = 91 1 m (Eth Philo)

18, 14, (for ) = gii a-c-x h Philo (cf. D o v 6eov) (b w)
24, 43, [^]7[] (for^) = 91 1 U4 b-w x

25, 17, — €Ti7^ = 91 1 fmn3i Hier

33, + avTov = 911 b-w-io8 d-p-107 a-x-c-t 1 381 Arm Boh

26, 15, + = 911 d-p a-o-x-c-C2 381 Arm

28,€€ (for€)= 911 (^) a-O-x-t 318 381

33, — eKaXecrev^ = 911 a-m-o-x-c Arm

34, (for) = gii () d-p q-u a-m-o 1 Lat Vulg

27, 46, = 911 b-w d-p q-u m-x
j

s v (A)

28, 2, transpose eKeidev = qii k Arm Lat Philo ^ (cf. E
b-w f Eth Philo ^ — eK^iOev

;
apparently the older error)

29, 10, [— Tov\() = 911 f M a-o-c Arm and a few others

16, — = gii a-x (cf. transposition in b-w-io8 m Lat)

27, = 911() Elm Lat (cf. D x Chr)

31, — o — 9II b-w-io8 a-m-o-x-c-C2 381 Arm Lat Eth Philo

30, 22, = 911 D f-i a-k-m-o-x-c-C2 1 381 Arm Lat

31, 23, — = gii b-w-io8 a-m-o-x-c-C2 Arm Lat

37, — Tov oiKov ^ = 911 f-P-r E a-k-m-o-x-C2 Arm Eth Sah Lat

Vulg
^ Mich. Pap. 2724 is a 4th century fragment of a parchment leaf. See Notes for text.
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transpose and = 911 loy a-o-x-c-C2 Arm Vulg

38, [— at]= 91 1 b-Comp a-o-c e h* n

33, I, — em ~ — gii a-k-m-o*-x-G-c-C2 n Sah Lat Chr

14, —^ = 911 a-x^-G-C2

— € = gii d-p a n 381

34, 4,[] = 911 b-w a-m-o-x-G-c-C2

23, —^ = 911 f-i-r m-o-G-C2 318

It seems clear that in these and similar, better supported readings

there are traces of pre-Origen manuscripts, in some cases even of the

ones that Origen used. The persistence of the older text varies in

the different manuscripts, being clearly most pronounced in m, yet

the examples cited are enough to prove that agreement with Hexa-

plaric manuscripts does not necessarily show the late origin of a reading.

Another family which sometimes shows relationship with 91

1

is q-u, though most of the old readings have been removed by correc-

tion. A few examples of the old base follow

:

6, 14€ (for) = 91 1 q-u

7, 8, -t"\\ before{(\ = q-u Syr-Hex

3O) 37 )
— 2 = 91 1 q-u Eth (cf. L Lat)

32, 28, — = 911 q-u t Sah (j*)

34, 17,€€€ = 911 q-u 318 (G)

26, TO for Tov ^ = q-u

30, -1- before = q-u Vulg Cyr

More often other groups combine as can be seen in a few of the

examples previously cited and in others in the notes following the text

of 911.

It is hardly necessary to discuss the individual manuscripts, which

at times agree with 911 in rare readings. Doubtless sometimes these

agreements are due to chance, but more often they must be traced

back to the early base. They all help to illustrate the frequent and

thorough character of the correction, to which most of the Septuagint

manuscripts have been subjected.

3. Conclusion

In the main the results of this study are the same as in that of the

Papyrus of the Minor Prophets. The uncials can not be grouped and
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they show less of the old, uncorrected base than do several of the

groups of minuscules. Yet though much corrected the old base at

times survives and the uncials E and D, and even A and M must be

given due consideration in reestablishing the text of Genesis.

The groups b-w-io8, f-i-r, and d-p have preserved relatively the

largest amount of the pre-Hexaplaric text. These with gii show

clearly that there had already been considerable accommodation to

the Hebrew. Origen did not start this form of corruption in the

text, though he doubtless increased it. Even accepted Hexaplaric

manuscripts show much of the old base, for Origen used it as the

foundation of his Septuagint column.

Readings from this old base find frequent support in the transla-

tions of the Septuagint. Armenian, Bohairic, and Ethiopic are the

closest relatives, though in the rarer readings Sahidic and Old Latin

rank nearly as high.

Among the writers quoting the Septuagint Chrysostom, Philo, and

Cyril of Alexandria are in agreement much the most often. However

we must note that the standing of Chrysostom is to a great extent due

to the exceptional number of his citations of Genesis. In a selected

set of citations gathered by E. Hautsch (Mitth. des Septuaginta-

Unternehmens, Heft i) to show that family b-w-io8 was not Lucianic

we find that where Chrysostom differs from the common Septuagint

text he is supported by 911 only four times, in three of which b-w also

agree. In the 29 other readings 91 1, b-w- 108 are united against

Chrysostom. It is clear from this that he used generally a corrected

later text, doubtless Lucianic, but in it some of the old base survived.

The unsupported readings of 911 have been referred to under the

different topics : scribal errors, cursive parent, abbreviations, gram-

matical peculiarities, and influence of the Hebrew text
;

they will

not be enumerated here, but all can be found in the Notes.





IV. THE REPRINT OF THE TEXT

In the reprint of the text of the Genesis Papyrus, which follows, the

pages, columns, and lines of the original are reproduced. For con-

venience of reference chapter and section numbers are added in the

left-hand margin. In the right-hand margin the lines of the page or

column are given, in order to assist in comparing with the Facsimile,

which appears at the same time as this volume.

We have tried to reproduce the text of the first hand as originally

written
;
yet obvious errors immediately corrected are shown in the

footnotes, as well as all corrections by whatever hand, which seem to

have been made after the first draft of the copy was completed. In

this inconsistencies have doubtless occurred, for it is most difficult to

distinguish between an immediate and a later correction.

All abbreviations are reproduced as in the original. Apostrophes,

paragraph marks, and dots or strokes above letters are given as in the

manuscript.

Fragmentary and dim letters are printed without distinguishing

mark provided a characteristic part of the letter was visible. In case

the part of the letter visible might belong to different letters equally

well, the letter called for by the text is printed with a dot under it.

Longer lacunae are omitted, but the number of lines lost is indi-

cated. Shorter lacunae are supplied usually from the Brooke and

McLean text, but within square brackets, in case the space agrees

approximately, or even if no variant could be found to fill the space

passably. In a few cases the number of letters required to fill the

lacuna are indicated by dots. Spellings and forms characteristic of

the MS are restored in the lacunae. Readings at variance with

the Brooke and McLean text have been inserted in some lacunae,

either for the sake of consistency, or to agree with the MSS,

which generally support the papyrus.

Capitals, accents, breathings, etc. are omitted in these supplied por-

tions as in the preserved text. Also the characteristic abbreviations are

used, so as to make the real length of the lacunae more easily apparent.

References in the footnotes are to pages and lines of the MS as

given on the right hand margin.
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Primum folium amissum est.

P. 2, a

I, i6 [<; ^]
[(][ peyav]

ei9 ^[] [€ ,]
[][ ]

€ /3^[?] [ ] $

17 5 €[] [ €0€ /?]
ev [ (TTepewpaTL ]
[€€ € 7]

8 [ /cat] [€ ]
[rry?][ ^]
[/x]ecr[oi/ ]

a €[ t8ef]

19 [o]r[t eyeveTo ecr]

€[ eyeveTO ]

20 [€ et] 15

7T€v [ eayaye ]
lacuna quinque linearum[] €[ ]
[eyay]€v [/cara]

yev [] [€]

[] []€ yei/[o?] 25

22 [] €[6] /ca[X]a /ca[t]

eoyev ]^]

ywv []^^
,^. 77[·€]
[] ev[^] 3®

268
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· 3> b

amissae sunt pag. 2, b et 3, a

II, 5 [ ] yap[ o eTTL a]v[ ]€
6 [ 8e^ €
[ €€ ] 5

7 [ eTr\\aaev

[ ' ] []7 ?[ €€€ \[\[ ] eyeve

[ et?]
8 [ €€€ ]8[ e]v

[eSe^a ] €.[^]

[e/cet €]
9 [ €€€€ € € ][ €] 15[ €19 ^][ ev(
[ . . .]

lacuna quattuor linearum (fortasse][ in fine lin alt)

11 [· . · e]vi[ ?]
[ (] [ €€]

12 [eK€t ] €[] ^ [ 8 e] 25

[)(] €€
[ \[]. []

13 [ 7]·9 [][] ^ [][ ] 3°

14 [ ] [][ ]€[]
3, b, 10 man I, sed del man eadem
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p. 4, a

KaT[evavTL o Se

[ €]
15 €[€ ]

]
ev [8 ep-ya{e]

6 [ et»]

[ /][ ]
€ [8 ay'\

1? [ ][ ]
. \ S ^,][€ ]

8 [€€ 0][ eivai ][€ ]
19 \\ [ ]

[ / ]
[^]7[ ]
[ ]
[€][ .]
[]·[ ]
[/][ ^^][]

20 / [][]
[ ]^ []

21 € []
€ [] []

[/3 ] [][ ]

5

20

25

30

3, a, £/3[] prim scr sed del man i 6 [epya^cj^ui man i, add ante man i

25 cKakiae man i, add a sup e'·^ man i
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22 [] ^^\
[ eXaySer]

. 4. b

lacuna quattuor linearum

[717? €][ ^]^[]
24 [ ][] :[][][ ] [] [] $[] [9 ]
[ e]t9

III, I [ ]
lacuna novem linearum

2 [ ]
[^ ]

3 [ ] 2

[ ]([ ][ ]
4 [^^ ][ ] 25

5 [^ ][ ]'^(
[ ] []

. 5. a

lacuna trium linearum

[][] [ ]
[] [ ]
[] [ <^][ ]

33 prim scr, corr i<s man i

5, a, 4 , litt ult incert, fortasse /x aut
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7 [tt/?] KaL €[] [ SL'voL^^] s

[^] OL 10] [ ]
[ |.] 7[· eppaxpav][ €]

8 7[ ][ ]
ev [^€ SeiXivov ]€[ re/ ][ ev /xe]

[ ]
9 [ €€€ /] ij[ €€ ei €€][ ev]

ap[aSeL eov ]
11 e[t ei ev]

eeLka[v ] 2

12 € [ eae eev /]
[ eSa e eo]

eS[ev ea]

13 e[ev ]
eoa[ emev ] 25

a[ev e eaov]

14 eev oe eoa]
€7[,][/)9 ][ ]

. 5. b[ e e]
[e ope]v

[ ]&
15 [·'^ /9 ] e-^[ eo]v 5

21 [], add sup man
27 prim scr, corr ks man i
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[€ €][ €][ ]€ €[ ]
[iTTepvav ] €][ ][ ] ev[ €^ \
[avhpa ][9 8 8][ ] []^9[ ]
[£» ][ ][][ ] |^ 9 e]p[yo]i 9[ ]7[^] []
[9 rryg]

[09 ]
[ ]
[8 ]
[ ] [9 ][ et]9 [ 7]9 e[ ][ ]8

. 6, a[ ][ ]
[^][^] [] [ ^9]

[]^ [ ^t]8[ et'cSucrel·’]

[09 8]
[et9 ]
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K€LV [/cat ]
7[]€ €[€ ^ ]

€[[ et? at]

23 K[at €7€€]
[[€€ (,

24 ( /i,] 1 $[(€ airevavTi ][ ^]
[eTa^ev ][€€]

(€ [ oSov ] 2
IV, I , [ eyvw € ][ ]

€€€ [ eiwev €]
2 \ t ]

npoaede[To €€ <^] 25

[a/3eX eyeveTo ^8][ epya]

3 [ eyeveTO ^][ ]
4 [ ] 3°

ae [€ ]
. 6, b

lacuna quattuor linearum

[ et Tat?]
[ €] /c[a]t €7[€][ /c]at^

6 [] ete^’

[ ] [€\€ 5

6, a, 10 £ prim scr
;
del et superscr man i

13 iTD prim scr, corr ks man i

6, b, 4 prim scr, corr man i, sed del man i
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[ €.€ (]'

7 [ eav €€]
U

lacuna novem linearum

9
[

/cai €Lne]i> o <^[ a^e]\’

[ ]<[^ ][ ^ € 7]'
[€ ]
[ ]

11 [ ] 25[ ]
[' cTToJ^aa

[^^ ] []
12 [ -^ ^.]

. 7, a

lacuna trium linearum

[] [ ]
14 []^7 [ ]
[] [ ]
[] [][ ][] [ ·]|[ ] s

[ ]
15 [ ][ ]
7[ ]
[8 ][ ]
[ ]

275

20

7, a, 2[] man , add sup nian

6 man , add sup man
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16 €[
[ ]
e[v vaiS /]

17 [ ][ \[^\ ][ ]
8 [ ^ ][ ^][ ][ ][ ]
19 /^ [ /^][ ]

[ ]
. 7, b

20 [ ]
[ ]

21 [ ]
[ ]^[] []9[ :],^?

22 [ ]
23 [ \\
[^ ][ :] <;[ /];)^

[^ ][ ]
24[ ]/[]

[7:9 ]
[ ]

26 prim scr, del ® man

7, b, 7 ante et:rev add inter lineas et in marg man i[ ;^]8 ^

15

20

25

5

15
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25 [ € 8e ajSajU.

[evav ][ ]
[^ ]’[
[ €€(€ ]€ 2

[eTepov ^ ][]^^
26 [ ^]
[(€ ]> ^[ €\](

V, I [ ] 25[^] €[ ]\ ]^
2 [ €€]
3 [^ 6]€ 30

. 8, a

[ ]
€[€ ^]

[] €[ ^]
4 € [][ ]

[/> €] 5, € [^ ]
€ [ ]

5 [ ][ ][ ]
6 [
7 [ ]

V [ ][ ]
8 [ \ 5[ ]

8
,
a, 16 [eye]vvovTo, del man
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€>[ ]
9 €[7]€[^ €> € eKarou eve][ eevvev ]

e[][ev ev /Ltera ]
yevvTjaai [][^ eTTj ]

TTev\re eyevvqaev]

11 6vyaTep\e<; eyevovTo]

at/ [^5 eTT) evva\

12 TTevTe aTr\edavev ]
eev [ eTT}]
eS[oov]a [ eyevvev]

13 [// eev]
/[ yevvrjaai ]

e\e\ [e ']
. 8, b

lacuna trium linearum

15 [ eev /]7[]
[e eKaTov e]ova Tre[v]

[ eyevvrjaev ] iapeS

16 [ eev]7 pe

[ yevv- ]
[7 ]
[eyevvrjaev]

17 [ eyevovTo]
lacuna septem linearum

[e ] [']7·’
20 [ ] eyevov

[ rjpepai] eTT][ eov]a
21 [^ e]ev ^
[7 ^7]
[ eyewpcev]

22 [ evTjpeaTrjaev] ^

20

25

30

5

20
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[€ €]
[jU-a^ovcraXa 8]ia/cocrta 25

. 9. a

lacuna quattuor linearum

[^]^ [ ^€ 8t]

25 [ €][€ ][[ ]
[€] €7[ eevv]

26 [cre]f X[ajU,e;)^ 5[][€ ^]
[/ae^ €)]

crta [ eyevvTqaev]
27 [] [^<; eyevovTO ]
[] [ ]
aev c[tt7 evvaKoaia]

28 evv[ea ]
[Xajtxe;^ ] 8]

29 [ /cat]

€[/· ] 5[ ]) [] [ ][ ]
[^ ^]

30 [^ ] 2[ ][][ ]
3 « 7[] [ /ae;^][] 25

VI, I [ ][ ]
9, a, 25[] pro legitur
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p. 9i b

[vTjaev ? (]
[ -, eyev\e

[] ]
[. ev ] []€

2 [pe? €(\ []9 iSov 5

[ ] ?[][? ],?
3 [ ^^]

[? \
[ ]
[? 8 ]?[? \

4 [€ ]?[ ?] 15[? ][ ] ?[ ][ ][ ] 2

5 [ ],[][ ]\
[ ]
[7? < ]?

[8 ] 25[ ]
6 [? 7,?]

[ 7]7[ 8]
7 [ ] 3<=>

. , a

[][ ][ ]
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€ [^^9 epev][ otl e]

otl[] 5

8 evpLV -^[ evavTiov ^
9 at ['(9 ^][ \

€v ] [^ ]
€[€ ve eyewpaev ]
€ p[€L VLOv ( ]

11 ]
TL \ /]

12 [ ^ ^?]

[ ] 15

OTL[ \
13 ohov [] [ \[ ][ ][ ] 20

8 [ ]
14 [ ][][ ][] \[] 25

[·^]^ ^[^^]

15 [][] [ ]
7[] [] []

[ ]

. , b

lacuna trium linearum[ ] [7]]
[ ] [][\\^
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17 []€[ €
[
8e €] [][ - ]€
[ ev €] nvev

[jxa ]
lacuna sex linearum ( in fine tert lin)

[ ][€ ][ ][ 8 8 ] eicr

[a^eis € €] €[€ €] apaev

20 [ ]
[€ (?[ €€
[€ ][ ] (,

. II, a

lacuna duarum linearum

[][ ae^]€ [ apaev ]
21 [ ^][ a €€]

€ [? €]
[ €€ ]

22 € [ ][^ ]
€/[€][ ?]

VII, I €[€ € ]
€ e[tcreX^€ < ]

e[t? € ]
8[ evavTiov ev ]

2 [€ ][ ][ ]

5

20

25

5

15
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v\o)v ]
3 [ apaev ][ €€ ][ ^]
[ ] 2

[]/[] [ ]
apcrev [ ^]

4 € [ ][ € ][ \ 25[ ^]
[[ ']

5 [ ]
6 [ ] 30

[]
7 7[? ^][ ][ ]

[] 35

. II, b

[ ]
8 [ \
[ ][]
[ 7][][ ] 5[ ]

9 [yT7? ]
[ ]
[^]

10

[ ][ ][ ^]II



284 BERLIN FRAGMENT[ erei ev (]
[€ ^€€ 8 ] et[ ][ ]
[/cat OL ]

12 [^ eyeveTO €]
[7 ?

13[ ev ]€[ (\
[, ] ·[ ][ ]

14 [ ]
[ ][ ][ ]

15 [ ][ ]
6 [ev ][ ]^·€ \[ ][ ] €€[]6

[ ] []
17 [] [^][] []
[ ]7[ ejTrXr^

. 12, a[ ]
[ ]

8 [] [ ]
[ €7re][ ]

19 8 [][ ]

15

20

25

30

35

5



GENESIS 285

20

21

22

23

24

VIII, I

2

ifjev [ a rjv ][ TvevTe]€ [ ][€€ ]
//7[ ]€[€ ]

€€[ ][ € €]
vovpev[ov ][ e^ei ][ ?][€ eeev]

[ ]
[][ ]

[9 ]€[ ^], [ ][ € ]
ev €[ ]

[ ,]
[€ ^?]

€ [ ][ ]€[ ]
€ ev €[ ][ ]
[ ][> ]€ [ ][ ]

. 12, b

lacuna quinque linearum

4 [ €] []
[ ev eSo] eSo
[ ] e

15

20

25

30

35
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5 [ Se]
[9 :] eu 5

[^/ \)[ €][ ]
6 [ eyeveTO ]€[]€
[ ]€<; €€]
[ ]^ <;

7 [ ]
[reiXet' €€]
[;;^ ^&\) € ]

8 [ ^]€
[' €€ ] 15

[' €€ et €]
9 [€. ^ €]

[verb bis script eras vid jocrtt’

[17^ ]
[7? axjrojv et?

[7^€ ] [] [ €] 2
[^ ] €
[€^9 -^]€
[ €] €[€ €] €
[9 € ]€ 25

[^ €]
11 [ aveaTpexjjejv

[ ] ^^
[9] ev[79 ] ')/['] € 3°

12 [^ ][ €] 9
· 3> a

lacuna trium linearum

[] €[( 179][ ]
12, b, 30 OTL, fortasse [] prim scr



GENESIS

- €£7[€/ ]€[€ ][ ]
€ eiSev o[tl ][][ ]

14 ev [ ][ ^ ]
€[ ]

15 [^ vwe ]
6 [^^ ]

[ ][ /]
I? \ €][ ]
[ ^][^^ £][ ]

8 [ ][€€ € ]

[ ]
[^ ]

19 [ ][ €]
pevo [ €€ ]
€€6[ ti7?]

€[ ]
20 €[ ^]
€ voe ]
€€ [ ]

[]
Kev [ ]

· 13» b
^

21 [ ] [][ €]
[ ]
[ ]
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[avoia ] €/€ 5 5

[em ] € > >> >>
[ ] a > > > > >

[crav \ €(
22 [? ] > > >[ \^ > > >[ ^]

IX, I [ \[\ ][ ][^ ] 5[ ]
2 [ ]
[ \
[ 9 ]
[ ] 2

[ \
[ ]-^[ ]

3 [ ] []
[ ] 25

[^ -^]
4 [ ]
5 [ )(] ][ ]^[ ] -^ 3°

[] -^[]
6 [)( ] ' at

[] [,][] 35

. 14» a

7 ^^[ ^^]^[^ ]
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S \\]^€ en €€]
9 k[o\l [ mot? e]

Trj[v ] 5[ ][ ]
V \ ]

[^9 ocra ,]€\€ €]

€[][ ]
11 ] ]

[ ][ ]
[€ ] 15[€ ]

12 €€[^ € €]
eyw ]€ [ ^ ][ ^ ^^] 2

13 et?€[ ]
ev €[] [ € ]

[][ ]
14 [ ][ ] 25

15 [ ^?][ ]
[ ]
€[< ]

[: ] 3°[]
6[] [ ][] [ ][][ ]

a [·7? 35[ 179]

14, a, 29 %, corr man 30 [ ea]riv "’, del man vid

32 [], del ^ man I
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P 14, b

lacuna unius lineae

[to€ <; [8te][ ] [^]
[€ ]< ] [ 7179]

8 [ ] ^[^^]
[€9 € ] . ] s

19 [^ ] [][ VLOL ]€ [·7]
20 [ ] []
[ ] [] [ ]

21 [^ ][] 7[.^']

[ \ []

22 [ ]
[^ \ []
[ ^] []

23 [^ ] [<^^] 15

[ ] 8 [/]

[ ][ ]
24 [ ]
[ ] :[] 2

[^^] []9
25 [ ]
[9] 8\

26 [ ] 8

27 [ ^ 25[ ]' ’[ ]9
28 []
[ ]

39 [] 3°

14, b, 24 ^, del man



GENESIS 291[] at 17/xepai € ev

[i^aKOcrta]

X, I \aTTe9avev\ 8e at yet^ecret? ^
p. 15, a

[][/ € " ^ eyev\

}]\ vlol :]
2 []·[/0' VLOL ]' [8, eXtcra]

3 ’ [ '^ vtot] 5^ [ ]
4 eX[tcra ]
5 € [ ]

ev [] ]
[(] \ev ]

6 ev Tot[? e^]i'e[crtt' utot 8e ;][8 ^^]
7 8e[ ][ peypa\

8 \ SaSav €] 15[ €8 t^^t]

9 \ € ]
^’[^'Tto^’ t €]
€[8 evavTiov ]

eye[veTO ;ctt] 2[ € ]
11 [^ aevvaap

€€ €[ 8]
aev [ ]

12 [ 8 ^] 25

peaov€ [ ]
13 X [ ]

eevvev [//, /]€ [ €€]
31 , corr ex man
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14 ^] 3°^ odev €[,€]
15 eL [^ ]€ [']
6 ~^€ [ €(]

[ ] 35

· 15- b

17 [ evaiov ]
8 [ ]
[ ]
[€ ]/3^·/

19 [ ~^]€ eyevovTo 5

[ ^>]^’
[ ^"] yepapa

[ eXdeiv ]8

[/3 ]
20 [ ] ev <^[^ ][ ev ]^
21 [ " €]
[ ]
[^ ] 15

22 [ (] ]/[ ]
23 [ ]
24 [ ][ eyevv]r)aev 2

[ €€](€
25 [/3 €/3e]p

[ ]/
[ ev ']epa See[ ) ] 25

26 [ ]
[ eevv]ev eXBaB
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[ ]
27 [tapa]^

28 [.], [\€]\ 3°

29 [€] [€ ejuetXa

[] Tra[vre<i]
30 [€]

. 6, a[ ]
31 [^> ev][ '']

ev <[ ev e^j^e]

32 at[ ] $

ve /care evee[ eOvr)]

S[e(ap'av ]
ev ][ <; ]

XI, I [ ^?]
2 ev [^ eyeveTO ev] 10

ev[a ]
eSov [ev aevvaap ]

3 ee[ eev][ Xvevev]
[ oev ] 1$

eyev[eTO e ][ ^]
4 eev[ ooSoev ]

[ eaX]
e [ ] 2

pev eavo[ ]
5 [ ae]

7[ ][( vtot ]
6 [ ] 25

16, a, 2 prim scr, del et superscr [] man
6, sup e scr man i
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yevo<i €v Ka ^€[ ev][· ]
eKXeufjei []

7 €[] [€][]€ ^;^[^] 3°[] y[Xwcrcra9 \
a )[] [( ]

8 [ ]
. 6, b

[pev eKeidev] [][ ] €[][8€ ] []
9 [ €] [7][ ] ^.. [] s

[^^ ] eKeidev [][ /][ ]' at[ ]/
[€ ][]8 ^evTepov []

11 [ /]/[·]|[ €] []
[8 €^] €€[][ €] ^[€]

12 [ ]^[ ] 15[ € ] €€[]
13 [ €] [^]
[/ €] [] [][€] £ €-)/[][ ] [\ jo[ ]7

·
[]
[ ]
[ ]

31, add sup man 16, b, 9 erov, del superscr man i



GENESIS 295

[aKocna] fat eyevvy]

\atv ] 6vyaTepe<;

14 [€ ] €
[]

15 [ e/3]ep fat€[][]
6 []
[]

17 [ ]
. 17, a[ ^aXef][^ ][ €^]

8 [ ]
19 [ €^17]

[ ]
8tafo[ata fat]

[5 ]
20 [ ][ ]

[ ]
21 [ ]

[ 8 ]
fa[t ]

22 [ ][ ]
23 '^ [ ]

[~^ tfot fat]

vt[ov9 ]
24 \ ^][ ]
25 [ \

25

30

5

10

15

20

17, a, 2
,

man , corr ex e/38o prim scr
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XII

TO yevvrjaai r\ov ]
evvea errj [ eyevvrjaev]

26 , [€ ^']
[ ] 25

27 [ ^ ]^ [)€ ]^ [ ,\
28 € []

[ ] 3»

ev ,^ ev [/ ]
. 17. b

29 [ ]
[ ]^[ oujojaa[ ,]

30 [, ] 5[]
31 [ ^]
[ ][][ ]
[ €^ ][ ]^
[ 7]^

32 [ ][ ] ev 5[ € ]^
1 [^ ev ][ eee ]
[ evea]
[ ] 2

2 [^ 7]7 evo

26€, del superscr et coi r pro man
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[€ €] ere[ ] ear) evXo

3 [7 €] evXo[ ae ] 25] evevXoyr)

[)] ev e )
4 [y>?? ]

[rrep €]·)7 []
[;)(;] [ ] 3°

[ €]8[ n]evTe €
5 [ eip]Xde[v € -^]
[^]

. 8, a

[] [ ]
7[ ] [)( ]

7[] 7[^ rjv ]
[ev]^ [] [e^pXBov]

6 nopev[0p]vaL et? -^[ ] $[] [ e ][ ]^ [7 7][] [ '^]
7 [ ]

[ Cepa]

[ ]
Soev e/c[et ]

8 [0] [ ae eKeiOev]

[] [ ]
eev [ ev ] 5[ ]

[ohoev ]
[ eeaXeao]

9 €7 [ € ]

17, b, 31 [€]8[] man , sed corr ex
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[ ecTTpaTone]

Sevaev ev €[ eyevero]

em [ ]
€ [ e/iet],^ XeifjLto? 179]

11 eyeveTO [(€]
eiaekdeiv [ ]

€ []
7/>[·9]

12 []> [</ ]
7[ ]^ [ ][]€[ pe]

. 8, b

lacuna duarum linearum

[7 €] [ ][7]
14 [) eveK€v €] [] []

['^^' ][>]/
[ \

15 [ ]* []>9[ \€ [] 7[?][ €]
6 [' ] [ ]^8, [] €'^[]

[> ] e[yev]ovT[o] 7[][ , ]
17[ ]
[€ ][,?][, ] [ ]
[ ]

8 [ ][ eirrev ]
[ ]

19 [ ]^[ ]

20

25

30

5

15



GENESIS 299

[ei9 v\vv 2

[evavTLOv ] €'.
20 [ €€] ^

[irepL ]€
[ ][ ] ’ ^ 25

XIII, I [ ]
[ ]

2 [ei9 €][]
. 19

lacuna unius lineae

[ ][
]

4 [][ ][
]

5 .[]] [ ][]
6 [] [ ]
[]9 [ ]
[] 3

7 ^[ ])( [ ][ ] [][ ][] [ ^'] []
8 []' [] [ ] [] \
[ ]

9 [ ] 8

cr[a 8 ]

[] [ ^ ^ ] []
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XIV,

[] ^ cSev TTepi^wpov] Loph[a]vov

OTL{ (/>]
15

[ ^€ ]
11 et [e^eXe^aro )(^]8[ 8€-^]
12 ev ^

[^ \ 2

13 [ 8]
14 8[ ] -

[ ]
[ ai'arjoXa?

15 \ ] 25

6 [ ]
8[ ?^]

17 |^[/3^)7\ []^’
?

[ ? ]7?

8 [ ] []^
3°

[^ /<]/')7[' ]:
I [ ]

19, 19 [;!^]/, scr man sup litteram litam



GENESIS 301

p. 20

lacuna unius lineae

2 [/3]acrt[Xeu? ][ ^ ]-[]
[€][ aevvaap/]

aSa[pa ]
3 [\ [€ ^}\ [

]
4 [ ] [ aXjwt’[
€ ]
[^ ] -^^[ ], ^[

5 ev ]
e[ap€]aSea[ -^^] [€ ]
[] []€[ ev][ ]€ [(]^ []/[ ] ev [cra]u77

[]
6 [][ ev opev ep ] [79] Tepe-[ 7175]

7 [] ev [ ep ev avapeave]
[ ]
[\ [pe ev^ ]

[)(]
[][ ] ev[ ]

8 [] e[ev ae ae][
]

8[ ae ee ae] []
n[apeTa^avTO ^oeov ev ]

[]7 []

9 )(^[^ aea /8][]
ev[v]

a[ea evvaap ^ aea ]^ eap
^[][]
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10 €€ [ ? ^·] /8[](,?[€ ^^ e/cet]

(^[0]9
11 [ €€ ] [] 2

7[^ ]
12 /c[a]t[ (]€
13 [ ev ]€~ [€€ €]

[] [ ^]
25

14 ( [? ] ^^
[](€ [? ]€ -

15 []^[ ? ]
\]? [ ^] -^

6 ? ^[^] [ ev€] 3°[] [ ?]
17 ^

. 21

lacuna unius lineae

[] [ ^] []
[)8] [ ] []

8 [ 77·]([ (][
[] [ ?][]

20
,
18 [], sup ® scr man
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19 [] [ eunev][] $

20 [ ] ) //[ ^ \ [ ]
[euXjoyr/Tfo?] ] [] €^[]
[]^6.[][ 8€ ^€][ ] []

21 []€ [ ] []9
22 [/3] [ ][]
[]/[^ ^ \ []

23 [][ \ [\
[][ ] [(]^

24 [ ] []/

[][ ] [][][ ] []
XV, I [][ ]

[] /[][ ]
2[ ][ ]^ 2[ ]
3 [][ ]
4 [ ][ ] €
5 ^ []

25

[ ][ ] []
6 [ >\ []
7 [][ ] []

[^ ][] 3°

21, 6 , prim scr eu pro sed corr man i

21 o T€ '5 ,
V man i, sed superscr
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p. 2 2

lacuna trium linearum

SbeiXev €
^,]

11 [ opvea ScebXev opvea ^]
12[ ^ irept]
/[^

]

13 7[77' eppedy)

/'] 5

([ ev8]
14 []? []·[ €

]
[^] [ ]

15 ;[ ][] 7[]7 [ ]·[7]
6 |[] [] \€][ ][\
[<^]7[] [)[ \\\ ]

17 \]\ ] [] 8
[]

[')/][ ] ’[] /[?]
[]9 [ ]7^ [ ]^ []

8 [] [] []7 [^ ] 8[][
] 15[] [cr]ou [ 7]

19 [€] []
20 [] [] ^[]| [?])([] [;^]? -
[]

22, 1[ prim scr, corr[ man



GENESIS 305

XVI, I

2

XV,

s

6

7

8

11

12

13

14

15

16

[] €[] ’
[] 2

[]) [.] ^
[€]
[] [^]· ^ <;
^[]

yov [^ ] []
[] [ ]/3 [] ^ €[] []
€[][ ] [ ]€ [] []·

25

[] [][] [] /
[]
^[] [ ]/< ^/[ ^]
[][][ ]

· 23

lacuna quattuor linearum[ opvea -]
[ / ]
[ €
[ ^,

]€
[ ][ ] 5[ € ^<][ /] [<]7[^ ^ ][ /]’ [775][ ^ 7]7·[ ][ y]ap

[77][ ] ap,apr[iai ][] [?] [
]717

23, 3 £[/] corr ex . -^[_ . . . man
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[eyt]reTO o Sucr/A[at 9 eye]veTo lSov [^/]? lo[] [8€ /c]ai [ pe]cr[ov \
8 [^])(] \ev €] €€ €[^] [ ]
[] [( "] [] []

19 [] [ €] €
20 [ ] -^^ []€ 15[] -

[]
XVI, I €€ ;8[][ ][ ]€

[]/< []·/

2 [] ' []
TLKTf.LV

[]^ 2

3 [] \\
[] []
[] ' [][ ] avSpi

4 [\ []^8€ []

5 ^ [7][] [ 7]
25

\ \ 7[·/·)7]

otl [ ^][][]
6 [ \ [\
[]

23, 17 ££, superscr man 22, corr ex at man i

23 inter et superscr av man i 26 St, del et superscr man i

27 , corr pro man i



GENESIS 307

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

XVII, I

p. 24

lacuna quattuor linearum

7TO0[ev €/7 xat ecnev

?][ -
][

ayyeXo?][
][ ?] 5

[ KaXecr]et[?][] [ -^
-^][ ] []

K7^[cret €]€[·€

]
[\ [ yap] [][ ][]
[ ][ ] [ ] [] ['?]
[] [ €]€[] [ ] [][ ]
[ ] [] [ayap]'[\[\ []

[^-] [] [] 5

^[?] [ ]
-,[]? [[]

2 ]
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

€€(€ [ e\ak]7)ae

€
) € €· [] ^

[eri] [ ] []> > > 2

€0 reOeiKa [] []
[]

€15 €0vr) €[^€]€
8[] [ ] [ ] -[ ]

ei[5 ][] 0 7 7[ ][][ ] [] 7[] ^ [] 25[] [ 5][]
[] [0 7]7 [7]7€

[] ye[i']ea[5 ] [ 8] 8-> > >>
[] [] [ ] > > >

· 25

lacuna trium linearum

[. . . . ][5]
13 []
14 [5 ]

24, 18 prim scr sed corr man i
|
/[], del o* et superscr man i

21 , del man i 22 , del v man i

28-29 notas incertas super aliquot litt scr man i



GENESIS 309[ €] [
]7 5[€€€ ] ] [
]

15 [ ][ ]
>>>[ ] [] [ ] [\ []

6 [] [] [] , 8 [o"ot] e[f ]79
[]

[/c]at [· ] ;8·[]
[^]

; [] '[]^

Siavoia []
8 \[^]
19 [][ £] 15

[] []
20 8

[] 8 []
[]^ [8]

21 [] \\ \^\ 2

[] [9][]
22 [ ][]^ []^
23 [ ] \] -

[ ] [ ]8

[]

25, 9, corr pro man
11, add sup ^ man
15, add sup man
20, del ev et superscr man i
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24

' [€€][] ev 25

€€[ \€[ ]
Be

27

XVIII, I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

. 26

lacuna trium linearum\ ]
€[ e^€€ ][ Be aevov
e 7?][ ] e[pa \€]

[/ pe av\Bpe e[eav eav] 5

€B[paev e]t?[] [5]
e[ve\v e\ ] e[ev ei evpov evavriov

]
a[pe] 7[ ][][ ]aa[vae BevBpov

aee]
[] [][]^[ eiveKev ^·][ ]
7[] [ e]av [] [] [
eeev]
\]' [] [] eev [
evov]
\[] peTpa /[] evp[v][a

]
e[B]papev’ [ ^8] eoev

[]
ev eaoav[ ]apee[] 5

26, 16 , add sup man
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9 etTri [ ] ^
[]' €[€ )][]

5 ^ [ ] )€
[79]

11 [ ]
€[]

12 ^/ €€[ ]€^
ev [] 2[ ]9]

13 [][\
14 [] []] [][ ]

[]
15 []

[;] 25

6 ^[][ \
[]/ [] []

/,[\
[ \

[\
8 8 [][ ][]

^[\[][ ] []
30

16 €, prim scr,, del man
17 prim scr, corr man
20 /ceti/ea0a[i], COrr y pro man I

22 Kv prim scr, corr man i

23 , prim scr aut , corr man i et superscr

27, corr pro o'^ man i
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p. 27

lacuna quattuor linearum

[ €KeL0ev OL· ^ €][€]
23 [evavTLov ]^ [ \€<;

BiKacov]
24 [^ ] [eav ]!!/[''
25 [> eau wcnv ev ] 7[ ][][ /, /8 ][ ]

[^77?] 5

26 [/ ] [
][ ],[ ]7[ 7] []7·

27 [ ] [] [^ ^8] 7[]

28 [7] [ ] [, ]
[] 7[')7] 7[]
[7] [] -

29 [ ] [ ]
30 [ ] -

\\ [ ]^
31 [ ] $

[;)(;] [ ]

32 [ ] [ ]
27, 16 prim scr sed corr man i
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XIX

[]^ eav ^ €K€l :[ ] eveK€v

33

[] [ ] -
xpev

,
I []' 06 []

2

[7] [ e^a]vecTT7
]

2 \tK\vvr)ae [ ] -

[] [] /[·]^ ^
8[]^ [ ]^ ev

3 /<[], [^3] ^
25

[][ :] (€
4 [] [] [ ]

[7?] ,[/] []^
. 28

lacuna duodeviginti linearum

15 [][ eyeveTO

]
[][

^;)(9 ]
6 ^^ [ -
^][ )( ^^epo]

[ ev ] 5

28 /€(, superscr man I
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17 Ki> avTo\v eyevero rjviKa ^ enrav]
aeav[rov {[ ^ ev

\
8 [\[ €€]

19 [/ € evpev ]€€[ epe

]
/ ^[^

]
20 [] [

]
21 [

^]
[] [

]
22 []·[^]
7[] pay [] [ ]

. 29

lacuna undeviginti linearum

[
^ ev KOiju,77]^i7i'a[i]

34 [ eyeveTO][ ][ ]
[ ]

35 ^
[·^ ]
[^ ]
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36 [ r^Set ev ]
37 [eXttySot' at e/c \ [erej/cef

[ry ][] e/c

7/[]9
38 [ ? 179 ]€ eTeKeu

[ ) vewTepa e/caXecref \ []
[ ] ^

XX, I \)^ ^ et? 717]^ [/)]9[][ ^ /c]at[\^ ev ye 15

· 30

lacuna viginti linearum

12 aoe[vovv eveKev yap aBe
]

eaTiv e[/c e/c eyev ei? yvvaiKa

13 eye^e][ eyayev e/c

ea]
[ oe ee et?

eav etaeX]

14 [e/cet ee et^' ] 5

[€)( )(^ ][ eBwKev € ]
15 yvvaiKi [] [ete aeee^^ to y]
6 evavTiov eav [crot ape KaTot/cet ] et[e

to e/c]
7(etXta -^ [^ eo'Tat crot et?] e[v]

17 Tat? .[ aev]ov[7^]
[] [ ] aee[e^^ ]

8 yvvaiKa [? ] OTt [c]/cet[]
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XXI,

14

15

16

17

P· 31

lacuna viginti linearum

[
€t? ][( ecrriv Se ]

\ eSwKev \
[ ^ €€€ ^\ ][ \ ] 5[ ]

[\\ [
yap [ ]
[] ai^[a^oi

7
crai/ » ]·’ -

[ ]
[ ]

30

31

32

33

34

XXII, I

· 32

lacuna viginti linearum

[ . . ][ ^][][·
][ ^ 8 ][ -^ ] 5[ ^^ '^ ^ ][ [9] [ ][][] [ ] [][ ] '[ ]

[ ]’'
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2 einev [/3 vlov ]
etcr[aic] [ ] [])[ ]

· 33

lacuna viginti linearum

13 [ ][ ' ^, ev €][ ]
14 [^ ]
['' ]^ eiva 5

15 7[][' ][ ev opei »
]')/

6 [][ SevTepov ]> []
[ ]

17 [ ][ ]
[ ] ^

· 34

lacuna viginti linearum

\][ -
]

[]̂
[ -]
[ ] 5

[] []

XXIII,

7

8

9
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XXIV

10 [ ev € 8]e

[\
^€\ 8 ^][]' \ ~ ]

11 \[ ].[ crot 88]
12 [€/< \

· 35

lacuna viginti linearum

4 [ ]
[ ]

5 [ ][ ]
6 [ 8 ] 5

7 )(\ ][ ]
[ ]
[' ' ][ ][ ] 8

8 8 [][ ]
· 36

lacuna viginti quattuor linearum

20 [ 8 ] []
[][ 8 ?]

21 [ ]
22 8 [/ ][ ] ^ 58^ [ 8 ] -^
23 8 )( [ ]

36, 4 8>, corr ex man



GENESIS 319

· 37

lacuna viginti quattuor linearum

K? [€ ^\
38 -[][ ev 019 ]’ '

[] [ ] []
39 [ ]
40 \ \ <9 5[ ]

[ 8 \ ][]
· 38

41 [ ] []
[ttj? (] []

42 [ 8 ]
[][] ^[ ]

43 [oSot' ] []
[79 ]

/<[]

[][ ][ \

44 [ ][ ]
[][ ][ ] 1<

[\[] []
45 [ ]' [ \

[]
[][][^] vSpiav

[]
46 v[SpevcraTo ][]



320 BERLIN FRAGMENT

[]\ vBpiav [ ]/ me[ \
[] emov [ ] emov

9 [·] G

47 enoTiaev [] [et]

et €in[ev ]}
)(

[ojt' /^ [ 7€\
48 [7r]ept [ \€

[ ]^
\ 20[ ]

49 [] et [9 ]
[ayyet]\are et [][ ]

50 [ ]
[ ] [] 2$

51 [ ] [ Kat]

52 [ ]?

[][ 7]·:[')7·]

· 39

53 [em ] [] [/cajt[^ ][] [] [
54 ][] [ ot

] [
55 ]

38, 17 ei , super scr man 26, corn ex e man I



GENESIS 321

ot [ ^/ ]
56 € [^ ;^€

]
[]· [| ^
/]

57 / 7[ ^]
58 , ^,^ [ ^] ^[][ ]
59 ^ [ ^/ / /3]€ [7

][7] ' 7[9 ]
[] []

6 ^^^[ ]7
[7]

[]-)7 eKeivov [/] 7]7[]
6 [] []
[] ^ [ /;] -
[/] [ ]

62 [] ^^ [ ] [][]
63 [ €] -

·)7[ ^]
.[')7]

64 ^ [ €]
65 ^ [ ^ ,7]

[]
39

,
5 ,, e corr ex 7 « [//^] ,

pro prim scr sed corr man i

10 [^, del man i 18, pro prim scr ov sed corr man i

20, prim scr·;



322 BERLIN FRAGMENT

66

67

XXV, I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

eK€Lvo<;< o [€€ ev ]] eLTTev [][5 )U,ot» ]
nepL

[ ] a

[ olkov ] 25

eyeveTO[ ][€] nape

[:]7
^7 [] [7179 €]

eaev [][^^ €€ ][ [ eo€ ie^av ]
[]^^7^^^ '
^] 3

[][
]

. 40

[€ aefyep ] [/]9

[]
[Bepyapa € eSwKev ][]’

)[]
[ 7]/

[/<^][ ] /’
[ ]

[ 9 9 ] 7

5[ ]€
eXv

[vev ev ^· 7] epv
poee [][ ][/] [ / ]'

24, del man 40, 7 [], superscr man



GENESIS 323

[],[ ] [^ et? ]
[] [ ]]

' [ ]
11 [ ’
[\ [ ]

12 [ ]
at \ ]

13 \ \
5[ ]\'' /7[]/

14 8' [ ] [\
15 []
6 [ /

[(]*[][ ]
[’]

17 []
20' [ ]

8 [ ]
[] [ ]

19 []
[^^\

20 [] 25

[]·’ [ ^]/

11, super scr man 20 , corr man



324 BERLIN FRAGMENT

[p]a' eK [ti79]^
21 [] e8eeiT[o 8e] /> ^

[/] [] €7[€ ] \€
22 \\ [] €[ ] ev€ [] 3°

[], €[] [ ]^
[]

. 41

23 [/cat ei\nev [ ^ ev eicriv Svo

€ ]
[/cotXi]a? 8[( ^€]

24 [ ]··^[ at TeKeiv

t]
25 [.] ev €^€[]

crt /[,^
26 ,] 5^ [ ^ €€
]

/[^ t/c]
27 [ ^] [ ot][ ][] []
28 t/c \ ]

[]
29 ' [\)€ ]'

41, 5 , del man



GENESIS 325

30

31

32

33

34

XXVI, I

2

3

4

5

eK Tov neSiov €[ ]'€ €
e[i/»]e [ ] eKaXeaev

eiTrev \ ] ’^
To[ff]e(,a? [ €] TeXevTav

\ 15

[] [ ]'
[] [8 ]'' ^ \ ]/

^ []
eye

['? ] 2

eyeveTO ev []
[ yepapa ]

ayv[ov] ev y

evoy [ yap ]

yv [ ] '
7[] 25[ ]

[ y]v evoy
ev [] y

41, 12 /, corr ex man I

16 , del man
19, del et superscr man
23 ante scr in marg ? man i



326 BERLIN FRAGMENT[ ]
^ [][ ]? []

3°

6 [ ] ^ ev yep

. 42

7 [apot? ^ Trepi€][ ][^ ecTTiv€ yap enreiv ] [y^vr]€ []['' 8 ] €€[ ;]

8 [^ 7]? ^[;^?]
[7]? \ ]> [^ ] /8?
yva[o] 5

9 [] [·]^ [€€ €] €€
ye ’; ·[]

eaTiv [?] aSe[ € emev] ’
yap []

[]^> [^ ae]ee
eoa e

epo €0 [ yevo ] yvao
€

11 yaye e ayvoiav [^ ae]ee
[]

eyv ayoevo[ ] yvao

12 ^ [ ] y eev
epev

ev eva eev e[aoeoa]v ev\oypaev

13 9 [ \ ev eyeiveTO e
ea eyeveTO [^ eyeve]To 5

29, del V man

14 9



GENESIS 327[ €]( . <[]€
15 [ ot] []

ev []
)( [<; » eve]<f)pa^av€

6 [ €]€€)(
; []^ [9] eyevov

[]7^ €€[ ]( ev ' yepa

18 [] € [ €]

[]9 a \ ]€€€* [^]'[] a a

19 [] /’ ev

20 epap epav peap [] ea'e(xavo€ epap ea [ o\ev ’ aove
[] ·[ ] []peao

21 yap [ eKeidev pev peap]
· 43

[]^ [ eKeivov evoa^ev ]
22 [] eK0pia [] [^ pev peap eTepov ]

[ea]^eavo [ evoaev ]
[\ ev [ \ [r]ev\

23 [] ave e[Kei9ev pea]p [ ]
24

ev e[eLv eev e\ , [^9 ^],

[ e ]\ e

42, 16 , prim scr ’, corr man

20

25

30

5



328 BERLIN FRAGMENT

25 [ ]
aev eKei [] e

€€ [ ] e/cet OL

26 -^[ ]'
[ ^

27 ,^ \ \] € ^
28 €€[ ]

lSov

[] \ €] 15

\\ [, ] 8 €
29 8 oL[eLV ]

8\€[ ] ^^^
[ ]

30 [ ^]^ € € 2

31^ \] ^
32 ' [ '^] €€ eye

veTo ev e[ev ]apaevoevo aSe
ea ayyeav[ ep ] peao

33 emav ^ epev[ ] 25

34 oe peap [ e ] epov

eepaova [^ yv]vaiKa yaepa^ \€\ yaepa ev
eao

XXVII, I
ep[o]a [ ea ] peea eyeveTO ea

. 44

[ ypaa ea] [ ][ ]
43, 8 , corr man

|
, corr ex man

26 , del man , sed voluit delere [corr (Schmidt)]



GENESIS 329

[eKaXecret’] \ ] einev[ VL€ ]
2 [ einev ] € [ ^ ]
[]

3 Te[Xe]wTi79 [ /3 :€ 9
]

[^^]
4 e^eXde ei9 7€[ ]

[/] €[€(/] 5

9 ey ev^yKov ] ere

[]
5 [€€ ]€

[^]^ [( 9 7]
[]

6 ^ [ ]€€ 7[]~ ['9] ^
[^]

7 ’ eveyKev [ ^
[]

8 evavTi [ € ]
[]

9 [9 ]
707[ ]/

10 [ ]
$

11 [] []
12 9 9 [ 7/][] [ ]
[]

44, 16 , corr ex man



330 BERLIN FRAGMENT

13 efiavTOv ovx[ ] ]

) [ ]79

2

14 /8[/ ]
15 <^[ ]

[7 ][]
6 []

25

17 CTTi [ ]
9 ]'

8

[]
19 ' [][] []

[ ]
3°

· 45

20 [^e ]^)(7 [
];;^[ ][]

21 [ ] [ ] [
][/3

]

[]^ [ ]9
22 ^·[ ][]
[ \' [ ^^^]!^

22 notae incertae super

45, 1 [] , corr pro man I



GENESIS 331

23 [] [ ] [ ]
}([e]i[/oe? ]

24 [ei 0 ]
25 € » [ ero]u

ere ] · ]€> [ €]
26 €€ €€ [€ ] €
2J €€ €[ €']€, []€
28 [ ]
8 8 [ ]

29 8€[ ^ ]
15

''^»[€] [^ ]
[€ ere emKajra/

30 eyei'ero [€ ] €,'
€€€[ €]
[ ] ^

2

31 €€ [^ ] €€
[]



332 BERLIN FRAGMENT

32 [?] pov enrt

[ et ] et/xt

33 ^ €^€[ \ 25\ ][ ]
34 \\[ ][ ]7 3°

35 [ ?]
36[ ]'

. 46

[][] ^[7

][ ] [ ]
^ [77]

37 [·)/] [ ] [
1>] [ ];[]

38 [ ]
[ 7;] 5[ \

[]-^ [ ][]
39 ' [ ][] [ ]

23 , corr pro man
32, del man

46, 7, del man I



GENESIS 333

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

XXVIII, I

2

eTTL [ ]^€

eav €[ ]
[]

eveKOTEL 7[ ] ^
einev ev StavoLa [·]^
[,] iVa€ [ aSe\(f)]ov

[] [ ]
5

[] [ ]
( [' ]^ \[ ^\]

[ ]
\ ] a

2[ ]^^
[ ] ’' [] ” ^' []
[] 25[ ][ ^\

12 post add supra man
19 [], pro <; scr

26, corr pro man



334 BERLIN FRAGMENT

TO OLKOv' .[] tKeidev^
€ [ ]€

3 8 [ ]
3

4 8 [ ]'
[ ]

· 47

5 [^ ][ '[]
[Xei/ ] [ ][]
[^] [\ ]

6 [\" [ ]7

[]^ [] 5[ ]
7 []' [79]
8 [ ]
9 []

[]
< <8\ /[ ][ ]^

II [ ]
[]

47, 6 ev, prim scr sed corr man i
|
, corr o pro man i



GENESIS 335\ €]
e[KOt] 15

12 ev [6 €]( 8€€- [ ]€ €
13 [ ] €

€€ [ ]
/c’ [ ] ^ ctt 20

14

[€ ]
> >

7[^^7·]

^[9 €]€ tv

15

, ev [€] €
ev \ ] aope 25

[ ] evaa e
6 € eaa [ ] eep /

e[ev ev] e
ehv

17 e[o eev oepo]

. 48

8 [] [ ave]\ ]
[] /3[] v[eev ea]

[7]
19 ^[ ]·7[] [ ]

[]



336 BERLIN FRAGMENT

20

21

22

XXIX, I

2

3

4

5

6

7

TO TTpoTepov [ €] ] eav

\< € €] 5^ pe ev [ ][] []
[^]

et[? ^]

[ ^ 8
7[9]
[8 ]

[]
[] [ ]
[] [ ][\
[ ] \ ]

[ ]
15[]

[ ]
770

[)(^][ ^][] '
2[]^[ ]

48, 14 /. corr ex a man i

18, corr super man i

22], corr ex v man l



GENESIS 337

8 8[e .\\ ][ ] -
9 25

pa-\[7]\ ]
[ ] yap

€[^] ']
[ ][ ] 3°

. 49[ ][ ][]
11 [ti79][ ]'^

[717] 9

12 [ ]· [ - o]rt

[]
[7]9 [ 8]

13 [] [ ]
5

[] [7179 ] 8[ ]8 [ ]
14

[/ ]
15 ^[ ]



338 BERLIN FRAGMENT[]
6 eaTLv

\ .\
€T€pa

I? ^' OL [] [] [^]9^
[]

8 oxfjei [€ \'
[]

/[ ] ^,,
19 [] 5

/3[ € ] €
\\

20 € [ ][]
21 [ 7/]
22 yap [ ]? 2[ ]
23 [ ]
24 \\[]
25 [ ] 25

[ ]'
26 []
27 []

[ ] [^]?

28 [ ]
30



GENESIS 339

· 50

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

XXX, I

2

[] [ ]€\([€]
[] [€] [ ,^ Be ])([]
^8[]^ [] [ (.]\[]
[] [^/ Xetav eSouXjeutrei/[ €]
[] Be /€[ voLev \<[ Be] 5

vveaev [ eTeKev ]
eKaXecrev [ ]

Blotl [^ ]
[.]

^eL vveXae[v ] eTeKev

Be.Tepo\v]

enrev o^ev ] eova
poeBev []

eKaXecrev [ v]ev vveXaev

Kev enrev ev [ 7] ea
eTeKov yap

eKaXea[ev ] Xevei

[] eTeKev []» [ ^.][]7
·./

<r[e]v [] [7 /][']

[] ’ '
7[' a]BeX(f)v<

eiwev 15

[]^ € [ eXevc e] ev
50, 7, sup scr c man i 13 f.Ti% € corr ex o man i



340 BERLIN FRAGMENT

)( einev evavTL [?
3 [\\ ]^
4 €[(] ^

[<; ]
5 [8 ]^^’

6 ^' \ ] <;

7 ^ €[ ] Sav(^' [ ]'
8 ^[ ]^
9^ [ ] eiSev

{[^ \^^
10 ' [ 7]?

11 ^? [ ] ev

^/
12 8' [€ ]?

· 51

13 [ 8 ]^ []
[]

[][ ]
[] []

20 post add supra5 man

23 /, prim scr sed corr man i



GENESIS 341

14 [to? €]€ 8e[ ev 0epLcrp]ov evkev

[|
0,]7 [][] ev [ rjveyKev X]eta

e[t]

\ev\ ~' [ ^\
15 €€
[^] OTL /3 [^ avSpa ]

[] ' [^ ] €
6 []? € [ ?]

€€
€ [] yap

17 € [ ] €
€[]

8 ? €€ []
€€^ [ ]/ ^[]

[^] ^» [ ])( €
19

20 € [^ €] €€[ ]8 8 [/ ev ] aipeTiei

[]
€€ yap [^ :]

21

€€[ :]^' Seiva

22

e[oev]



342 BERLIN FRAGMENT

23 €€€[ ] €€ 8e

24 oveiSoq €[€ ] '
25 €[ €] 8e €€ ''' eLwev ' [] ei?

26 [^] /Dt

€ [ v](e SovXeiav

27 €€ [6 evpov] -piv evavTiov

28 , [ ]·^
29 € 8 \ \

8

30 [ per ]
· 52[ ]€ [ ^ 1<] [/ ]

[]7 \\ [ r]t

31 [€]
eav [^ ][ ]

32 [] [ ]
[8]

[] [^ ]8
[^]'

33 €[/] [ ]8
61, 24 weSi, del e et i man i 26 not, corr ex et man i

28 evpov, V superscr man i



GENESIS 343

avpLOv ecrri <; €[ ]
eav i/aXe[v]

ev [ €v ](,

e[cr]

34 € €€ €([ ]
35 ev[ ]^

cra[?] 9 [ ]9
[] []^

36 [] [ ]
[ \ [ ]

37 [ ] []
5

[] [] []
/[]

38 []
[] [][\

39 [ ]
2

4° [ ]7
[][ ]

[ ]
41

62, 8 , corr ex man 11 €, del et superscr man
23, corr ex man



344 BERLIN FRAGMENT

42

43

XXXI, I

2

3

4

5

6

€€ 7[] ey yacrrpt \
25€ €[] ev

VOL evKLcnjcxaL [^8]5 rjVLKa TeTrjKT]

ert^et eyeveTO \·\

[]
eyeve [ ]

3°

· 53

[ ]
yov[v][] [ ]

[][] [ ^]
\\
[] [ ]^ [][] [ ] y
7[] 5

y[v]av [ ]
[]' [ ]^

[]
y [ ]

[]"
[;)(]

25 ', del man 27, corr man
30,7_ in ras 53, 7, add supra man



GENESIS 345

7 8e €[] pe rjXXa^ev

[]
8 €[]€ []

[9]€ €[ ] re^erai

[]
9 [ \

€€[^ ] [€\ [] eiSev

[^] 15

ev [ r]payoi Kpeioi[]
€ [ atyja? SiaXevKoi

11 € [ ]
[]

12 [^]€
[ ]^

20

[]/?

13 yap [^'] ^
ev [] €

ev^y)v

^^[ . . .] ^
14 V yeveav €€[ ] 25

peia[]
15 ev [] ^[]
6 [ ] So^av

17 , del man 22, corr ex man
25 yeveav, pro COrr man I

26 peia. del p et superscr man i

28 \eyLGp,eOa, ante man posterior vid scr [del « (Schmidt)]



346 BERLIN FRAGMENT

· 54[ ] []
17 €Lp[qKe]v crot [ ][

]
8 7[,] [ ][ \

[ \' []·[^ ·]/[7/][ \
[ ]^^[ ] 5

19 [] ^[ ][\ ]
20 - [ ///]'[ ] []
21 [ ]

[<] [ ]
22 []

23 []
[] [] 8

24 [])8' [7]^^

[] [][]
25 []' [ ] '
\)^ [\

*5

64, 2?, corr ex man 8 avayyaXa, add t supra man i
|

,
o del man posterior quod male scr legitur tto

9 yakap, pro prim scr



GENESIS 347

26 opet’ UTrev \ [/8 ]
/cat£ [ ]7

27^ ^7[9 ]^^ ^
6(^[]

28 [ ]
0[')/]? ru, 20

29 €€ [ ]

enrev ^ ^ [ ]
3° '

[\ yap [^]7 aneXdeiv

31 / [ 0] ^
' €[] €

25

32 > [ ]
/8 ^ []'€ ^ evavTiov [€\ €^
[|8]

33 ' €€€[ ][^']

· 55

[ evpev €€]
[]

[7]^ [^ ev ] Svo

[]
20, del et super scr man 25[] pro[€;] (Schmidt)

28 €^, superscr litt incert



34S BERLIN FRAGMENT

34 [ evpev eL\ev Se [ et? olkov ]7’ ^
€[]

[ei^e^ajXei’ ei? [/ ti7? ^]'7 ^^^
35 [ ]
[] [ € (f)€p]e\\
[] [ ]\
[] [ ] evpe

3

[]^ [^]9 '\ \
37 [ ]

[]
[\

38 []

[] []
[][]

39 [] ^
[]

40 [ ][] [ ] []
41 [ ][ ]

7[]
42

55
,
17 eve8ov\evaa, del ev man I 19, add supra man i



GENESIS 349\ ^ €:, [] ^·

43 eiSev [ ^]

' [] []

[,9][ ]5
44 ^^ ^\^

[ ]
45 []
46 ' [] '[ ]

· 56

[] []
\(^ [ ][

47 ]
[^] [ ][/]

48 [] [ ][]
49 [] [ ]
50 [ ][] [ ?][ ]
52 [ ^[]

23 ante ^ add at sup man I

26 4 del man i

20

25

30

5



XXXII

350 BERLIN FRAGMENT

53 € []’ )^
KpeLv[ei ]

54 [ ][ e]uTa/<’

edvcrev ' ev [] €Ka\eaev

[]
55 [] €[] ev opei 8

[\€\€ []
I

I []€ [7]

[] 8 [€]
2 [\ [ ]

[] 5

[€] [ ]
3 ^ []' [] [^ ]

[]
4 / [] epeiTe

7[]€ ' [^]^
5 []

8[] 2

7
[· ,]

6 []'

[] [ ]^
7 8 [ ]»’

56, 18, pro corr man 24 .[£], del et superscr man



GENESIS 351

poLTO hieCkev []
25

S , ecwev [ e]av et?

€ [] SevTepa ei9

9 aedai einev Se' \\
€ , et? ] €€

€v

€ []·[7]
3°

· 57

[]
[17? ev yap ],[]

1
1
[ Se yeyova € ^ ^]€ € € ^€€[ ][ ], ^[ €] €

12 €[ ] et

[] ^7[ €\
0[]'7

13 [17 ]€ [] €[ ] 5

14 [ ]^ ^[]8[ ]
15 [ €] 8[ ][ ]
[ 77], []/3

6 7[]9 ^[]

28, corr pro - man
|

'
,
add supra man

30, prim scr pro

57, 3 €€ prim scr, corr man



352 BERLIN FRAGMENT

eiTTev rot? []€
17 etre \\] avTOL

eav []^
^[ 9]

€

8 []
7[ ]’

19 [] /
[]

[€]€[ ][] 5[ \\·[]
20 [ ][\[ ]
21 yap 7[·]

[] 2

22 []^ [ ]

23^ [|8] ^
24 [] ' []
25 [ ]

25

[ ,]^ '
26 ' []

23, corr man
27, prim scr, corr man



GENESIS 353

Teikov Se ^) yap o \<^ o 8e enrev ov ) crat^
eav

27 € et,nev 8[e \ tl 8e eLTTev'
28 €Lne Se €TL [] ' ’ 3°[ o]rt []' ^

· 58

29 ^[ [ eunev avayyeiXov ]
[ ]
[7^ lvo] tl [ j\oy'€v

30 ]^ / [][ ] €€ y[ap ][ €]
31 [^]7 eveTeiXev ][ )]€

[ ]
32 [ ] - eveKev [ay]Lv

[^' ]^ 5[ ] []'
XXXIII, I /<[7

· ]
^8[|/] ' [ ] <^

[^]
€ [yap ]'8[€ ]

2 ' [][ ]
[]^ [ ]'

3 €^ ,€ [] €
€[ ]

4 yv[] [] €
[·]

28 , superscr man 29, corr ex man
30\ corr ex man
58, 9 ante eiav superscr man i

|

^ (prim scr ), superscr c (pro erri?) sed del

man i



354 BERLIN FRAGMENT

[] []
~]\[]

5 [ e]Kkavaav eiSev

TraiSia

€[€\ naiSi ^
5

6 [] €
7[] keia []€€€ []
8 rjyyiaev ' €[] eiwev

apeoka [] ^€
9 evavTiov []^

2

~^[] ^
-^ [^]

iSoi

II 8 ka [ ]·
k[v ] []

J 2
kav

13 [][]9 []
25

aakpa []|
ko^ova -

14 pok []-
\ok

23 [] : corr ex man



GENESIS 355

15 € cr^etp’ CLwev

3

· 59

6

»7

8

19

20

XXXIV, I

2

3

4

5

[ ^][ a]pxjJv [ )]
[] [^ ] []'[ ][] [/ ]
[]
[] [ ]
[^^^ ]:[;8]

[] []^ '
[] 5[] [][ ][] [ ]
[]
[ ] []^

[^] '^^

[ ]< ' '
[] ^ '

[]7? ' []
\\

[ ]
7[\ «5' []
[]

31 , corr man



356 BERLIN FRAGMENT

OL Se OL VLOL avTov .€ ev

> > >

6 €€ [] eXOei €
7 ^€ ' []7 ol viol'

[]^' ol

2

OTL^ eoL[\e ev Lpa oLL

8 ' )( [](,^ €
poeLao []

9 eLyapevaaL Lv €
yvvaLKa eLapeaaL \}\LV eLv

yvvaL
~

25

[]/3 oL ev

eLV
KeLTt KaL lSov evavTLOV

11 OaL KaL

. 6

[ ] [79 evpoLpL ^
evavTLOv KaL

12 [] ^ \\\
6ot[l oL KaL oL [] yvvaLK[a

13 ap]L
[ ] ' KaL []

59, 17 OL , del ^ man
21, prim scr pro

27 nopivcadat, super scr (. man I



GENESIS 357

14 [] on €€ \\
eiwev[ Xevei <^ 8> ^

Sovvai ^ e^et

15 €[] yap oveiSoq ev ^ eav

€[]
9 []

6 []
[]
[] ?

17 €v[]
8[]

)(^
19 [] ^

[]'
20 \]

\[]
[] ^
[]

21 [^][]
[ ]

[]
22 []
[]

60, 22 , super 1

1

scr e man



358 BERLIN FRAGMENT

€[] apcrevLKOv

23 [ ] []
ecTTt ev ^ 25

24 (, €€€

25 eyeveTO ,
ore ev '

. 6
(^ €[ ]» €[
€19 7]

26 € \€] € €[]€€ ev [ ] eaov
[ ]e

27 [ e]ov ' [<70]·
8[]

28 ev eavav [€]7[ ] /8[] 5

29 ev [] ev

e[aov ] 7[] []^ [ ] ev

30 ev /3’
ev []
eoae e e

ev []

ev epeaO ey /4 ev

[] \\ ic

61, 4, superset

6 8e, 8 corr ex man i



GENESIS 359

31

XXXV, I

2

3

4

s

6

7

8

-^ avi'KoxjjovaLV fxe

€[ ]'^ ^ enrev <; ([<;] €
[] []

( €[]' € €[]9 5^ € [^]̂ ' \
[]

[?

[/] ^ [] ^[ ] 2€ ' € [][ /]
[] ' [^]

] 25[]
yap []

[][]
25 , superscr man





NOTES

In the following notes all special and weakly supported readings of

91 1 are treated except obvious itacisms. In the case of the errors

listed the cause, even if obvious, is in general suggested. Better sup-

ported readings are given with the authorities for each in order to illus-

trate the varied relationships of 911. In the case of readings of 911

which are supported by the great majority of authorities no mention

has seemed necessary, unless they are opposed to the Brooke and

McLean text. Such cases I have tried to list in full, even where they

are supplied in lacunae. The more doubtful restorations of text in the

lacunae are either discussed or enumerated as doubtful.

The text authorities have been drawn in the main from the Brooke

and McLean edition. I have added important variants from my own
collations of mss 318 and 381, and all the variants of mss 107 and 108

cited in the Holmes and Parsons edition. Rarely other mss are cited

from that edition, but usually an added “etc.” indicates that other

authorities are there cited or implied.

No readings have been drawn from the Rahlfs’ edition because of

the system of citation used in it.

The new edition of the Vulgate by Dom Quentin has been cited,

when found in support of rare readings.

“ No support,” means not found in mss for that passage.

A parchment fragment, Mich. Pap. 2724, has been cited for one rare

reading. The full text of it is found on page 430, following the Notes.

I, 19 (2 u, 14) About ten letters are needed to fill the line and

no variant reported from other mss
;
a dittography of

two words would fill the space.

22 (2 a, 27) €€ : the temporal augument is generally

omitted with this diphthong in 91 1.

II, 7 (3 b, 10) corr : the scribe probably started

to write but saw his error at once.

12 (3 b, 27) [][]€ is practically certain though it has

no other ms support
;

cf. verse 10.

361
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13 (3 h, 29) [] is an itacistic error for but finds

support in of 19 Arm' Arab and some Vulg mss.

13 (3 30) [] for has no support
;
see Intro,

for interchanges of o and and the frequent omission of

the abbreviation stroke.

The omission of has no support but compare omitted

in 344™®.

17 (4 u, 13) []: is clearly read and a bit of the

top stroke of r can be seen
;

thus seems impos-

sible. Both have good ms support.

19 (4 a, 24) t[o] : the article must be read here be-

cause of the remnant of t, though only 56™® 129 Chr ^
support.

20 (4 a, 25) for has no support and is an

odd vowel interchange for this Papyrus. The correc-

tion a over came from an abbreviation stroke.

The omission of

is due to homoioteleuton and

has no support
;

the omission of the first phrase by

426 and of the second by Sah arose from the same

cause.

20 (4 a, 26) Tov = A E M and a few minuscules,

including however 75 120 121 129 and 426.

20 (4 a, 27) ovK : has no support except ovk of

Eus.

22 (4 a, 33) ioi for
;

abbreviation by suspension, see

Intro.

24 (4 b, 5) In the first lacuna 15 letters have been supplied

though the space is right for 12. Either there was some

abbreviation or was omitted as in Phil Evang ^
Paul Theoph Or-gr Or-lat ^ A-Z.

24 (4 h, 6) [<;\[] — all MSS except A 121 344“®;

705 arose from an overlooked abbreviation stroke of

the parent ms,.
Ill, 2 (4 , i8) [] for =D (-) 54 55 75

120 1 21 129* 426 Arm Boh Eth Palest.

(4 b, 19) [tov ev ^] — 44 53 56 59 7^ 6 129

344“® Eth Pal Luc.

2
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6 (5 a, 4) /3 for : no support
;

arose from t

joined either with a line filler or with a cursive abbrevia-

tion for
;

is omitted by a few MSS and Versions,

but not.
6 (5 a, 5) €[] for of most MSS

;
no support

here, though a common form in the Septuagint.

8 (5 a, 10) [7179] <^[^79] : thus supplied with E and most

minuscules against A L M and few, of which only 53*

and 120 show any affiliation with 91 1.

9 (5 a, 16) om [/’] : space is lacking and the omission

is supported by L 15 19 44 54 55* 61 82 106 120 129

134 135 314 344*’'* Arm Eth Pal Phil Theoph ^ Ir.

10 (5 a, 17) [] is supplied with all mss except A E
M 55* 120 129 134 407 Theoph. There is no room in

the lacuna for, omitted only by 75 Arm ;

cf. Luc.

lo-ii (5 a, 19) Omit by homoioteleuton to;
no support.

11 (5 a, 21) [ ]€ : no support
;
the change from infini-

tive to imperative was an intentional change to direct

statement
;
but corrected at once.

12 (5 a, 21) [/] : article omitted with E L 15 19 44 53

56 61 72 82 106 129 135 314 426 Theoph.

13 (5 a, 24) is omitted in the lacuna to agree with

the related mss, L 15 19 44 54 56 61 82 106 121 129 314

426 Boh Pal Phil Theoph Chr Luc.

14 (5a, 27) for : abbreviation by suspension; cor-

rected by same hand. This line seems too long
;

per-

haps the article or conjunction was omitted in the lacuna

or abbreviation was used
;

it does not seem necessary

to omit ^ with L.

14 (5 h, i) In the attempt to fill the lacuna[ ] is added

before[] with A™® E M 19 52 55 56^ 57 59 82 120

121 129 130 314 344 407 Boh Theoph.

14 (5 , 2) There does not seem space in the lacuna for,
omitted by all mss except A E L M 55 56"* 72 75 120 129

134 314* 407 Boh Eth Cyp.

[€]· : itacistic error without support.
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20 (6 a, 2) [-] is added before [^17x17^] with 19, the nearest

related ms
;
the line is still shorter than the first.

20 (6 a, 3) [][] [] : dittography.

22 (6 , 6) om = all mss except A E 52 53 57 130

134 135 344 426 Arm Boh. (M'"® adds under an

asterisk.)

22 (6 a, 10) 6[^] corr €[] for is hardly a

satisfactory restoration as it must be explained as

sound repetition from. Schmidt sees ex deleted

by the first hand. Also with this reading the space

requires , found in all mss except A E M 55 59 75

129, which omit, while 72 has e/c.

24 (6 a, 17-18) [xa €]€ [exa^ei^] : the transposition

is unsupported, but necessary from space
;
the abbrevi-

ation stroke can be read in this Papyrus and furnishes

an explanation for the error of A Sah Vulg. The trans-

position in the following line, [7^] [-] is also unsupported. An alternative restoration

would avoid transpositions by omitting in

1. 17 but it leaves 1. 19 very short.

IV, 2 (6 a, 25) €[] : against 19 44 53 54 55^ 56 59

61 72 82 106 134 314 426 Phil Chr Cyr (Theoph).

6 (6 b, 4) Kv : the correction of followed by its dele-

tion with the addition of the correct shows that the

scribe knew the faultiness of the first form of the abbre-

viation. His frequent use of it therefore indicates that

it was in the parent ms.

6 (6 b, 5)[ is deleted by the strokes above and

below; the scribe’s eye had dropped from iva xd to

Lva xd, but he discovered his error before starting the

next line.

7 (6 b, 8) The line seems four letters too long, but I have

not ventured to omit with 135 Boh or write av with

the later mss.

10 (6 b, 23) [] : all other MSS have the singular.

11 (6 0, 26) : so all MSS except A 56 121 Arm Phil Chr

Cyr, , and 53 e/c.

13 (7 a, i) [to]v kv = a alone.
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14 (7 a, 2) e/<[^aXXet?] has been restored after E M and the

usual support of 91 1 except 19, 56, and 106.

14 (7 a, 6) [ecrrat] is required by the space and supported

by all mss except A* Eth Cyr

16 (7 a, 13) [ €][€] = i8 19 44 54 106 107 108

130 314 344 Thdt Comp; line 13 is still two or three

letters short but that amount of variation is frequent.

Line 14 is still too long and is saved only by the trans-

position e[v vaL^], which has no support.

17 (j a, 19) [€][€] : see Intro, for interchange of

o and .
18 (7 a, 21) [][] : SO most mss except A M 15 55 57*

75 106 129* 135 314* 376 Theoph Chr Cyr.

18 (70,23) = A 19 55* 57 75 121* 134 135 314 Arm.

21 {7^,5) Space requires the addition of[] after
;

it is supported by 376 (o) 426 Arm Eth Syr

Phil.

22 (7 , 7) The long omission supplied between the lines and

in the margin was due to homoioteleidon and was cor-

rected by the scribe himself. If the mark before

shows the place to insert the correction, it is one word

too late.

24 (7 b, 15) The lacuna seems to call for ten more letters

and no variant is reported from other mss. A dittog-

raphy of [e/c ] would fill the line.

25 (7 17) -^[/8·] : non-assimilation is common in

91 1, see Intro.

25 (7 b, 18) [€] : perhaps an error by metathesis,

but see Intro, for interchanges of o and .
25 (7 b, 19) [e]^ [] : no support. The regular reading

is obelized by Syr-Hex, placed under an

asterisk by Arm, and omitted by Phil Clem. Both

considerations of space and the remnants of letters

preserved forbid the alternative emev in 91 1.

25 (7 b, 20) There is no space for yap, which is omitted by

54 72 75 Boh Eth Phil ^ also.

V, I {7 b, 27) : there is no other support for the false

aspiration, but compare Thackeray, 8, 5.
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2 (7 , 3o) The omission of [€^ €€?] is due to homoio-

teleuton and without support, but compare 52 72

314.

3 (8 a, i) [exTj SiuKoaia] = ig 44 53 54 55^

56 61 72 82 I2Q 314 420 Arm Boh Eth Chr. This

order of year and numeral is preserved throughout the

chapter by 911 and its regular minuscule supporters.

4 (8 a, 5) [^ ] : the addition is required by

space and supported by all mss except AD EM 52 55

56“" 57 120 121 129 407 Arm Boh Syr Vulg.

4 (8 a, 6) for is an unusual error
;

it

may have come from the correction of an itacistic error

being read as an abbreviation mark.

4 (8 a, 7) €€ = all MSS except A D E M 52 55

57 59 120 121 130 134 344 376 407 Syr.

4 (8 a, 8) : common error for accusative
;

see

Intro.

5 (8 a, 9) [][] = 15 19 44 55 56 6i

72 82 106 108 129 314 426 Arm Boh Eth Chr.

6 (8 a, ii) [ ] : thus supplied to conform

with regular system and with related mss.

7 (8 a, 14) [ €] = 15 19 44 53 54 6l 72 82

106 108 129 134 314 426 etc.

8 (8 a, 17) [][ ] = 15 (19) 44 53 5^

6i 72 75 ^2 108 130 314 344 Arm Boh (Eth) etc.

9 (8 a, 18) [ ][] = D and all related

minuscules.

10 (8 a, 21) [] 8 [] — 15 9 44 5^ 54

56 72 75 82 8 129 3^4 344 4°7

11 (8 , 25) [7] = 15 9 44 5^ 54 56 57

6 72 82 6 8 129 3^4 etc.

12 (8 , 26) []: dittography
;
no support, but cf.

Vulg, vixit quoque.

12 (8 a, 27) [][] — 15 19 54 56 6l

72 82 108 129 134 314 426 etc.
;

cf. 44 53 106.

13 (8 a, 30) [ \ : supplied to

conform with system and related minuscules.
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(8 b, 2) [ eKCLTov €\ [\ = 15 IQ 44 54 56

61 72 82 106 108 129 134 314 376 426 etc.

(8 b, 6) [.] \ = 15 19 44 53 54 50*>

6i 72 75 82 106 108 129 314 344 etc.

(8 6, 7) 0[/?] : the scribe considered this the ac-

cusative form and it is supplied in all the lacunae of

this chapter.

(8 6, 16) {] : this order is used to conform

with the system and related minuscules.

(8 6, 19) {]\ = 15 1944 53 5^

59 6i 72 82 106 108 129 134 314 426 Compl etc.

(8 b, 21) [ ] — 15 9 44 5^ 59

72 82 8 129 314 420 etc.

(8 6, 25) [^] = 15 9 44 53 54 5^ 72 §2

8 129 314 344 420 Arm Boh Sah Eth etc.

(9 a, 3) [eTT7 ] [] = 19 53 54 56 72

82 io8 129 134 314 426 etc.
;

cf. 44 106.

(9 a, 7) [] = 19 44 53 54 56 72 82

8 129 ^34 3^4 420 etc.

(9 a, ) [ ] [\ = 15 19 44 53

54 5^ 72 8 129 3^4 420 etc.

(9 a, 13) [cTTy ^] [] = 15 19 44 53

54 5^ 72 §2 8 129 3^4 420 etc.

(9 a, 20) for : abbreviation by suspension.

(9 a, 22) [cTT7] [] = 15 19 44

53 54 50 72 82 8 129 3^4 426 etc.

(9 a, 25) {-) + ’ : metathesis for

= 420; cf. verse 27.

{g a, 25 ) ^]

:

no support

for =
;

for the form compare^ and its derivatives.

(9 b, 4) [ ] is supplied instead of ,
though supported only by 44 106 107 ;

even with this

text one extra letter has been crowded into the lacuna.

[][] : see above and in following verse.

(9 b, 5) [] : restored to agree with all mss

except A M 15 56*.

(9 b, 6 )
[utoi] fits the space much better than

;
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it is supported by most mss, Versions, and Fathers,

including M 19 44 53 56"· 82 106 120 129 314 344 407 426.

3 (9 h, 14) [ et/cocri] ; this form is restored in

order to conform with the system and with related mss.

5 (9 , 20) + [e/c] = Sah ( piieritia

eius ) ;
cf. e/c, 37 Eth and 426 Chr ·| (om).

7 (lo , i) : dittography of article at bottom of pre-

vious page.

7 (10 a, 3) t[y0ao9] for : no support, but it is an

intelligible exaggeration of the text.

7 (10 a, 4) €€ : the article is omitted by E 15 19 44

52 53 56=^ 72 75 82 106 129 314 426 etc.

9 (10 a, 9) \yevea\ : only A reads yeveaei.

II (10 a, 13) [evav]TL = 15 37 44 59 61 64 106 107 426.

II (10 a, 14) [/] + [>] = 53 Sah; compare

verse 13.

13 (10 a, 18) ^[] = 44 io6 121 and probably 107 and

some others from Holmes and Parsons.

13 (10 a, 19) [e/ioa] : restored with M 15 19 44 52 54 55 56

57 58 59 61 72 106 120 130 135 314 344 407 etc.

13 (10 a, 21) vvv lSov : all others omit vw.

14 (10 a, 23) € = 120407; for form see Mayser, Gram.

303 f·

14 (10 a, 25) [] €,[] : against of 19 44 59

61 82 106 107 108 314.

16 (10 b, 3) om — 15 19 44 58* 6i 82 106 108

314 426 Eth Pales Chr
;

prefixes asterisk.

16 (10 b, 4) ^ for = D E
;

an unusual

change of vowels.

17 (10 b, 8) There is no space for ev of A and the rem-

nants of a letter before €[,] seem v rather than .
20 (lo b, 24) om yevo

= 8 72 4°7 Sah Pales Old-Lat Tert

;

obelized

in Syr-Hex but it seems clearly an omission by homoio-

tdeuton.

20 (10 , 25) € : the abbreviation stroke for v in

parent ms was overlooked.
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21 (ii a, 3) for 8e : a natural translation interchange

but without support, though 8e is omitted by Boh.

21 (ii a, 7) [<f)a]yeL for : the abbreviation stroke

was again overlooked.

22 (ii a, 8) Omit[] with E 15 19 44 53 54 56 57 58

59 61 72 75 106 108 314 344 426 Pales etc. It would

require excessive crowding to insert it in the lacuna.

VII, 2 (ii o, 16) [] : space requires the addition

of, supported by E M 53 55 56 57 72 75 120 1 21 129

130 344 407 Arm Syr.

3 (ii u, 20) [ ^] = all except A 52 57

58 1 21. The lacuna is still hardly filled but that can be

explained by the three omegas, often written very

broadly.

3 (iia, 21) [] o[v]pci.v[] = D IS 19 44 52 53

54 56*^ 57 58 59 82 106 129 130 134 314 344 426 Eth etc.

4 (ii u, 27) [tt]v ] = all except AM
53 56“ 57 75 1 21 129 ;

D E 55 56* read.
5 (ii a, 3o) Kv: abbreviation by suspension.

6 (ii u, 32) eyevero' for eyevcTO of

most MSS; cf. eyevero 8 of 129 134 135 (Pal-

est).

7 (ii a, 35) om p€T = i8 52 79 Chr Catena Nic.

8 (ii , 2) -f- [] before [ €]€^ = I20 407

Syr-Hex (15 52 55 57 M (sub --) 54 56" and many,

which add more).

8 {11 b, 4) The addition of[] before ^^ is

somewhat doubtful
;

sixteen letters are needed to fill

the lacuna; with the addition there are eighteen, with-

out it twelve, is added byE 15 52 57 59; none

of these except E is closely related to 91 1.

8 (ii , s) Omit[ = is 9 5^ 54

55 56® 57 58 6 72 2 129 130 314 344 4°7 420 Arm Boh
Sail Eth Chr. Under an asterisk in Syr-Hex and obel-

ized by Arm according to Field. The latter is an error.

(ii b, 6) [€ ] -fi[] = E IS I9 44 S3

54 55^ 57 58 59 61 72 82 io6 107 129* 130 314 344 426

Arm Sail Pales etc.

8
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9 {ii b, 7) [€] : against its usual allies, D E 19 54

56 61 108 129 314.

II (, 15) : no support
;
vowel change due to influ-

ence of^.
II (ii , 1 6) [] is omitted with E 18 52* 56* 58 Sah

Pales Cat. Nic. Even with this omission the line has

two extra letters.

14

(ii h, 24) {) 4-/ [] = 15 19 44 52 54 55 57 59

6i 72 106 108 130 134 314 344 376 426 Georg Cat. Nic.

etc.

14 (ii b, 25) om [/cat ,] = 59 6 ;

omission by homoioteleuton.

14 (ii b, 27) ()^ -)- [] = 56“ yi 72 129 Arm
Sah Pales

; +, 376 Syr-Hex sub *.

-h [opv€o]v before —
53 55 56“ 58 129 130 135

344 420 Arm Boh Sah Pales. Both of these additions

are needed to fill the lacuna.

15 (ii 0
, 29) om [apcrei^ /cat \] with all MSS except A 121.

16 (ii b, 33) Kv. abbreviation by suspension.

16 (ii b, 34) Transpose [(.,] €.[] = all

MSS except A 121 Boh Eth Pales.

17 (ii , 35) om em ^ = all except A 55 56“ 129 134

Boh Sah Eth Pal.

17 (12 a, i) [e]7rXi7^i;i/ei^ for€ : no support; it is

an intransitive use of the verb, which occurs in late

Greek. It seems strange here, so that one might sur-

mise that€€ was first written in imitation of

the form in verse 18. As to follows it would be

easy for to to drop out.

20 (12 a, 12) 7[] = E M 52 54 56 57 72 82 121 129 134

135 376 against the usual relatives of 91 1.

22 (12 a, 19) : omitted because expressed by abbre-

viation stroke in parent MS.

23 (12 a, 20) {\€\€) -\- ^
53 56"^ 129 (Sah) Vulg^®^.

23 (12 a, 23) for : abbreviation stroke of parent dis-

regarded.

[€]€ for : omission of letter due

to ignorant pronunciation
;

see Intro.
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VIII, I

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

9

9

9

II

13

13

13

13

(12 a, 31) om [/cat, ..\ = D E Arm
Boh.

(12 a, 35) €€ = all MSS except A 32 58 75

I2I 135 Eth.

(12 b, 2) [ei/ €^] = 15 IQ 44 52 53 54 56 57

61 72 106 129 130 314 344 426 etc.

(12 b, 4) om TTopevo^tvov = 15 19 44 54 55* 5^ ^2*

106 108 129 314 426 Sah Pales.

(12 b, 9) [€] + [fcat TeaaepaKo]vTa [<;] = Sah.

(12 b, 12) om [ iSeLv et^ ] = 58

Arm Phil
;
obelized by Syr-Hex.

(12 6, 16) A repetition of ei€ has been assumed,

in order to fill the lines, but it is made more doubtful by

the fact that line 18 has been erased and the text was

complete without it. Line 17 is too long.

(12 b, 19) [aveaTpexfj€v]=A 121
;
we should have printed

with all other MSS.

(12 b, 21) ?9
;
om[] with related mss.

(12 22) [€]: see Intro.

om avTov = 58 129 Arm Phil Chr.

{12 b, 23) om eavTov = 83 Arab Vulg.

(12 b, 27) om[ /] : no support, but note trans-

position in 79.

(13 a, 2) [riy?] for ev : no support, but cf.

gloss vitae noe" in Vulg mss.[ ] — all MSS except A.

[pta] : was represented by abbreviation stroke

in parent ms. This phrase is omitted by the nearest

relatives of 91 1.

(13 a, 3) +[] before : there is barely

room to crowd in the word at the end of the line and it

is found in the most nearly related mss, L 15 19 44 53

54 55 57 58 59 61 72 82" 106 107 108 130 134 135 314 344

426 Arm Eth Syr Chr etc.

(13 a, 4) €7€/[] for^
;
no support.

(13 a, 5) €[] -f [ €]€ = all except A“ L
58 120 407 and a few. It is under an asterisk in Arm,

while Rahlfs places the obelus.
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14 (13 , 8) Transpose[ ]€[/] = L 15 iQ 44 53

54 56 58 59 61 82 129 1303 344 Chr etc.

14 (13 ) q) + before 6[] : no support.

16 (13 a, 12) The line seems four or five letters too long, but

lines 3, 14, and 22 on this page are similarly uneven, so

that it seems best to assign it to crowding or abbrevia-

tion, as no passable variants can be suggested from

related mss.

18 (13 u, 20) om OL VLOL avTov = A* 75 Arm; note the

transposition in 135 376; yet the omission is due to

homoioteleuton and may not denote relationship.

19 (13 a, 23) () + [ epnerov €]€ : cf.

130 135 344 376, all of which have errors of substitution

or conflation. The error in 911 arose from conflation

with a MS, in which this phrase had been misplaced.

19 (13 a, 26)[ = A 75 82“*· 121
;

plainly against

the usual relatives of 91 1.

20 (13 a, 28) voe for^ : see Intro.

20 (13 a, 30) om €
—

72 Boh Eth Pales Vulg^°. Omission is due to homoi-

oteleuton.

21 (13 b, 2) for o : no explanation is possible for

the errors here, as in the following^ must be

omitted with Vulg Goth Slav, en omitted with little

authority, omitted with the authority of E and

related minuscules, read for with

Origen and for with 19 314 ;

yet even with this the line is several letters too long,

though the following lines show that the scribe is here

writing carefully and evenly.

21 (136,4) : non-assimilation; see Intro.

21 (13 b, 7) om err = 15 19 44 56 61 106 107 121 314 426 etc.

IX, 2 (13 b, 18) [ -I-] = 15 19 44 56 57 io6 108 130

134 135 344 Boh Pales Or Chr etc.

2 (13 b, 19) [ ] = A 15 9 44 6i J2 82

121 129 134 135 314 426; no room for addition.

2 (13 6, 22) [] : is omitted only by A 52 53

56 57 59 82 75 1 21 129. Space requires it here.
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3

(13 , 24) [] ;
restored with all except A 129 426.

3 (13 h, 26) {\ for : ol for t is not noted else-

where for this scribe, so the error may have come

through a misreading of v^eiv.

4 (13^,27) for : a scribal error
;

see Intro.

5 (13 30) om ^
: no support.

5 (13 31) for avTo: see Intro, for vowel inter-

change.

5 (13 h, 32) [](^ = A D E 55 56** 59 120 121 129

Phil
;
others add.

8 (i4 u, 4) om [] = 56=* 75 129 with H. and P.

25 32 68 128 Copt Goth.

10 (14 a, 7) for : see Intro, for insertion of

single letters.

[] = D E L 19 52 54 56 58 59 75 120

134 314 426 etc.

10 (14 a, ii) () +[ ] — 82 Syr-

Hex (sub *)
;

cf. -b of 135 Arm
Vulg

;
add in different order, 130, 344.

11 (14 a, 15) ] = 5 19 44 53 54 56 57 58 6i

72 106 130 314 344 376 426 Arm Phil Chr etc.

II (14 u, 16) [^^] = D E 15 19 44 53 56 106 108

120 130 134 314 344 426 etc.

15 (14 u, 29) for: see Intro, for abbreviation

stroke of parent ms.

15 (14a, 30) () -b [ €] : the scribe

jumped to in verse 16, but discovered his error

after writing one sentence and deleted it before going

on.

15 (14 a, 32) [] : the error arose by dittography of

7, but the scribe at once corrected to, for

which there is no support. There was either trouble

in the parent ms or our scribe shows more knowledge

of Greek than he is supposed to possess.

16 (14 a, 35) a for ava^ : recurring phrases are

especially subject to abbreviation in business cursive,

so this may have arisen from an abbreviation stroke of

the parent ms
;
see Intro.
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i8 (14 h, 4) /cat for 01^ : no support, though 130 omits ot^.

18 (14 h, 6) [/“ + ] = 15 19 44 52 53 54 56 58 59 6i

72 75 82“ 106 130 134 135 314 426 Boh Eth Or Chr Cyr

etc.

22 (14 , 14) The regular text has some 30 letters too many
for this lacuna. We have omitted ,
without authority, ^^, which is obelized by Syr-

Hex, and hvaLv, omitted by 52 56 57 129 Cyr and a

few. It may be that a line of the parent ms was omitted,

as the lines are here running a little less than 30 letters.

\aTTr)yyeCk€v\ for avT]yyi.iXev is restored to agree with E 15

19 44 56 58 59 61 72 106 129 314 Cyr etc.

23 (14 h, 18) om[ crweKaXvipav yvvLv€] = L 8
52 ;

is read in O'* 54 55 57 72 121 135 etc.

;

so this is probably an omission by homoioteleuton, even

though it is under an asterisk in Syr-Hex.

24 (14 h, 21) om = Phil.

26

(14 h, 24) Kv iox: abbreviation by suspension.

26 (14 b, 25) om [] = 59 Phil Cyr Just (?).

27 (14 b, 28) for = E L 15 44 54 55 56 59 61 72

106 1 21 376 426 Eth Just Chr Cyr.

28 {14. b, 29) for^ : an unusual scribal error.

28 (14 b, 30) Transpose[] == 15 19

44 53 54 50 57 5^ 6i 72 106 129 130 314 344 376 426 etc.

29 (14 , 3i) Transpose €[]^ :

except for dittography, supported by 15 44 53 54 56

57 58 61 72 106 129 130 344 426 etc.

X, 3 (15 a, 6) for = Boh Arm; see Intro.

4 {is a, 7) for and poaioi for; scribal

errors.

5 (15 u, 10) y\\(\aLv for y\av \ iota came from

misunderstood non-accent sign
;

see Intro.

9 (15 a, 20) [iai“] + 6> = E M 15 19 44 52 53 54 57 72

82 106 107 120 130 134 318 344 376 426 Arm Chr Cyr

etc.

10 (15 a, 20) [] : only A E 52 59 72 75 121 omit the

article.
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(i5 a, 2i) om [^] = all except A (19) 72 75 82 121 135

376 Arm Eth.

II (15 a, 24) [] : restored with EM 15 1952 53 55

57 82 120 121 130 134 344 Eus etc.

II (15 a, 25) + before = 15 19 44 55* 72 82

130 134 344 420 etc.

for = D
;
the spelling varies greatly. Cf.

verse 12, [«:])( = D 15* 53 56 129 318.

13 (15 a, 28) : only the itacistic variations, at

for e, occur in the first two syllables
;

I have found no

parallel for the end of the word.

13 (15 u, 29) Transpose[ fec^^aXtetja] after Xa/8[tet/i]

= most except A 121 129*.

14 (15 a, 30) [] : no perfect parallel has been

found.

14 (15 a, 32) €[] = 15 54 135 ;
occurs

in related mss.

15 (15 a, 33) €€ for€€ : explainable through

an illegible parent and the fact that the scribe thought

he was writing proper names.

15 (15 34) X^Teiv for€ : no support, but an easy

scribal error.

19 (15 b, 9) ^ for = 82 Anon; due to misin-

terpreted abbreviation stroke,

for = E M 52 55 57 72 75 82 108 120 130 135

344 Arm Boh etc.

22 (15 b, 18) () + [ KaLvav] = E M 15 44 52 54 55

58 59 75 106 108 121 129 130 134 344 426 Boh etc.

23 (150,18) apa for ^ : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

23 (15 , 19) for : scribal error.

24 (15 b, 20) om Tov /cat €€€ = i5 82

120 135 376 Arm Boh Eth Jos Theoph Anon
;
omission

due to homoioteleuton.

[] for^ : interchange in cursive writing
;

see

Intro.

25 (15 b, 22)€ : single consonant for double
;
see

Intro.
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25 (15 h, 23) for ^ : circumflex accent read as abbre-

viation stroke.

for — 75 135 Boh Anon.

26 (15 26) + o (leKTav) : article is not found elsewhere.

26 (15 b, 28) om Tov before = M 15 44 52 54 55 57

58 59 72 82 130 134 344 426 etc. The name is thus

spelled in Hier only
;

scribal error.

26 (15&, 29) [] = M1554555758597582108120121

130 134 135 Arm Boh; cf. 53 56 129.

27 (15 30) / for : scribal error; cf. of

56* 128 129.

30 (16 a, i) [] for€ of A alone.

30 (16 a, 2) for : error due to cursive
;

see

Intro.

31 (16 a, 2) om [ot^] = all except A 55 134.

32 (16 a, 5) + [] before = 44 52 58 6i 72 Boh;

the line is still shorter than the others.

32 (16 a, 6) for /cara ^
: scribal error, cursive influence,

but corrected by same hand.

32 (16 a, 8) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.[] : see Intro, for doubling of consonant.

XI, 3 (16 a, 14) TO for before : this may be simple

vowel interchange or misunderstanding of the indeclin-

able word.

4

(16 a, 18) einev for€ = 6i 120; probably scribal

error.

4 (16 a, 21) 9 for = all except A E 56 57"’®

129“ 130“® Philo.

4 (16 a, 22) ["] for

: no perfect support, but compare Vulg Cyr.

5 (16 a, 23) for : abbreviation by suspension,

for iBetv : scribal error, cursive influence.

6 (16 a, 26) for : omission of abbreviation stroke.

6 (16 a, 29) 7r[oteii^] for — all except A 82 121

Just Phil Chr.

7 (16 a, 31) [] : no support
;

it seems a con-

flate reading as has good support both before and
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after e/cet
;

in the case of the abbreviation mark

was omitted, but i' added above later,[] for [9] : only 121 Arm Or Chr

Cyr Thdt Nov support the plural.

7 (16 a, 33) [] = 19 52 53 54 57 6i 130 314 376

Or Chr Jul ap Cyr etc.

9

(16 h, 4) [75] for — all except A 54 376 Phil

Or.

9 (16 , 5) ^ for^ : scribal error, cursive

influence.

Kv for : abbreviation by suspension.

9 (16 b, 7) om [o ] = 19 53 58 i2i 129 314 318 and prob-

ably others.

Transpose [] : no support
; 75 omits .

10 (16 b, 9) Transpose e/caro erov (for €) = all except A
(75)·

11 (16 b, 13) Transpose[€] = 15 19 44 53 54

72 129 130 314 344 420 etc.

11 (16 , 14) [€] : as accusative, see Intro.

12 (16 b, 15) €[ irevre €] = A 75 121 129;

a change in the regular order for 91 1 and against its

usual relatives.

13 (16 b, 19)[ TpiaJ/coi'Ta : again the same

order but apparently without support.

13 (16 b, 20, 26) : as accusative, see Intro.

13 (16 b, 21-22) €[] € = A E 53 54 58 59

61 75 82 120 130 135 376; contrary to rule but with

some of its usual support.

13 (16 , 25)[]^ € : contrary to regu-

lar order and apparently without support.

14 (16 , 27) Transpose € €[] = D 15 ip

44 54 72 106 108 314 426.

15 (16 , 3o) om : no support; note

stroke above €, which may mean that the error was

noted or it is a remnant of the stroke above letters used

as numerals. The latter would be a plausible reason

for the omission.

15 (i6 , 31) €€: see above.
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16 (i6 , 33) €[] reaaepa € = A I2i 129;

against its usual relatives.

17 (17 a, 2) €[] = A ig 31 68 83

108 1 21 314. A change of order was indicated in parent

MS
;

see correction in text.

18 (17 a, 4) [eKaTov] € = A 75 121
;

against

regular support and order.

19 (17 a, 7) [ evvea €] — A 121.

20 (17 U, 10) [] [ €] — A 75 I2i 129.

20 (17 , ii) aepovK for : sound error.

21 (17 a, 12) [] € = A 75 121.

22 (17 a, 15) [] [ ] — A 54 121 ;
this

order makes the lines even in length but is not ab-

solutely certain.

24 (17 a, 20) [^] ev[v€a] — AD 15 44

53 56 68 75 106 107 108 120 121 129 314 etc. Thus

restored to agree with most related mss, though line 20

is left three letters short. It would not be impossible

to read with ms 19,[ ^8]'»7 €v[vea

€], though line 19 would be rather crowded.

25 (17 a, 23) Transpose [], evvea : no sup-

port
;

cf. 75, €.
25 (i7 a, 24) : as accusative, see above.

26 (17 a, 25) (,^ [7] : against 15 19 44 53 54 72

106 130 314 344 426.

26 (17 a, 26) for: misinterpreted abbrevia-

tion stroke.

27 (17 a, 27) om after^ = M 19 52 53 55 57 61 72

75 82 120 130 314 344 407 426 Arm Boh Vulg etc.

28 (17 a, 31) ev for ev : no support.

29 (17 , 4l om before : no support except

53 ·

30 (17 , 6) : scribal error, cursive influence.

31 (17 , 7) for: metathesis and omission of

abbreviation stroke.

for Tov vtov : omission of article and of abbreviation

stroke
;
most mss omit the article, but some have the

plural.
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31

31

31

XII, I

I

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

7

(17 b, 9) . for = E 72 82 ;
omission of abbre-

viation stroke.

om before[] : no support
;
but is wrongly

inserted before
;
perhaps a transposition

sign in the parent or a correction beGveen the lines was

misunderstood.

(17 b, 10) -j- before vlov = all except A 59

Boh.

om [7]“^ : required by lack of space though supported

by 75 only.

(17 b, 13) [] for\ = 19 44 314 Arm Eth and

several reported by Holmes and Parsons.

(17 6, 17) o < for /c? = Arm
;
conflate appears in M 15

44 61 106 129 Cyp.

(17 b, 19) om €K before olkov = ms 0 of the Vulg.

(17 b, 26) : error due to cursive influence.€€[] = all except A 59 72 Clem Cyr.

(17 b, 29) [] for : accent read as abbreviation

stroke.

o for = Arm
;

conflate in 44 53 59 61 82 106 130 Chr

etc.

(175,31) Transpose [€]^[ ]€€ €: the

regular transposition in this chapter
;
no support.

(17 b, 32) [] for ^ Aug; omission of ab-

breviation stroke.

(17 33) 'TW o-apo-v = D E M 15 55 120 407 ;
cf. 19 44

53 54 ’^ 314 376 Chr.

(18 a, i) [ vlov] : thus restored with the related

minuscules.

(18 a, 4) [] = most MSS
;
^ is also possible.

(18 a, 5) om = 19 44 53 59
6* 72 82* 135 3^4 etc.

(18 a, 6) () -f [] = all except A 75 121.

om = D 15 9 8 2 135 3^4 4°7

Eth Phil Or.

(18 , 7) € = 54 314 Chr.

(18 a, 8) +[] before : cf. Sym
;
see Intro.

(18 a, 10) for K^: abbreviation by suspension.
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XIII,

7 (8 , 12) om[ = 15 44 6 72 82 6 8 2 135

376 407 426.

8 (8 , 15) €€ for : error due to cursive in-

fluence.

om €K€L after€€ = 15 ig 82 314 376.

9 (18 a, 20) Transpose^ [] : no support
;

cf.

426^.
II (8, 27) om after: no support accord-

ing to Brooke & McLean or Rahlfs, but Swete gives (D)

and Holmes & Parsons supports and implies other mss.

II (18 a, 27) for: omission of abbreviation

stroke.

11 (18 a, 28) € for : see Intro.

12 (18 a, 31) om eaTLv = E M 15 52 53 57 72 82 120 130 134

135 344 376 407 426 Chr etc.

14 (18 b, 3) [] for = 44 io6 107.

14 (18 b, 4) om avTov = all except A 121 Boh Sah Eth and

a few in Holmes & Parsons.

15 (18 b, 6)[ for : no support; transla-

tion variant.

15 (18 , 7) [ ioT : no support
;

scribal

rather than grammatical error,

Toy [olkov] for = most MSS except A.

19 (18 b, 18) om oTt = E 16 18 52 57 73 79 128 129 318 376

Eth Thdt.

20 (18 b, 22) ' : omission of abbreviation stroke.

I (18 &, 26) : interchange of vowel and diph-

thong rather than simple itacism.

1 (8, 27) om /cat ] : no support
; 75 omits

one word more.

2 (18 , 28) [9] is better read 7[9] : see Intro.

4 (19, 3) [)] for = all except A 75 121.

5 (19, 3) [\[(\ : non-assimilation
;

see Intro.

5 (19, 4) [\ for = M 15 52 55 57 72 82 120

376 407 Boh Lat.

6 (19, 5) [] : scribal error.

8 (19, 10) -k [ava] before ^ = 55 134 Boh Sah

Chr and a few.
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Transpose and -“ = all except A E 75 121 Eth and

a few.

8 (19, ii) om [ava] before[ ] = 54

75 129 Chr.

9 (19, 1 1) om before = L 20 Chr.

9 (19, 12) + [] after[]
= A 75 Sail.

10

(19, 13) €^[] for : no support; translation

change.

10 (19, 15) [/] : iota arose from non-accent

stroke.

10 (19, 16) av € for eXOetv = 15 82 Mich Pap 2724

(ew9 av []) ;
cf. 72 376.

10 (19, 17) ei for ei9 : either omission of abbreviation

stroke or influence of following zeta.

11 (19, 18) [€] for: no support; translation

change.

13 (19, 21) evavTL for evavTiov = 134 426.

14 (19, 22) 8€: scribal error; cursive influ-

ence.

14 (19, 23) [^/^] for€ . . . = all ex-

cept A 52 57 121 Or Iren. E and a few have

. . . .
15 (i9, 26) e for: error due to cursive abbreviation in

parent
; 19 59 129 314 Clem-R om.

16 (19, 27) for = E 72 Eth.

16 (19, 28) (^) + =
55.[€] — ig 1 20 376 407. Even this form

crowds the lacuna.

17 (19, 29) [? +] = all except A 19 55 59 loS

1 21 129 Ir; sub * in Arm.

om et? = all except A 19

121 129 314 Sah. It is obelized by Field on the

authority of Catena mss.

18 (19, 31) () -\- : probably a translation

variant was inserted as a gloss; cf. above, 12, 6; and

Arabic Version here.

18

(19, 32) = A^ 15 72 75 121 135 and a few; all others

prefix article.
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XIV, 1 (19, 32) [, for : scribal error, cursive

influence.

(€<;) €v[i^aap] for^ : sigma omitted because

of preceding sigma; but cf. 76 376.

2 (20, i) {nokepov + peyav] = 44 54 57™® 106 107 13"'».

2 (20, 3) om
[
/cat /xera€]

:

no support.

3 (20, 4) [ + eaTLv] — 426 Boh Vulg.

6

(20, 9) a7t[jaatou9] for : probably a variant of

;
cf. 130 and, with change of a to o, 44 52 54

57 106 120 129 135 314 344 407 Boh.

6 (20, 10) Transpose ev [€ eariv]

:

no support.

7 (20, 10) [] = A (D) E 56 58 120.

8 (20, 15) [t]t79[ ]7 : the genitive is supported

by 19 ;
Saue is added by Boh.

9 (20, 17) for = A*; interchange of

liquids
;

see Intro.

for 01 recraapeq

:

no support
;

see Intro, for

interchange of cr and y and omission of abbreviation

stroke.

om ovToi = all except A.

10

(20, 18) [€€] = all except A 44 53 55 314 426

Chr Jos.[·] for : no support.

€€ for €vyev

:

interchange of sigma and gamma

;

see above.

om : no support except Georg.

10 (20, 19) [eveneaov] for eveireaav = all except A 75 121

129.

10 (20, 20) Transpose eyov op[ti^7^i^] = 19 108 314

Arm Boh.

12 (20,22) Tov vLov

:

only A M 19 134 314 omit the

article.

12 (20, 23) ya for yap : omission of the abbreviation stroke.

13 (20, 25) [] for ev SpvL = only A 72 Cyr

have ev: 19 314 Chr,.
om Tov^ = 15 19 54 72 82 106 129 135 314 376 426 Chr.

14 (20, 26) om Tou^ = Compl; several have.
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·)^€ (for^) =^^ of all

except A 121 (44 52 57 106).

om : no support except Boh^, Hebrew and its direct

descendants^ but not Vulg; cf. transposition in 19 314

Old-Latin.

(20, 28) SeKa = 44 J 2 121 129 130 314.

om[] - 19 io8 314.

(20, 28) [/<]€^[€/] for/ = 15 19 314 Cyr.

(20, 30) [^] for = 55* 75 I20 121 129 318

407 Boh On Cyr.

(20, 31) om/ / ; no support
;
omission due

to homoioteleuton.

om = 15 19 72 82 io8 129 135 314 Eth.

(21, 2) against of A alone.

(21.4) + before [] = 75; 19 59 314 Cyr; is supported by 72 75 426 Vulg, to which

Holmes and Parsons add 14 16 19 32 131 Arm. Space

in the lacuna is crowded even with the singular and

abbreviation strokes must be assumed.

(21.5) €€ ior : see Intro.

(21, 15-16) [][][6] : dittography and

non-assimilation.

(21, 20) om [i«] = M 19 44 52 53 54 55 57 59 61 106 107

108 121 129 130 134 314 344 Boh Eth Phil Chr Cyr

(21, 21) for: no support.

{21,25) ‘f ov for / crov : sound error.

Transpose 7/[)7] = 53“" 129.

(21, 20) for = all except D.

om — L 15 19 44 53 61 72 82 106 108 129 314 318 Arm
Boh Sah Eth Phil Clem Or etc.

(21, 29) [/)]9[] for = all except A 121.[ -f eipi] = M 44 53 54 59 61 106 107 129 130 134 135

344 Boh Sah Eth Phil Chr Cyr etc.

(22, i) Transpose[][] = 44 52 53 54 55 56

57 5§ 59 72 75 106 120 129 130 135344 407 Eth Phil Cyr.

(22, 5) [][7/] for : no support except

repeated passage below. Translation change.
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13 (22, 7) Transpose [€7] = iq 44 53 54 55

59 61 75 106 108 129 130 314 344 Acta Or Chr Cyr Thdt

Tyc.

16 (22, ii) [] for yap: scribal error, cursive influence.

17 (22, 14) [] for ai = M 44 54 59 106 107 134 135 318

Arm Chr etc.

18 (22, 15) ['] [€] €€ for = all except D.

[] for o — all except D 53 121 129.

18 (22, 17) +[ before€ = 15* 74 426 Eth

Phil Vulg.

19 €€ for€ : itacism corrected in parent ms

and both copied by our scribe, or similar error made by

scribe of parent.

(22, 18) ^[],^ for : sound errors.

20 (22, 19) om ,

:

no

support
;

ho^noioteleuton.

om ? = 15 9 44 52 53 56 72 82 107

129 135 3^4 420 Arm Boh Eth Phil Chr Iren.

Repetition of 15, 4 to 16, 2.

XV, 4 (22, 22) : see above.

: is doubtful and may be read , which

would give the same transposition as in the first copy.

5 (22,23) /^8/ for/3' : scribal error, cursive

influence.

for : see above,

om 8 : see above.

7 (22, 26) for : sound error.

avToy for : see above.

() +, : see above.

8 (22, 28) for : error of carelessness.

12 (23, 2) []€ for : parallel passage in lacuna;

this doubtful reading was at once corrected to [].
12 (23,3) [] for : see above.

Transpose before [7773·] : no support even in

parallel passage. The restoration of lines 2 to 4 is very

doubtful because of the unevenness in length, yet

parallels can be found for the differing lengths on this

page.
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XVI,

13 (23, 5) [][;?] for : only Or thus in this order but

most MSS support with changed order
;
parallel passage

in lacuna.

13-14 (23, 5) om [auTou 9 err)€ 8e <; eau] : due to

homoioteleuton ; parallel passage does not omit.

15 (23, 7) [<;] for : itacism, not in parallel

passage.

17 (23,11) [/c]ai for at : see above.

8 for 8 = 135 ;
scribal error, not in parallel

passage.

18 (23, 12) [eu .€] €€ : see above.

19 (23, 14) om ? = I2g Phil, but

not in parallel passage
;
omission due to homoioteleuton.

+\\ before [ev<p]paTov

:

see above.

for : see above.

20 (23, 16) for : scribal error due to mis-

reading of abbreviation mark
;
phrase omitted in paral-

lel passage.

om /cat : see above.

I (23, 17) () 8e

:

careless repetition not occurring

in parallel passage.

1 (23, 18) () -H : dittography
;
not in parallel

passage.

2 (23, 19) om pe : no support, but cf. /tot in 19 53 54 75

314 Phil.

om ep after^ = A 15 19 72 82 120 135

314 407 and few.

/oi for : abbreviation by suspension.

2 (23, 20) om ovp = 31 68 120 121 Boh Phil Cyr; cf.

erasure in A.

2 (23,21) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

for"^ = all except A.

3 (23, 23) Transpose[] = all except A 75

121.

for : omission of abbreviation stroke.

4 (23, 24) for : no support.
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XVII,

for : grave accent treated as abbrevia-

tion stroke
;
see Intro.

4 (23, 25) {) -f- [] = 15 52 57 82 426 Boh Or

and several in Holmes and Parsons
;
under asterisk in

Syr-Hex and Arm.

5 (23, 27) prim scr = 16 Eth*’; corr = all other

MSS.

8-12 (24, 1-7) These lines are too fragmentary to restore

with any degree of certainty, but the current text agrees

well with the necessary length of line.

12 (24, 8) [cTT] for en : no support
;

cf. 54,.
13 (24,9) om[] = D 15 IQ 52 57 59 72 75 82 120 135

314 407 Vulg Phil Chr Hil.

[/] for e(fnSwv of A 53 55* 75* 106 121.

16 (24, 14) 7[^] : only Georg seems to insert

the conjunction.

eywv for 6 : scribal error
;
no support.

2 (24, 16) : this abbreviation more probably stands for

with 15 44 52 53 54 56 57 59 61 75 82 106 107 129

130 135 344 Phil Chr Hil etc. than for with

the rest.

2 (24,17) ior : circumflex accent read

as abbreviation stroke.

3 (24, 18) om [] = 44 6i 106 107 Vulg Phil; prefix

asterisk. Arm.

5 (24, 19) for : no support.

5 (24, 20) for ; no support.

Transpose [t]o [] ’ = all except A.

6 (24, 21) : the stroke above is surely an accent

here.

: the was deleted by the scribe, because he

did not know that it was the sign for a second
;

the parent ms supported the common reading against

A 44 54 1 21 135 Phil Arm.

7 (24, 22) for : no support, but it is a scribal

error for of 44 54 59 61 71 106 107 I2r 376 Eth.[]€ ·. or read for ; sound error.
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7 (24, 23) om ava^ = 44 Vulg Or’®*.

+ before ^

:

no support.

7 (24, 24) [] for ^ = 15 Arm
Boh.

8 (24, 25) om /cat

— 6
;

omission due to homoioteleuton, but prob-

ably in the parent ms.[\ for : no support.

9, 10 (24, 27, 28) [8] for : omission

of abbreviation stroke.

10 (24, 29) Probably omit : note line fillers after-
;
no support.

13-15 (25, 1-7) These lines are too fragmentary to be

restored with any degree of certainty, but the current

text agrees well with the necessary length of line, except

that — has to be omitted with

Eth in verse 13 ;
cf. also 19 53 314. In 15 is

read against of A 53 56 75 121 129. The space

also favors inserting [] before [o 0?] in the same line,

though the addition is supported by 19 and 61 only.

Cf. Old-Lat dominus, which indicates that this is a con-

flate reading.

16 (25, 10) for = J 2 . [] for.
[]79 for — 72 Eth Phil.

17 (25, 12) om avTov = 19 44 54 106 108 314 318 344 Phil

Cyr.

for'. cf. in 52 56

61 and some later mss.

om = 15 55 59 72 82 I20 130* 134 135 344 376 407

Boh Phil.

for ei ; error came from following sigma.

17-18 (25, 11-13) for: so spelled twice

here and rarely later, as in some Latin mss. Here it

is corrected by the same hand.

18 (25,14) for : vowel interchange
;

see

Intro.

19 (25, 14) for == 15 52 53 55 5^

57 59 82 121 129 130 318 426 Phil etc.
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XVIII,

19 (25, 15) for : note frequent interchange

of gamma and sigma.

19 (25, 16) for : no support, yet it is the in-

variable spelling in 91 1 and is so restored in all

lacunae.

20 (25, 18) for^ = all MSS except A 44 53 Arm Eth

Hil and a few that conflate.

for —
55 59 I20 130 344 407 Phil Chr.

20 (25, 20) ev corr for : at first the scribe

started to write ^ of the next line
;
the cor-

rection involves a sound error, for , which seems to

have been present in the parent ms.

21 (25, 21) for: scribal error.

23 (25,23) om : omission due to

homoioteleuton.

for : scribal error, cursive influence.

23 (25, 24) for : probably a sound error as

there is barely room for [\ in the lacuna.

23 (25,25) -h : dittography.

27 (26, i) The line is much too long; perhaps omit

with 82. The next nine lines are also very

uncertain, though the length of lines is quite regular.

5 (26, 10) [] for = 52 57 Boh Sah T-A and

several mss cited by Holmes and Parsons,

om [et? oSov] = Di5 55 72 82 Boh Chr Spec

etc.

5 (26, ii) [] for = D M 15 55 82 i20 135 407

426 Arm Boh Sah Chr Spec etc.

: doubtless abbreviation stroke omitted for = all

except A 52 72 121 376 Cyr T-A and few ().
6 (20, 13) [] for : interchange of liquids.

(/[€] for : interchange of e and t is

rare in the papyrus.

[][] : non-assimilation.

7-8 (26, 14) om to o because of

homoioteleuton.

8 (26, 15) = A 121*; Holmes and Parsons cite

15 82, but Brooke and McLean omit.
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9 (26, 17) for ev : false insertion of v not

noticed when the scribe corrected to ey : no

support for omission of article or for assimilation.

10 (26, 19) t[t79] for \ the missing can

stand in the lacuna with false division at the line end.

for
;
influence of preceding words.

11 (26, 19) om = ig 108 314 Chr.

11 (26,20) + 8e before 8e : anticipation of follow-

ing .
12 (26, 2i) pe for pev : omission of abbreviation stroke,

om pov

:

no support.

13 (26, 22) -|- Tt before o[tl] : scribal error having some

connection with following ort.

14 (26, 23) for = 15 55 376 426 Phil; for the cor-

rection laj there is no support. One is tempted to read

ko) with 19 108 314 as the original writing and Schmidt

supports in final revision of text.

14 (26, 24) [cr]e : stroke above is for a grave accent.€ for : e arose from preceding .
om earat

:

no support, though Just transposes.

for : no support.

15 (26,25) : dittography.

15 (26,26) for
:
probably a grammatical

error, the epsilon being considered an augment.

16 (26, 26) for\> : scribal error due

to cursive influence
;
€[] might be read as

the papyrus is broken away at the end of the line, but

the retention of the conjunction after the following

has seemed decisive.

17 (26, 29) for a : scribal error.

18 (26,30) : stroke indicates lack of accent
;
see Intro.

23 ( 27 > 3) [
]9 for = 56 129.

24 (27, 3) [eav -f ] : space seems to require the conjunc-

tion, found only in 135.

om€ to : due to homoioteleuton.

25 (27, 4) [ t]o : thus restored to fit space, though is

omitted by E M 19 44 53 54 55 56 57 61 82 106 129 130

134 314 344 426 Arm Boh Eth etc.
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31

31

32

26 (27, 6) [eLnev] for einev Se = Arm Goth Vulg Hil.

27 (27, 9) { 1>) + = 44 54 6i 72 106 130 134 426 Boh
Sah Chr T-A.

28 (27, 9) ekaarovei {] : scribal error due to linking of

letters in an uncommon word.

28 (27, ii) om oTt = all except A D E M 55 59 75 121 134.

29 (27, 12) om eri = Boh.

30 (27, 15) [] for €“^ : required by space and

supported by M 44 54 55 56 57 61 72 106 107 120 129

134 344 407 426 Boh Sah Chr.

(27, 16) for : scribal error.

(27, 17) eav evpoi e/ca for eveKev = 19 314 and per-

haps some others as it stands in the text of Holmes and

Parsons.

(27, 18) om[ eLTrev] : no support.[] for : the negative is supported

by E M 15 52 56 57 82 120 129 130 134 135 344 and a

few. The contracted future is found in 120 121’’ 344

407 for verse 29 but not here.

XIX, I (27, 21) for: itacism and omission of

abbreviation stroke.

[e^ajt'ecrrr/ for = all except A 19 108 13 1 314.

for : false expansion of abbrevia-

tion stroke of parent ms
;

see Intro.

2 (27, 22) for €€: interchange of e

and t is rare in 91 1.

eis for = all except A.

2 (27, 23) :[€]^€ vLxjjeaOe for€ : no support
;

is read in

Theodoret and in all except A 72 120 121

407. The error in 91 1 is probably due to interchange

of e for a, a confusion arising from cursive ancestor,

though translation influence is possible.

2 (27, 24) for’ = all except A 120 134 and a

few that read aWa.

2 (27,25) \\\ iox\€ ·. sound error.

3 (27, 25) [aeL·a\€.o for, — most MSS

except A (E 19 44 54 314).
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XX,

XXI,

4 (27, 28) </€ for/^ : omission of abbre-

viation stroke and sound error, for
;
corr man i

.

€[€] : strange error
;
the space in the

lacuna is right for the verb form supported by all mss.

Many of the restorations on pages 28 to 37 are doubtful.

So far as possible the lines have been preserved at

normal or at least possible lengths.

15 (28, 2) om [] = D 19 55 130 314 344.

om [“] = all except A L 59 120 i3o™8 407 Arm Boh

Cyr.

16 (28, 4) [] for = all except AL 15 121 376.

20 (28, 12) om [17 ] : due to honioioteleuton.

34 (29, 3) om : no support, but cf. meo of Arm Boh.

35 (29, 7) + [ ] €[] after — U4

54 50=^ 74 130 134 35 344 ;
cf. 44 107,.

37 (29> ) om = U4 Hier.

38 (29, 12) om before = all except A 53.

I (29,14) |8 for/3 : omission of abbreviation stroke.

13 (30, 4) [€] for = all except A.

14 (30, 8) yvvaiKi for : no support

;

cf. 376, for, which suggests the restoration

here of[] .
6 (30, ) for" : scribal error, cursive influence.

17 (30, 13) om [-] = 75 Goth.

18 (30, 14) + [][] = all except A Or Chr.

14 (31, 3) [] for : omission of abbrevia-

tion stroke; cf. 75 129* 52 53 57 72 135 Chr Tract.

16 (31, 6) for: omitted abbreviation stroke.

16 (31, 7) [] for = all except A, but

with the change to o. [] for

= A 52 55 57 59 75 I20 121 407.

16 (31, 8) for^ = all except A 135 Arm.

16 (31, 9) om = all except A 121 and a few.

17 (31» 9)€ for: scribal error,

cursive influence.

17 (3G ii) Tov 6» = D 15 55 59 75 82 130 134 135 318

344 381 407 Chr Cyr.
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XXII,

XXIII,

XXIV,

30 (32, i) om[] = 15 ig 72 82 135 314 376 Arm.

30 (32, 2) [ + ] = D ig 44 52 53 54 55 57 5g

75 106 120 121 i2g 130 135 314 344 407 426 Arm Boh
Eth.

32 (32, 4) [SteOevTO +] = I2i.

32 (32, 5) [] for = 15 ig 44 53 54 55 56 72

75 82 106 121 I2g 134 135 314 376.

32 (32, 6) [] for: restored Avith D and most

related mss.

33 (32,8) for apovpav : scribal error.

34 (32, 10) for: omission of abbreviation

stroke.

1 (32, 10) () + — 54 Pales Chr.

2 (32, 12) []77^ +: no support; but cf.

Symmachus, .
13 (33) 3) [ +] = 15 72 §2 37^ Athan.

14 (33) 6) [opet +] = 2 53 75 Arm Boh Sah.

6 (34) 2) for^ : scribal error, cursive influence,

g (34, 6) [€] for = all except A 121.

10 (34, 8) om : no support, but cf. Hebrew.

Ttpo + : dittography, but probably due to gloss

in parent interpretating unusual abbreviation.

10 (34, g) om : no support but cf. transposition in

106 and several other mss.

[] for : dit-

tography and scribal error due to crowded writing.

10 (34, 10) om : accommodation to previous error,

which should therefore be referred to the parent ms.

11 (34,10): grammatical error.

II (34) ii) TOW for Tov : dittography and

sound error.

[]/ for : omission of abbreviation stroke.

II (34) 12) + [] before = all except

A 75 121 318 and few.

7 (35) 8) [] with all except A S 55 i2g* 135

Chr (75 121).

7 (35, 10)() - 8 8

= 53 5^ i2Q Chr, except for final of 8,
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which came from a non-accent stroke read as abbre-

viation.

20

(36, i) om^ : no support.

20 (36, 2) + ert before = all except A 53 56 72 75

129 Chr.

om [] = all except A 52 54 57 121 376.

21 (36,3) [] for : stroke indicating

absence of accent read as abbreviation.

22 (36, 6) for = Phil
;
misunderstanding of

abbreviation stroke.

22 (36, 7) : stroke indicates absence of accent.

23 (36, 7) for : scribal error, cursive influ-

ence.

39 (37, 4) om^ : no support.

TTopevaeTaL for — D M S 2 15 55 56 59 82

120 129 134 ^5 381 407 426.

40 {37, 5) om o 6»? = D M S 2 55 59 72 82 130 134 135

344 Boh etc.

41 (38, i) 7[] for €K = all except A
41 (38, 2) €[] for = all except A 44

75 1 21 376 and few.[] for = U4
;
the line is still a little short.

41 (38, 3) Transpose [ ^] = all except A D and

few.

om [^] = D 19 72 106 314 Arm Boh Eth and few;

the line is a little long.

42 (38, 4) [eiTTov] for € = 15 19 44 53 59 io6 107 108

314·

43 (38, 5) ^^- for = Ua 19 52 54 55
57'"s

59 108 120 1 21 130“® 134 314 344”"® 407 etc.

43

(38, 6) [rr^?] for = all except A 376.

43 (38, 6) €[€^][] for = S 15 19

72 82 108 135 314 381 426 Arm Boh and few.

43 (38, 7) [][] for^ — U4 19 314 426

and probably others as Holmes and Parsons places

it in the text
;

cf. verse 13.

44 (38, 8) for me = all except A 19 314

(S 82).
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44 (38, 9) eavTov [€\ for depanovTL = A
D 19 52 54 55 57 59 75 120 121 314 407 Boh Eth.

45 (38, 12) om pov = all except AD 19 59 120 121 314

407 Arm Boh.

om€ = Vulg
;

cf. D Chr.

for : omission of abbreviation stroke.

46 (38, 14) om 6771 Tov = 0815195382120
130 135 3^4 344 4°7 420 and the following which

support 911 in omitting: U4 44 52 54 57 75

io6 107 376 Arm Eth Chr etc.

46 (38, 15) [^] + [\ ]€ : no support
;
a repetition of preceding sentence.

47 (38, 16) Transpose = all except A 19

108.

47

(38) 17) om = D M 15 53 55 56 59 72 82 121 129

130 134 135 344 407 426 etc.

€nr\ev\ for = 19 44 53 56 59 72 75 io6 107 108 121

129 130 134 314 344 etc.

47 (38, 18) for ; sound error.

47 (38, 19) / for = all except A 55 59 72 75 1 21

376. _
48 (38, 19) for : to be read€€{) sound error,

: only AD 55* 72 120 121 407 omit the article.

48 (38, 20) poL = A D 59 75 121
;

all others pe.

48 (38, 21) Kv for TOV Kv

:

an error made possible by

the use of the abbreviation = , which the scribe

doubtless intended to write here.

49 (38, 22) Transpose [9 /] : no support, but cf.

Eth Chr, which omit €.

49

(38, 23) [] for^: no support;

perhaps abbreviation sign vas used for two letters.

^[')/] for" = 53 56

for : scribal error.

for : scribal error, cursive influence.

51 (38, 26) ^[€] for =
53 56 129.

52 (39, i) []: only A 57 72 121 376 407 omit the

article.
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53 (39. 2) om [-] = ig 44 53 56 59 75 106 107 129

314 426 Arm Vulg etc.

54 (39. 4) + TO () =314 426 ;
cf. in 15 19 53 56

129 376 Chr.

€[€] for €·7€/€ : sound error, and likeness of

cursive and
;

cf. correction in verse 56 below.

55 (39» 5) om ' : omission may be due to

homoioteleuton, as some mss read .
50 (39, 6) eiTTt[v\ for etnev = Goth

;
cf. 53 56

129 enrev .
57 (39) 8) € : reading doubtful, but there

seems a scribal error from cursive influence and an-

other by conflation; cf. of 19 75 108 314

and of 44 107.[/] for = all except A D 121

134·

58 (39, 10) ^ = A Eth
;

all others .
59 (39, lo) [ pe0\eKKaav = 19 314 [€) ;

all others omit article.

60 (39, 13) eKeivov for yivov : sound error.[] for : scribal error due to cursive

original with abbreviation stroke.

61 (39, 15) for: scribal error, cursive influ-

ence.

62 (39, 18) for "^ : not an abbreviation stroke but

stands for circumflex accent
;
however cf. in 130

376.

63 (39, 18) for^€ : scribal error,

cursive influence.

63 (39, 19) rots for rots : seem-

ingly only a scribal error. Cf. line 20.

65 (39, 22) Transpose : no support

except Vulg, but 44 Arm omit. Note that

the article is omitted as in 72.

65 (39) 23) t[o]v[tos] for : a grammatical error,

om [] = ig 314 Phil.

65 (39, 24) prim scr = 53 54 72 Chr;

corr with all others. One of the rare
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XXV,

instances where the corrections show variant read-

ings in the parent ms.

66 (39, 24) om = 79 ;
careless omission in both.

2 (39, 28) [eXa/3e 8e ereKev] for€€ he = 19.

2 (39, 29) [\ for = 426 Arm
;
most MSS

have.
[^] for ahaL = D E M and most minuscules,

om [ ahLa\ = Eth
;
omission due to similar

name preceding.

3 (39, 31) [] for = most MSS against

A 121.

4 (40, i) €[^] for
^

; strange scribal error.

6 (40, 3) Tov for^ = 76 134 Boh.

7 (40, 5) 8 for € : sound error.

9 (40, 8) om hvo = D 15 19 44 55 56 59 72 75 82 106 129

135 314 376 426 Arm Sah Eth etc.

9 (40, 9) o = A D 15 55 59 72 106 130 134 135 376.

9 (40, 10) Above there are remnants of an

unintelligible note or correction
;
Schmidt denies it.

10 (40, ii) TOV ^ = D M 19 52 57 82 106 120 130 134

135 318 344 407 426, etc.

om avTov : no support.

11 (40, 12) [roi^]: only 106 has the article.

11 (40, 13) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

12 (40, 14) -|- before[] : no support.

13 (40, 15) for : cf. of 44 53 106

107 134 etc.

13

(40, 16) om ^- : no support.’ for : probably sound error from

following syllable, or non-accent mark read as an

abbreviation.

13 (40, 17) 8^ for 8 : perhaps a non-accent

stroke treated as abbreviation sign.

14 (40, 17) for : no support; scribal

error.

15 (40, 17) []: against of 19 57 59 75 134

318 381 Eth Boh.
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15 (40, 18) for LeTovp: no support; common
scribal error.

1 7 (40, 20) for € : no support
;

false aspiration
;

error was corrected by the scribe.

17 (40,
21J1

om = 31 53 72 75 Hier.(, for/ : breathing or non-accent stroke

read as abbreviation.

for aneOavev : scribal error involving meta-

thesis.

18 (40, 22) evnXar for eveiXar : scribal error, cursive

influence.

cro[vp] for of A alone.

20 (40, 26) for : scribal error, cursive

influence.

€[] : no other support for the article.

20 (40, 28) for = i2g.

= A D M ig 44 53 56 59 75 106 314 318 344
and few others

;
most mss prefix et?.

21 (40, 28) e8eetT[o] for eSetro : dittography.

21 (40, 29) [] for^ = E M 52 54 57 59 72 75

82 130 376 426 etc.

for ev : both cursive writing and misinterpretation

of abbreviation stroke involved.

22 (40,30) eLTTev for einev 8e

:

no support; trans-

lation influence.

24

(41, 3) om /cad == Goth; cf. Vulg.

24 (41, 4) for = D E M 15 19 52 53 54 55

56 57- 59 72 82 107 120 129 130 134 135 314 344">8

407 426 etc.

25 (41,4) e^eXdi7[i'] for€ : interchange of vowels.

25 (41, 5) CTO for: if this is scribal error for

TO, it is a mistake in gender. Both letters

were crossed out by the first hand,

for : again dittography, but this may
have been intentional for emphasis after the Hebrew

fashion.

26 (41, 8) for ore : no support
;
translation influ-

ence.
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XXVI,

ereKev for€€ = all except A Chr.

27 (41, 8) [] : verb restored with related mss

though the line seems rather long.

27 (41, 9) € for KwqyeLV. omission of abbrevia-

tion stroke.

28 (41, 10) [77\ -j- : no support.

() + 7[^] = 53 56 129 Boh.

28 (41, ii) ' for
; grammatical error.

29 (41, ii) /cat for- 8e = Sah Arm.

30 (41, 12) revaov for yevaov : no support; common
scribal error.

30 (41, 13) om [] = all except A Cyr.

[] for : probably sound error
;

see Intro.

for : no support
;
translation change.

31 (41, 14) for /Aot : scribal error, cursive influence.[\€ for : scribal error, o for ,
and dittography.

31 (41, 15) om = D 19 59 108 314 Arm Boh Eth

(Phil).

33 (41,16) ior : sound error.

33 (41, 17) a7re[SoTo] for = 73 Arm^

Georg Vulg Chr.() = 15 19 44 59 lo6 107 108

134 314 376 381 426 Arm Boh.

I (41, 21) eyeveTo for — all except A.] for = D E 15* 52 55* 57

59 70 82 120 130 134 314 344 381 407 etc.

2-3 (41, 23) om to by homoioteleuton = 52

54 57, and others in Holmes and Parsons,

for : omission of abbreviation stroke
;

see

Intro.

3 (41, 24) om = E 19 52 53 57 75 82 108 130 135

314 344 376 Eth Chr Tyc.

4 (41,27) for : sound error.

for.\ = Just and

assumed for some mss by Holmes and Parsons.

5 (41,29) € corr ior : influence of abbrevia-

tion stroke in parent ms
;

see Intro.
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5 (41, 30) [] for, : scribal error,

cursive influence.

6 (41, 31) [] = A 59 75.

7 (42, 2) om [orfl] = all except A.

[o]tl^ = a E 19 53 55 56 108 129 314.

8 (42, 4) om[] = L 19 56 129 314 Eth.

10 (42, 10) om ai/ = A E 19 44 53 55 59 106 108 314 etc.

11 (42, ii) aLo€vo[] for : scribal error,

cursive influence.

II (42, 12) for = L M I20 130 134 344

376 407 426

for : no support
;
translation influence.

13 (42,15) ior : scribal error.

14 (42, 15) om ; no support.

15 (42, 17) for a: scribal error, cursive influence.

15 (42, 18) {) + - 15 44 82 6 135 376

381 420 and under an asterisk in Arm.

16 (42, 19) 79 + : dittography.

17 (42, 21) Transpose:’ €K:€t0 e[t'] = D 19 59 108 314.

18 (42, 23) [] for : careless omission of syl-

lable.

18 (42, 25) for = all except A 19

75 120 314 407 and some noted by Holmes and Par-

sons.

om^ = E 19 44 55 59 75 106 120 130* 134 314

344 407 Boh Or.

19 (42, 26) [] for = all except A 75

Boh.

19 (42, 27) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

for = E 130 344.

20 (42, 28) for : scribal error, cursive

influence.

Tov = E M 134 344 ;
all others omit article.

20 (42, 29) Transpose [\ : no support.

om = all except A 19 44 56 59 106 134 314 Eth.

21 (42, 30) om[] = D i 5 53 72 75 82 120 130 135

314 344 376 407 426 Arm Chr,
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;

cf. Proverbs, 5, 15.

21 (43,2) ior: sound error.

22 (43, 4) om vvv = 75. + o ] =
53 56=^ 129;

obviously the lacuna could be filled equally well by

transposing vw, but no mss support.

24 (43, 6) o <; for = 53 56 129 ; 52 54 57 Eth conflate.

24 (43, 7) []\ for = all except A 19 53

56 59 72 75 314 etc.

24 (43, 8) : another error in the o sound.

20 (43,11) ^ for : sound error.

27 (43, 13) [70]€€ for = all except A D E 59

72 75 82 106 344 426 and few.

27 (43, 14) [] for = all except

A 44 55 75 106 120 134 344 407 and few.

28 (43> 14) (etTrai/) + = ig 53 56 59 108 129 314

Eth.

28 (43, 1 5) for : cf., 1582 134

3i 8 381 426 etc.

29 (43, 18) ^[] for = 72 ;
cf.

44 106.

= all except A.

30 (43, 20) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

31 (43, 21) om avTov = 19 314; some are implied by

Holmes and Parsons.

31 (43, 22) for : no support

except ot quoted by M
;
translation change,

cf. , 20 Goth, and pacifice, Vulg.

32 (43) 24) () + = 53 56^ 129.

33 (43 ) 25) for = all except A D
75 ·

om = 15 72 82 376 426 Arm.

33 (43, 26) om TO before = D M 52 54 55 57 120

130 344 407 etc. Cf. correction.

for : error by omission of syllable.

34 (43, 27) Transpose : no support.: only A D 19 314 Chr and a few omit

article.
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XXVII,

34 (43, 28)[ : space requires the double sigma

found in various MSS.

for/ : v due to reading breathing or non-

accent stroke as an abbreviation stroke
;

cf. ^,
15 44 59 72 82 io6 120 407 Old-Lat Vulg.

eaLov for : omission of abbreviation stroke.

I (44, 3) om“ = all except A 77 Arm.

3 (44, 4) om re = 82 Arm Georg Vulg.

3 (44, 5) 0i7poi^for0')7pat’: scribal error, cursive influence.

4 (44, 7) irpcv for = 19 44 56* 6i 82 106 314

Chr. Most MSS have.
6 (44, 9) (8e eLwev) + 8e

:
probably careless repetition,

but cf. transposition in Arm Eth Chr.^ for = 19 44 53 56* 6i 72 106 107 108

130 314 344 etc.

i7S[e] for t8e = M 55 120 129 130 407.

7 (44, ii) eveyKev for evejKov = M 15 44 52 53 55 56*

57 59 61 72 75 106 135 344 426 Chr.

for Lva — 15 19 44 72 82 106 108 130 135 314 376

426 Eth.

7 (44, 12) evavTL ior evavTLOv : no support.

8 (44, 12) (me) + = 72 i2o 376 407 and many
noted by Holmes and Parsons.

8 (44, 13) Transpose cr[ot] — all except A 15

72 82 135 376 426 Arm Georg.

10 (44, 15) om“ : no support.

10 (44, 16) om = 19 44 6i 72 106 108 and few.

12 (44, 19) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

13 (44,20) '] = A 15 44 52 54 55 56 57 129 135

314 344 407.€ for : faulty use of augment.

14 (44, 21) for : omission of augment.

15 (44, 24) om Kat before ^[€] = all except A 15

61 72 129 130 344 376 426.

for “^ : omission of abbreviation stroke.

18 (44, 28) om = all except A 15 53 82 135 376 426

Arm Boh.
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om eiTTev : no support
;
cf. 56'’ 75 129, om .

19 (44, 29) om o uto? = all except A.

om avTov^ — 55 56 57 120 129 134 407 Arm Cyr.

for : scribal error, cursive influence.

[€] for — all except A 44 53 61 72 75

106 107.

20 (45, 2) for : sound error.

22 (45, 4) for = all except A 55 82 120 344 407

and few.

23 (45 > 5) : omission of abbreviation stroke.

23 (45, 6) for : grammatical

error.

25

(45, 8) iva for = all except A
;
a few read.

25 (45^ 9)€ for€€ = I5 37 44 53

58 59 72 82 129 130 135 318 344 376 381 426.

[e(f>]ayov for e^ayev

:

probably scribal error, cursive

influence.

26 (45, ii) for : non-accent mark

read as abbreviation stroke.

27 (44,11) €i^[y«ra9] for : non-assimilation.

28 (45, 14) om[€] = all except A 52 53 54 56 57 129

Old-Lat T-A Hil and some noted by Holmes and

Parsons.

om before = ig 108 314 Old-Lat Phil Cyr

Iren Cyp Hil Vulg.

29 (45, 16) croi for = all except A 15 44 55 106 130

344 376.

29 (45, 17) for <re^ : no support; some omit as also

Vulg.

30 (45, 18) om Tov^ = all except A D M 53 59 106 120

376·

30 (45, 20) om avTov after— all except A 15 56 61

75 82 129 135.

31 (45, 21)€ for€€ : no support;

translation variant.

31 (45, 22) ( ^) -|- [] = A 15 82 135 376426
and few.

32 (45, 24) () -|-: dittography.
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32 (45, 25) for : sound error, i.e.{) for.
33 (45, 25) for : omission of abbrevia-

tion stroke.

33 (45, 26) for^(, A) :

cf. 53 75 Boh.

33 (45, 27) for . omitted abbreviation

stroke; only A 58 75 129 (120 407) have.
for : see Intro.

34 (45, 29) -{- [/cat] before = E 15 56“^ 58 75

82 129 134 135 318 426 Old-Lat.

om^ = all except A.

36

(46, i) om TovTo = 19 314 Phil Vulg etc.

36 (46, 2) Transpose [][] : no support but the

change just fills the small lacuna.

36 (46, 3) Transpose : no support.

37 (46,4) [^^ = A M 44 53 56 59 72 75 106 107 108

129.

38 (46, 6) om — all except A D M 53 55 56 59 75

129 Eth.

38 (46, 7) (^) ~)( 8[e -] [] = all except A.

40 (46, ) €[7] for or = 9 37

59 Comp.

om = 44 °7 ^35 Eth Phil.

41 (46, 12) om = 314 5
corrected by the same

hand with all other mss.

41 (46, 13) re for 8 = Vulg, but probably only sound

error.

om^ = E 52 54 57 58 130 344 Phil Chr Cyr (under

asterisk in M Arm),

om before : no support.

42 (46, 14) for : no support.

42 (46, 15) om^ = 73 Eth Old-Lat Vulg Goth.

43 (46, 17) for: omission of abbreviation stroke.

43 (46, 18) om = E 15 71 72 82

130 135 344 Phil Or Chr.

45 (46, 20) for : probably only scribal error

due to cursive parent.
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46 (46, 23) = (A) 19 44 57 72 I20 130

314 344 407 426.

om a ; no support but cf. double apostrophe after

preceding word
;

probably t replaced et and was

then read as the second apostrophe. Therefore

the parent ms had a similar queer-shaped apos-

trophe.

I (46, 26) / prim scr = 72 ;
corr = all other

MSS.

for : grammatical error.

for e/c = D E 15 44 53 55 56 82 106 129 376 426 Chr

etc.

1 (46, 27) for = ig 108 314 376 Arm
Boh Old-Lat Chr.

2 (46,27) e ior. misunderstood abbreviation
;

see

Intro.

om = all except A 15 44 53 56 58 72 75 82 106

135 etc.

2 (46, 28) TO for Tov : omission of abbreviation stroke,

om TOV before = 19 io8 314.

for : omission of abbreviation stroke.

Transpose eKeidev 58 Arm Old-Lat Phil

;

om €€, E 19 53 314 Eth Phil.

4

(46, 31) TOV + tov: dittography.

4 (46, 32) for = all except A.

yap for : scribal error, cursive influence.

4 (47, i) [:] for^ = all except A.

5 (47, 3) om [8e] = E 15 19 54 55 57 58 75 120 135 314

344 376 407 426.

om: no support
;

cf. 72, for.
6 (47, 5) for : no support, but cf. Vulg,

misisset against diniisisset.

+ eK€L0ev before yvvaiKa = M and most MSS
;
some

transpose and A omits.

6 (47, 6) tru for ov : scribal errors ac-

companied by ignorance of verb forms; see 28, i.

7 (47, 8) () + = D E 56 72 129 Boh Sah

Arm Old-Lat.
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7 (47, 9) () + = all except A 19

75 108 314 Boh Sah Eth Old-Lat Phil.

8 (47, 9) iSe for iSev : omission of abbreviation stroke.

9 (47,11) om : no support.

II (47, 14) (fcaP) + : dittography.

11 (47, 15) [ for = all except A.

12 (47, 17) iov : scribal error,

cursive influence.

12 (47, 18) for = D 15 54 55 57 59 120 344^

407 Phil T-A.

13 (47, 19) avTTjv for <;^ —
55 Just Aug; probably

due to misinterpretation of abbreviation stroke.

+ before o = 15 56^’ 58 72 76 82 129 130 134

135 3^4 420 Arm Sah Eth Phil Just Eus.

13 (47, 20) for = ig 59 108 314 Eus.

14 (47, 22) for = all except A Eth Old-Lat

Eus Chr Cyr.

: perhaps omission of abbreviation stroke.

14 (47, 24) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

15 (47, 24) Transpose iSov = E Arm (cf. 120

407).

15

(47, 25) Transpose [] : cf. Arm Eth.

for : no support.

15 (47,26): non-assimilation.

16 (47, 27) for = all except A D 44 56* 72 75 82

426 Eus Chr.

18 (48, 2) [] for = all except A E 129

and some doubtful.

19 (48, 4) [] for : no support for

iota, which may have come from a non-accent mark

being considered an abbreviation,

om [] : no support
;
a transposition is possible, but

also unsupported.

20 (48, 5) for : no support, but common
change in 91 1.[ + ] = 44 53 6 107 (56 in Holmes and

Parsons)

.
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20 (48, 6) om[] : no support, but some omission is

necessary from space.

21 (48, 8) om^ = Theodoret Vulg.

efjLOL for /« : for order cf. D 15 52 55 57 58 72

82 120 130 134 135 344 376 407 426 Phil Or.

22 (48, 8) for : scribal error, cursive influ-

ence.

22 (48, 9) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

1 (48, ii) for viov = 19 314 (58 134 cited by Holmes

and Parsons).

om [] = E 15 19 58 82 135 314 376 426.

-{ (for) before : no support
;

cf.

before in some mss.

om : no support.

2 (48, 1 2) for : omission of abbrevia-

tion stroke.

2 (48, 13) avTov for em to = all except A.

3 (48, 15) for : scribal error, cur-

sive influence.

3 (48, 16) -k before[] = ig 108 314

and few.

3 (48, 17) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

4 (48, 18) for : no support
;

corr
;

hence false aspiration at first.

5 (48, 18) for = Georg.

6 (48, 20) for^ : omission of abbreviation stroke,

om avTov = all except A E 53 56 59 129.

6 (48, 21) om yap
— most MSS, yet the last

phrase seems an omission by homoioteleuton.

7 (48, 21) om = Eth Old-Lat.

for : scribal error, cursive influence.

8 (48, 24) for\ : no support.

10 (48, 29) [ ]
= 15 53 57 58 82 1 20 3“« 344 37^

407 420 Arm (sub *) Boh Or.
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(49, i) om [] before [a]Se\(f)ov = M 15 25 31 53 82

376 Arm.

II (49, 2) []<; for : circumflex read as

abbreviation stroke.

13 (49, 5) [eyevero] 8e for eyevero = all except A.

for ? : error by dittography.

13 (49, 6) avTo for, by omission of abbreviation

stroke, or for, by false quantity of vowel, both

common errors. There are related mss on both sides.

14 (49, 9) : dittography.

= E 2o 58 59 72 cited by Holmes and Parsons.

15 (49, 10) for on : sound error.

(et) + = 44 53 72 76 io6 107 134 Arm Chr.

15 (49, ii) av\ayyeLko\v for = 53 75 129.

n for T15 = 19 44 106; probably only omission of ab-

breviation stroke.

16 (49, 12) om 15 426; cf. transposition in 19 72

108 314 Old-Lat.

[/€]/ for€ : omission of abbreviation stroke,

erepa for = 59 Chr
;

cf. in related mss.

17 (49. 13) ^ E 15A9 72 82 108 129 135 314 376

381 426 Eth Cyr.

17 (49 > 14) (o^et) + = E M 19 44 52 53 54 55 56

57 58 59 106 i2o™8 134 314 344 407 Boh Sah Cyr

Thdt.

20 (49, 18) Transpose = D and most minus-

cules
;

so also A, which alone omits the following

sentence.€ for^ : misinterpretation of abbreviation

stroke, or cursive influence.

20 (49, 19) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

21 (49, 19) [] for = E 15 19 44 53 56 58 72 82 106

129 130 135 314 376 426.

om pot = E M 15 52 55 57 58 59 75 82 120 129 135 344

407 426 Cyr.

21 (49, 20) om [^] = E 19 44 106 107 108 314 Arm Boh
Sah Old-Lat and few.
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for€ : non-accent mark read as abbre-

viation stroke.

22 (49,21) for: grammatical error; no

support.

23 (49, 22) om /car = E 53 56“^ 129 Arm Boh Eth.[ +] = all except A 19 54* 314 Old-Lat

and few.

24 (49, 24) Transpose Xeta [] =

19 44 53 5^ 5^ 59 129 3^4 Sah Old-Lat.

for^ : omission of abbreviation stroke.

25 (49, 25) + before = all except A.

25 (49, 26) pLa’ for- : non-accent mark read as

abbreviation stroke.

for crot = D M 15 52 54 55 56* 58 59 82 120

135 344 407 426 Cyr.

26 (49, 27) € for eanv = E.

27 (49, 29) {ovv) -f 8[\: a conflate reading
;

cf. 130

for ovv.

27 (49, 30) [] for epya = E 59 72() Old-

Lat.

30 (50, 4) /c[a]t for = Georg.

+ before"^ : no support.

Transpose [] [] or omit : 426* supports

the transposition and Chr the omission.

31 (50, s)_ for^ : sound error.

om o = 15 19 72 82 io8 135 314 376 381 426 Arm
Eth Old-Lat Phil.[] for : sound error.

32 (50, 6) Transpose [] = E 59 129 Goth;

cf. Eth.

32 (50, 7) Transpose [] = 15 19 44 53 56^ 58

72 82 107 129 ^35 3^4 37^ 3^1 420 Old-Lat

Goth.

33 (5) 10) ^ for — 15 9 44

53 56 58 72 6 107 8 129 135 34 376 381 426.

Transpose []

:

no support.

34 {50, ) for

:

probably scribal error, cur-

sive influence, but cf. , 53 7i.
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ereKov for€ = E 15 ig 44 53 56 58 72 82 106 107

108 129 314 381 426.

34 (50, 12) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

eKa'Kea[ev\ for = all except A.

35 (50,12) : non-assimilation.

35 (50,13) €L ior : omission of syllable.

1 (50, 14) re for 8e ; no support
;
sound error.

ovTL for on
:
probably rough breathing read as abbre-

viation stroke.

2 (50, 17) om = E. Cf. D Vulg.

evavTL for avn : no support.

om = all except A D 75.

om [et/xt] = Boh Sah Chr
;

cf. transposition in 53 75

Arm Eth Eus Thdt.

3 (50, 18) om = Vulg Arab,

om : no support.

for : misinterpretation of abbrevia-

tion stroke.

3 (50, 19) for Lva = all except A Sah.{·\ — all except A 54 75 120 129* 130

134 (19) (53)·

4 (50, 20) for : no support
;

scribal

error.€ Se for = E 15 ip 52 53 54 56

57 58 72 82 129 135 314 381 426 etc.

5 (50, 21) (€) -f- : no support.

6 (50, 23) for : no support except conflate

in Vulg.

8 (50, 25) om = E ip 108 314 Sah Eth.

8 (50, 25)^ for^ = 15 52 54

57 io6 107 134 426 Chr etc.

om ; no support.

8 (50, 26) = AD 129 130 426 and not many

others.

9 (50, 27) T€KeLv for TLKTeiv = 130*^* : cf. conflate in

72.

9 (50, 28) om : no support.
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(so, 28) €7^[€^] for€> Se = 53 I 2Q
and probably others.

om^ = and perhaps others; cf. Holmes and

Parsons.

II (50, 29) €v = A D E 59 120 407 Boh Sah.

11 (50,30)^ = E*
;

false quantity.

12 (50, 30) om [erd] = D E M 15 52 53 55 57 58 59 72

75 82 129 376 426 Arm.

13 (51» i) («7") + = Old-Lat; cf. 53 Arm (pre-

fix et/u).

13 (51, 2) om[] = all except A E 53 56“ 129.

[]7 -t- 7[9] = E 44 106 107 318 426 Arm Boh
(cf. 53 56 58 129 Sah Arm Old-Lat).

14 (51,3) evXev evpev

:

interchange of liquids.

14 (5L 5) om - 19 53 56 58 io6 129 130 134 314.

15 (51? 6) om <rot = 57 Boh; cf. Holmes and Parsons.

15 (51» 7) ^^^ for \\\ : error in quantity.

16 (51, 9) avTov for — 44 53 54 75 io6 376 Old-Lat

etc.

16 (51, 10) €Jor €€ = D IS 19 ^ 52 54 381 etc.

17 (51,12) o for = all except A.

: non-assimilation.

18 (51, 13) ^ for^ = all except A 19 44 106

107 108 130 134 314 etc.

om = D E M 15 52 54 55 72 75 82 106 107 120 129

130 134 135 344 376 407 426 etc.

om [jU,ov^] : no support.

18 (51, 14) om 0 before eaTiv. no support; whole

phrase omitted by some.

19 (51, 15) for : circumflex read as abbreviation

mark.

20 (51, 16) Transpose o ^ all except A 52 54 55 57

58 120 407 etc.

for jue : rare interchange of iota and epsilon.

20 (51, 17) ere/cei' for = 53 72 io8.[ €]€(€ = all except E 56 129.

(51, 18) om € tlkt€lv = all except A Old-

Lat.

21
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22 (51, 19) Transpose <; = D 15 53 56 58

59 72 82 135 376 381 426 Arm Old-Lat.

= A 19 314 Thdt; all others have article.

for^ : scribal error.

23 (51,20): non-assimilation.

24 (51, 22) o poL = A M 15 58 72 82 120 134 135 407

426 etc.

25 (51, 23) [/8^] for : no support.

for pe iva : omission due to honioioteleu-

ton.

om = Boh.

26 (51, 24) [] for poL = all

except A E Arm Chr.

neBi for, but correction begun, though not

completed.

eSovXevaa for^ = E 83 120 344 407.

26 (51, 25) (aoi) +,: no support; it may be a

case of dittography or, corrected to the present par-

ticiple, it sounds Hebraic.

for iva — 19 44 106 108 314.

o)v for : no support
;
a rare vowel interchange,

for : no support
;

cf. E -.
27 (51, 20) om = 15 72 82 130 135 426 Arm.

28 (51, 27) for : omission of abbre-

viation stroke.

28 (51, 28) om aoL = all except A D 44 53 59 75 82 106

134 Boh Eth Old-Lat.

29 (51, 28) [/8 \\ for = 75·€ for : words borrowed from verse 27.

29 ( 5L 29) for a = 135 Arm
;

cf. quanta in Vulg.

The correct reading of the text is vouched for by

Professor Schmidt after comparison with the papy-

rus. The Facsimile would naturally be read-, with the first corrected to a.

30 (51, 29) for yap: scribal error, cursive influence.{ + croi : cf. of all except A E 56 129 and

few.
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(52, i) for : the common spelling of

91 1 ;
no support.

[] for = all except A 19 52 53 56 72 106 108 129

135 314·

30 (52,2) [] : sound error.

31 (52, 2) for = L 44 52 56* 57 58 59 106 120

344 407 etc.

e[t7rev] for €€ = E 15 55 72 75 82 129 135 376

381 426 Arm Georg Cyr.

31 (52, 3) for : scribal error, cursive influence.

32 (52, 4) [ ] : only A 44 53 56* 58 72

75 106 130 426* omit.

32

(52, 5) for : no support; influ-

ence of previous line.

Transpose SiaXevKov [] — all except A Arm.

32 (52, 6) for : scribal error, cursive influ-

ence.

33 (52, 6) om^ — Arab and the Vulg ms : careless

omission.

33

(52, 7) + [/flat before = L Eth Old-Lat.

eav for o eav : translation variant.

[€] for hiaXevKov : scribal error, cursive influ-

ence.

33 (52, 8) Transpose[] = 76.

35 (52, lo) [] : no support.

35 (52? 12) [] for = 130.

36 (52, 14) for,'. omission of

abbreviation stroke.

37 (52, 15) om [] = L 59 Arm Sah Vulg.

for : careless error either from inter-

change of liquids or influence of preceding.
37 (52, 1 6) for' : scribal error, cursive

influence.

37 (52, 17) om ^ = 120 407 Eth and probably some in

Holmes and Parsons. A few have ^.
for = L

;
cf. Old-Lat.

38 (52, 18) [] for ; no sup-

port
;
accommodation to.
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38 (52, 19) eav for av = 381 and probably others.

38 (52, 19, 20) TreLv for€ : no support but so spelled

twice
;
probably common pronunciation error of local-

ity, though Mayser, Gram. p. 406, says it never occurs.

38 (52, 19) om /caG = all except A 15 53 58 72 135.

38 (52, 20) for : appears as

conflate in 15 58 72 (82) 135 376 426.

Tats for : grave accent read as abbreviation stroke.

40 (52, 22) for = 15 19 44 82 io6 107 130

134 135 314 376 381 Old-Lat Cyr etc.

40

(52, 23) SiaXevKo for SiaXevKOP : omission of abbre-

viation stroke,

om — 72.

40 (52, 24) for eavTov — 32 ;
translation

variant.

41 (52, 25) €€· for^^ = 15 72 134 135

370 420 (82).

ey : assimilation, against practice of 91 1.

41 (52, 26) ev for ev rats \voL : misinter-

pretation of one abbreviation stroke and omission

of another.

41 (52, 27) € : single consonant for double,

and misinterpretation of circumflex over article.

42 (52, 27) av for yap = most MSS except A E* 44 58

106 134.

ere/ca for€ : the scribe made two attempts to

correct this form. The parent manuscript may have

been illegible or he may have wished an Alexandrian

form. In either case he shows little knowledge of

Greek.

42 (52, 29) for = E 59.

43 (52,30) ior : circumflex read as abbrevia-

tion stroke.

for : grammatical error, but caused by

ending of following adjective.

I (53, 2) [^ -f] : there is no support for

this addition, but the space in the lacuna requires

some seven letters extra.
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2 (53. 4) rov[] = ig 52 54 57 58 59 72 75 82 120“

134 135 314 376 381 426 Chr.

[on] for Kat l8ov = E Boh Eth; 53 omits l8ov, as gii

must from lack of space.[] for — 57“® 120 130“® 407 ;

the reading in this lacuna is chosen to give proper

construction to. If it is assumed that

is an error for, the regular text, ,, will fill the lacuna.

^0€ = A E 15 s6 82 129 130.

+ 9 before[] : no support.

3 (53, 5) [€] for — Vulg
;

cf. era-

sure in A.

4 (53. 7) Transpose Xeiav = E ig 44 52 53 54

56 57 58 75 106 107 108 120 129 314 344 407 Sah Eth

Old-Lat Phil etc.

5 (53. 8) epov for ptT = M ig 52 54 55 57 72

82 130 134 135 314* 426.

(. for^ : sound error.

5 (53, 9) for v

:

cf. verse 2 for addition of

and note omission of abbreviation stroke.

6 (53, 10) () = all except A E 19 108 314.

8

(53,12) for eav: scribal error, cursive in-

fluence.

8 (S3) 13) Transpose €[] : no support.

om ^ to ? by homoioteleuton = 44

106.

9 (53, 14) for : no support, but cf., ig 108 314 Chr.

10 (53, 15) [\] for ev

= all except A Or.

10

(53, 16) om = ig 82 120 135 314 344 407 Phil

Just Cyr.

10 (53> 17) + before[] : no support.

11 (53,18) om//3 = 15 44 55 59 72 75 82 106 107 120

130 134 135 344 37^ 4°7 420 Arm Eth Old-Lat Phil

Or Eus Chr Cyr Vulg.

12 (53, 19) ^ -j- : dittography.
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12 (53, 20)€ for
: grammati-

cal error but perhaps due to cursive writing.

12 (53, 21) -h em before — 59 Arm Old-Lat.

12 (53, 22) for : omission of single syllable.

13 (53, 22) ^ for ^: no support; probably

sound error.

iv for ev = all except A and few.

13 (53) 23) ov for: no support; omission of

this augment is regular in 91 1.

13 (53, 24) e^eX^[e] for = all except A 32. No
variant is reported which would fill the rest of the

lacuna; possibly en was repeated.

13 (53) 25) yeviav for : signs of correction may
indicate that the parent was hard to read. There is

no support.

pera for : no support
;
probably scribal

change due to cursive writing.

14 (53, 25), Se for : the

abbreviation stroke is for i, giving the plural as in

E M 15 19 52 54 57 58 59 61 75 82 129 130 134 314

344 376 426 Arm Boh Sah Eth Old-Lat Vulg etc.

There is no support for the change in conjunction.

14 (53, 26) eLTTe[v] for etnav = 75.

16 (53, 29) om : no support.

16 (54, 2) Transpose o ^9 = D E EM 54 56 57 58 59

107 129 130*’"^ 376 426 Arm Cyr.

17 (54, 2) [][ -f-] = all except A D 55 56.

17 (54) 3) d" ^^ av[ra] before [ctu] = 44 53

106 107 (all) 56 58 129 134 318 Arm Boh Sah

Eth Chr (€€) .

18 (54, 4) €.[€] for€€ = E 44 53 56

106 107 120 129 130*’'* 407 Arm Boh Old-Lat etc.

19 (54, 7) € for : scribal error, cursive influ-

ence.

20 (54, 7) [ /»] for = Arm Georg.

21 (54, 8) for ^ : omission of abbreviation stroke.

Transpose [^] = E 19 58 108 120 129 130

314 344 407 Phil.
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21 (54, 9) for : scribal error, cursive in-

fluence.

22 (54, 10) for € = D IQ

44 5§ 72 6 120 135 3^4 344 37^ 407 426 etc.

23 (54; 10) om = 15 IQ 72 82 108 135 3^4 376 426

Arm Old-Lat.

23 (54, ii) € for eavTOv = 19 55 76 i3ot-‘

134 314 Cyr.

23 (54, 12) + before (error for) = D F
M 52 57 58 59 75 107 120 135 344 376 407 426 Cyr etc.

25 (54, 14) om /cat^ : no support.

26 (54, 16) + [r]ouTO before = 20 318 Chr ^
Vulg

;
many add after.

for = all except A 31 75 120 407.

26 (54, 17)€ ior€ = L 82

i3Qtxt ^26.

26 (54, 18) -^^ : vowel change, o for , see

~ Intro.

27 (54, 18) €[] for : omission of

abbreviation stroke.

27 (54, 19) for : scribal error, cursive

influence. + = F'^ 15 19 44 55^ 82 106 107 108

134 135 376 381 Boh Sah Eth Old-Lat Or Chr etc.

28 (54, 20) om ov‘^ = Phil Vulg.

29-30 (54, 22) Transpose wv ow 7[^]7 : no support.

30 (54, 23) Transpose .
= all except A 19 108 314·

30 (54; 24) om = all except A 56 Arm Eth.

31 (54; 25) [\.] for : no support.

32 (54, 26) Transpose \ ]
before

= D L 19 44 53 56 57 °6 107 8 129

130 134 3^4 Boh Sah Eth Old-Lat etc.

32 (54, 27) for = ig 44 72 106 107 108 120 130 134

314 318 344 407 etc.

[] = A Boh Sah; all others omit.
32 (54, 28) for : scribal error, cur-

sive influence.
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33 (54, 29) pav'[ev] for€€ — A F 318 and

probably others. See Intro.

33 (55, i) + Tov before Xeta?^ : no support. + = 75.

[€€] = A E 19 44 53 59 75 106 108 129 314.

35

( 55 > 5) [xW + ['<]. ; dittography.

^ /ce
;
sound error with incomplete correction.

K€ + OTL = 56'’ 129 (53) Eth Old-Lat.

hvvoaai for : apparently influence of regular

conjugation.

35 (55> 6) TO for = 52 54 56 57 59 75 120 130 344 407.

for = D i 5 44 58 106 120 ^44 407

Sah Old-Lat Phil Chr Cyr.

for = 15 19 44 58 75 82 io6 120 129 134 314

344 407 426 Sah Old-Lat Phil Chr Cyr etc.

36 (55. 9) Tt for OTL

:

no support.

37 (55, 10) for = F
;
see Intro,

om ^ = E 15 53 56'^ 58 72 82 129 135 426 Arm
Sah Eth Old-Lat Vulg,

37 (55, ii) Transpose and [] = 15 82 107 135 376

420 Arm Vulg.

for : scribal error, but cf. of E 72.

38 (55. 13) om H = 15 18 19 52 55* 75 82 376 Comp.

for : no support.

om = 53.

39 (. 55 , 15 ) for= all except A 15 30 57”g 77 135

376.

for : no support.

om = 58 ;
omission by homoiote-

leiiton.

om [)“] = all except A 57 Thdt.

40 (55, 15) for = D E M 15 82 134() Arm Old-Lat.

40

(55, 16) for = all except A 53 55 56*

57 '"® 75 76 130.

om^ : no support.

om[ : not enough space : omitted by E 15 19 44 52

53 54 57 58 72 82 135 314 318 426 Arm Boh Sah Eth

Old-Lat Chr Thdt etc.
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41 (55, 18) eveSovXevaa for eSovkevaa : no support; corr

man i.

om} = all except A E.

41 (55, 19) for — I 2g] cf. 8, 55"'® 56" (129) Arm Boh.

42 (55, 20) Transpose [17]!^
=

19 52 54 5^ 57 5§ 129 3^4 Eth Old-Lat and

others.

42

(55, 21) for = 15 19 44 52 loy 108

135 314 318 426 etc.

42 (55,22) ^ : non-assimilation,

[] + [ ^]?: no support.

for = 15 50 §2 2 130 134 35 344

407 etc.

43 (55> 23) om^ = 15" 52 54 55 56 57*’^‘ 59 75 82

120 129 134 135 314 318 344 376 381 407 Arm Boh
Sah Eth Old-Lat Phil Cyr.

for“ = io6 Cyr
;
many omit,

om = 44 75 Phil
;
omission by homoioteleu-

ton.

43 (55, 24) [€5] for : no support; a gloss

crowded out the true text. Schmidt reads[ e\poi.€ for = all except A.

43 (55) 25) ereice for €€ : no support; probably

scribal error.

44 (55, 26) 8 for^ : no support

;

scribal error.

44 (55, 27) ava + va: dittography.

om — all except A Old-Lat.

for t8e = D M 15 52 53 54 57 82 108 129 130 135

314 344 376 381 426 etc.

45 (55) 29) ior : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

46 (56, i) Transpose e/<et ew[iov]

:

cf. omission of

€Kei in E 44 54 59 106 107 344 Boh Eth Chr
;
more

omit emov.

47 (56, 3) o for == 52 54 57 Boh and many
listed by Holmes and Parsons.

for — all except A.
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4S (56, 4) \ for =1$ Arm
according to Holmes and Parsons

; 54 conflates,

om^ = D E M 19 44 52 54 55 57 75 106 120 129 134

314 344 407 etc.

48-49 (56, 5) om by homoioteleuton from [ava ^]
e[/Ao]a to ava,€ = .

50 (5, 6) = A 15 5 ?2 82 135 37 420 and few.

50 (56, 7 ) om eanv = 135.

52 (56, 7 ) for : circumflex accent read as

abbreviation stroke,

e/xe for /xe = 72 Chr.

om Tov: no support.

54 (56, 9) Transpose [] : no support.

54 (56, ii) € for emov : no support; adaptation to

first aorist.

55 (56, 12) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

om avTov“ . no support; cf. E 19 44 106 108 314, om
avrov^.

I (56, 13) for : no support
;
translation

variant by one better acquainted with seafaring.

1 (56, 14) om rot? = all except A E 53 56®

75 129 Eth.

2 (56, 16) om = D 53 Cyr.

for : an expansion of the

abbreviation stroke in the parent ms was read

but the abbreviation stroke retained
;
also sound

error. Note separation stroke between and .
3 (S6 , 17) () + = all except

A Eth (19 314 only).[] for : no support
;
probably

misinterpretation of abbreviation stroke.

[] for : no support
;

scribal error plus

insertion of article.

4 (56, 18) Ko for : no support
;
omission of abbrevia-

tion stroke and false quantity.

5 (56, 21) for : omission of ab-

breviation stroke.
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6 (56, 22) €&\ for avearpexpav = EL 19 44 52

54 56 57 61 106 107 108 314 318 344 Cyr etc.

6 (56, 23) (“) + [] = E L ig 44 52 53

54 55 56 57 59 106 107 108 120 129 134 314 318 381

407 Boh Sah Old-Lat Cyr etc.

et^ for : error arose from corrected

itacism of parent ms.

for aoL = E* M 19 44 52 53 54 56 57 58 59 61 72 75

106 129 135 344 376"^ 426 Syr-Hex Chr etc.

6 (56, 24) At first transpose then omit /xer icf.Vulg.

7 (56, 24) for eoeLo = all except A 37 Old-

Lat Vulg.

rjTTopoLTo for : rare itacism.

7 (56, 25) Tov per [] for : perhaps

misinterpretation of abbreviation stroke.

Transpose = G 15 7^ §2 135

37 420 Boh Eth Old-Lat Syr-Hex. Only 129 has

for.
8 (50, 28) €0 for^ : omission of abbrevia-

tion stroke.

9 (56, 28) om o < at first with 56* but add above by

same hand = all other mss.

9 (56, 29) for Ke = G 134 (cf. 53) ;
most mss have o

<; or conflate.

for : scribal error.

10 (56, 30) for : no support but cf.

LKavovTat of D E M 58 Syr-Hex Cyr (82).

om^ : no support but cf. Arm Eth Chr Vulg.

11 (57 ) 3) Transpose €[] = ig 108 314.

om pe KaL : no support but note correction of
;

probably omission and correction in parent ms.€ = A G* 19 108 130 314 318 344 426 Arm Eth

Old-Lat Syr-Hex Cyr etc.

12 (57, 4) for : omission of abbreviation stroke.

13 (57) 5) € for : non-accent mark

read as abbreviation stroke.

13

( 57 ) 6) om[] = L 56'^ 129 Eth Old-

Lat Vulg (obelized by G)
;
transposed by 72.
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14 (57, 7) [eliKOKoai, for eiKoat

:

dittography.

15 (57) 8) for : scribal error, cursive influence.

for : omission of abbreviation stroke.

(eiKoai) + /cat = all except A L 53 82 Boh Sah Eth.

16 (57, 10) etTref for enrev Se = 19 Old-Lat Arm
Georg.

17 (57,11) auTot for /catG· no support.

for : false quantity.

17 (57) ^2) for: no support;

apparently itacism and non-accent mark read as

abbreviation.

18 (57, 13) om /cad = all except A 19 44 55 59 130 134

314 Arm Boh Sah.

18 (57, 14) for^ =
75 130 381.

om = L 55.

19 (57, 16) without article; against A G 37 61

426.

20 (57, 18) 7r[apay]ett'eTat + ere : no support

;

probably an interpretative gloss,

om from ^ to ^ by

homoioteleuton = 44 106 107.

21 (57, 19) for : cf.-
of G 15 44 82 106 314 426.

22 (57, 22) ^ for 8 : non-accent mark read as

abbreviation.

22 (57, 23) prim scr
—

407 ;
corr = most

MSS. The error was older and was the source of

in 15* 44 53 72 75* 130 Arm Eth Old-Lat

Cyr.

24 (57, 25) Transpose [] = all except

A 52 54 57 Boh Clem Or Eus Cyr and few others.

25 (57, 26) om /cad : no support except Vulg.

for : sound error.

25 ( 57 ) 27 ) corrected to : the interchange of

and o is common
;
see Introduction.

26 (57, 28) The error 8e for was noticed at once by

the scribe and written above, but he forgot to

delete .
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26 (57, 29) Transpose /ae€77 = all except A 37 6i

Arm Chr.

27 (S7j 29) : merely false quantity.

om == G L 19 58 76 314 426 Sah Eth Or Eus.

28 (57, 30) eiTTev Se for enrev = G L 15 19 44 58 72

82 108 129 134 135 314 318 376 381 426 Old-Lat Just

Or Eus Spec.

om = I20 134 407 Sah.

’
: no support

;
probably a conflate

;
cf.’

in many mss.

28

(57, 31) Transpose to[] = all except

A.

28 (58, I
)
^[] = A G M etc. Schmidt adds €

with related mss, for which space seems insufficient.

29 (58, i) + avTov before [\ = L 52 129 318 Sah

Old-Lat Vulg Cyr.

29 (58, 2) o [^] for einev^ = Old-Lat Phil Spec.

[lvo\ tl -t- : false quantity for — all except

A 59 72 ; 53 56^ 129 add in different order,

om = D G L 15 44 58 72 82 135 426 Arm Sah Old-

Lat Phil Just Clem Or Eus Chr Cyr Thdt Spec.

Many transpose.

30 (58, 2) om
[] = L 19 77 108 314 Eus Chr Thdt.

30 (58, 3) for : omission of abbreviation stroke.

31 (58,4) for : no support; scribal

error, cursive influence.

for 17X10? : scribal error, cursive influence.

32 (58, 5) om yap = all except A 37 61.

for : interchange of liquids.

32 (58, 6) om by homoioteleuton ^ to ^
= E 71.

for = 19 44 53 56’' 106 108 129 314 376.

I (58; 7) ) -f TOt? = 53 ;
G (with *)

and many others add Tot? .
[] for lSov : no support

;
perhaps [] should be

supplied, cf. in 44.

om = all except A 37 61.

I (58, 8) (/) +€ [yap]'
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[€]

:

no support, but cf. 32, 7, where the

same sentence appears except Se for yap
;

space

requires the extra letter here.

1 (58, 9) om = G 15 58 72 75 82* 135 376 426 Sah

Old-Lat Chr
;

a deleted e above the line seems to

indicate that € stood in the parent, though per-

haps deleted.

1-2 (58, 9) om by homoiotdeuton from^ to

=
53 54 58 72 75 76 84 134 314 Eth Old-

Lat.

2 (58, 10) : no support
;

false quantity.

3 (58, ii) for — all except A Arm
and few.

3

(58, 12) Tov = A E G 56 82 I20 129 130 407 ;

cf. 53, TOV^.
5 (58, 15) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

6 (58, 16) T€Kva for = all except A 426* Old-

Lat and few.

7 (58, 17) []€(€ for€ = Eth

;

probably scribal error.

TovTo for = ig 44 58 72 75 106 108 314 426 Old-

Lat.

8 (58, 18) Transpose€ = 72.

8 (58, 19) aTTr]vTy]VK[a] for : either non-accent

mark read as abbreviation, or the mistake arose

through sound error.

8 (58, 20) evavTiov for €v — all

MSS except A (D 52 54 57) and few.

9 (58, 20) for : scribal error, cursive influ-

ence.

10

(58, 21) -}- : no support, though added

in different order by D 130 Eth.

for : scribal error, cursive influence.

12 (58, 25) for — E G 15 44 52

55 56 82 134 344 426.

^[]9 for = 44 53 56“ 75 6 loj 129

135·
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13 (58, 27) om ovv = 30 Georg; cf. Arm Old-Lat Chr.

{) + = 44 53 56 58 6 loy 129 318 Sah

Eth.

14 (58, 28) = A* G 72 120 130 314 407 426.

om^ = G 15 135 426*'.

14 (58, 29) for : omission of abbrevia-

tion stroke.€ for /' : no support.

14 (58, 30) om e = 15 44 75 106 381.

17 (59, 2) et? '] for et9 : treated as one

word, single consonant for double.

18 (S9, 5) for^ : no support; scribal error.

18 (59, 6) Transpose[][] = 44 55 59 75

70 107 134 3^8 etc.

19 (S9) 7)
" '^'’7^ · omission of abbreviation stroke.

19 (59, 8) [] : always so spelled in 91 1 and Sah, and

sometimes in 20 54 75 426 Chr.

-j- before =
55 72 76 134 135 318 Chr.

1 (59, 10) + : dittography.

2 (59, ii) om o before = 19 Cyr.

3 (59, 14) for rrapdevov : grammatical error.

4 (59) 15) 7[] for = G 15 19 72 82 135

314 376 426.

5 (59, 16) e/xia for epiavev

:

omission of abbreviation

stroke
;

see Intro.

7 (59, 20) re for 8e" : no support
;
sound error.

7 (59, 21) om( = all except A 53 56 76 129 Boh

Sah Eth.

8 (59, 22) Transpose = G 15 52 56 57 59 72

76 82 120 130 134 344 381 407 426 etc.

8 (S9) 23) To8e for 8ore : transposition of like con-

sonants
;
not so in repetition of passage below,

om ovv = 19 314 Sah Eth, to which add with Holmes

and Parsons 108 Chr Bar-Hebr.

Transpose [] : no support
;
note that

is omitted in the repetition of this passage in the next

line. Probably had been supplied between the

lines in the parent ms.
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9 (59, 24-25), for€
twice = E G 15 18 (19) 44 56 72 75 82 106 120 129

130 134 135 344 ‘^‘ 407 426.

{^) +€ €.
: dittography of previous sentence,

but correct and omitted
;

for-
repa<; looks like omitted abbreviation stroke, but is

spelled out correctly in the first writing of the pas-

sage. Perhaps the repetition was already in the

parent ms.

9

(59, 25) (^) + : a misplaced correction
;

cf.{ + in 53 54’’ 55 59 75 106 107

134 318 344"*® 381 Boh etc.

10 (59, 26) for : probably an itacism.

10 (59, 27) for = D E G 15 19 55

56 59 (72) 82 120 130 134 135 344 407 426 Arm Eth.

om^ : no support, but cf. Vulg.

10 (59, 28) for : this seems an inten-

tional change to reflect on the Jews. The meaning

is “ cheat it ” rather than “ trade in it.”

for = G 15 56“^ 82 344*^^* 376 426

etc.{) .

11 (6o, 2) av for = 44* 72 134 407 426 and few.

om = all except A.

for — Vulg Arm.

12 (60, 2) -f [] : dittography.

12 (60, 3) []7€ for : sound error.

for : meaning to bind is a possible

word to use of marriage, but one can not say whether

it came in here as a gloss or as a translation variant,

om : no support except Vulg, but cf. omission of

in 106 and the change of verb above.

13 (60, 5) : expand abbreviation {); it

is an itacism.

for : sound error.

14 (60, 6) om = ig 44 53 54 107 108 314

Eth
;
many omit and more prefix the article.

-|- TO before = all except A.
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15 (60, 8) : false quantity, for o.

om .€ ev , : omitted by Vulg,

representing the original Hebrew, and obelized by

G 344, yet it is probably only an omission by homoio-

tdeuton in the Hebrew.

16 (60, 10) for = G* 18.

16 (60, ii) om = ip 108 314 Vulg and obelized

by G.

for€ = most MSS except A 19 44

55 59 75 82 106.

17 (60, 12) []€ for€€ = J2 75.€€€ for€€ = (G) 120 318 407;

yet probably only omission of abbreviation stroke.

18 (60, 13) So (= Se) for ^ = i2g.

19 (60, 14) om Tov before = ip 106 108 129

314 318.

19 (60, 15) for^^ : cf. evSo^o^ of 44
56'" 106 107 129. The sound error is common in 91 1.

21 (60,18) €([] for€ : no support

;

translation variant, but cf. Vulg Eth and Arm, which

point to , which can be read here.

21 (60,21) 8 for So€v

:

omission of abbrevia-

tion stroke.

22 (60, 22) OLK€Lv for KaroLK€Lv = G 15 19 44 53 56 72

75 82 106 107 108 129 135 314 376.

22 (60, 23) 7€[] for€€ : no sup-

port but cf. verse 15.

for = 30 ;
the change in the form of the

verb probably had influence here.

23 (60, 24) {) + = 44 53 56 6 107 I 2p

Sah.

om after = G 53 56 72 82 129 135 318 ;

note the transpositions.

23

(60, 25) for = 53 56 i2p (eaTLv) Eth.^ for : no support for the odd

grammatical change.

for : error by omission of single

syllable.
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24 (60, 26) for^ : scribal

error, cursive influence, though change appears also

in Eth.<; for : no support
;

scribal error, cursive

influence.

24 (60, 28) o for : no support
;
intentional

grammatical change.

25 (60, 28) om ev^ =
55 75==· 82 Vulg.

25 (61, l) OL a OL : dittography of ot a
;

the

article is supported by G 15 19 44 52 57 72 106 107

108 130 134 135 314 318 376 381 Boh.

Ttm? for/ : sound error.

26 (61, 2) TO for Tov^ : omission of abbreviation stroke,

but supported by 120 407.

om Tov^ —
all except A 53.

26 (61, 3) TO : cf. in 30.

heivav for = all except A 19 53 72 75 106.

[] for ^ = D i8 44 52 54 55 57 58 59

72 75 82 106 107 381 etc.

27 (61, 4) [7^] for : no support; Alex-

andrian form.

for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

28 (61, 5) €[] for: wrong form for accusative;

see Intro.

om [“] = Vulg Arm Goth.

28 (61, 6) for^ : no support; omitted by 44

Vulg.

for : sound error.

for^ : false quantity in o sound.

for : error of carelessness but cf. 30, 31 :

for.
29 (6i, 7) om by homoioteleuton from^ to^

= 56*
;

cf. Vulg.

om^ = 50 * 314 Arab.

30 (61, 8) + before — i2o 407 Vulg

Cyr.

30

(61,9) om ju- no support.
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+ before — G (obelized) 15 19

44 53 56 72 76 75 S2 106 107 108 130 134 135 314 318

344 Arm Boh Eth Clir Cyr etc.

30 (61, 10) + ev before rot?, — ig 53 56 75

76 107 108 129 134 314 Chr Cyr etc.

for : scribal error, cursive influence,

but aided by the omission of , a sound error.

30 (61, ii) om e/xe = Vulg Goth.€ for = all except A.

: non-assimilation = D E.

om : no support, om o before : no support.

31 (61, ii) /cat for ot = 44 72 75 io6 107 314 x\rm

Boh Eth.

31 (61, 12) -^ for = most MSS except

A D.

I (61, 12) om = L 52 54 57 59 76 Goth Eus etc.

I (61, 13) for : false quantity in o sound.

1 (61, 14) Transpose / (note omission of

abbreviation stroke)
;
same order in D E L 55 56

59 129 130 134 Chr Cyr.

: false quantity in o sounds.

2 (61, 15) = E; only omission of abbreviation

stroke.[] + €0 = D L 44 52 53 54 55 56

57 75 76 106 107 129 134 381 Arm Boh Phil Cyr etc.

2 (61,16) =

of L 19 120 135 314 407 ;
see Intro.

3 (61, 17) = 135 Eus; quan-

tity error in o sound.

3 (61, 18) [(][] -f- : a conflate;

cf. of 56*./ for^ : omission of abbrevia-

tion stroke.

for : no support.

3

(61, 19) om € = 135. om ev'^

:

no support,

-f- = 53 56“" 129.€ for = E G and all others except

A D 56* Boh Cyr.
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4 (61, 20) om ot ev : no support.

for : omission of abbreviation stroke.

4 (61, 21) TepeixivOov for = G L 56 71 129;

interchange of and .
4 (6 1, 2 2) for : omission of abbreviation

stroke.

5 (6 1, 22) €Kei for «ad : no support.

for ^^ : interchange of liquids for

of 56®· 129 Sah.

5 (61,23) om: no support.

5 (61, 24) om : no support
;
the scribe is hastening

at the end.

7 (61, 26) for : misinter-

pretation of abbreviation stroke.

+ €€ = E 44 52 54 55 57 59 72 75 106 107

134 376 Boh Sah Goth Just etc.

8 (6i, 28) om : no support.
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Mich. Pap. 2724, a fourth century fragment of a parchment leaf,

written on both sides.

Genesis, chapter XIII

:

7 [e]

\ye\vero [ava €][ ]
[jae][]

8 ya

[ ]
8 [ ]

[ . . .8] [][][\ []
8ojU,[a ]8
[ et?]'
[^ ]

There are no important variants in verse 7, though the fragment

avoids changes of 44-106 and of 19-314 once each. In verse 10 the

transposition[] is supported by 19 314 Arm only; there

is a lacuna in 91 1. The only other variant is €[] for, which is supported by 15 82 911. Though the last two letters

are in lacuna the reading is certain for there is not space for four letters.

The fragment is written carefully with letters evenly spaced. The

variant found in 72 376, , is probably a conflate of the

common text with this old variant.
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Madrid: University of Madrid.
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Lund : University of Lund.

Upsala: University of Upsala.
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Basel : University of Basel.

Geneva : University of Geneva.

Zurich: University of Zurich.
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Beirut : American College.

Turkey

Constantinople : Robert College.
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Ehlers. Pages 99-104, with i plate. Price, $0.20.

No. 7. New Brachiopods from the Warsaw Formation of Wayne County,

Kentucky, by G. M. Ehlers and M. S. Chang. Pages 105-111, with i

plate. Price, $0.20.

No. 8. The Richmond Formation of Michigan, by R. C. Hussey. Pages

113-187, with II plates, 12 text figures and i map. Price, $0.75.

No. 9. Devonian Cephalopods from Alpena in Michigan, by Aug. F.

Foerste. Pages 189-208, with 5 plates. Price, $0.35.

No. 10. The Vertebral Column of Coelophysis Cope, by E. C. Case.

Pages 209-222, with i plate and 9 text figures. Price, $0.25.

No. II. A New Species of Trionychid Turtle, Amyda nelsoni, from the

Eocene Beds of Southwestern Wyoming, by E. C. Case. Pages 223-

226, with I plate and 3 text figures. Price, $0.20.

No. 12. A Complete Phytosaur Pelvis from the Triassic Beds of Western

Texas, by E. C. Case. Pages 227-229, with i plate. Price, $0.20.

No. 13. Discovery of a Hamilton Fauna in Southeastern Michigan, by

G. M. Ehlers and Mary E. Cooley. Pages 231-236. Price, $0.15.

No. 14. Anisotrypa waynensis, a New Bryozoan from the Warsaw For-

mation of Kentucky, by Charles F. Deiss, Jr. Pages 237-239, with

2 plates. Price, $0.20.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
Publishers 60 Fifth Avenue New York

Volumes may he obtained also by ordering directly from The Librarian, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Postage extra.



University of Michigan Publications— Continued

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN COLLECTIONS

Catalogue of the Stearns Collection of Musical Instruments (Sec-

ond edition). By Albert A. Stanley. With 40 plates. Pp. 276.

$4.00.

PAPERS OF THE MICHIGAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.
ARTS AND LETTERS

(containing Papers submitted at Annual Meetings)

Editors: EUGENE S. McCARTNEY AND PETER OKKELBERG

Size, 24.2 X 16.5 cm. 8°. Bound in cloth

VoL. I (1921). With 38 plates, i text figure and 5 maps. Pp. xi + 424.

$2.00 net.

VoL. II (1922). With II plates and 7 text figures. Pp. xi + 226. $2.00

net. Bound in paper, $1.50 net.

VoL. Ill (1923). With 26 plates, 15 text figures and 3 maps. Pp. xii

+

473. $3.00 net. Bound in paper, $2.25 net.

VoL. IV (1924), Part I. With 27 plates, 22 text figures and 3 maps.
Pp. xii 631. I3.00 net. Bound in paper, $2.25 net.

VoL. IV (1924), Part II. A Key to the Snakes of the United States,

Canada and Lower California. By Frank N. Blanchard. With
78 text figures. Pp. xiii + 65. Cloth. $1.75.

VoL. V (1925). Pp. xii + 479. With 27 plates, 26 text figures and i map.
$3.00 net. Bound in paper, $2.25 net.

VoL. VI (1926). (This volume contains papers in botany only.) Pp. xii

+ 406. With 28 plates, 4 text figures and 3 maps. $3.00 net. Bound
in paper, $2.25 net.

VoL. VII (1926). (This volume does not contain papers in botany.) Pp.

xii + 435· With 28 plates, 17 text figures and 7 maps. $3.00 net.

Bound in paper, $2.25 net.

THE MACMILLAN COxMPANY
Publishers 60 Fifth Avenue New York

Volumes may be obtained also by ordering directly from The Librarian, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Postage extra.



A NEJV SERIES

Great English Churchmen
Edited by Sidney Dark

“The intention of this series of studies of the lives of English churchmen is

to suggest the significance of the man in the age in which he lived and in

the movements within the Church with which he was concerned. It is the

general editorial policy to select a biographer sympathetic with the character

with whom he deals since, in the view of the editor, sympathy is necessary

to understanding. Each volume is individual, and the writer alone is

responsible for its judgments.”

THOMAS ARNOLD ARCHBISHOP LAUD
By Rev. R. J. Campbell By A. S. Duncan-Jones

ST. THOMAS OF CANTERBURY JOHN WESLEY
By Sidney Dark By the Very Rev. W. H. Hutton

THOMAS CRANMER
By Rev. Anthony C. Deane

Reissues of Important Books on Religion

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE OLD TESTAMENT CHRONOLOGI-
CALLY ARRANGED

By Harland Creelman

THE GREAT COMPANION
By Lyman Abbott

A HISTORY OF THE LITERATURE OF ANCIENT ISRAEL
By Henry T. Fowler

THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS
By C. G. Montefiore

OLD TESTAMENT LIFE AND LITERATURE
By I. G. Matthews

THE NEW TESTAMENT TODAY
By E. F. Scott

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
Publishers 6o Fifth Avenue New York



New Books on Religion

CHRISTIANITY
This book is an endeavor to describe and account for the formation, successive modifications,

and final destruction not of dogmatic assertions of religions in general, but of one particular reli-

gion, studied as a concrete reality. It is history and tries to delineate the main outlines of Chris-

tianity so as to prove that a religion not only in its dogmas, but also throughout the ramification

of its whole organism, undergoes the process of evolution.

By CHARLES GUIGNEBERT.

THE WRESTLE OF RELIGION
WITH TRUTH

Perhaps the most attractive feature of this

rather original “ philosophy of religion ” is the

transparent sincerity shown by Dr. Wieman
in his courageous refusal of any kind of slipshod

argument that might make his case appear
more plausible. It is one of the most stimu-

lating pieces of work done by an American in

this field.

By HENRY NELSON WIEMAN.

MORALS IN REVIEW
Quite apart from the encyclopedic sweep of

its knowledge “ Morals in Review ” performs

a great service to the serious student by reason

of its approach to all these authors through
personal study of the original sources. It

never commits the mistake of reporting at

second hand or of superimposing upon writers

of pre-evolution days a modern scientific out-

look for which there is no warrant in the orig-

inal texts.

By A. K. ROGERS.

UNDERSTANDING THE
APOSTLES’ CREED

Of the many creeds which have played their

part in the history of the Christian Church,
none appears to have appealed to Catholic

and Protestant, sectarian and universalist like

the Apostles’s Creed. After thus supplying
the Apostles’ Creed with a particularly well

designated historical frame or setting. Dr.
McFayden undertakes to extract its elements
of permanent value to narrate the history of

the difficulties experienced by science in deal-

ing with the Church.

By DONALD McFAYDEN.

NEW STUDIES IN MYSTICAL
RELIGION

It is twenty years since the author of these
“ Studies ” wrote “ Studies in Mystical Reli-

gion.” These two decades have been marked
by a great increase of interest in this type of

religion and a good deal of progress has been
made in the interpretation of its nature and
value. The book has the full fruits of learning

and scholarship and will appeal to those who
are interested in the verities and realities of

vital religion.

By RUFUS M. JONES.

SECRETS OF EFFECTIVE
LIVING

“ Secrets of Effective Living ” discusses

some practical problems of everyday life, like

fear, disappointment, and self-distrust, and
suggests immediate and concrete ways which
ordinary people can use to advantage in coping

with them. The illustrations are drawn from
actual instances in the author’s experience as

minister in a large city parish, and as preacher

to a radio congregation covering all New Eng-
land.

By JAMES GORDON GILKEY.

THE HISTORICAL LIFE OF
CHRIST

This remarkable book is distinguished by
two qualities rarely found side by side. The
author has made the contributions of Albert

Schweitzer and others his own by combining

them all in a process of investigation which

shows perfect mastery of the historic method.

It is a combination of scientific objectivity and
exceptional gift for dramatic presentation that

will place this book among the classics of

theology.

By J. WARSCHAUER.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
Publishers 6o Fifth Avenue New York
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